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mgc20-4-'- PROCEEDINGS (Continued)e

i
A 2 /r |' (At the request of the Chairman, this begins,

yf's Volube II of the proceedings held Friday, July 27, 1984)3

d MS. GIBBO: At this time, Commonwealth Edison'

,1

15 Company would like to present Mr. Bender and Mr. Treece
'f6 as witnesses. They will testify as a panel on the subject

"

7,s 'of possible cable overtensioning.

~ 8 Nould you swear the witnesses, please.
>

@ 'Whereupon,. x-

t
ID JAMES OWEN BINDER

II BOBBY G. TREECE

12 were called as-witnesses on behalf of the Applicant and,

J'"N 13 having been first duly sworn, were examined and testified

~ '-)1
Id 'as follows:

15 DIRECT EXAMINATION

16 BY MS. GIBBS:

37 .Q. Mr. Binder, would you state your full name

18 for the record, please?

'IE 'A (Witness hi'nder) _ James Owen Binder.,

20 g. By whom are you employed?
21. A- Commonwealth Edison.

.

22
Q What is your position?

,

23 A Ifam a Project Electrical Supervisor at the
,

24 Byron site.

125 Q Do you have in front of you a document entitled

. 7
i /
'J:.

4

I

:, ?
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.

3 .-

( .mgc20-5 I " Summary of Direct Testimony of James O. Binder"?
2 A Yes, I have.

3
O' " Issues V and VI, Cable Overtensioning, as

d . Limited.by the. Licensing Board's Order of June 8, 1984,"

5 together with aL document entitled '' Direct Testimony of
6 James O. Binder.on Issues V and VI, Cable Overtensioning,

.

7- Limited by the-Licensing Board's Order of June 8, 1984,"

8 .together with certain attachments?

9 A Yes, ma'am, I do.

10
Q Are there any changes or corrections that you

- 11
would like to make to this testimony? "

,

12
.

.A No. I have no chances, no corrections.
). '"

13 0' Did you prepare this testimony?
b( w

:

^~'i Id A 'Yes, with the advice of counsel, I prepared
15 .this' direct testimony. .
16

Q Is the testimony you have before you true and

~17 correct to the oest of your knowledge and belief?

18
'A Yes, ma'am, it is.

' - I' MS. GIBBS: Judge Smith, at this time, I would

20 like to - give a copy of Mr. Binder's testimony, with
'21 attachments, to the reporter and ask that it be admitted

22
into evidence and incorporated into the record as if read.

23 MR. LEWIS: Your Honor, I don't know whether

2'
this is just a problem with the copy the Staff has, but

4

25 'the first page of the testimony itself of Mr. Binder was

v
f

.

-, - . _ . _
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7

k_,)'mgc20-6 1 missing in the copy that the Staff received. It's the

2 page, I believe, that has just preliminary questions

3 regarding qualifications. I don't know if that problem is --
<

d MS. GIBBS: Judge Smith, I have an extra

5 copy._ I'll be glad to give it to counsel for the NRC.

6 MS. JUDSON: Also true of our copy, I believe.

7 JUDGE SMITH: Let's go off the record.*

8 (Discussion off the record.)
9 JUDGE SMITH: All right. The testimony is

10 received.

11 (The prepared testimony of Mr. James Owen Binder

12 follows.)
.
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Commonwealth Edison Company.

June 29, 1984 gg

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA_x
/ ) NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION.

Lf
ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

.

In the Mattar of ) Docket Nos. STN 50-454 OL
) STN 50-455 OL

COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY )
)

.(Bryon Nuclear Power Station, )
Units 1 and 2) )

SUMMARY OF DIRECT TESTIMONY OF
JAMES 0. BINDER ON ISSUES 5 AND 6

(CABLE OVERTENSIONING) , AS LIMITED BY
THE LICENSING BOARD'S ORDER OF

- JUNE 8, 1984

'I . James O. Binder of Commonwealth Edison Company is the

' Project Electrical Supervisor at Byron Station.
.

'

,r 'x II. Cable overtensioning concerns the amount'of tension
-

( )
\''-

which is applied to electrical cable when it is pulled

through conduit. If the applied pulling tension causes

certain criteria, established by the cable manufac-

turer, to be exceeded, a cable could be rendered unable

to perform its intended function.

_III. The NRC has identified two items of noncompliance and*

two other items with respect to potential cable over-

_ tensioning, all of which have been satisfactorily

resolved by Commonwealth Edison.

A. The NRC identified as an unresolved item the

fact that Hatfield Electric Company, which is

responsible for cable installation at Byron

[ (m- Station, used an installation procedure which
,

}
8/

, - - . - - _ . - _ _ _ _ _ .
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.

/~~'N did not-address how it would be verified that the
I, )
' ~ ~

allowable cable pulling tension had not been

exceeded when small cables or instrument cables

.were pulled.

B.. This item was resolved by revising the cable

pulling procedure to address the required pre-

cautions to be taken when small cables or in-

strument cables are pulled.

C. The first item of noncompliance-identified

that the Hatfie:i Electric installation,

"
procedure did not address the requirements to

calculate electrical cable sidewall pressure and
,

did not provide instructions regarding electrical
3

! cable rework.
C/

D. This item of r.oncompliance was resolved by re-

vising the Hatfield Electric cable installation

procedure to address the subjects identified by
~

-the NRC. In-addition, Sargent & Lundy performed

Lan analysis of all safety-related cables installed

in. conduit prior to-the implementation of the

o- revised procedure to determine their accept-

ability. All of'these caoles were found to be

acceptable, i.e., they would perform their in-

,
tended functions.

~E. As part of an ' investigation of allegations con-

cerning Hatfield Electric, the NRC lentified as
'

,

.( l-a

.. , ,, . - . . , _ . . - , --
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~

7 j an open item the Commonwealth Edison Nonconform-
A

''

ance Reports (NCRs) which had been written con-

' ~ ' cerning potential cable overtensioning.
F. This open item was resolved by the analysis men-

tioned in II. D., above, and by the satisfactory

dispositioning of the Commonwealth Edison NCRs

pertaining to potential cable overtensioning.
G. The second item of noncompliance identified that

one Hatfield Electric Discrepancy Report -(DR) ,

which had been written concerning potential cable

overtensioning, had received an inadequate res-

ponse. This had resulted in 12 safety-related -

cables whose quality was indeterminate, in that
, . .

'| i- one more of those cables had been overtensioneds, f
during the attempted pull-back of another cable.

H. That itom of noncompliance was resolved by re-

placing all 13 safety-related cables involved, by
'

- reviewing all Hatfield Electric DRs for cables

i . hich had been pulled out of conduit, and byw

taking steps to prevent the recurrence of'this

type of incident.

IV. Based upon (1) the review of safety-related cables

installed in conduit prior to the implementation of the

revised cable pulling procedure in December, 1982, and

.(2) the revised cable pulling procedure used by Hatfield,

-

.. - - . -
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Electric since December, 1982, all of the safety-
'

, ,,

*

: related cables installed in conduit at Byron Station

'

. are acceptable.- Their ability to perform their in-
,

i . tended functions has not been impaired by overten-
{i

. sioning.-
; '
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/~T.. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
() NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In . the Matter of ) Docket Nos. STN 50-454 OL
) STN 50-455 OL

COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY )
)

(Bryon Nuclear Power Station, )
Units 1 and 2) )

DIRECT TEST''*0NY OF
JAMES 0. LINDER ON

ISSUES 5 AND 6 (CABLE
OVERTENSIONING), AS LIMITED BY

THE LICENSING BOARD'S ORDER
OF JUNE 8, 1984

.

Q-1. Please state your name.
,

f'N A-l. James O. Binder.

( |-.

.

~

Q-2. What is your residence address?

A-2. My residence. address is Rural Route 3, 13 Oak Grove

Drive, Hampshire, Illinois 60140.

Q-3. By whom are you employed and in what capacity?

A-3. I am employed by Commonwealth Edison Company as Project

Electrical Supervisor at Byron Station.

Q-4. 11 ease describe your educational background.

A-4. I received a Bachelor of Science degree in electrical

engineering from the University of Illinois in June,

'/~N 1974. I received a Master of Business Administration
ws -' ,

degree from the Keller Graduate School of Management in

. , , - _ _ - - _ _ _ .- . .- . . - . . - - - - - _ _ - - _ _ - - - _
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-2-

:[m} February, 1984. I am licensed as a professional
t.s

engineer in the State of Illinois.

Q-5. Please describe your employment experience.

A-5.-I have worked for Commonwealth Edison Company since

June, 1974. 'My first position was as a Field Engineer

in the Division Operational Analysis Department. In

October, 1978, I was assigned to work at the Byron

Station, and I have worked there continuously to this
- date. My first position at Byron Station was as a

General Engineer in the System Operational Analysis

Department; I was subsequently promoted to Principal -

Engineer. In December, 1980, I transferred to the
,- .

- (_,) Project Construction Department. I became Project'

_ Electrical Supervisor in June, 1981, and still hold

that position today.

Q-6. Please describe your duties as Project Electrical

Supervisor at Byron Station.

A-6. My duties include-managing the activities associated

with the electrical construction of the Byron Station,

including _ supervision of the Project Costruction elac-

trical department on site and contract administration

concerning.the electrical contractor, Hatfield Elec-

-tric Company.
F- 7

V

i

,

,. . _ _ . - --,
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Q-7. Please describe the scope of your testimony.<
1

>

' ' ' '
LA-7. My testimony is in response to Issues 5 and 6, relating

to potential cable overtensioning, or overstressing, at
Byron Station, as those issues have been limited by the

.-

. Licensing Board's Order of June 8, 1984. My testimony

describes the history of the question of cable over-

tensioning'at Byron Station and sets forth the response

- _ which Ccmmonwealth Edison has made to certain items of

noncompliance and open items concerning this matter

which the NRC identified during various inspections.

,

The attachments to my testimony consist of certain NRC

inspection reports and certain other documents which
-

pertain to this matter. I am familiar with the con-
~

.

f 1 tents of all of these attachments to the extent that
(../

they pertain to the cable'overtensioning matter.

>u
.

Q-8. Please describe the concept of cable overtensioning.
A-8. The concept of cable overtensioning concerns the amount

of tension which is applied to electrical cable when it

is pulled.through conduit. When cable is installed in
p conduit-it is pulled, either by hand or by machine, and

a certain amount of tension is exerted on the cable in
the process. Cable tension criteria have been estab-
-lished-to gi"e reasonable assurance that the cable's

published rating will'not be impaired during installa-
tion. These criteric address both maximum allowablem

f- 1

O

,,-,,.--,r.,,-- ----r-=-~mev - *^^'
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/''( - tensile strength and maximum allowable sidewall pres-
-Nj'

'

sure. If the maximum allowable tensile strength of the

cable were exceeded, thinning of the conductor (s) or

breakage could. occur. If the applied pulling tension

caused the maximum allowable sidewall pressure to be

exceeded, the insulation surrounding the conductor (s)

could be damaged. Either of these events could render

a cable unable to perform its intended function.

~

Q-9. Who establishes the criteria defining maximum allowable

cable pulling tension'for a cable?

A-9. The cable manufacturers establish these criteria for
,

their cables.
p

J

0-10. Who is responsible for cable ~ installation at Byron

~Stationi

A-10. The electrical contractor, Hatfield Electric Company,

is responsible for cable install'ation at Byron Station.

!. Q-11. How does the electrical contractor know the amount of
i;

. tension which is. exerted on a cable during a cable

pull?-

A-ll. The electrical contractor monitors the tension exerted

on a cable during a cable pull using an instrument known as

a1 dynamometer.

'

:~'

- , ,

%[

t

p ~ y ,- ,.e- , , , - - , . w . . , - - - , - , ,,,,,we,-. - p-, , -- w--- ,m ---nm.. .-, ee,- -, -
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~'x 0-12.. How are instructions given to the electrical con-
'-'''/

tractor regarding the allowable cable pulling tensions
for cables installed in conduit?

A-12. The architect-engineer, Sargent & Lundy, utilizing.

cable pulling'information supplied by each cable manu-

facturer, determines the allowable pulling tensions for
each cable type. This information appears on the

,

installation drawings issued to the contractor by
Sargent & Lundy. In addition, the contractor has

developed a procedure, accepted by the architect-

engineer, which describes the steps to be taken re-,

garding the calculation, monitoring and recording of -

cable tensions for cable installation.
..

3
'

,J

Q-13. Please describe how the question of possible cable
overtensioning.first arose..

'

A-13. During.an inspection conducted in September, 1981, the

NRC inspector obser' red that the Hatfield Electric

procedure governing class lE cable installation did not

address how it would'be verified that the allowable
cable pulling tension had not been exceeded when small

cables or instrument cables were pulled. See Attach-

ment A (Inspection Report 50-454/81-16; 50-455/8.1-12)
at pages A-7 to A-8.

. ,,3

v,

.

- , , , -
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{ (~'; Q-14. What action was taken in response to this observation?
t iv

A-14. In response to this observation, the Hatfield Electric

cable pulling procedure was revised to address the

required precautions to be taken when small cables or

instrument cables are pulled. See Attachment B (In-

spection' Report 50-454/83-16) at page B-6.

.c

Q-15. Please describe the next event which occurred concern-

ing possible cable overtensioning.

A-15. An item of noncompliance (82-05-09c, 82-04-09c)

related to the subject of cable overtensioning was

identified during the NRC construction team inspection -

conducted at Byron Station in the Spring of 1982. This
,. 3

. N s) inspection fouad that Hatfield Electric's cable in-(

stallation procedure did not address the requirements

to calculate electrical cable sidewall pressure prior

to pulling cable and did not provide instructions-

regarding electrical cable rework. See Attachment C

(Inspection ' Report 50-454/82-05; 50-455/82-04) at pages

.C-70 to C-71.

Q-16. Please describe how this item of noncompliance was

resolved.

IA-16. The' resolution of this item involved two phases.

First, the Hatfield Electric procedure regarding cable

. installation was revised to address both the calcu-~~

L' '~./ : .

--

. , . . . . . . - - _ . . . _ _ _ _ _ . _ . . , _ . , _ , _ - . , _ , , _ _ , _ _ _ _ . _
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ir v slation of.the allowable pulling tension considering
a ;

~
A"j . -

sidewall-_ pressure limitatione and instructions re-
p. .

-garding' electrical cable rework. As explained in a

iletter from Commonwealth Edison to the NRC dated

_ November 5,: 1982 (Attachment D), Sargent & Lundy

'specified. allowable' pulling tensions for cable in
,

o

conduit which considered both the tensile strength of

( the~ conductors and the allowable sidewall pressure.

Methods were also establishe'd to determine the allow--

;. able pulling tension for multiple cable' pulls in con-

'duit and for. cable-pulls in conduit with non-standard
*

_ radius bends. In addition,_the Hatfield Electric
-

'

procedure was revise'd to implement-these instructions.-

,-
.

{ m. for new cable installation as well as for cable rework.

.This revision also. required inspectors to' monitor-(with
-.

a dynamometer)'and record the' maximum tension-reached

, . 1during all cable pulls. - The' revised procedure was

implemented in December, 1982. See Attachment D at.
,

pages'D-2 to D-3..LThe NRC fcund the revised procedure

to be satisfactory and -closed this portion of the item

' '

of noncompliance-in its May, 1983 Inspection Report.

See Attachment Blat-page B-6..

Q-17. Please describe the second phase of the resolution of

.this item of noncompliance.

.

~

wE-me . . . . - - - . s.,,- .-4 ,,.~,.,,.,e, ..-,%m,.w m, ,, . , , - - , . , - _ _ . ,,, -, , ,, y-m, -r-my%~-
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J/ 'Y A-17. As stated above, the revised Hatfield Electric pro-
'V'

cedure regarding cable pulling was implemented in

December, 1982. In order to verify that the sidewall

pressure was not exceeded for cables installed prior to

the date of the revised procedure, Commonwealth Edison

committed to review the cable pull reports for pre-

viously installed cables against the current criteria.

If it were found that the allowable sidewall pressure

had been exceeded, the Company committed to take appro-

-priate corrective action with the advice of the cable

manufacturer.. These actions would ensure that all

cables, regardless of when they were installed, would .

perform. their intended functions . See Attachment D at
-

( )! _ page D-3. This review was carried out by Sargent &

Lundy, which performed an analysis of all safety-
,

related cables installed in conduit prior to December,

1982. The scope'of that analysis, the methodology

used,-the results of the~ analysis and the conclusions

drawn from it are set forth in detail in the testimony

of' Bobby G. Treece of Sargent & Lundy. Based upon that

analysis,- it was concluded that all of the safety-, ,.

.related cables installed in conduit prior to the im-

plementation of the revised criteria in December, 1982,

, were acceptable. The NRC inspectors reviewed Sargent &

~ Lundy's analysis and concluded that there was a reason- '

'able assurance that the safety-related cables that were/,2 i

U

g.

__
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r' . the subject of the' analysis would perform their in-
' t t

- h s'
.

See Attachment E (Inspection Report
'n '

tended functions.

'50-454/84-27; 50-455/84-19) at pages E-14 to E-15.

Q-18. Please' describe the next event relating to the possible

overtensioning of cables.

A-18. As a result of L"_ legations concerning the construction

activities of the Hatfield Electric Company, the NRC

conducted a special inspection between August 2, 1983,

'and Ja'nuary 18, 1984. One allegation which was in-

vestigated asserted that cables had been overstressed

when pulled, even to the point of breaking the cable. .

,

The ~results of the NRC's investigation are set forth in

) Inspection Report-50-454/84-02; 50-455/84-02, which is
. .a

Attachment F to'my testimony. The NRC interviews

related t'o that allegation revealed that individuals

knew of only one instance where a cable had been
.

- overstressed to the breaking point; the persons in-

terviewed stated that'that cable had been replaced and
''

the occurrence had been documented. The inspectors

also reviewed-the Commonwealth Edison Nonconformance

' Report (NCR) log and found that at least 25 NCRs con--

cerning potential overtensioning of cables had been

written. The NRC determined that the allegation con-

stituted an open item (84-02-03) pending the verifi-

cation of corrective action en: 1) cables installed,;
I ):
\,../

'

-. .- - - - . - . . - .
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r'^'} prior to the implementation of the revised cable
.%.J -

pulling procedure in December, 1982, and 2) cables

identified on NCRs and Discrepancy Reports (DRs) as

pot'entially overtensioned. See Attachment F at page

F-17.

Q-19. Please describe the steps which were taken to close

this item.

A-19. My Answer number 17, above, describes the analysis

which was undertaken by Sargent & Lundy in order to

assure that cables installed prior to the implemen-

tation of the revised pulling procedure would perform .

their intended functions. That analysis was reviewed,

;7 s -
i ) and accepted by the NRC, and that part of the item was.v' .

closed, in Inspection Report 50-454/84-27; 50-455/84-19.

See Attachment E at pages E-14 to E-15.

In order to close the remaining portion of this

'

item, the NRC inspector reviewed the Commonwealth
~

Edison NCRs.which documented potential cable over-

tensioning. This re'iew is documented in Inspectionv

,

Report 50-454/84-09, which is Attachment G to my

testimony. There were a total of 19 NCRs on this

subject written by Commonwealth Edison. The NRC

inspector also. reviewed NCRs prepared by Hatfield

Electric regarding the potential overtensioning of

electrical cables. See Attachment G at pages G-6 to
f~s

. v

.

.

, ,, ,- .m- - - +e
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'/"'<. G-12. Because certain of the Commonwealth Edison NCRs,

I

.

, -

.were.not yet closed as of the date of that inspection,

[ -this item.was' considered unresolved (84-09-01). Durings-

the inspection referenced in 50-454/84-27; 50-455/84-19.,

(Attachment E), the inspectors reviewed the dispositions

of'the' remaining Commonwealth Edison NCRs pertaining to

potential cable overtensioning and found them to be,

F
.

* acceptable. The.NRC then closed this item. See

;r Attachment E'at,page E-15.

' ~ Q-20. - Please describe the disposition of these Commonwealth

Edison.NCRs' pertaining to potential cable overtensioning.

A-20.1Many of the cables ~ were found to be acceptable as,1

i Linstalled..:
'f. V. Some oftthese were. determined to be accept-

.

able by an analysis performed by Sargent &~ Lundy, some

were determined to be acceptable by an analysis per-
~

p, formed by; the cable manufacturer, and some were deter-

D
'

mined.to be acceptable byJtesting, as recommended by

: the' cable manufacturer. For the remaining cables, it.

h0 ~ was determined that the maximum allowable pulling
,

tension-had in~ fact been exceeded and the cables were
.

therefore unacceptable.

.

:Q-21. What was the engineering disposition of the cables=

. hich were determined to be unacceptable?* w.

'A-21..The-engineering disposition was to replace the cables.

([3)
'

.
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0-22. Were those cables replaced?-

A-22. Yes.

,

Q-23. Lid the NRC : identify an item of noncompliance in

' regard to cable overtensioning during the inspection._

documented in Inspection Report 50-454/84-09; 50-455/84-07

)(Attachment G) ?

A-23. Yes. An item of noncompliance is described at pages
.

- G-12 to G-13 of that Inspection Report.

v
:

Q-24'.:Please describe.this item of noncompliance.

LA-24. During a review of-1000 discrepancy reports prepared .

, by Hatfield Electric,'.the NRC' inspector identified'one

f(n) report, DR 3382, which, after interviewing the Hatfield
4

-Electric cable. pulling ~and QC personnel involved, was
,

_

. determined'to|have been inadequately _dispositioned. DR

3382 is-Attachment H.to my-testimony. The DR had been
~

* '

' prepared to document the. fact:that, while' attempting to

.' remove a cable from a1 conduit.which contained other-
' ' cabl~es, the remaining 12 cables were subjected to.500

E ' pounds total tension. -As the distribution of-the 500

-pounds of.. tension among the112 remaining cables could
+:

10? It . not--be verified, -one or more of _ the cables may have
<

been subjected to hho total 500 pounds of tension
c,

exerted during the pull, and therefore been overten-
. _

- -sioned.-LBecause the Hatfield Electric QC inspector's

f}
"A / written-description of the problem was unclear in that
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q '[ it failed to specifically state that only one of the 13
As

cables was being pulled on, the Hatfield Electric

engineer who evaluated the DR mistakenly assumed that

the 500 pounds of tension had been applied to all 13

cables in the conduit. The engineer then calculated

the allowable pulling tension for the 12 remaining

-cables to be 557 pounds. Because the 500 pounds of-

'

tension which had been applied during the pull was less

than the 557 pounds of allowable tension which had been

calculated, the engineer concluded that the 12 re-

maining cables were acceptable as installed. The DR

was returned to QC and was closed based on the engi- -

,

.neer's. response that the cables had not been over-*

,.

I~ ,) - tensioned. The NRC inspector concluded that the failure

-to provide an adequate response to DR 3382 had resulted

in 12 safety-related cables whose. quality was indeter-

minate, in that one or more of those cables was over-

stressed during the attempted pull-back of another

cable.. This was identified as item of noncompliance

84-09-02.

[

Q-25. Did you review the circumstances surrounding DR 3382
|
''

'to~ determine the cause of the inadequate disposition?

A-25. Yes.

4-~ Q-26. Please describe the results of your review.
! L

! V.
F

1

_ . _ _ . . _ . _ . _ . , . = . . _ _ , . _ . , _ _, _.. . _ _ _ _
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, f '$ A-26. After discussions with the NRC inspector and the
Q)

Hatfield Electric engineer who evaluated the DR, I

. -concluded that DR 3382 had been inadequately disposi-

tioned for the following reasons:

1) .The QC' inspector who wrote the DR failed to pro-

vide'an accurate written description of the problem;
2) Due to the-inaccurate description, the engineer's

evaluation.did not1 address the actual problem;

3) The verification of the resolution of DR 3382 was
not(completed by the same QC inspector who had witnessed the

problem and written'the DR. This QC Inspector determined,

that'the engineering resolution adequately addressed the -;.

'

problem as described. The DR was therefore closed.
.n
f l'-:

YI%

L Q-27. Was there any evidence that the cable overtensioning-

which occurred was.not properly reported in accordance with
written procedures?

. A-27. No. The proper reporting procedures were followed.

It was due to an inaccurate description of the problem

on.the DR that inadequate corrective action was taken.;

~

Q-28. Please describe the resolution of item of noncompli-
1.

ance 84-09-02.

A-28. - The resolution of this item of noncompliance ' comprised

three parts. First, Hatfield Electric prepared NCR 841

| ..to document the potentially overtensioned cables identified,,

;-.i

,

A. / ' in item of noncompliance 84-09-02. I dispositioned
e

'

f-

- . - . - .- . - _ - - - - - - - _ . - - - . - - . - - . - - . . . . - _
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this NCR by requiring that all 13 cables be replaced.y

i

" Thib action was taken. Second, Hatfield Electric DRs

for all other cables which were pulled out of conduit

were reviewed to confirm that the inaccurate descrip-

' tion associated with DR 3382 wts an isolated incident.

See Attachment I (Letter from Commonwealth Edison to

the NRC dated April 25, 1984, enclosing Response to
; Notice of Violation) . Third, Commonwealth Edison took

steps to prevent recurrence of this type of incident,

as outlined in my February 2, 1984 letter to Hatfield

Electric (Attachment J to my testimony). This letter
~

sets forth the criteria for determining the allowable
_

pulling tension when cable is to be pulled out of

( ) . conduit. The use of these criteria will assure that
any cables remaining in a conduit will not be over-

tensioned when a cable or cables are pulled out. This

letter.also re-emphasizes that cables should never be

pulled unless the cable pulling crew and the QC per-

sonnel know what the allowable pulling tension is for

the cable pull to be' performed. Finally, this letter

stresses that when a problem is identified, it is

important that the deficiency be clearly described so

that it can be properly evaluated and dispositioned.-

See Attachment J at page J-2. The NRC accepted the

company's resolution of this matter and closcd this

item in Inspection Report 50-454/84-27, 50-455/84-19.
,\.

t n(_) See Attachment E at page E-15.

.

L
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Q-29..What is your opinion of the condition of the safety-fw
\Y -

related' cables installed in conduit at Byron Station
~

with respect to potential cable overtensioning?
A-29.-In my opinion, the safety-related cables installed in-

conduit at Byron-Station are acceptable. Their ability

to perform their intended functions has not been im-

paired by overtensioning.

'

Q-30. Please describe the basis for that opinion.

A-30. For all safety-related cables installed in conduit
,

before December, 1982, my opinion is substantiated by
'

.the analysis which was performed by Sargent & Lundy. .

-

This analysis is described in Answer 17, above,.and in
-[ 'ag) the testimony of. M3. Treece of Sargent & Lundy. For

all safety-related cables installed after December,,

p
'

1982, my opinion is based upon the revised cable

pulling _ procedure used by Hatfield Electric. I believe,

that that procedure adequately addresses cable in-a-

stallation activities with respect to cable pulling
tensions. ~ Finally, I believe that all Commonwealth

.

Edison-NCRs and.all Hatfield Electric DRs and NCRs

'which haveL been written. adc'ressing potential cable

overtensioning problems have been properly reviewed and
dispositioned.:

m ,

&

~ n'*e

., 1
%..J .
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Docket No. 50-454
Docket No. 50-455

Commonwealth Edison Company
ATTN: Mr. Cordell Reed

Vice President
Post Office Box 767
Chicago, IL 60690

Gentlemen:

- This refers to the routine safety inspection conducted by Mr. R. S. Love
of this office on September 22-25, 1981, of activities at By'Lon Generating
Statioqiyn.i,ts 1 and 2. authorized by NRC Construction Permits No. CPPR-130
and No. CPPR-131 and to the discussion of our findings with Mr. R. Tuetken,'
Assistant Project Superintendent at the conclusion of the inspection.

f3 The enclosed copy of our inspection report identifies areas' examined during,

' ~) the inspection. Within these areas, the inspection consisted of a selective
examination of procedures and representative records, observations, and in-
terviews with personnel.

During this inspection, certain of vour activities app _ eared to be in non--

s2mp_liance with NRC_ requirements, as specified in enclosed Appendix A. A
written response, submitted under oath or affirmation, is required.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the Commission's regulations, a copy
of this letter, the ecciosures, and your response to this letter will be
placed in the NRC's Public Document Room. If the enclosures contain any
information that you or your contractors believe to be exempt from dis-
closure under 10 CFR 9.5(a)(4), it is necessary that you (a) notify this
office by telephone within seven ('') days from the date of this letter of
your intention to file a request for withholding; and (b) submit within
twenty-five (25) days from the date of this letter a written application
to this office to withhold such information. Section 2.790(b)(1) requires
that any such applicatica must be accompanied by an affidavit executed by
the owner of the information which identifies the document or part sought
to be withheld, and which contains a full statement of the reasons which
are the bases for the claim that the information should be withheld from
public disclosure. This section further requires the statement to address
with specificity the considerations listed in 10 CFR 2.790(b)(4). The

,m

v

_
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information sought to be withheld shall be incorporated as far as possible
into a separate part of the affidavit. If we do not hear from you in this
regard within the specified periods noted above, a copy of this letter,
the enclosures, and your response to this letter will be placed in the
Public Document Room.

We will gladly discuss any questions you have concerning this inspection.
.

Sincerely,

C. $. kens >-|- -
C. E. Norelius, Director

< Division of Engineering and
Technical Inspection

Enclosures:
1. EAppendix A, Notice -

of Violation
2. IE Inspection Reports

,-- No. 50-454/81-16 and
,( J- No. 50-455/81-12
N

cc w/encls:
Louis ~C. De1 George

. Director of Nuclear
Licensing.

Gunner Sorensen, Site
Troject Superintendent

V. I. Schlosser,
Project Manager

R. E.-Querio, Station
Superintendent

Dt1B/ Document Contorl Desk (RIDS)
'

Mary Jo Murray, Office of
Assistant Attorney. General

Myron M. Cherry
.

%

_ i }'
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Appendix A
.

'J

NOTICE OF VIOLATION .

Commonwealth Edison Company Docket No. 50-454
Docket No. 50-455

As-a result of the inspection conducted on September 22-25, 1981, and in
accordance with the Interim Enforcement Policy, 45 FR 66754 (October 7,
-1980), the following violation was identified:

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, states in part, " Measures shall be
established to assure that conditions adverse to quality...are promptly
identified and corrected."

Commonwealth Edison Company Topical Report No. CE 1-A, Revision 9,
Section 16, states in part, "A corrective action system will be used to
assure that such items...which are adverse to quality and might affect the
safe operation of a nuclear generating station are promptly identified and
corrected."

.

~ Contrary to the above, the licensee had not taken the necessary actions to
assure that an identified item of noncompliance, concerning the separation'~

/'
(m,) criteria between safety-related and non-safety-related cables, was promptly

corrected. This is exemplified by the fact that the appropriate Hatfield
procedure addressed.in the licensee's correspondence, was not being imple-
mented as of September 24, 1981. The licensee committed to have the
procedure implemented by' June 1, 1981. (Reference CECO letter dated May 7,
1981, from Cordell Reed to James G. Keppler.)

This is a Severity Level V violation (Supplerent II).

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, you are required to submit to
this office within thirty days of the date of this Notice a written statement,

or explanation in reply, including for each item of noncompliance: (1) cor-
rective action taken and the results achieved; (2) corrective action to be
taken to avoid further noncompliance; and (3) the date when full compliance

-will be achieved. Under the authority of Section 182 of the Atomic Energy
Act of 1954, as amended, this response shall be submitted under oath or
a f firmation. Consideration may be given to extending your response time
for good cause shown.

UCI U 3 * h*p
[[. M

Dated- C. E. Norelius, Director
Division of Engineering and

's Technical Inspection7
c 1

%

|

*
t
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,s U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
t ) 0FFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT%/

REGION III
.

Reports No. 50-454/81-16; 50-455/81-12

Docket'Nos. - 50-454; 50-455 Licenses No. CPPR-130; CPPR-131

Licensee: Ccmmonwealth Edison Company
Post Office Box 767
Chicago, IL 60690

Facility Name: Byron Generating Station, Units I and 2

Inspection At: Byron Site, Byron, ILe

Inspection Conducted: September 22-25, 1981
j -r . .

Inspector: A.b..LoveuLh 30/2|fg(
.

,r s a

L-

I ~ Approved By: E '. . Hawkins, Acting Chief f DIlf/ fb l
Plant Systems Section '/

,-

| V
L Inspection Summary
|

Inspection on September 22-25, 1981 (Reports No. 50-454/81-16; 50'455/81-12)-

Areas Inspected: Follow-up on previously identified inspection findings;
review of electrical procedures and records. This inspection involved a
total of 30 inspector-hours onsite by one NRC inspector.

-Results: Of the areas inspected, one apparent item of nonccmpliance
'was identified (Criterion XVI - failure to promptly identify and
correct items of nonconformance - Paragraph 2.a).

.

- h
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r~~s DETAILS
I )
si

Persons Contacted
.

Commonwealth Edison Company

G. Sorensen, Project Superintendent
'*J. O. Binder, Project Electrical Supervisor
*R. B. Klingler, Quality Assurance Supervisor
*M. A. Standish, Quality Assurance Superintendent
*R. Tuetken, Assistant Project Superintendent

The inspector also contacted and interviewed other licensee and contractor
personnel during this reporting period.

* Denotes those present at the exit interview.

1. Licensee Action on Previous Inspection Findings

a. (0 pen) Noncompliance (50-454/80-09-01; 50-455/80-08-01): CECO
did not ensure that Sargent and Lundy (S&L) adequately translated
the requirements of the Byron PSAR and S&L Specifications 2831
into S&L Specifications 2815 in that corrosion protection was not-
specified for the exposed carbon steel material and exposed spot
welds used in the installation of seismic Category I electrical

-

/^' cable tray hanger supports. Due to the unavailability of personnel,
k,)N, the inspector was unable to obtain the answers to the questions

contained in NRC letter to CECO dated August 14, 1981.

b. (0 pen) Noncompliance (50-454/80-12-01; 50-455/80-11-01): CECO
did not ensure that Sargent and Lundy adequately translated the
requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, Criterions IV and V, into
the design of the cooling water piping for Emergency Diesel
Generator IB in that the cooling water lines for D/G 1B pass
through the room housing Unit 1A. As indicated in NRC letter to
CECO, dated November 18, 1980, this matter has been referred to
our headquarters staff for resolution. We will advise you of
their findings.

c. (Closed) Noncompliance (50-454/80-15-01; 50-455/81-14-01):
Activities affecting quality were not prescribed by instructions,
procedures, or drawings in that: (1) Requirements were not estab-
lished for the hardware used to assemble the seismic Category 1
battery racks to be capable of withstanding acidic atmosphere;
(2) Documented instructions were not established to conduct timely
inspections; (3) Documented instructions were not established to
control instruments which were determined to be defective during
bench testing.

(1) Station Procedure BHS 8.2.3.2.C-1 (125V Battery Bank and
f-~s Charger Operability, Revision 0, dated August 1981)
( )~ includes an inspection point to verify that the battery

rack and battery rack hardware is free of corrosion.'

-2-
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,-~s. (2) Procedure QC-3, Paragraph 9.1, was revised to incorporate
( )_ an " Inspection Request" form to ensure timely inspection.

Most of the inspection requests were honored the,same day''

they were prepared.

(3) The licensee has taken and completed action to control (tag)
the defective instruments and revise the procedure.

d. (0 pen) Noncompliance (50/454/80-25-09; 50-455/80-23-05): Safety
related cables were bundled with non-safety related cables in the
lower cable spreading room in violation of IEEE 384 and FSAR com-
mitments. Procedure 10, " Class 1E Cable Installation" was revised
to iacorporate a 12" separation requirement. This procedure was
implemented on September 24, 1981. This item will remain open
until implementation can be verified.

e. (Open) Noncompliance (50-454/80-25-13): Welds on cable pan bent
plate stiffeners do not conform to Sargent and Lundy (S&L) Standard'

STD-EB-701. Pittsburgh Testing Laboratories made sketches of a
pra-determined number of stiffener plate welds, showing weld size,
crac ks,1cck of fusion, craters, undercut, porosity, weld profile
and underrun. This information was forwarded to S&L for evaluation.
This item will remain open until the results of S&L's evaluation can

_
be. reviewed. -

f. (Closed) Unresolved item (50-454/80-25-15; 50-455/80-23-06): Incom-
L/''TJ plete/ inaccurate documentation received from Okonite Cable Company
( ~) for SEV power cable. The inspector reviewed the documentation for

'

the subject cable. All required documentation is on-site and the
Quality Assurance Traceability Schematic has been corrected to show
the proper QC Length Number.

g. (Closed) Noncompliance (50-454/80-25-16): The minimum separation
criteria for redundant impulse sensing lines as specified in the
Byron PSAR was not translated into instructions, procedures,

- specifications, and drawings. Engineering Change Notice Number
.1958, dated January 14, 1981, was issued to incorporate separation
criteria and color coding requirements for all instrument sensing

,
lines into Specifications F-2906 and F/L-2739.

L

2. Review of Electrical P cedures and Records

a. In accordance with Commonwealth Edison's (Ceco) commitment to the-

NRC (May.7, 1981 letter from Cordell Reed to James G. Keppler,
Paragraph 2.a), Procedure Number 10, " Class IE Cable Instal ction",
Revision 10, Issue 2,. was prepared to incorporate the 12 inch
separation requirement betw,en Class IE and non-Class IE cables
in free-air. "1is procedure was apprcved with comments by Sargent
and Lundy (S&L; of August 7,1981 and transmitted to Eatfield
Electric by CECO on August 13, 1981.

. , - -
i 1
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While attempting to close Noncompliance 50-454/80-25-09;. , ,

~ r^w- 50-455/80-23-05, which concerns the separation of Class IE and1 1 non-Class IE cable in free air, it was observed that the separa-'''
tion problems identified on a previous inspection had been
corrected, but there are still separation problems in the lower
cable spreading room.

During' discussions with the Hatfield Quality Assurance Manager
on September 24,-1981 (AM), it was learned that Hatfield chose
not-to. implement Revision 10, Issue 2 but were implementing
Revision 9, Issue 1, dated February 3, 1981.

The inspector, queried th'e licensee as to when they planned to
honor their commitment of May 7, 1981.

On September 24, 1981 (PM), CECO issued a letter to Hatfield
. directing them to implement Procedure Number 10, Class IE Cable
' Installation, Revision 10, Issue 2, dated June 8, 1981 with S&L
. comments immediately.

J The Region 'III inspector informed the licensee of the failure to
assure that conditions adverse to quality are promptly identified
and corrected is an item of noncompliance in accordance with
10 CFR 50, Appendix B,. Criterion XVI as described in Appendix A

_,

of the. report transmittal letter. (50-454/81-16-01; 50-455/81-12-01),

* (''T.
b. During a tour of the Unit I containment, it was observed that the~

cable pan markings an 1396E-C2E and 1396R-P2E exceeded the 15 foot
M /iS maximum spacing requirements of S&L drawing 6E-0-3390, Hattield

Procedure 9E, " Class 1 Cable Pan Identification," Revision 6,
Issue , dated January 23, 1981 and IEEE 384-1974 as committed to'

in Byron FSAR, Paragraph 8.3.1.4.2.1.

During discussions with the Hatfield Quality Assurance Manager on
September 24, 1981, it was learned that Hatfield chose not to
implement Procedure 9E after it had been reviewed and accepted by
S&L on January 26, 1981. The licensee inforced the inspector that
Hatfield's-failure to implement Procedure 9E had been identified
.by. CECO during an audit of Hatfield on September 9-10, 1981 and
were awaiting their response. Pending a review of the response
.to the subject ' audit, this matter is unresolved. (50-454/81-16-02;
50-455/81-12-02)

.c. The Region III ' inspector observed that Hatfield Procedure 10,
Revision 10, Issue 2 (Class 1E Cable Installation) did not
address how the licensee was going to verify that the maximum
cable pulling tension had not been exceeded when small cables
and/or instrumentation cables were pulled. (i.e., cables that
have a maxisum pulling tension that is less than the force that
can be exerted on a cable by one person) Tests performed on other
projects indicate this force to be approximately 125 pounds.

. /~'N -
V

.
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Pending a detailed review of cable pulling records to verify
'/~3 that maximum cable pulling tensions have not been exceeded.
( ) this item is unresolved. (50-454/81-16-03; 50-455/81-12-03)v

d. During an inspection of the main control room, it was observed that
the safety related switches, instruments, recorders, etc. were not.

distinctively identified as-being in the protection system as
required by Paragraph 4.22 of IEEE-279. Pending a review of
the technical specifications, FSAR requirements, etc. , this
item is unresolved. (50-454/81-16-04; 50-455/81-12-04)

During an inspection of Unit I containment, it was observed that thee.
horizontal separation between Class IE and non-Class IE cable
trays was approximately six inches. Trays involved were
1396E-C2E and 1396CC-C2B and 1396-P2E and 1396B-P2B. Pa ra-
graph 8.3.1.4.2.2 of the Byron FSAR discusses minimum raceway
separation criteria for:-

(1) Minimum spacing for Engineering Safety Features (EST)
Divisions and Reactor Trip System (RTS) Channels.

(2) Separation for Non-Safety-Related Cable Trayc.

The FSAR does not discuss the separation requirements for Safety-
Related (ESF & RTS) Cable Trays and Non-Safety-Related Cable Trays'.

Sargent and Lundy (S&L) drawings 6E-1-4027A, B, and C, Revision A,
7 . (''} dated May 16, 1977 have interpreted the " Separation Requirements for

(_ Non-Safety-Related Cable Trays" to encompass the separation require-
'

ments between Safety Related and Non-Safety-Related Cable Trays.
This item is unresolved pending a review of S&L calculations for all
Safety-Related/Non-Safety-Related separation requirements where they
deviate from the criteria established in IEEE-384. (50-454/81-16-05;
50-455/81-12-05).

Unresolved Items
'

Unresolved items are matters about which more information is required in
order to~ ascertain whether they are acceptable items or items of noncom-
pliance or deviations. Unresolved items disclosed during this inspection
are discussed in Paragraphs 2.b, 2.c, 2.d, and 2.e.

Exit Meeting

The inspectors met with licensee representatives (denoted under Persons
Contacted) on September 25, 1981. The inspectors summarized the scope and

L- findings of the inspection. The licensee representatives acknowledged the
findings reported in previous paragraphs.

Y ,/~x
> >
'J
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/ 'o UNITED STATES

. ! NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION,

A 2 .I REGION 111j' "g a m noostvsL7 moao
g /'v GLEN ELLYN,ILUNols SOM

8ggg4

MAY 311993

Docket No. 50-454

Commonwealth Edison Company
ATTN: Mr. Cordell Reed

Vice President
Post Office Box 767
Chicago, IL 60690

Gentlemen:

This refers to the routine safety inspection conducted by Mr. R. S. Love
of this office on March 21-25, and April 4-8, 1983, of activities at Byron
Station authorized by NRC Construction Permit No. CPPR-130 and to the
discussion of our findings with Mr. G. Sorensen at the ccnclusion of the
inspection. -

The enclosed copy of our inspection report identifies areas examined during
- p, the inspection. Within these areas, the inslection consisted of a selectivei
-( / examination of procedures and representative records, observations, and

,

interviews with personnel.

'During this inspection,.certain of vour activities appeared to be in non-
compliance _with NRC rer,uirements, as specified in the enclosed Appendix.
A written response is required. ~Information gathered in this inspectinn
indicates that the use of interim lead auditors who are not certifiatile per
ANSI 45.2.23 may be common practice at CECO construction sites. Please

-include in your response to the item of noncompliance a discussion of the
extent of this practice at all CECO sites, including steps being taken to
remedy the problem. Also, include in your response the steps you plan to
take to assure that audits conducted by non-certifiable lead auditors were

-properly conducted.
.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790(a), a copy of this letter and the enclosure (s)
will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room unless you notify this office,
by telephone, within ten ' days of the date of this letter and submit written
application to withhold information contained therein within thirty days of
the date of this letter. Such application must be consistent with the re-
quirements of 2.790(b)(1). If we do not hear from you in this regard within
the specified periods noted above, a copy of this letter, the enclosure (s), and
your response to this letter will ha placed in the Public Document Room.

m .
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7_s Commonwealth Edison Company 3.av 31,1983
%/

The responses directed by this letter (and the accompanying Notice) are
not subject to the clearance procedures of the Office of Management and
Budget as required by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, PL 96-511.

We will gladly discuss any questions you have concerning this inspection.

Sincerely,

.) ;) _ : . L''

? h ' $. ?.,;,.., ,Wk{
^

W. S. Little, Chief
Engineering Branch IIo

Enclosures:
1. Appendix, Notice

of Violation
2. Inspection Report

-No. 50-454/83-16(DE) ~

cc w/encls:
! /~'N D. L. Farrar, Director

lx_-) of Nuclear Licensing
V. I. Schlosser, Project Manager
Gunner Sorensen, Site Project

Superintendent
R. E. Querio, Station

Superintendent
DMB/ Document Control Desk'(RIDS)
Resident Inspector, RIII Byron
Resident Inspector, RIII

-Braidwood
Philip L. Willman, Esq.

Assistant Attorney General
Environmental Control Division

Reed Neuman, Esq., Assistant
Attorney General

Ms. Jane M. Whicher
Diane Chavez, DAARE/S.WE

-

.]
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( Appendix

NOTICE OF VIOLATION

~ Commonwealth Edison Company Docket No. 50-454-

'As a result of the inspection conducted on March 21-25, and April 4-8, 1983, and
-in accordance with the NRC Enforcement Policy, 47 FR 9987 (March 9, 1982), the
following violation was identified:

'

-10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion II, states, in part, "The program shall provide
for indoctrination and training of personnel performing activitics affecting
quality as necessary to assure that suitable proficiency is achieved and main-

' tuined."

Commonwealth Edison Company (CECO) letter, L. O. DelGeorge to D. G. Eisenhut,
U.S. NRC, Director, Division of Lf censing, dated August 17, 1981, affirmed CECO

~ conunitment to Regulatory Guide 1.146, August 1980 and ANSI N45.2.23-1978 as
required by Generic Letter 81-01.

.

L ANSl'N45.2.23-1978, paragraph 2.3, states, "An individual shall meet the re-
.m quirements of paragraphs 2.3.1 through 2.3.5 prior to being designated a lead
lL

- U') auditor."

ANS1 N45.2.23-1978, paragraph 2.3.1, states, in part. " Education and Experience.
The prospective lead auditor shall have verifiable evidence that a minimum of
ten (10) credits under the following scoring system have been accumulated.
Education (4 credit maximum). Experience'( 9 points maximum). Other credent-
fals of professional competence (2. credit maximum). Rights of Management (2
points maximum).

Contrary to the above, the Commonwealth Edison Company Quality Assurance Lead
Auditor performing the Power-Azco-Pope audit was not adequately qualified
and/or trained to perform lead auditor functions. Details of apparent non-
compliance to the above requirements are delineated in paragraph 3. A.(1) of
the attached report.

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement II).

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, you are required to submit to this
office within thirty days of the date of this Notice a written statement or
explanation in reply, including for each item of noncompliance: (1) corrective
action taken and the results achieved; (2) corrective action to be taken to

avoid'further noncompliance; and (3) the date when full compliance will be
achieved. Consideration may be given to extending your response time for good
cause shown.

.

. Y /

Dateg / W. S. Liftle,/hief
'

/ Engineering Branch II

B-3
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(v) U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
'

REGION III

Report No. 50-454/83-16(DE)

Docket No. 50-454 License No. CPPR-130

Licensee: Commonwealth Edison Company
Post Office Box 767
Chicago, IL 60690

Facility Name: Byron Station, Unit 1
,

Inspection At: Byron Site, Byron, IL

Inspection Ccaducted: March 21-25 and April 4-8, 1983.

)
Inspector;. . S. Love' _./ ).,'

,,

.,-pyg -

' '
Approved By- . C. Williams, Chief f/j/ 3

[ Plant Systems Section ' /n
U

Inspection Summary

Inspection'on March 21-25 and April 4-8, 1983 (Report No. 50-454/83-16(DE))
Areas Inspected: Review of licensee action on previously identified items.
Reviewed installation of instrument sensing lines, installation and term-
ination of instrumentation cables, and the review of associated procedures
and records. This inspection involved a total of 69 inspection-hours by one
NRC inspector.

- Results: . In the areas inspected, one potentia 1 item of noncompliance was
identified. The~1icensee failed to assure that CECO lead auditors were
properly qualified and certified (Paragraph 3. A.(1)).

f' \
* i

O
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(/ DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Commonwealth Edison Company (Ceco) |

#*G.|Sorensen, PCD Construction Superintendent
.#*R. Tuetkon, PCD Assistant Construction Superintendent
1 *J.' T. Westermeier, PED Project Engineer
*M. A. Stanish,-QA Superintendent
#*R' B. Klingler, Staff Ass.-tant.

*P. T. Myrda, QA' Supervisor
#*R. A. Westberg, QA Engineer
*A. J. Rosenbach, QA Inspector

.

' *F. A. Mazzini, QA Engineer
.

*M. E. Lohmann, PCD Mechanical Supervisor
' '# K.'J. Hansing, QA Supervisor

.

# E. Sager, Field Engineer
# J. Binder, Project Electrical Supervisor

R..'G. Gruber, QA Engineer
-

Power-Azco-Pope (PAP)

|: p R. P. Larkin, QA Manager
zg. . R. C. Schulz, Project Manager,

'

*D. M. Nelson, QC Supervisor-

*M..C..Donohoe, Engineering Manager
,

.Hr.tfield Electric Company (HECo)

'

T. Hill, QA/QC Manager
J. D. Spangler, Lead Welding Inspector (PTL)

p- R. Qaias, Welding Inspector (PTL)
G. A. Cason, QC Lead Inspector (PTL)

i-
D Westinshouss ,

[ *M. D. Pitlyuk,. Manager
1 *G. L.~Laughlin, Engineer

The inspector also contacted and interviewed other licensee and con-
' . tractor personnel during this reporting period.

'* Denotes those present at the exit interview on March 25, 1983-
# Denotes those present at the exit interview on April 8,1983.<

- 2. ~ Action on'Previously Identified Items

' A)-.
.(CLOSED) Noncompliance (50-454/80-25-13): This item pertained to the:

failure to apply hold tag on items identified on Ceco Nonconformance
;. Report (NCR) F-529. This NCR identified the fact that the cable tray''

.

'.
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:

A) stiffener welds did not meet the requirements of AWS D1.1 and the(
purchase order specifications. Weld profile maps were prepared on cable-

tray stiffner welds that did not meet the acceptance criteria. The
design engineer, Sargent and Lundy (S&L), performed an analysis on the '

identified weld and with a few exceptions, found that the welds met the
design intent. The welds that did not meet the design intent were
repaired by the electrical contractor. Paragraphs 3.10.3.2.2.a.1 of the
FSAR was revised by Amendment 41, February 1983, to state, " Deviations
from the AWS requirements for specific weldments are made on the basic
of design calculations." This item is closed.

(CLOSED) Unresolved Item (50-454/81-16-03; 50-455/81-12-03): Hatfield
procedures did not address methods to verify that maximum cable pulling
tension had not been exceeded when small cables were pulled. S&L
drawing 6E-0-3000B, Sheets 1 thru 5, and Hatfield Procedure No. 10 were
revised to address the raquired precautions to be taken when small cables
are pulled. This item a closed.

(CLOSED) Unresolved Item (50-454/81-16-04; 50-455/81-12-04): This item
identified that the safety-related switches, instruments, recorders,
etc. , in the main control room were not distinctly identified >:: being
in the protection system. Paran;aph 8.3.1.3.3 of the FSAR identifie: the
fact that the switches, instruments, records, etc. in the main control
room would not be color-codes to identify the items as being in the
protective system. This item is closed.

( )
(/ (CLOSED) Noncompliance (50-454/82-05-09b; 50-455/82-04-09b): This item

identified that HECo procedure number 6 did not address corrective action
to prevent recurrence when a nonconformance or deviation was identified.
Procedure 6, Revision 11, dated October 9, 1982, now addresses corrective

, action to prevent recurrence. A review of HECo NCRs indicates that the
procedure is being implemented. This item is closed.

(CLOSED) Noncompliance (50-454/82-05-09c; 50-455/82-04-09c): This item
identified that HECo procedures did not address the precautions to be
taken to prevent exceeding maximum cable sidewall pressure during cable
installation. Also, this procedure did not address cable rework. HECo
Procedure 10, Revision 19, dated February 14, 1983, satisfactorly ,

addresses cable rework and steps to be taken so as not to exceed cable
sidewall pressure. This item is closed.

(CLOSED) Noncompliance (50-454/82-05-11d; 50-455/82-04-11d): This item
identifies that PAP procedure QC-4 did not address corrective action to
prevent recurrence when a nonconforming condition was identified. PAP
Procedure QC-4, Revision 10, dated Spetember 21, 1982, satisfactorly
addre.ses corrective action to prevent recurrence. This item is closed.

(CLOSED) Open Item (50/454/82-05-12; 50-455/83-04-12): This item identi-
fled that Ceco NCRs were remaining open for an extended period of time.
A' review of the identified NCRs indicates that a concerted effort hasD'

' (d been made to implement the disposition and close these NCRs. The CECO
PCD Staff Assistant is implementing a tracking system to expedite the.

closure of NCRs. This item is closed.

3 B-6
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Q~ (CLOSED) . Noncompliance (50/454/82-05-13; 50/455/82-04-13): This item

identified that NCRs were being improperly closed / voided by CECO and
HECo. Improperly closed / voided NCRs were reopened by preparing a new

.NCR. These NCRs were then properly closed and procedure were revised
so_as to mitigate the possibility of this situation re-occuring. This
item is closed.

(CLOSED) Open Item (50-454/82-05-15; 50-455/82-04-15): This item identi-
fied that there was not a procedure inplace that addressed the installa-
tion of covers on cable tray and risers. HECo Procedure 9C, Revision 1,
was prepared to address the installation of cable tray and riser covers
in accordance with S&L drawings. This item is closed.

(CLOSED) Unresolved Item (50-454/82-05-16; 50-455/82-04-16): This item
identified that HECo procedure 9E did not meet the requirements of
IEEE-384 as relati g to marking of cable tray risers. Procedure 9E,
Revision 10, Paragraph 5.3.1, now requires risers to be identified every15'. This is in accordance with IEEE-384. Inspection Reports for the
retro-fit of riser markers were reviewed by the inspector. This item is
closed.

(CLOSED) Unresolved Item (50-454/82-17-01; 50-455/82-12-01): This item
identified the possibility of QC inspectors inspecting items that they
had installed or worked on. Hunter, HECo, and PAP are utilizing craft
personnel as QC inspectors. These contractors reviewed their records(n

,

) and determined that no QC inspector had final inspected his own work." This item is closed.

3. Functional or Program Areas Inspected

A. Powers-Azco-Pope (PAP)

(1) The Region III inspector reviewed the last three Ceco audits
of PAP, (PAP is the licensee's non-electrical instrumentation
installation contractor). These audits were conducted on
June 8 thru 10, 1982, Deceeber 15 thru 21, 1982, and
February 1 thru 4, 1983 The findings and concerns identified
during the audits were corrected by PAP.

During the review of Ceco audit reports, the Region III inspector
observed that the CECO lead auditor that performed the PAP

! audit was classified as an Interim Lead Auditor. The auditor's
qualification and certification records con.tained a letter from
the Byron Station Quality Assurance Superintendent to the CECO
Manager, Quality Assurance. This letter (BY8067, August 24,
1982) was a request for Interim Lead Auditor Certification for-

'

the subject auditor. However, the letter indicated that the
lead auditor candidate, based on education, experience, etc,...
had accumulated eight (8) points to date. This is less than
the minimum of 10 credit points cpecified by ANSI N45.2.23-1978.m

_lC') Moreover, an approved procedure allowing the use of lead auditors
who do not meet the minimum requirements of the referenced code

4
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M; (,j . was not available. This letter received the concurrence of the
CECO Manager, Quality Assurance on August 26, 1982.

Interim Lead Auditor Certification is not addressed in the
CECO Quality Assurance Manual, CECO Topical Report (CE-1-A),
nor in ANSI N45.2.23-1978. CECO letter, L. O. De1 George to
D. G. Eisenhut, U.S. NRC, Director, Division of Licensing,
dated August 17, 1981, affirmed CECO commitment to Regulatory
Guide 1.146, August 1980 and ANSI N45.2.23-1978 as required
by Generic Letter 81-01.

During interviews with Byron Station Quality Assurance personnel,
including site Quality Assurance Superintendent, the Region
III inspector was informed that it has been standard practice
within CECO to certify an individual as an Interim Lead Auditor

'when he/she does not meet the qualifications of a Lead Auditor.

The licensee was informed that failure to assure that Lead
Auditors were trained, qualified, and certified in accordance
with,the CECO Quality Program and ANSI N45.2.231978, was an
item of noncompliance in accordance with Criterien II of 10 CFH
50, Appendix B (50-454/83-16-01).

,

E
(2) During this reporting period, the Region III inspector reviewed

p. three CECO Material Receiving Reports (MRR) for material to be

| 4' ") ' installed in the safety-related instrumentation system by PAP.
Following are the results of this review:'

'(a) MRR-50225 was for 3/8" x 1/2" U-bolts. The original
purchase order stated that three U-bolts were to be raanu-
factured to the ASME Code, Section III, Subsections
NF-2130 and NF-2150, 1974 edition through summer 1975
Addenda. The Code edition and addenda was revised (CECO
letter to Elcen Metal Products Company, December 12, 1979)
to read, 1977 edition through summer 1977 addenda. Certi-
ficate of Conformance, Septer ber 2,1980, stated that the

' 3/8" x 1/2", SA-36, Batch / Lot No. A000812A, U-bolts meet
the requirements of Subsection NF of the 1977 ASME Code
through 1977 addenda.

|
(b) MRR-50554 was for 81 safety-relt.ted pressure gauges per'

Purchase Order 247695. Certificate of_Conformacce,
July 10, 1981, was in the documentation package. Engineer-
ing qualification tests (environmental, radiation, seismic,
etc.) have been submitted to Sargent & Lundy for theirv-
evaluation and approval.

(c) HRR-52904 was for 3 safety-related Rosemount 1153 pressure
transmitters per Purchase Order 261620. Certificate of
Conformance, September 21, 1982, was in the documentation!,q package. Preliminary qualification test data to the re-

~,

'j
quirements of IEEE-323 and IEEE-344 has been submitted to

B-8
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I CECO. This data indicates that the pressure transmitter,

'd
~ will qualify to the requirements of IEEE-323 and IEEE-344.
Final test data is being prepared by Wyle Laboratories.

No items of noncompliance were identified in this area.

(3) During this reporting period, the Region 1JT inspector reviewed
the following PAP procedures:

FP-1, Document and Drawing Control, Revision 5.

FP-2, Control of Procurement and Requesitioning of.

Material and Services, Revision 9
FP-4, Material Storage, Revision 6.

FP-5, Weld Filler Material Control, Revision 10.

FP-12, Cold Bending of Pipe and Tube, Revision 6.

FP-13, Hanger Installatica and Control, Revision 9.

FP-16, Identification anc. Marxir.g of Pipe and Components,.

Revision 8

The above listed procedures appeared to be adequate.

(4) During this reporting period, the Region III inspector reviewed
the installation of the instrument sensing lines for the
following instruments:

O (a) 1 FT-0434 - Loop "C" flow, instrument mounted on panel
\_/ IPL66J, located in the Containment Building at 377'

elevation between Radius 1 and 2. The instrument
sensing lines were installed in accordance with drawings
T4-1FT-0434, Sheets 1, 2, and 3 and were identified in
accordance with Field Change Request (FCR) 15437. This
FCR modified specification F-2906. The installation and
separation appeared to be adequate.

(I 1 LT-548 and 1 LT-549 - Redundant level transmitters for
Steam Generator No. 4. During a walk down of the sensing
lines for these instruments, the Region III inspector
observed that there was only a 2" separation (18" required) -

between the sensing lines near hangers ILT548H135-12 and -

1LT549H136-7. The licensee's instrumentation installa-
tion contractor (PAP) prepared Fabrication / Installation
Surveillance Report No. 992, March 24, 1983, to document
the separation violation identified by the NRC.

In accordance with FCR-15437, the licensee has instituted
a program to identify instrument sensing line separation
violations for Containment Building safety-related RPS
sensing lines:

[]'
- PAP prepares as-built drawing of the installation1.

and submits these drawings to Westinghouse Electrir
'v Corporation-Nuclear Technology Division (WNTD) for

review.

6
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- (O',/ 2. Utilizing their computer system, WNTD reviews the
as-built drawings for separation violations.

Violations are then analyzed on a case by case basis
to determine acceptability and/or provide. recommended
resolutions.

To confirm that this method of analysis will in fact
-

identify separation violations, the Region III inspector
requested that a computer run be made on the sensing lines
for instruments ILT-548 and ILT-549. Note the full
computer run for instrument sensing lines for Unit #1 is
scheduled for June 1983. The inspector also requested
that WNTD be provided the information on the separation
violation observed.

During the week of April 4-8, 1983, WNTD performed an
analysis on the subject sensing lines. This analysis
indicated a separation of 3", center to center, in the
same area identified by the Region III inspector.

Pending a review of the Unit #1 final separation analysis.
by _WNTD, this item is open (50-454/83-16-02).

,,- (5) During this reporting period, the Region III inspector
(V) reviewed the installation and inspection documentation and

as-built drawings for the following instrument sensing lines:

(a) Pressurized level transmitter ILT-0460
Installation drawing T146-1LT-0460, Sheet I of 4,
Revision 5; Sheet 2 of 4, Revision 6; Sheet 3 of 4,
Revision 6; and Sheet 4 of 4, Revision 8.

As a result of a previously identified item of noncom-
pliance (Reference 454/82-05-19; 455/83-04-19), PAP has
instituted an extensive re-inspection program. During
a review of the sensing line installation records for

[ this instrument, it was observed that for Weld Numbers
1 thru 16, 8 of these welds were rejected during the
re-inspection. The otiginal weld inspection was performed
on October 29, 1980 by Inspector "A". A review of
Inspector A's qualification records indicated that he nad
been certified as a Level I weld inspector on November 1,
1980, and a Level II weld inspector on November 15, 1980.
Inspector "A" was terminated on July 8, 1981. It is the
Region III inspectors understanding, that, as a minimum,
all accessible walds inspected by Inspector "A" through
April 1981 will be re-inspected. This understanding is
based on interviews with licensee and contractor personnel

4 and a review of the re-inspection program. This re-inspec-,

( i tion effort is being tracked by the item of noncomplianceV referenced above.
!

. B-10
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M (b) Loop C f ,,w transmitter IFT-0434C/ Installation drawing T4-1FT-0434, Sheet 1 of 3,
Revision 4; Sheet 2 of 3, Revision 6; Sheet 3 of 3,
Revision 3.

During a review of the sensing line installation records
for this instrument, it was observed that Inspector "A"
(Reference paragraph (5).a above) performed a visual
inspection on 56 welds in.this system in one day. Per
the re-inspection program, these welds are scheduled for
re-inspection. It was also observed that the Authorized
Nuclear Inspector (ANI) performed / observed one visual weld
inspection and 6 liquid penetrant examinations (PT) on the

,

welds in this system. The re-inspection effort for this
-system is being tracked by previously identified item of
noncompliance (Reference 454/82-05-19; 455/82-04-19).

(6) Summary of PAP Re-Inspection Effort, as of April 3,1983. .

(a) As a minimum, the first three months of eac!. certified
inspectors (21) work will be re-inspected. Depending
upon the reject rate as defined in the procedure, the
re-inspection _ for a given inspector's work may encompas's
an additional three months or longer.

L lj]/ (b) The initial secpe (three months per inspector) of the
re-inspection effort has been defined.

(c) Approximately 25% of the re-inspection effort has been
completed. To date, April 3, 1983, 125 valid welding
rejects have been identified. i

B. Hatfield Electric Company (HEco)

(1) During this reporting period, the Region III inspector veri-
fied the installation and termination of instrumenation cables
for instrument IFT0434, ILT0548, and ILT0549. This verifica-
tion consisted of a physical walkdown of the cables, inspection
of the terminations, and a review of the associated records.

(a) Loop C flow transmitter IFT-0434 is mounted on instrument
rack, IPL66J. Signal sent to Process I&C Protection
Channel 1, Cabinet 1, Panel IPA 01J.

1_ . Cable IRC-723 - From transmitter IFT-0434 to junction
box 1JB-428R. As of April 7, 1983, this cable has
not been installed.

2. Cable IRC-364 - From 1JB-428R to electrical penetration
E24-IS105E-1K1R. Cable type - ITW-PR #16 (shielded),

,

\p 600 volt. Reel No. 02166-39. Installed December 4,
j 1980 to Revision A of the pull card. Cable routing,

8 B-ll'
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; is as follows: IJB-428R, CIR-1303-1KIR, IJB-334R,C(- ) C1R-2301-1K1R, IJB-348R, CIR-2371-1K1R, IJB-623R,
CIR-4326-1K1R, 1377U-1KIR, 1359U-1K1R, terminating
(inlina splice) at electrical penetration, inside

..

Containment Building.5

3. Cable IRC-363 - From electrical penetration E24-1S105-
IK1R to Panel IPA 01J. Cable type ITV-PR #16 (shielded),
600 volt. Reel No. 02166-41. Installed April 5,
1981 to Revision B of the pull card. Cable routing

is as follows: inline splice at penetzation,
' 1823D-1K1R, 1829D-1K1R, 1973D-1KIR, 1828D-1K1R,

1827D-1K1R, 1R319-1K1R, 11885F-1K1R, 11886F-1K1R,'

11887F-1K1R, 11888F-1K1R, 11889F-1KIR, 11890F-1K1R,
11891F-1K1R, IR401-1K1R, Panel IPA 01J.

This installation was in accordance with drawings, cable

pull card and S&L Cable Tabulation printout.

(b) Steam Generator No. 4 level transmitter ILT-0548. Signal
to Process I&C Protection Channel 3, Cabinet 3, Panel
IPA 03J.

1. Cable IFW-057 - From transmitter ILT-0548 to electrical
penet ration E51-IS107E-1K3R. Cable type - ITW-PR #16
(shielded), 600 volts. Reel No. 02166-69. Installedg October 21, 1982 to Eevision B of the pull card.

V|
*

Cable routing is as follows: ILT-0548, C1R-4103-1K3R,
IJB074R, C1R-4104-1K3R, terminating at the penetra-
tion, inside containment.

2. Cable IW-056 - From electrical penetration
E51-IS107E-1K3R_to Panel IPA 03J. Cable Type
ITW-PR 316 (shielded), 600 volts. Reel No. 0216631.
Installed April 2, 1980 to Revision B of the pull
card. Cable routing is as follows: inline splice

at penetration, 1798J-1K3R, 1797J-1K3R, 1972J-1K3R,
* 1C216D-1K3R, 11880A-1K3L, 11881A-1K3R, 11882A-1K3R,
11883A-1K3R, IR400-1K3R, Panel IPA 03J, terminal block
F, landing points 10, 11, and 12.

*Where cable 1FW-056 enters conduit IC216D-1K1R, it
was observed that the~ cable jacket was damaged at
cable footage marker 46B4. The shield wire was exposed
but did not appear to be damaged. The licensee's
electrical contractor, HECo, prepared NCR 597,

- April 6,1983, to document the damaged cable jacket.._

*

Also, during the labeling of conduits 1C216C and
1C216D,'the markings were reversed on both ends of
these embedded conduits. Field Change Request (FCR)
22863, April 7, 1983, was prepared to have this error

.f-
(S| corrected on the as-built drawing. This item is open
y

i
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C pending a review of NCR 597 for proper closure andb;i review of FCR 22863 for approval and correction
of as-built drawing (50-454/83-16-03).

Except as noted, this installation was in accordance with

drawings, pull cards, and S&L Cable Tabulation printout.

(c) Steam Generator No. 4 level transmitter ILT-0549. Signal
to Process I&C Protection Channel 2, Cabinet 2, Panel
IPA 02J.

1. Cable IFW-049 - From transmitter ILT-0549, Rack
IPL57J, to electrical penetration E35-IS106E-1K2R.
Cable installed November 5,1981, to Revision A of
the pull card. Cable type - ITV-PR #16 (shielded),
600 volts. Reel No. 02166-46. Cable routing is as
follows: ILT-0549, CIR4478-1K2R, IJB088R, CIR5124-
IK2R, terminating at penetration, inside containment.

L Cable IFW-049 - From electrical penetration E35-1S106E-
IK2R to Panel IPA 02J. Cable installed April 8, 1981
to Revision A of the pull card. Cable type ITW-PR
#16, 600 volts. Reel No. 02166-41. Cable routing _
is as follows: inline splice at penetration,

- 11458H-1K2R, IR364-1K2R, 11467H-1K2R, 11485H-1K2R,
q 11464H-1K2R, 11418H-1K2R, 11417H-1K2R, 11620H-lK2R,
f f 11623H-1K2R, 11624H-lK2R, Panel IPA 02J, terminal block''' J, landing points 22, 23, and 24

This installation was in accordance with drawings,'
pull cards, and S&L Cable Tabulation printout.

(2) Summary of HEC. Re-Inspection Effort as of April 3, 1983.

(a) As a minimum, the first three months of 22 certified
inspectors work will be re-inspected. The 22 inspector
equals 1 in 5 of all inspectors employeed by HECo since
start of project. Depending upon the rejection rate as
defined in the procedure, the re-inspection for a given
inspector's work may encompass an additional three months
or 100% of his/her work. In addition, the original sample
size of inspectors may be increased 50%.

*

(b) Tne initial scope (three months per inspector) of the
re-inspection effort has been defined.

(c) Approximately 5% of the inspection effort has been cc pleted.

4. Status of Installation Effort
_

.n Unit 1 Unit. 2-

I Cable tray installation 100% 98%
Conduit installation 90% 54%

1

1
10
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1

n) Cable installation 80% 34%
'

-/ Cable terminations 80% 30%Equipment installation 100% 90%
Instruments & sensing lines 98% 01%

5. Open Items

Open items are matters, not otherwise categorized in the report, that need
to be followed up on in future inspections. Open items disclosed during
this inspection are discussed in paragraphs 3.A.(4).b and 3.B.(1).b.2.

6. Exit Interview

The inspector met with licensee representatives (denoted under Persons
Contacted) on March 25 and Aoril 8,1983. The inspector summarized
the scope and findings of the inspection. The licensee representatives
acknowledged this information.

.

D
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Docket No. 50-454
Docket No. 50-455

-

Commonwealth Edisen Company
.ATTN: Mr. Cordell Reed -

Vice President
Post Office Box 767
Chicago. IL 60e90

Gentlemen:

This refers .to the special safety inspection cend. cud by ':r. 2 F- * ' - - .sen
and other staf f c: embers of this office on March 29-31 A r: 112,53 : -; ,
and May 11, 1952, of activities at Byren Station, Units I !, 2 . .i a : ' : - .: .' : t.
NRC Construction Pert:its No. CPFR-D and No. CF~h-121.

,

T! :s t . se t r 's -

to the discussien of our findings with Mr. k*. S::edr and e hers :f .-- .aff-during a :reet:ng in our of fices en May 7,1982.

The purpose of this special team inspection was tr., assess th2 e;e._s:: e.( } certain aspects of the qualit; assurance / construe:: r. ac:: vin as e rb
(../ Byron Stat:cn. he scope of t..is essess.en in::.d.d auc:.s cf z.f .:.

assurance pregram interfaces and overview, correcuve ac:2cn sy te-$
design change centrol, material traceability cf ir.s a;;ed str.:..." a::
co: penents, electrical cable installa:ica, inpro:es, ins;e:n::.s. .

effect:veness of quality control inspectors. W2:h::. :hese areas :r.
inspection c:nsisted of a selective examination ef procedures and
representative reccrds, observations, and interviews with pers nnt;.
In general, within the areas inspected, the qua;2:y assurance pregra-
for the Byron Station appeared good. However, exa ples ef pr:gra- in-
plementatien deficiencies were identified which rez; ire ccrre:n yt a_...:on your part. Please note that we expect Common:.eal:h Edisen Cc pany ::
review progra.rs for its other f acilities under cor.struction to astare :h::
similar problems do not exist at these facilities.

The activities that appeared to be in noncorpliance with NRC requ:re erts
are specified in the enclosed Appendix. A written resper.se is re;..:r ed.
In responding to nencercpliance Item (12, please des: ribe the acncr tai.n erplanned to assure that: (1) other quality control inspecters .tre pre;;ct:y

A
! ) !

\v/ .

!
s i

1
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trained and certified, (2) quality control inspectors working for' contra::crs
that have coepleted safety-related work and no longer have personnel on site
sere properly trained and qualified to perform the inspection functions
assigned, and (3) inspections performed by quality control inspectors that
were improperly trained and qualified were valid.

.

We are also concerned abcut
e.f the Pyron OA Superintender,:your past performance c'en:erning the staff:ng

position and the on-the-job tra: :ng cf
, cur by: sn Si.e Quality Assu:ance persennel as discussed in the de:a:Is
:. t th.s

Please prov:de us with a response explaining shat act::nreport.

.u wil' he taking tc assure that your Qual:ty Assurance Organ::a:ien
:. staf:ed anu trained to a level that will ensure effective ove:s:gh cfc;ality act:v. ties.

la accerJin e with 10 C7R 2.793 of the Commission's regulatiens, a ecpy cf.

t,is le :er. :5c enclos ares, and your response to this letter will be pla:ed
:n the ?J:C* r. Tablic Dac 2 ment Roem. If this report contains any :nferma:::n
C.at ycu (or your contr,1: tor.s) believe to be exempt from d:sclosure underi. CTd' 9.5i1)' ), it is necessary that you (a) notify this off:ce by te.'c-
, ':nc w:th:n ten 110) d ays f rom the date of this letter of your inter. :en ~

.

:, file
fer withhold:ng; and (b) submit within twenty-five (25)a r e q:.e s t

:4ys from t he date of this letter a written application to this off:ce to
. .:5 held sur.h .nictmat ion. If your receipt of this letter has been

/''i .. layed v t.h thati

less than seven (7) days are available for ycur review,(_,/ :.. ease i.o;;fy .his
'

g office prcmptly so that a new due date may be estab-p ; shed.
Censistent w:th Section 2.790(b)(1), any such applica::en mur:.

. acecrpanied by an affidav:t..

executed by the owner of the inf:rmat::n
..ich ic;ntii:es the do:ument or part scught to be withheld, and sh ch
.:ntains a f a:1 statement of the reasons which are the bases f:: the.lsim that the informa:!on steald be withheld from public disclosure.
D.is section further requires the statement to address with specific::y
the considerations listed in 10 CFR 2.790(b)(4). The'information scught

be u.t!.hcld shall be incs:porated as far as possible into a separa:e
is

;. art of the affidavit. If we do not hear from you in this regard withint't
spo ified perieds noted .tbove, a copy of this letter, the en:lesures,e u youc respense to this letter will be placed in the Public D:cumen-r.t om .

!

x ,

I,
\s / .

'
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- W will dadly discuss any questions you have concerning this inspc.ction.*-

Sincerely,
* a .

#' ,, , " -
4

.E. E. Sorelius, Direct:r

Division of Engar.eering ,

and Technical Progra s
,

l '.c los t.r es :
A;tr:. dix, Notice

'

of Viclatien -

2'Insp.etior. Report'

Sr. SC-45./62-05 and<

Se. SC-455/62-04

'. ' e r.: : s :
..ais O. CeIGeorge, Director
of Nc:: car Licensing

-

.I. Scl.lcsser, Project 'ianager*

'

..iner Screr.sen, Site Project
7
~ Superintenden:
( ) L E. Quer:c, Station

| 3 p :::.:er. der.:
; "|3. Deru en: Crr.:::1 tet k (R:05)

! 4. der: Inspr ter, K!!! Syr:n-,

h<sadint Ir..s pe.tc r , R:I;
Braic..od

E ren 5::;stad . Cffice of
' As.s i s t :.t Attorney Ger.eral

'!"ron ' . Cherry

i

I
t

r
i

l
-

,

!
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Tx Appendix)
NOTICE OF V!OLATION

Ccmmonwealth 1.dison Company Docket No. 50-454
D :ket No. 50-455

As a resul: ef the in:ipe.:ti:: conducted on '! arch 29-31, April 1-2, 5-9,
12-14, .mi:!ay 11, 1962, and in accordance with the NRC Enfor:eeen: Pci::y,
: FR 947 O! arch 9, 1952), the following violations were iden::f ted:
1. 1: CTR 50 Appendix B, Criterion I, states in part, "The authority

and du:les of persons and organi:atior.., performing activities affe::-
in , the safety-relsted functions of structures, systems, and com-<

p:nen: shall be clearly established and delineated in wri:ing" and
"Such persens and organ::ations performing quality assurance fun::: ens
shall report to a management level such that this required authori:y
and organi stienal freedom, including sufficient independence frem

and :chedule when epresed to safety considerations, are provided."cest

The L::et.see's Topical Report, CE-1-A, Revision 20, Section 1.A sta:es .
"Ed:sen has prime resp:nsib lity for controlling the quality of en-site
werk. by field centracters,"... "The Comm:nwealth Edison C:xpany Qual::y

\(d )- Ass.rvnce Program for 2. clear Generating Stations covers the crgan::a-
t a e:. arrangement whereby the Quality Assurance Depar: rent is a separateand : deren:en: or;ani:a:2on."-

Cc:.*.:nry to the above:

-. a . On % ::.h 3C, 1952, it was identified tha: the Quality Assuran:e
.

'hnager for H.itfie:d Electric Ceepany, as shewn in the Quality
Assi.: ance ':anual, reports to the Vice President, who is loca:ed
on s;te and has direc.; respensibility for cost and schedule.

b. On April 2, 19S2, it was identified that the Quality Assuran:e
!!andger for Powers-A:co-Fope, as shown in the Quali:y Assurance
'hnu sl, reports to the Project !!anager, who has direct restens-
ibi!!ty for cost and schedule.

c. On April 8, l'182, it was identified that the Project Construc::en
Department of the licensee is part of the approval chain regarding
the hiting and procoting of contractor's quality assurance persennel.

d. On !!arth 30, 1982, it was identified that the Hatfield Electric
Corpany has been operating with a Quality Assurance Organization
other than that described in their Qus11ty Assurance !!anual.

/m i ..

s .
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e. On April 4, 1982, it was identified that Johnson Controls, Inc.
has been opertting with a Quality Assurance Organ::ation other
than that drsc ribed in their Quality Assurance Ma':ual.

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplemen: II T.

IC .~is 3C. A;pendia B, Cr:terion II - Quality Assuran:e ?::gra?-

st2:es
in ; art, "The program shall provide for indoctrination and tra;::ng
cf ; ersenret perfe: ming, activities affecting quality as necessary to
a n s ..: e th .: suitable prof::.iency is achieved and maintained."

Cc enwealth Edisen Cenpany (CECO) letter, L. O. DelGeorge to
D. G. E:senhut, U.S. NRC, Director, Division of Licensing, dated
AL;.:s: 17, 1981, af firmed CECO co=itment to Regulatory Guide 1.55,
ANSI N-5.2.6-1978 as regnred by Generic Letter 81-01.

,

ANS: N-5. ' . 6 - 19 78 - Paragraph 1.1 states in part, "This Standard
del reates the requirements for the qualification of persennel kho
per fe re :nspectien, exa:r: nation and testing to verify conf:::ance
te spe ii:ed requireeen s of nuclear p:wer plant items (stru:: res, -

sys t..ts ard comp:ne nts of nuclear power plants) where sa:isf ac:ory
_ , pc f t :rin;e is required :c prevent pos:ulated accidents which ceuld

n ue risk- to the health and safe:y of the public, or tocape

I, ,i ett g::t th?
'

consee,uentes of such accidents if they kere to o::ur."
'g.

N .-: . .: .PS - Para graph 1.2 sta:es in part, "The requ:re en:s
* '

cf ' ;.,-!: :ndard JIrly is pers:nnel sh: perfere inspe :icns, exa .ns-
1::: :. . its:s d ::ng is;rtuati:n prior te and during re:e:p: cf-

.

:: e -- si the c:nst:ue:::: 1::e, dur:rg censtru:::en, during per:pers-
t i::.: '. c d startup test...." The requ:rements apply to pers:nnel of
the e -:.c ::. . . . p! ar.: dea:Aners and plan: censtructers. "

..

ANil N!.E 2.6-1978 - Paragr.1ph 2.2 sta:es, "The capabilities of a
ca..: cate fe: :ert:ficatien shall be initially determined by a su::-
abis c...h.n:en cf the :ard:dne's education, experience tra: ring,

- tos. :ss '.ts, or cnpabil:ty demonstration."

A%e '. N:.5.2.(-19 8 - Sectica 3.1 states, "The requirements cen:a:ned
wit!. r. t!.:s section define the minimum capabilities that qualify
perer.:.cl te perfor:: inspections, examinations, and tests wh::h are
wit!.ir. ti.e sccpe of this standard."

ANS: N'5.2.6 1975 - Secticns 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 specify the persennel
capibili ies of Level I, II, and III inspectors respectively. Secti:ns
3.5, 2.5.1, 3.5.2, 3.5.2 provide education and exper:ence reco= ends-
t ien e. for Level I, II, and 111.nspectors.

(~w O
\
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AN3I N'5.2.6-1976 - Section 4 states in part, " Personnel who'are
assigned the responsibility and authority to perform functions covered
by this S:andard shall have, as a ninimum, the level of capability
shcwn in Table 1...."

-

Cen:rsry to the above, certain con:ractor QA/QC supervisers and
inspecters were not adequately qualified and/or trained :: perf:::
safe:y-related inspection functions. Examples of apparent cent: -
pliane.e are . identified in paragraph h.(2) of the atta:hed reper:.

This is a Severt:y Level lv violation (Supplement II).

3. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V states in part, "A::!vit:es affect- '

ing quality shall be prescribed by documented instructions, pre:edares,
or d r-ings, of a type appropriate to the circumstances .. "

licensee's Topical Report, CE-1-A, Revision 20, Section 5 states,The

"The quality assurance actions carried out for design, construct:en,
te.:ing, and operation activities will be described in de:u ented
in st ru::: ens, procedures, drawings, specifications, or checklis:s." -

. "A : .. it ies af fecting q iality are required by the Edison quality
L be prescribed by documented instructions, pr::edures or:p: t ra. . :

,f 3 d: i. ...g: . "
\' '|'

' ) Ca.:rar:. to the ab:ve; the following activities were not c:ntrc;;ed
ey tr:. ed-res or instru t ens:

a. 'n ':ar:h 32, 1)S2, it was identified that hatfie!d E e:::::
C: gany was util::.ng a Discrepancy Report System, which was

referen:ed or nor. trolled by a procedure, to tra:k andn a:

correct dis:repan..es and nonconforming conditions d:s: vered'

dar:ng inspections of safety-related equipment.

b. On April 2,1932, it was identified that Powers-A:00 Pope was
i uti ::ing a Fabrication Installation Surveillance Syste=, which

*as re: cor. trolled by a procedure, to track and correct dis-.

:tapan:ics and non enforming conditions discovered during in-
spections of safety-related equipment,,

t
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)- it was identified that Hatfield Electricc. On April 9, 1982,
contain an electrical cable reworkCompany preceiures did not

procedu:e nor the requirements to calculate electr2 cal cable
sidewall pressures prior to pulling cable. .

it was identified that the Hatfield ElectricOn Apr21 7, 1982,d.
Com; .tny's NCR fore contained a section titled " Action to Prevent
Recurrence" but thrre was no direction in the body of PrecedurenorNum'.er o for actions to be taken to satisfy this re u:rerent
does the procedure assign responsibility for this sect:en of :he
NCR.

This is a Severity Level IV viclation (Supplement II).-

" Measures shallIC ~TT 50, Appendix B, Criterion XV, states in part,a.
be .wrab::sted to centrel materials, parts, or co:penents which do

t'eir inadvertencenfore. to req;irements in order to preventnut
er installation."use

CE-1-A, Revision 20, dated February 17, -Ti.e 1:cer ec's Topical T.cpert, " Items involving cons: uctien, =a:n-1H 2, sect:en 15. states in part, l

and modificatiens which are found nonconferring. . . wall be
their inadverent use or installat:en."

te!ince,

[s) cc: t ro' le d to prev 2nt
-

.

LJ
Cm ::ar) rc rhe ab?ve:)
a. Dr. " i r e.h 31, 1952, it was identified that three (3) CE c non:en-

(1-e34 T-645, and T-682) had been ve:dedrc:.inte reperts
ra*k'r than closed, with reference to corrective ac::or taken
to r.? solve the nonconformance. By voiding the subject NCEs,
the tracking syster to verify that the approved disposittenrecurrencehas been completed and corrective action to prevent

Also, the voided NCRs are removed from the trendis nagated.
ens!ysis system.

On April 7,1982, it was identified that three (3) nonconforranceb.
re;. orts (96, 99, and 100) had been voided by the Hatfield Ele::::e |
Cenpany rather than closed, with reference to corrective action
taken to resolve the nonconferrance. The subject NCRs were

the itersvoided because an FCR was or would be issued to accept-.
~

as installed. At the time the NCRs were voided, there was no
a>>urance that all the TCRs would be approved. By voiding the
NCRs, the tra: king system to verify that the proposed dispositien i

|
was acr.epted, was regsted and the NCRs were removed from the |

trend analysia system. 1

)
1

1
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c. On April 7, 1982, it was identified that the Hatfield Elvetr:c
Ccmpany had improperly closed NCR 168, in that after CECO
engiricering dispositioned the subject NCR to replace the item,
th' Hatfield Electric Company closed the NCR without accerplish-
ing the approved disposition. At the present tire, there is a
ncn:enforeing cable installed, and the tracking system to rep;a:e
t!.c cable, has been negated.

! .' Thi .s is.a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement II).
~- 10 CFR 5", Appendi>. B, Criterien V states, " Activities af fe: ting

qua'.:t> >!.all be prescr: ed...and shall be acceeplished in acc:rdance
with t! c'c instruct ions, procedures or drawings."

The 12.e . tee's Tcpical Report, CE 1-A, Revision 20, Se:tien 2.2
cc-- tr to comply with the Regelstory Position of Regulatory Gu:de
1.::. Fe.is:en 2, which endorses ANSI N45.2.2-1972. Also Secti:n 5

i states. "T;te quality ass;rance actions carried out for design, cen-
s t ru c t : or. . testing, snd operatien activities will be descr: bed in
de:u erted tr.stra t ions, prc:edures, drawings, specif t:atiens, er -

che.k'.:s:s."... " Activities affecting quality are required by the;

|

E:: en qu;!:ty pr:gra= to be prescribed by de:ueented instructic. s ,
7s pre-et res cr draw:ngs."
i i
\ '

C .. . : . r) :a the ab:.ve; tte follcwing activities were not ac cep!:shed
-'

a:s.:d:n; : pr::ccures 2: :nstructions:

a. 2r Arr: 1 2, M S2, it was identified that Pesers-Azce-Pepe was
sics : .; re;cctec :::crial among cecepted material in Vareheuse
No. 4 This is cer.trary to their Procedure No. FP-3.

b. On April 2, 1982, it was identified that Powers-A:co-Pope had
tagged a defective torque wrench with a Reject Tag. Thisnot

is c;ntrary to their Procedure No. FP-11.
.-
w

c. Cn Marth 30, 1982, it was identified that Hatfield Electr:c
Oce, e > did not tag torque wrenches which were past their c.e!:-
bration aue date. Th:s is centrary to their Procedure No. 24.

d. On April 5, 1982, of 13 reports rev:ewed it was identified that
12 ntncenformance reports prepared by Powers-Azco-Pope did not
add.t55 corrective action to prevent recurrence. This is
tent a iry to their Quality Assurance Manual, Section B-8, paragraph
F-6.t.2.

On April 7,1982, it was identified that the conditions main-c.

t ais.t .1 by the licensee in Verehouse No. I and No. 5 were contrary
to Cl:Cc Quality Precedure 13-1 and to the ree.uirements of ANSI/~'T .45.2.2-1972.'

N.N
1
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This is a Severity Level V violation (Supplement II). '

6 ., 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion VI, states, " Measures shall be'
established to control the issuance of documents, such as instruc-
tions procedures, and drawings, including changes thereto, which
priscribe all activities affecting quality."

Thi 12 cer.:.ce's Topical report , CE 1-A, Revision 20, See::en e s:stes,
"A d.:ccmeat cent rol system will be used to assure that d:cuments '

s'n 5 as Specifications, procedures, and drawings are rev:e.ed for
ad.1:acy and approved for release by authorized personnel.". .. "Ea:h
ra..eivi:.g of f 2ce or area shall have a controlled me:rnd for check:ng
r* c!p: cf new or revises documents and assuring that tF0 lates:
re.ised decunent is in use."

Cn: trary to the absve:

a. 0:1 April 4, 1982, of 12 drawings reviewed it was identified that
une drawing located in the Jchnson Controls Incorporated en-site *

of f :e draw:ng file was not of the proper revision. ~

.

b. On April 7, 1952, ef 10 drawings reviewed it was identified that
tv dir. ngs located in the Hunter Ccrporation docueent staticnf 3

fx_,/ -M werv not of the preper revision.I
| 4h:s 1a a Severity Leve.' Y violation (Sspplement II).

7, 10 0:-i. 30. Appendix B, Criterien IX, states in part, " Measures shall
__ be se.ar'..shed to assurt that special processes, including welding....
- are ca.: :c!!cd and acce. plished by qualified personnel using qualified

prr.edates in ac; rdance with applicable codes,. .. ."

1:censee's Topical Report, CE-1-A, Revision 20, dated February 17,The

19ee. pa e 9-1, Revisien 15, dated Jar.uary 2,1981, Sectaen 9, " Cent rolc

of 8;. . ;i.21 Precer.sss ," third paragraph, st ates in part, that, " Process.

cerarol ptoredures will be used as required by specifications, codes
or standards, as applicable...."

The AS*E' 55PV Code Section III,1974 Edition, Summer 1974 Addenda,
Ar* .e.no 'd -0CO, Subarticle NA-4411, s:stes in part, that "The
pre.g-a, shall include ecasures to control the issuance and dispesi-
L is.t. of d cument , such as.... Instructions, procedures,.... includ-
inr. ,1inges theret.), wh:ch prescribe the activities affectind quality.
The ne:.ures shall asrure that documents including changes.... ande

d n :4.bu..d to anJ used at the location whwre the prescribed activity.

is t..rformed."

n
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Contrary to the above, on April 13. 1982, it was identifed that seld:ng
being accomplished in accordance with applicable codes,was not

in that,
centrolled welding procedure specifications with the associated se:d:ngparame:e r shee t s were r.ot located at the prescribed activ:ty (wel::ng)in 3 cst of 4 locations checked. '

Tn.s is a Severity Level V violation (Suppler..en: II).
t. 10 CFR 53, Appendis B, Cr:terion XVII states, "Suffic:en re::rds

sra;. be za:nts:ned to furnish evidence of activities af fec::ngqu.:'. .:y Consis en: with applicable regula:ory requ:rerents, the
ap;;; cant shall establish requirerents concerning :ecerd retent::n,
sm.h as duration, location, and assigned responsibility."

The li:ensee's Tepical Eeport, CE-1-A, Revisica 20, Section 2.2,
co ?.::s tc the Regulatery Pesition of Regulatory Guide 1. 8.8 Kev:s::n2, wt.i:h endarses ANSI N45.2.9-1974

Cc:.: ary to the .ibsve, en April 7, 1982, it was identified that ' : d- a y,Ir.m;> :iti Contracters did not previde the security standards estar;;s'-d
I! by ;NS! N-5.2.9-1974, te preclude the entry of unauthorized pers:nnel

ir.: the s:crage area and to guard agains: larceny and vandalism.(q) 7.. . s is a Sever;;y Leve! V violation (Supplement II).s'
.-

12 T 5;, A;Tenlis B, cr:terien .XVIII states, "A cc=prehens:ve sy stem
-

of . and *:iod:e aad:ts sha:1 be carried cut to ver:fy c: ;.:ance. y

s . '. ' 51:
.

n; . c s of the quality assurance pr:gra and := de:er :ne :te
ef. *a.r. of the pregram.

,

T: ' i :: : ce's Topical heport CE-1-A, Revision 20, Section 2.2 ::--its
c;>1 s ith the Regulatory Fos::fon of Regulatory Gu2de 1.14 ,La

K 1, which ender:.es ANSI N-5.1.12-1977.. ion

Cs 3:y to the above, on .*! arch 29, 1982, it was identified that the
a. 'i'

rcr orts of Come:nscalth Edi. son Company, Powers-A:co-Pepe ,"' .s urah Testing Laboratory, Johnson Controls, Incorperstad. H. :er
C. > ration, and Hatfield Electric Company failed to inc:ude the
tr : r:a, established in AMSI N45.2.12-1977, regarding pers:ns c:n-
L3.ted in the audit and a summary of audit results including an
ev lustion statement regarding the effectiveness of the qualitya .u ance program elements which were audited.

Th.s is a E4 verity Level V violation (Supplement II).
s

f~%
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L -

Fursuant to the provisions of 10 CTR 2.201, you are required to sdb=2t to
t his of fice within thirty days of the date of this Notice a written state-
r.cnt or explanation in reply, including for each item of noncompliance:
(1) corrective action taken and the results achieved; (2), corrective action
to be taken to avoid further noncompliance; and (3) the date when full,

cc:rpliance will be achieved. Consideration may be given to extend:ng your
respense ti;r.e fer good caust sh:wn.

Iate 2 ,r.-< .M /[fl. [[
*

N E.
/ '

2,' n C. E. Sore":us, E: rect:rDivision of Eng:neer:ng snd
Technical Pr: grams

..
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COM?!ISSION3(Q
' '

REGION III

s

Report Nes. 50-454/82-05(DETP); 50-455/82-04(DETP)
'

Docket Nes. 50-454; 50-455
License Nos., CPPR-130; CPFR-131

LTeenset: Cc.r n ealth Edi:,.:n Cc: pany '

P. O. Box 767
Chicago, IL 6060

l'acilit) See : Syron Station, Unit 1 and 2

I r.spe c t : ::. At: Eyron Site, Byron, IL.

Ir.spe:::en Cc-du::ed: March 29-31, April 1-2, 5-9, 12-14, and 'ay 11, 1982.

.!Wlh-s . h --
.'::s p e :: r r s ; D. H. D=.ielsen d '' #

CAJj
t/. v. Peschel d!/ 4 !i' d- -

'd"k ' y' '

R. S. Leve j 'd ? / - *'
b **) 8*^:' ^/k g m f' . /)v

H. * 'm'e s c o t t / /
/ Dg/ .:

' ' .
- rii i /

,s /,"A L / . s t.1 b-

,,,'s E. H. N:ghtingale d''/# ' ''/#1
.

.2 W4 4..u s /A L
'

/C I W Torney l''t/.I"
,'" ' SRI By rer.)

P .e'h)e s'h i s t.2 an0 ?1h
| '

6/ /BL/A
. E Headqt.arters) ' '

~

u
.

.h / s. su : !/-o *
prre.c.' by. D. . Dar.ielson, Chief g' /'' /' ' .

?!aterials and Processes Section

i nspe: t ' ri Fou r.o rv

luspect c. t. c n ?la rch 29- 31, April 1-2, 5-9, 12-14 and May 11, 198 (Reports
|

,

No._5C;' % / 6.!-05 ( DETP)j $0-455/82-Ot.(DETP))
(

u 3..
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-~3 , Areas Inspected: QA Program interfaces and overview; corrective action
.g ) systems; design change control; material traceability of installed struc-''

g tures and cemponents; electrical cable installation; inprocess inspections;
7 QC inspector effectiveness. The inspection involved a total of 662 in-

spector-hours onsite by seven NRC inspectors.
Rpsults: Of the areas inspe:ted nine apparent violations were identified
(f ailure tc assure contr actot s are operating with a QA orgsnization as
d scribed in their QA manual and to assure that QA is sufficiently inde-
p.tadent fr:r erst and schedule - paragraphs b.(6).(b), b.'(8).(b), and
b (10) . ( L-) ; fa: lure of site car. tractors to control the issuance of d:cu-
nants - 1:.(10' (b); fai:ure ef site centractors to follow their pro:e:.res

parzgr. Fa 1 (10).(h), and c.(2),(d).2; failure of sa:e centra:: cts to

..ccri l:s!. act;vities in acccrdance with procedures paragraphs b.( :' (b),
c (2).te'.1 a:.d f.(2).fa); failure to include certain ANSI Na3.2.12

i. erie :r Ci"o audit repcrts of contractors paragraph b.(;0;.(b);..

: silu:e e: a s::e contractor to. meet certain security standards estat!:shed
b" AV.cl N-i 2.c for sterage cf reccrds paragraph b. (10) . (b); failure to

a et ANI: Na5.:.6 qualifica: ion, certification and training require ents
:: c: r.: : octo: Q2 anspectors paragraph h.(2); failure to specify cc ;;ete
.. d a (4 a:e err:ective acticas on nonconformance reports paragraph

(2).(s' -: fai ure to acc: plish welding in scccrdance with appl::ablen

i. . d e s - paragr.,:h g.(2).(d).

-

I
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v'
) 1. ,P,c eens Contacted

Co me wealth Edisen Comuany (CECO)

*W. Stiede, Assistant Vice President
'

*L. De1 George, Director of Nuclear Licensing
*V. I. Schlosser, Profret Manager -

*W. J. Shewski, Qualit- Assurance Manager,

*G. Screasca, Proje:t Superintendent
*k. Teetken, Assistant Project Superintendent
*!! A. Stanish, QA Superintendent, Byren
R. J. Farr, QA Supervtsor
K. J. Hansing, QA Supervisor
T. R. Sommerfield, QA Superintendent, Braidwood
J. J. Mihovilovich, Structural Supervisor, PCD
R. B. Klingler, QA Qupervisor, PCD
G. F. Marcus, Director of QA, Engineering / Construction
J. O. Binder, Electrical Supervisor, PCD
H. E. Leheann, Mechanical Supervisor, PCD
C J. T:teshek, Startu; Coordinator
H. J. KJ:nmarek, QA Engtneer .

A. A. Jaras. P : ject Operatiens Analysis Superviser
*T T-sr , Nucles: License Ad-intstrator

(''} P. Den in. Prefect En.pneering Department

(,,/ R- E. C :erio. St artup superintendent

g *J T . k a r t -2 r e i r r , Pre;c:t Engineer
E. 3r.L.tr, CA Engineer
J. K!:n', JA Inspecter
P N-d:- ski, CA Eng:naer
J. 7:nej, Engtneering As.1stant
P. ':s:utta, QA Engineer
E Fey, Senior Buyer
L. "hannell, Material Co:rdinator
R. Stnsirts, QA Engineer

Sarg.2nt ar.d '_un.!v Eng iq,cc rs (SSE) *

R. Rabin, Senier QA Coordinater
D. Demess , Engineer, l'MD

*T. B. Thorsell, Senior Electrical Project Eng:neer
V. Crisci, Project Leader
J. Kelnesky, Electr2 cal Project Leader

Vestinghpuse (V)

7 D. R. Traser, Manager, SAMU
S. Stahl, QA Engineer, NTD
Y. Kau, Associate Engineer, PIDG

O)!
v

3
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) .Ha..t field.. Elect ric Company- (HECo)

--

') - G. Vanderhei, Project Manager
J. !!uchanan, CA Manager
A. Kor.1, QC Supervisor
R. Bar:elasi.1, QA Supervisor
D. Stoner, QC Foreman>

L. Broege, QC Insp2ctor ,

.

J. Mulrene, QC Inspector
.

Pet. c r s - Ar c o-Pepe (PAP)

K. Larkin, QA Manager
M. Donahoe, Engineerir.g ':anager
C. Cremer, QC Supervisor ~

A. L:.mia, QC Ir.spector

B'. i_n_t. Brathers Corocra fon (BBC)
.

R. H. Ba;.. QA/QC Manager
V. V.11s, QC Inspe: tor

T.' e p Sa-vices, Inc. .

_

R. De tema no, NDE Supers isor
fx
(,

J_.-' _a_: ~..r fr e l s . !n:.u .

) P .- h a:: , QA ':anage r
S ..a.sen, QC Inspect:

P. ..L..re'i Test: : Labr:at:rv (FTL) ,

J. Tra t-in. Site *:ar. age r
J. hase, Calibration Technician
G. M:ba.mid, Site Aaditcr

M ic!.1v I::J > ries Cor.t r.ic t or , Inc.

M. VinJser, Site Manager

Nuclear Insta!!ati:n Serv::es Ce pany (N:SCo)

J. Pruitt, QA/QC Manager
.

C' Nur : car Dover Servi,tes (NPS)-

W. Wh.trker, Project QA Engineer

Rel ..able Sheet 'letal Verks, Inc.

(Oj A. M. Schlegel, QA Supervisor

1

4
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Hunter Corrnration ,

l
s 3 M. Somsag, QA Supervisor''

f L. H.iddick, QC Inspector
i

D. Cerasani, Piping Engineer
L. Hill, Auxiliary Building Superintendent
V. Evertt, Containment Building Superintendent
D. Askland, Varehouseman

,

J. Morrison, Project Engineer
J. Young, Hanger Engineer ~

*

A. Sir.ior,, Ac=inist rative Superviser, QA
R. Irish. Adeinistrative Assistant, QA
H . L :nJq :ist , Material Control Supervisor

,

U. S. Nuclear Re;glatory Com-issien (Regien III)

*C E. Narelius, Directc r, Divisien of Engineering & Techn::al Pr:gra s
b S. Little, Chief, Er gineering Inspection Branch
L Me3regor, Senior Resident Inspector, Braidweed
L C o.< , Sec.retary

'D a,t es these pre ser.ne: attending the exit meeting held at the USNRC
h:g:sn I1* cffice en May 7, 1982. During the inspecticn at the Byron
Sta: en exit meetings were held en a daily basis in order to keep the ,
lic:ntre ir.fer:ed of any findings.

The ::wpe: ers also conta::ed and interviewed other licensee and
[\ cer: a::nr persennel during this inspection.(_ T

1. F_ ct; n or tr:5ra? Arers Inscected

a. Egr.,ra! Ba:;ereund

~he purp:se of this special team inspecticn was to determine if
t!.e r e are indica:icn> of existing or p'otential construction
pret.ees similar to seme of those identified a: a nu-ber of c:her

7 p'.ar.:s under constru:: ion. The scope of the assessments in::uded
q :al::y assurance program interfaces and overviews, correct ve
action systems, design change centrol, material traceabil::y of
ins:s11ed structures 'and ec penents, electrical cable ins:alla-
t sor., inprocess in pe:tions, and ef fectiveness of quality certic!
4.nspectors.

.

v2
)

$
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(p. Prepared By: J. M. Peschel;
u.)

\
P. Keshishian

>* .

b. Ot _P r_sigr am Interfac.=s and Overview2

(1) ,uality Assur3nce Manuals ReviewedQ

Pittsburgh Te' sing Laboratory Quality Assufance "anuala

t:QA-M-1, Rev:s ten 4, September 21, 1979

Po.ers-Acco Pepe Quality $ssurance Manual, Rev:s:en 3,,

'

sDecember 7, 1981

Cc monwealth Ed:sen Topical Repert, Revisien 20
Tetruary 17, 1952

Jer.nson Contails, Inc. , SECD Quality Assurance Pregram,
Revision 0, J.ne 29, 1978

Hatfield Electric Ccepany Quality Assurance Manual,
Revis:en 9, August 13, 1979

.

Ebssce Nuclear Cuali:y Assurance Pres am Mar.ual, Revisien 10,
Se;: emeer 30, 195 h

O
t / H. :er C rpora::en Quali:y Assurar.ce Manual, Revisien 5,'-''

Aug.st 1, 1951

)
Nu:; ear F:.e Serv:ces, Inc. , Qual:ty Assurar.ce ':anual,
he,; sten 1, .*a..sry 13, 1981

1

T.e l z ah : e Shee: No:a1 Works, Inc. , Quality Assurcr.:e ':ar.us',.

July 21, 1951 3

(2) Pr::ed ;es Revie.ed4

(a) Cem-enee!!th Edisen Cc-esny
,

Byren Quality Instructien (90I)i

4.
BQI 1, Revisten 2 March 22, 1982

Cenerating On-Site Quality Instruct: ens
BQI-7.1, Revision 2, March 22, 1982

On Site Contractor Non Confereance Reperts
BQI-7.2, Revision 5 March 22, 1982

QA Handling of CECO Non Cenfermances
BQI-9, Revision 4, March 22, 1982

QA Handling of Tield Change Requests'

BQI-10 Revision 4, February 25, 1982
Site QA Handling and Review of On Site

i Con:ractor Procedures%- -

4
I

-
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,m BQI-11.1, Revision 4, March 22, 1982

(d) Byron Site QA Audits
'

'
BQI-12.1, Revision 1, March 22, 1982) ' Installed Equipment Surveillance Instructions
BQI-24, Revision 1. March 22, 1982

,

Byren QA Training Program

Byren Site Instruction (BS!) ,

521-5, Revision 5, October 20, 1953
?!aterial and Equ:prent Rece:ving Re:e: : g
Inspectica Sterage, and Re : val ft:- 5t:riga
Instruction

( slity Precedure (CP)

QP, 2-1, Procedure for the Revision of the Qua!ity
Assurance Manual - Engineering, Ccnstruct::n

.

and Operation, Revision 63, February 21., 1952
Q?, 2-2. Trasning of Persennel to meet Quality Assurar:e

Requirements, Revision 63, February 24, 1952
.Q?, 3-3, Classification of System, Components, Parts

and Materials, Revision 63. February 24, 19E2
Q?, 4-2, Evaluation of Contractor's Quality Assuran:e -

Program, Revision 63, February 24, 1952
Q?, 5-1, Quality Instruction and Procedures,

(]/r Revisten 63, February 24, 1982
Q?, 7-1, Control of Procured Material and Equip ent,

) Receiving and Inspection Revision 63,
sebruary 24, 1982

;?,12-1 Calibratten Ccntrol of Cor.-onwealth Ed:s:n
Test and Measure-ent Equipeent, Rev:s:: :3,

February 24, 1982
CS, 15-1, Reperting Quality Noncenfor-ance dur:,ng

Constructicn and Test, Revision 63,
February 24, 1982

CP,15-2, Reporting Incidents and Deficiencies that
occur during Construction and Test, Res;st:n
e3, February 24, 1982

QP, 16-1. Corrective acticii for Reportable Defit:rr:;cs
and Quality Nencenferesnees that c: cur d.r;rg
Construction and Tests, Rev: sten e3,
February 24, 1982

QP, 17-1, Quality Assurance Records, Revision e3,
Tebruary 24, 1982

QP , 4 - 1, Request for Bid, Propcsed Evaluation, and
Recommendation, Revision 63, February 24, lui:

QP, 18 1, Quality Program Audits, Revision 63,
February 24, 1982

QP,18-2, Surveillance of Contractor Quality Assurance
Control Activities, Revision 63, February 24,

p 1982
I(

4 e3

7
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.O Genaral Procedure
O

General 3rocedure No. 738, Site Buying, February 2, 1981
'

(b) Hat f f eld Electric Company Precedures

Procedure (t6, Revision 6 January 15, 1982
Reporting of Damaged or Nonconforming
Material or Equipment'

Procedure (18, Revisien 2, Issue 1 July 6, 193;
Audits

Procedure I:9E, Revision 6, Issue 1, January 22, 195;
Class I Cable Pan Ident:fication

Pro:edure stil, Revision 12, February 2, 1982
Class I Cable Ter=: nation and Spl:::rg

Procedure 1:17, Revision 2, October 10, 1981 '

Qualification of Inspection and Audit
Personnel

Pro:edure ::19, Revision 4, Issue 1, January 24, 1951
Equipment Turnover Reporting

Procedurt i:20, Revision 8, November 20, 1981

Class I Exposed Conduit Syste=
Identification

Fro;edure ::23, Revision 8, Issue 1, January 22,19S1 '

Concrete Expa.sion Anch:r Installation
Pro:cdure :24, Revision 1, Issue 2, January 28, 195:

O Centrol and Calitration of Meters and
V Instruments

) Protcd rr :29, Revisten 5, November 20, 1921
T2 eld Initiated Request fc: 2est;n
Chenges

(c E.:- er C: r::t s-i:n Sit e I-ele-entatzen Precedures

4.201 Revision 4, January 19, 1982
Installation Verification

7.502 Revision 7, August 20, 1981
Control of Measuring and Testing Equ;p ent

11.101 Revision 4, April 28, 1981
Nonconformance Processing

3 12.301 Revisien 5, March 19, 1981
'~

. Internal and External Site Quality Assuran:e
! Audits

20.513 Revision 9, June 8, 1981
Installation of Concrete Expansion An:h:rs

(d) Powers-A.co-Pope Procedures

QC-4 Revision 7, September 30, 1981
Nonconformance Control

QC-3 Revision 5, December 17, 1981
Site Audit

O
d,
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TP-3 Revision 9. December 22, 1981

[ Material Receiving Inspection Controls
TP-4 ., Revision 5, September 30, 1981s

') Material Storage
FP-11 Revision 7. January 21, 1952

Calibration and Control of Measuring and Tes:
Equipment (M&TE)

(e) Pittsburgh Testing Laboratorv Procedure

Resident Internal Quality Assurance Aud:: Plan,
Revision 4, November 17, 1981

(f) Johnsen Centrols Inc., Procedures

QAS-210-EY Revision 2, January 28, 1980
Auditor Training and Qualification

QAS-211-FY Revision 2, February 5, 1980
Training and Indoctrination Pro:edure

QAS-710-EY Revision 1. Sep: ember 19, 1979
On-Site Document Control Procedure

QAS-1011-BY Revision 3, January 10, 1980
Veld Rod Control

QAS-121C-BY Revision 1, Ocotober 30, 1979 -

Calibration Control of Measuring and Tes:
Equ:pment

g-"x QAS-1510-BY Rev:sfon 0, April 17, 1979() Status Tag Usage Procedure
QAS-161 5Y Rev:sion 0, February 13, 1979) Nonconformance Centrol Procedure
CAS-1710-3Y Revision 0, September 18, 1979

Corrective Actisn

, QAS-1910 5Y Revision 1, November 8, 1979
Aud:: Procedure

S."-611-BY Revision 1, April 3, 1981
Tield Change Control Procedure

(3) Audits and '!isce!!aneous Docu-entation Reviewed

(a) Cc- enuecit'h Edisen Cercany

7 Audit Re orts
,

#6-82-4
#6-82-05
#6-81-300
#6-51-308
#6-81-309
#6-81-330
#6-81-331
#6-51-336
#6-S1-340

O.g.

a
)
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#6-81-344(''N, #6-81-354
' \ ,/ #6-81-357

) #6-81-360

General Office Audit of Byron Construction Site,
April 30, 1981.

General Office Audit of Byron Construction Site,
November 8, 1981. *

General Office Quality Assurance Audit of Syr:r.
Station April 30, 1981.

General Office Quality Assurance Aud:: of Byr:n
Statien, November 8, 1981.
Manageren: Audit at LaSalle, Byren, and Era:f.:: 1
Cons t ru:t ien Sites and the LaSa.* le Operst::.g Stat :::.,
April,19 51, by Energy Incorpora:ed.

Mi= Sells -eus Docurertation

Sitt Mechanical Organizatien Chart, March 16, 1952.
Site Electrical Organization Chart, March 16, 1952.
S :e Stru::aral Organization Chart, March 16, 1952.
S:te Pr:Jec: Construction Organi:atien Char , March le,
1950. ~

1961 Byren Site CA Audit Schedule, Revisien 0 and
Revision 9.
1951 Byren Site QA Surviellance Schedule,s

j Byren Oua:ity Assurance Organ::at en Chart, Mar:h 22U
} 1962.

Byr:n Ouality Assurance Sta:us Reports, January 5, 195
and February 4, 1982.
Byr:n S::e Quality Assurance Se :-M:n:h'y Rep:r: fer.

Detenber 1951.
195: Byron Site Quality Assurance GP ' raining S:hed '.e

(b) Hatf: eld Electric Co ;sey

2 Audit Reports

#S1-02
v51-18
tsEl 19
#61-20
v62 Oe

Audit Repart of Byron Site Procedure 5, 6 and :: by
Eriergy In.:orpor ated. . September 21, 1951.

Follow-up Management Audit Report by Energy Incorporated,
September 21, 1981.

N~- -
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pi Trend Analysis Reports
-

ix_ / .

#2, July 24, 1981, 2nd Quarter of 1981

') #3, November 6, 1981, 3rd Quarter of 1981
#4, 4th Quarter of 1931
#1, March 25, 1982, 1st Quarter of 1982

.

Miscellaneous Documentation .

Discrepancy Reports , " Trouble Letters" No. 's e40 - 672,
650 - 720.
1981 Audit Schedule
1982 Audit Schedule
Quality Assurance Audit Log
Me:c randu.r. f rom C. Van Lyssel to W. Bre:k cen ern:rg
Quality Assurance Organization, March 17, 1952.

(c) Hunter Corp: ration

Audit Reuset

No. 084-4
.

Miscellaneeus Dc:u entstien

Audit Surr.aryg''' Tcurth Quarter Audit Report
s_,, Tollow-up Audit #1

Hur.t er Audit Sue.-ary Report for Tourth Cuarter, 1951.g Hunter Cc;poration, Byron Site Qual:ty Assurance Aud:t,
June 3, 1961.
Hunter Cerp::sti:n Cuarterly Nonconf:r-an:e Rep::t (NE
Sun-ary a.ic Trend Analysis Dece:ter 29, 1951.

| (d) Pc ers-A::c-?:re

Audit Re-erts*

v52 Septe-ber 29, 1981
#53 October 1, 1951
#54 November 12, 1981
v55 Noveeter 12, 1981
#56 Noveeter 16, 1981
057 November 15, 19A1
058 November 25, 1981
059 December 3, 1981
#60 December 29, 1981
#61 Janusr> 27, 1982
Manegement Review Audit, Byron, March 17, 1982

..

I
i
b

me
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7s' Miscellaneous Documentation
's /

''
1Weekly Storage Surveillance Report, March 10, 1982
if Weekly Storage Surveillance Report, March 17,.1982 i

Weekly Storage Surveillance Report, March 24, 1982
Weekly Storage Surveillance Report, March 30, 1982

(e) Pittsbur_th Te: ting Laboratory
.

Audit Rerorts !-

#81-21
#81 22 . .

#81-23
#81-2 :

#81-25.

#81-26
#81-27
081-28
081-29 *

Internal CA Audit #3Y-3
Internal QA Audit DIY-4

Misec1!a e:us Docu ve.tation
.

P:ttsburgh Testing Laboratory Organi:atten Chart
.

(''] P:: sburgh Testing Laboratory Ins;ect:rs Eye Exa :nati:n
f(_ ,/ Re:ctds

)
(!) .'c h . * :r. C :: t r o l s . Ir::rporited

A.C : Far:rts

Yearly CA Pregram Audit No. OC301, May 16, 1982
Yearly CA Pregram Audit No. 10501, August 5, 1951
Audit Report, Bensenville Office, September 15, 1951

Nearenfer-ance Reperts

#ColBY November 14, 1980
hCO2BY Neverber 14, 1980
v:CO2!Y Dece-ber 4, 1980
#CO-BY August 19, 1981
#005BY Pebruary 23, 1982 ,

t

#CoeBY March 25, 1982
#007BY April 2, 1982

(4) Interviews with Site Personnel l
>

!

Interviews were conducted with sixteen personnel from Co.mmon-
|

wealth Edison Company, sin personnel from Hunter Corporation,
!three personnel from Powers +Azco Pope, three personnel fresn

*,

N
,
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(''(y) Hatfield Electric Company, two personnel from Pittsburgh
Testing Laboratory and one person from Johnson Controls,
Incorporated.

(5) Licensee's Qualit_ _ Assurance Prearam

(a) Obiectivu

The objectives of this assessetnt were to deter ine:
,

that the licensee's Quality Assuran:e F,regrs-.

including all amendments, has been a;;r:.c: t *. : A

if the licensee has control of changes t: tre.

sutritted Quality Assarance program. 1

if the Quality Assurance Manual is consistent with.

the approved Quality Assurance Pregram.

(b) Dis:ussten

The ins; ctors reviewed:

L the 12censee's Topical Report, CE-1 A, Rev:sien
,

and determined that the original program and a!!

(n) suttezuent revisions have been appreved by NK:t.
'd The licensee submits all changes to NRR and

I in::udes miner or typographical changes at the
san tire as substantive changes are s t stted.

E_ the licensee's Quality Requiretents and :.s'.:tj
Pr::edures and determined that the licensee
initiated and controlled changes to the pt: gram
thr: ugh QP 2 1. The procedure requires the sa e
lest! of review for a QA Program change as the
original program received. The progra has pro-_

visions to input a change due to feedba:k of-

expertence, regulatory requirements, codes and
star.dards, audits, and reviews.

2.,, the licensee's Quality Assurance 'fanual and referen:ed
do:i.ments to dntermine whether adegaste QA p:s s and
precedares have been established (written, reste.ed.
approved, and issued) to implement the do:keted CA
program. The reives indicated that the 18 Cratetta
of 10 CPR 50, Appendix I were addressed by the
Quality Procedures of the Quality Assurance 'a..al.

.

The inspectors reviewed 6 of the 25 Quality Assurance
flanuals assigned to Syron Station to determine they
were of the latest revisions. The following ranualsO| were reviewed and no problems here detected.8

~- __
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-x (? Hanual No. Assinned To( ).
O

111 Project Construction Superintendent) 205,- Byron Station Superintendent
177 Ceco CAD Supervisor
191 Byron Station Maantenance Superviser
62 Byren Station Technical Staff Saperv:scr

115 Byron Station Quality Assurance Super-
intendent

in) S 1 i t c .h r;n.c Prege s _o,f, Cent ra:: e rs

(o; [L1"tives

The et;e:taves of this assessment were to deter :ne
if the licensec has approved and routinely audits the
Quality Assurance Programs cf centractors for cons:stency
with 10 CTR $0, Appendix 5, and to determine the current
st atus and ef fectiveness of licensee manage ent of the
on-site Quality Assurance Programs.

(t ) Discuss:en *

The inspectors reviewed documentation, conducted extensive
interviais with licensee and site contractor persenne!,
and revu wed portiets of the licensee's and contract:r's7 s,

(k ') CA nanuals to deter .ne levels of staffing, organ;:st enal
independen:e frem ecst and schedule, position descr: pts:ns,

3 and tc deter ine if the status and adequacy of the OA
Pregra s scre regularly reviewed by the licensee and
c:ntratict's management.

At the 12 e of inspecticn the licensee had 13 c:ntract:rs
en r ate and each was performing safety related werk under
their own specific Quality Assurance Programs (QAPs).
These QAPs had been submitted to the licensee for revie--
and appr: val. The licensee had reviewed and approved ,

the QAPs prior to the contractors start of work. The
lace nsee was fully aware of its ultimate responsibil:ty
for site Quality Assurance and had its own QA organ::s-
tier en site to monster the activities of the var: ws
s:tc con: ratters through the mechanisms of surveal: antes
and audits.

Table ! is a matrix of licensee and on site centract:rs
performing safety related work indicating the areas
checked and coepliance with these areas.

Noncompl4snce (454/52 05 01a: 455/82 04-01a)
20 CFR 50. Appendia B. Craterson I, requires that "Such

('~') Persons and organizations performing quality assurance
functions sha!! report to a management level such that

tv!
eh

.
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this required authority and organizational freedom,
in:luding sufficient independence from cost and sched.;e

} when opposed to safety considerations, are provided."

Contrary to this requirement, the inspectors found ths:
. . . - the QA Managers of both Hatfield Electric Co pany and

Po.ers Azco-Pope (PAP) reported directly to on site.

'
managers who had direct responsibilities for cost and

*
schedule for their respe,ctive contracts. The Natf:e:d
QA ?!anager reported to the Vice Presider ard :.e FAF
QA ?anager reported to the Project !:3 nager

Unreselved item (454/!2-05-02; 455/S: O'-20)-

3. add tton to the fores::rg, it appeare: ths: the ", A
L Representative for Johnson Controls had pr:4.::::n

respons2bilities that also conflicted with crgsnt:sti:ns;
independence. A review of the activaties of F:::st rg.
Testing Laboratories (PTL) indicates that trare is n
PTL on-site QA organization other than a s::e a;:::::
and that for a substantial period of time each 6eek ?!;.
ac:ivitses are not under surveillance. Th:s cend:::en
oc:crs because there are two shifts for PT;. inspe:::rs
and only one auditor.

.
,

*

The questions regarding Johnsen Controls and PT:. c:.;d
no: be resolved during the current inspe:::en and are
an unresolved item.-

) s *r (:.c ue.. "sn ue mt Assess en: ef the Caa:::v An .rs :e :rrr 3-.

(ay Che::fva

n e objective of this assess ent was to detere:ne if a
peri:dic assessment of the licensee's Qua: Aty Assurar.:e
Program is conducted by Cor.ensealth Edisen Co.pa.y
upper level management.

(t ) Dneussion

The inspectors reviewed audits of the Byron Cons:ru:::en
site conducted by a General Office Audst Team. These
.,ett annual audits are supple ented by a baennia: suht
conducted by an independent aufiting organizata:n. The
aujits cover the entire scope of the Cuality Assuran:e
Pragram and are reviewed by urper level mansge ent.

, The licensee's Quality Assurance organizatten is headed
by a site QA Superintendent. He is assisted by two
Supervisrar's who direct the activities of thirteen CA
Ingineers and Inspectors in monitoring and auditing

; the activities of the site contractors. In addition
foar Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory personnel are
swir,ned to the organization for specific dcwcrt it ion*

3 related assignments.

15 C-26
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f'N Each engineer and inspector is assigned a specific list
.

,' of responsibilities so that all contractor activites and!

) other QA monitoring systems are fully covered. This
type of organization should be able to ef fectively
monator site QA activities. However, the execution of
the program is not satisfactory, as evidenced by the
many problems uncovered by the inspectors. One fact:r

.

affecting the execution is the stability of service forC the QA personnel.
.

A key individual in a QA Program is the on site s.p r-
intendent. He has the direct responsability fer :..e
QA perfor ance of the contractors and other pla.:
related a:tivities. It is he who ant 2cipJ:es pr:: M
arecs, sees to the training of his staff, directs :ne
actavatics of his staff and is instru: ental in 7r:f;::r;
a rp.ality product. Since January 1976 there hue toen
fivt QA Superintendents at the Byron Site:

J. I1::let January 1976 to !!ay 1976
D . .* e r i t z !!ay 1976 to August 1977
R. Cousde1 August 1977 to !!ay 1978
T. t'cIntere Pfay 1978 to January 1951
M. 5:an:s4 January 1981 to Present '

In additien to this undesirable condition, the ;A
Er.gsneers and Inspectors have an average on site sers::e

(mV) ti. e of arrr:st stely fearteen months and have 11 sted
-

} prter QA esperience. Part of this on site ttee was
spert in tra:nang and qualifying for various CA t; les.

In eddtt ten to this pr:b|em, canp:wer is current j he:rg
seat to ther sites so that the QA effort is subs:2-::si;y
weakene!. Dat of a staff of sixteen, three een ha.e :een,
and currently are at other assignments:

R. J. Sch.artz La Salle Station 12/7/81 to 2/19/$2;
3/19/81 to Presen:J. S. Hale La Salle Station 1/5/81 to 2/:c,8 ,'

3/19/d: to PresentP. J. Nod;cnska Quad Cities Station 9/14/81 to 9/ 5/61;
Syron Pre op Testing 4/5/82 to FreSent

The constJnt change over of personnel resulting in a
min:eum esperience level and transfer of persennel c uld
hinder the QA organization in meeting its obligation
of effectively implementing a QA program.

In contraat to the esperience level of the QA organ-
izat non the inspectors made a review of the stability
of the supervisory and engineering personnel in the
construct &or, organization. The key individuals andO scrs see time at the Byron Station are: '

V y
,
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TM Name On Site Since

,.

('v) ) Project Superintendent G. Sorensen 1976Assistant Project R. Tuetken 1927-

Superintendent
Lead Civil Engineer J. Pfihovilovich 1975 ;

i

Lead Pfechantcal Engineer M. Lohmann *1981Lead Electrical Engineer J. Sinder 1978.
,

*Six years prior experience as a Mechanical Engineer at
La Salle Co.inty Stetson.

The pronounced difference in site time and experiente
lovel indicates there is the potential for a proble-
with QA personnel continually being transferred. Inan effort to determine the cause of this potential
problem a meeting was held with the Corporate ?!snagerof Quality Assurance V. J. Showski, on April 16, 1950.
His expl nation was the the transfer of the QA Super:n-
tendents was for promotional opportunities in four
cases and a death in the case of cne superintendent.
His expl:natten for the'large turnover and inexperience
level of the QA Engineers and Inspectors was that he'

desired to seed the licensee departeen:s with QA
.

experier. sed personnel and also not deny thsm pret:ticnal
opp:rtur;ttes.

(m'") This cor' tant change over of QA personnel as c:ntrasted} to the stable and experier.:ed work forte of the c:nstr.:-
t.c.1 gre..p indicates the need to create greater pr :-
tions! crp:rtunities in the QA crganizat ten, or the reed
to have ao o sort cf systee instituted to re:;nte ",A
portennel to acquire manieum service t1ee at n.: lear
sites.

The inspectors reviewed the training that was given to
Ceco CA tersennel af ter they had cc pleted corporate
quality rsaurance training. The Byron QA training as
an on the job type training and is intended to su;;1e-
rent the corporate training and enhance the devel:; ent
of new OA personnel.

A review of 8Q124. Revision 1, Byron QA Training
Program, revealed that althcugh the stated pur;:se of
the instruction was to provide the necessary training
to appropriate personnel as quickly as pessible, there
was no specified length of time in which the traintrg
was to be completed. A lack of prompt training was a
finding annotated by the General Office Audit of7 November 1981. A review of on the. job training records
revealed that prompt training was att11 not being
acesmplished and that the corrective action to prevent

,

.-

k )
a ,

'
I
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recurrence, stated in the audit response, was not being( )' -

effectively implemented.'-/ The on-the-job training
system had no provision to alert supervisory persennelm

when a now employee's training was lagging.
,

SQI-24 also states "It is the new employees respons-7
ibility to obtain and maintain the required training."
It is our belief that the training of new employees is
a m.snage ent responsibility and cann:t be delegated to'the new tmpicyee. .

s

Atts:hrent A to *Q: 24 lists fourteen aress et tra:n.r;.
arid spe:sfac indisiduals are designated as a.th::::ed
trainers in es:h area. There are no less:.. plans ::
cther ty;es of sritten guidance for the re;;; red tra:n-
itig . The lack of a formalized train:ng pr:gra- is net- '

conducive to the maintensn=e of a skilled, tra:ned,
arid competent Quality Assurance Department. Vath s: e
of the erre experienced personnel assigr.ed te dut:es

other le:ations the training of the QA departmentat

suf fers.

0,:3.9 Ite- (45e '!:-0$ 03: 455/80 04 03)
Tau ans:.; sty of the licensee to ded::ste rese.r:es to

-

the Quality Assuran:e crganization to see that their
[,_] experience base is equ1 valent to other cessnizattens,ItJJS
i_f the anspectors to question the licensee's

ef foetiveness in staf fing the Quality Assurance Pr:gra-C: gin s:st ion. In addition, there is no ev: den:e et aI
Ma. ige ent Pol::y State ent e phasising the dvd::at::n
of the 0: pany to Quality Assurante and qua; ty in
gomiral.

T The licensee's p siti:n is that the :: ;sny
p'lity is stated in the Qus11ty Requaretents of the
Q.nality Assurance Manual. It is cut beltef that these
are an exp|anation of the Quality Assurance Manual
and not a statement of policy.

t5) L:eenseo Cus!:t, a surstce Orggni:3tiens

(a! Oje,1,.,e, t t ve.

The object:ve of this assessment was to deter tne af
the Qualtt) Assurar:c Pr:gra presides sufi.. tent
indiper. den.e f rom cost and schedule.

(b) Dts ;uss te n
;

The it; specters revithed the organi:atton charts an the
licansee's Topical Report and they indicate adequate
ind4pendtnce for the Ceco Quality Assurance Organi:st2:n-!

Turther inspection resulted in concern regarding the,-g,

( ) activities of the Project Construction Department. .. that
_-

,

d
I

!
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appear to be contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, CriterionV

I, regarding the independence of the Quality Assurance
} ef fort from production.

The licensee's site Project Construction Departreent-

is organized with a Manager, Technical Staff, Project
Engineers and Field Engineers. The inspectors inter-
viewed four supervisors and the assistant superin-
tendent of the construction group and found each of
them to be knowledgeable and experienced engineers
fully capable of meeting their respect 2Ve respens-
ibilities. They all fully recognized the importan:e
of quality assurance and control and were deter :ned
to build a quality plant.,

The responsibilities of this group include:

Advisor to Engineering for design suitabil:ty for.

conttructability.

Com:d2nate requests for field revisions..

Receipt and storage of materials..

Assast Project Engineering in develop.en of.
*

overall schedule.
Ver fy conformance and ccepleteness of contracter's.

installation to specification req.;1rements.Q Supervise and approve mechanical and structura.

C/ construction tests.
) Cc:rdinate and provide assistance for ele:::::s!.

construction tests.
Coordinate preoperation tests..

T).e Project Construction QC Supervisor and Pre;ect
Ccnstruct aen Electrical Supervisor have engaged in
Q ality Assurance activities independent of the Byron
St.perintendent of Quality Assurance and the offsite
knager of Quality Assurance. The licensee could
not produce a position description for the areas of
r< sponsibilities and the duties of the Project
Construction QC Supervisor. An exatple of specific
QA activities engaged in by these supervisors is:

Letter of November 13, 1981 from the Electrical.

and QC Supervisors to the on-site Vice President
of Hattaeld Electric Company suggesting duties
and responsibilities of the QA/QC Manager and a
suggested organization chart.

The activities of the two supervisors in QA activities
appetars to be contrary to 10 CTR 50, Appendix B, Criter-
ion 1, that requires independence of QA supervisors fromp) cost and schedule. In addition, it seriously undermines(
the ef fectiveness of the incumbent QA Superintendentv

N

*

.
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" . to monitor the activities of the site QA organizations.
.

i .,.The activities of these two supervisors resulted in ac
/

}
,'Deper:montreorganization of the Hatfield Electric Company QA/QC

-

that was not described in the QA Manual.
,Vc believe that CECO QA should, at a minimum, be in-

.

volved in a review and concurrence capacity when such .

suggestions are made to contractors. -

s.

In addition to the foregoing, a further pr=blem with
QA indepe ndence from cost and schedule arises in that
the site Project Superintendent has final cen:ra::u21
approval for some centractor QA organ :at: ens c:r.:ern:ng
sal sry increases, promotions, and hires for QA n:n- anaal
pe:Jonnel increases. The requests for su:h act::n ft:,
Hat field Electric Ccepany and Pcwers-A::c-Pepe d: n::
have a centurrence from the contractors Quality Assurar.:e
Department and ccmc from the project constru:::en :r. age-ment.

The follcwing list indicate salary changes or pr ::::nsof QA inspectors for site contractors that bere appr:vedby the site Project Superintendent.

Dste Centracter Pesit:en
.

2/24/82 Powers-A::o-Pope QA Specialist7 'S 12/3/81 Hunter Cerporation QA Ir.spector(.'' ) 11/23/81 Hunter Corporation QA Inspector '

) 11/3,81 Hunter Cerporation QA Inspec:or
11/3,81 Hanter Cerporation QA Inspe::or

-
The inspectors reccgnize that the Project Super:nte-de.:s*,

resp:ns:bility for contract administra icn res.;res h:s
final appreval for centractors staff size and chsngas :n
co pensatien, however, a question of satis fy:ng the re-
quirements of 10 CPR 50, Appendix B, Criteria 1 re:a::ce
to QA independence arises. Mechanises are curren::y n:.
in effect for such independence in that the Pat:stur;h
Testing Labora:ory contract is ad :nistered by the
Corporate Quality Assurance Manager who is independent
of cost and schedule.

Np,nto pliance (454/82 05 01b; 455/82-04-01b)
The lack of andependence between the Quality Assuran:e
Depsrtment and the Project Construction Department is
in violation of 10 CPR 50, Appendix B, which states
in part, "Sach persons and organir.ations performing
quality assurance functions shall report to a manage-

level such that this required authority andment

organizational freedom, including sufficient inde-
pendence from cost and schedule when opposed to safety
considerations, are provided.,_s

i ( )
E'-- .
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Open ! tem (454/82 05-04; 455/82-04-04)C The involvement of the Project Construction Department
3 in Quality Assurance Activities indicates the need for
I an Interface Document or Interface Procedure to exp;a n

the interaction of the licensee's Quality Assurance
Organtz.1 tion with the Contractor's Quality Assurance
Organizations, and the relation of the Project Con--

struction Department to all on-site Quality Assuran:e
Organ 2:ations. .

(9) Cu.11 f t v Av.urance Rc= cens ibi : :t v

Q (a) Obf ett tre

The etjective of this assessment was to deter: ;ne if
the 1.censee has the prime responsibility for est at;;sL-
ing and executtrg the Quality Assurance Program.

i' (b) Discussi:n

The inspectors reviewed the Topical Report and the
Quality Assurance Manual and intervie.ed the licensee's
Corperate and S2te Quality Assurance '!anagers and the,
Quality Assurance Manager of selected co.. tract:rs.
The drcumentation review and the interviews sh:-ed
that -he resp:nsibility of the licensee was es:st::shed,

s docu nted and understood by resp:nsible pers:n el :n
both the licensee's and contacter's organiza:: ens.m

)
~~h e :rspectors were concerned abou: the lack ef a p::::.

.

staterent from upper manage en: that sen: bey:nd the
expirat::n prov:ded in Cuality Require en: '. an: ;::: -

vided assurance that upper manage ent of CI~c s.;;orte:
the Quality Ass.arance Prcgram and it cbjec:tves.

(10) Licensae Oversight of Contractor A:tivities

.

(a) Obje::ise
.

The objectives of this assessment were to deter :ne
if the licensee has effective oversight of c:ntra::cr
activities and has detailed knowledge of these
activitses.

(b) [iscunten
'Ih e inspectors conducted interviews with Quality Assursn:e
Fersonnel from the licensee, Hatfield Electric Company,
hunter Corporation, Powers Azco Pope, Johnson Centrols,
Inc., and Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory. These interviews
were supplemented by the review of related quality assur-

(' ance procedures, audits and documentations; tour of work
v

.
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areas, c rchouses and field Cifices; and discuss onAs o result ci thefWMIG-
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licensee and contractor personnel. has a M
above the inspectors determined that the licensee

.

ih f

program that should provide an ef fective overs g t oThe ability of the licenses to|'']/ the man-contractor activities.
provide this oversight is questionable due topower limitation discussed in the " Licensee Assessm

x__ ent

f this report
of the Quality Assurance Program" section o

'

and the findings noted below. ,

.

'

Contractor QA *ianuals t rs,

A review of the operating organization of two contrac o
Hattield Ilectric Company and Johnson Centrols, Inc. ,the present organizations were not descr:

'
bed.

revtaled that Quality Assurance Manual revisions.
in the latest i

Johnson Controls, Inc., changed the title of the Sen orQA Representative associated with Byron f rem the Qua;:tyManager

Assurance Representative to the Quality Assuranceupdate their Quality Assurance Manual.h

Johnson Controls operated for approximately five ment sand did not Co pany

with this discrepancy, and Commonwealth EdisenQuality Assurance was not aware of the discrepancy.
- -.

Hatfield Electric Company was operating with a Quality
Centrol Supervisor and a Quality Assurance Supervisor,
beth of whom report to the Quality Assurance Manager

,

ce

and who are not reflected in the Quality Assuran
The reason for this disparity is a lettery-~s

f re.. the licensee's Project Construction Departeent to( ) Manual. d nt suggesting' ' ' '
the Hatiteld Electr:e Company Vice Presi e

-

*

an c rgant:stion change.
455/82-04 C1c]

Ncnco-r.tance (45a/82-05-0!c:
10 CpR 50, Appendix 5 Criterion 1 states, "Theauthority and duties of persons and organizat: ens

*

lated

performing activities af fecting the safety refunctions of structures, systems, and coepenentsd inq?
shall be c!early established and delineate

*

writing."
its

The f ailure of Hatfield Electric Company to have
Quality Assurance Manual reflect the actual Qualityd is

Assurance Organization is contrary to the above an
an item of noncompliance.

The f ailure of Johnson Controls, Inc., to have its
Quality Assurance Manual reflect the actual Qus11tyd

Assurance Organization is contrary to the above an
is nn item of noncompliance.

.
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7- The licensee has indicated that the above conditions
,

havo been corrected. These itees will be examined
during future inspections,

L W Le y ing of Qus Qty Recordsi k

A tour was made of the combined vault used by Johnten
Controls, Westinghouse SAMU, Midway Ir.dustrial Con-
tractors, Ebasco Services, Inc., and Reliable Sheet

The safes of Vestinghouse SAMU and MidwayMetal.
Industrial Contracters were found unlocked and with nothe door of the vault. The besting 5e.seattendant at

safe contained cc puter tapes which were descr:ted to
be non-safety related and the Mid.sy safe conta:ned
quality / records.

Nov. e ;1,iance (45;/e;.o$.05: 455/82 0a 05)
10 CTR SC. Appendt> B, Criterson AVII atstes, "Suf f:ctent
recards shall be maintained to furnish evsdence of act-
ivities affecting quality." ANSI N45.2.9 1974 states,
"A full time security system shall be established to
preclude the entry of unauthorized personnel into the

This system shall guard against lar:enystorage area.

and vandal.sm."

The f a11ure of Mid sy Industrial Contracters to leck ,

a stfe centatning quality records is contrary to the
abe.e and is an itet of nonceep!!ance.

I The lice. see has tr.di:sted that this situs::en and :he
e t the Ve ss tr.gtouse S AT.' s af e ha.e been

con h:::: This sten wtil be exa-ined during a future,
entrectec.
tr.s .ect ;; n-

the Fewers A::: F:;e
Dur ing tc urs of the cc-bined vault ,

:)e Ha: field Electric Cc pany vaalt and the *.t.
vau t,
censee's vault, the inspectors noted that entran:e h:;es
for conduit and other such piping had not been sea *ed
and pessible air paths f rom the exterior entsted.

455'P ca 06)
L'nraaelved ite= f 456/P: 05 06:states that pereanent and te ::tary
ANS ! S41 2.9 19 7.
records storage facilities shall be constructed to
protect the content,s from possible destruction by fire.

The inspectors are concerned that with the possible air
paths arcund conduits and pipes that the Halen System
may not te able to extinguish a fire,

action has been taken
The licersee has indicated thatThis item will be esasanedto correct this condition.
during a future inspection.

Q
_A
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Surveillances
,

j ) The inspectors reviewed the licensee's Quality Assurar.ce
Department 1981 surveillance schedule and noted that

,

approximately seven percent of the scheduled surve11
lances were not conducted and there was no documented
reason for their omission. The licensee did conduct
approximitely 400 more surveillances, than were schedated
with an increase being made in some areas due to prc ;e s '

discovered or to follow up on audit find rgs. Ve
recogni:e that such increased attention is necessary,
bat are cencerned about the emission of surve:::ar.:es |

without substantiating docu.' entation, as surve;;;ar:es
are one of the intergal methods by which the C.a;;ty
Assurance Organ 1:stion provides an w ersaght of cen-

|
tractor activities.

Open Item (454/80 05-7: 455/82 04 7)
Tne inspwctors are concerned about the emissten of
scheduled surveillances without substantiating d::.-
sentation.

' The licensee indicated that this item will be corrected
This ite m will be examined during a future ins;er.t aen.-

EnwingCentrol
n'

[\s') The insp"ctors reviewed selected dra ings in the cr stte.

) cf f ace of Jchrson Controls, Inc., and at Har.ter Cct;:ra-
t6:n's h eumant Station 1 H, at the 4:4 level :n the
c;n t a a ntwnt .

i

Twelve dra.ings were chosed at Johns:n Contr:;s, ar.f :f !
those chnsen one was not the latest revisten as ir.d.:sted
en the Sargent and !. undy master drawing list located in
the Ceco Qaslity Assurance office. Drawing ?!3393, Page
4 of 12, was Revision I and should have been Revist:n C,
651ch was issued February 12, 1982. The ?:3393 dra ars
seriesinnotmarkedtoindicatehowmanydras:ngsare
in the series but are annotated as 1 of blank".

Ten drawings were reviewed at Hunter Corporatien's
Decument Station 1 H. at the 426 level in the cents.n.
rent, and of these tso drawings, CS 38 and RH 13, sere
not the proper revisions according to the Hunter
Engineering Department easter list. Hunter Corporatten
personnel emplanined that the drawings in question here
for work on the L' nit 2 containment 6hich had been
stopped, and all related drawings were supposed to have

O been recalled to document control. Hunter instituted
an immediate recall of these drawings.

f^N
i )
C/

6
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Eyngompliance (454/82 05 08: 455/8* 04 08)*

10 CFR 50, Appendin B, Criterton Vi states, "?!essures
shall be established to control the insaance of de:u-
eents, such as instructions, procedures, and drawargs,
ir:luding changes thereto, which prescribe all activattes
affecting quality." The failure of Jonnson Cont.rols, Inc ,
at4 Hunter Corporation to control the issuance of dra.ings
is contrary to the above and an item of noncompliance.

,

T?e licensee indicated that the condition has been
cerrected. This item will be exa ined daring a fatare
arSpect1Cn.

Frn ess Tr.sceability

Ttc inspectors accetpanied two CECO Qaality Instneers,
orc electrical and one welding, on inspe: tens an the
cent itetent , auxiliary building ar.d the turbane b.tlit g~~

te t!cter ine if they could trace the inst s!!ation and
trspectaen process on welds, condutt hanger instal;at ten,
ard cable pan installation. No proble-s were teentif.*!

q;.j| sty Assurance Pro:edates

1191.eet ten ident tited that two on site cer.tra:t:rs per-
fr retng safety related work were using for s wt t:n were -

nct controlled by procedurcs,

li.t r aelJ C'ectric C:rpany is ut tit:tra a Dis:re, r :v
g Le t t e r , Al' o kno.n as a Trowble Lette r, f or d;L.- L '. . ' &

ti . r rlwtc censtruction, nor cenfer tea t:str.cta:n.
rcq.tre ents for Field Cha9&e Requests and :tner 4.s-
cre| int ite-: f oand daring quality centr:1.t s;et' .:ns

Tl e * e Trewble Letters have been in use f or er,-r:s.- ste L.
Li e last 18 eenths and about 800 hase teen genera'.cd
in this tire frame. The Trouble Letters are used as an
ir.tcreediate dotument durirs inspections prior to
terrective work or preparation of T:Es and N:Rs and d:
net becore part of the quality records. Tsc.tle L tiers
numbers 640 thru 670 and 680 thru 720 .ere ess-inet a d
it was f?und that in the inspectors optaton Trcut'e
Letters n58, 662, 664, 669, 679, 696, 697, 700 and 7:1
stould have been documented as non confor ance rep:rts.
As an esatple, in Trouble Letter 679, a HatttelJ tiestric
Ccepany 4: Inspector reports a conduit strap backing
plate that is not welded to a hanger. The failure to
have a procedure for this Trouble Letter is contrary
to Appendin 8.

A similar condittor estats with the instrumentation
piping installer, Powers.Arto Pope. When making C.41 sty

.

f

.
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Control inspections a Tabrication Installation Surv:11-
-,

lance form, for uhich there is no prescribed procedure
is used for purposes identical to the Natf aeld Trowb;e

.

9 Letter.

The inspectors examined T!S numbers 180 through 216
and in their opinion a number of the T!5's should have

As an eaa ple. T!5 186 reported stetsresulted in NCRs.
that were installed but did not have*the required heat

*

numbers.

Ve are net against the use of treuble letters or speed
lette rs t o esp adtte sc-c cont ractor f unct sens ,

t..r. e r ,

when these decurents are used to docurent inspe:::en
discreps: cies they must be procedura!!y ccett:::ed.

1
!a5;is;.cg.noa; 455!!2.^e 09si

%3I,r e 2 1 sa c e
IC CTR 3*, Ap;endix 8, Craterton V states, "Act as:t.es
af fecting gas: sty shall be prescrabed by de:u ented
trstructions, procedures, or drastngs, of a type a;;r:-

the circutstar.ces and shall be acc: ;hsnedprinte t:
in accordance with these instructions, pro:ed.res, or

"
drakAngs,

The f attare of Hatiso;d I;ectric Catpany to utila:e a
procedare to centrol the nr Discrepancy Records is c:strary,
te the at sse and is an iter. of noncetpitance, ,

Tte f ast.re of Pe. ors A::o F pe to centr ; their
) Tatricati:n Installat:en Survet!!ances as c:r.trary

tc the at:se arid is an item of ncnco?plaatte.

The Incensee has indicated that these ccndats:ns hase
been corre6ted. These ste-s will be exatar.et duttrg
a future inspection.

Audits

The inspectors reviewed audits that were cond.:ted by'

the corpsrate and site quality assurance organaast a:ns
of Co-morwealth Edisen Compsey, Hatfield Electric
Cetpiny. Hunter Corporation, Pcwers. Arc: Pope, Jct sen
Controls, Incorporated, and Pittsburgh Test.ng Lat:ratory.
The audits were conducted accordtes to an awdtt schedste
ar.d the scope and centent of the sadtts has ascertatie.

regorts consistently f atted to in:1.Je a instThe audit
of persons centacted during the cendact of the 4.14t
and s sw?-ary of aujtt results, includies an eva!wat s:n
statement regarding the ef fettivenest of the quality
assurance Fregram eteeents which sete audited, as
required by A%St N45.2.12.

~

$
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a

M , Appendix B, Criterson XVIII states thatd and period:c auditse

(s, comprehensive system of planneverify compliance with all/~]) 10 CTR 50

carried out to ogram and to deter-

aspects of the quality assurance prshall be of the program.
mine the ef f ectiveness repo'rts sha!! Tro-audit ac::s: :esstates that
ANSI N45.2.12-1977 contacted during aud tan evaluat:en Sta:ement
vide a list of personsand shall have a summary includingf the qua'.ity ass' en e Pro-

-

regard:ng the ef f ectiveness ogram elements which were aud:te
i.e

-re.
..c: t!.crep:rts -

audit Cerperat:en. ".. 1. ::ng
r

above, the
Contrary to the ar d P :tt?.'t.: ;' -Hatfield Electric Company, Hu:,t r
A:-o-Pope, Johnson Controls, Inc., Laboratory consis,tently failed to iand an evaluatten stau-ent

--

nc4ude perse-s :-
. a t s- d1:

audit re gr am e'. emes.ts e5
-

tacted during the
gard:ng effectiveness of the p Et i'. .t c

in the examples listed below:L.s of 5: 4tv t: .
Persen:. C :.tsc:ednAudit NeAuditor Yes Su

6-61-330 Yes 50
CICo 6-81-305 No Yes -

CECO 6-SI-33e Yes 50
CE0o 6-81-357 Yes So

7S CECO 6-61-309 Yes Sa
('''') , 6-51-34- Yes SoCE0o

CE0o 6-51-340 No No
CE0o 6-S1-200 No 50
CE00 6-S2-OS No 50 '

/ CE0o 81-02 No 5cHatfield 81-18 No 50Hatfield 81-19 No S:Hatfield 84 ' No its
! Hunter None July 9, 1961 No Yes

Hunter 00501 No hot

/
Johnson ' f08'01 No 50
Johnson 52 No 5:'
PAPf 54' Ne 5:'
PAP 55' ~ ', No So
PAP ,61-21 No 50
PTL 81-23s ' - No
PTL 81-25 ien has been ta',rnPTL

The licensee has indicated that s:tsituacion in fu:areinspection.
This :: . e.

,

~ audits.

correct this
will be examined during a futureto

,

/,
.
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MeasurfCc and Test Equipment *

./"'Na

( / The inspectors reviewed the procedure and methods for
) control of Measuring and Test Equipment used by Hun:er

s_,

Corporation, Hatfield Electric Company, Powers'-Azco-Pope,
Johnson Controls, Inc., and Pittsburgh Testing Laboratery
and inspected various instruments in office and field
locations.

,

The inspretors identified no pioblems with Hunter
Corporataen, Johnson Controls, Inc., and P:::sturgh
Testing Laboratory (PTL).

During a review of torque wrenches in the Hatf:e:d
Electric Ccepany Quality Assurance office and the
Powers-A7.co-Pepe Quality Assurance office the folles:ng
ite s were identified.

Hatfield Electric Company: The sterage of terque.

wretches was not according to Hatfield Precedure
#24 as the wrenches that were past the calibra:::n
date were not red tagged and they were st: red en'

the same shelf as wrenches currently in cal:brati:n.
HE-151, HE-140, and HE-135 are scee of the unt agged, .
uncal:brated torque wren:hes stored with ca;:brated
wrenches.

p) ) Pe-ers-Aze -Pope: One torque wrench, T'.~-4, wast .

'' ' marked as defect ve, but did net have a Rege:: Tag
as required by Section 5.15 of Po-ers-Azcc F:pe
Procedure TP-11, Calibrati:n and Control cf

Measuring and Test Equipment (Mi!I).

Nen:e eliance (454 '!:-05 -Ilt ; 455 '!2-O '-Ila)

10 CTF. Su, Appendix E. Criterion V states, "Activit:es
affecting quality shall be prescribed by do:uren:ed

| instructions, procedures, or drawings, of a type
appropriate to the circumstances and shall be acc:rp-
lished in acccrdance w::h these instrue:: ens, ;r::ed_res,*,

/ or drawings."

The f ailure of Hatfield Electric Company to fell:w :ts
procedur. ft24, with regard to tagging torque wrenches,
is contr :ry to the above and is an item of ncn:: p;iance.

.

The failure of Powers-Azco-Pepe to follcw its pre:edure
No. PP-II, with regard to tagging torque wren hes, is

| contrary to the above and is an item of nonce pliance.

| The licensee has ind:cated that these conditions have
| been corrected. These items will be examined during a

future inspection.
! ,O

.

'
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Purchasing. Receiving and Storage
,-(m)

\- / The inspectors reviewed the process used to obtain safety

) related material starting with a material request gen-
ersted by a contractor and culminating w::h storage in
a warehouse. The inspectors noted no discrepancie's in
the requesting, purchasing and receiving portions of

|the project, but during tours of warehouse areas the '

'

C following items were noted:
.

In Varch:use No. 1 safety-related equip-ent was
.

stored on shelves that also centa:ned lumbe r,
boxes of paper, scraps of rubb:sh and f :d :n a
housekeeping at=csphere that did no; ree: the
req.:re= cats of Secticn 6.2 of ANSI Na3.2.2.

In Vareteuse So. 5, a pallet of bags contain:ng
charecal type corp =und was stored abeve safety

.

related valves. One of the bags had breken and
the material had spilled onto the valves, she'..':ng,

:n a ::rd-and flecr, and the housekeep ng was no:
ance with Section 6.2 of ANSI N;5.2.0.

Nence clisrce (45 ' '2 2-05 -11b ; 45 5 / S 2-04-1151
1C CFR 30, Append:x B, Cr:terien V states, "A::iv:::es .

af fecting quality shall be prescribed by doeurented
instrue:::::s, pre:edures, or drawings, of a type

-f''T appr:priate to the circumstances and shs;l be a::: p-
,) -) lashad :n acccidance with .these instru::: ens, pr::ed res ,i

s

or dra :::gs ."

TI e cend::: ens maintained by the licensee :n Vareh::ses
1 and No. 5 were centrary to Quality Pr::ed re 13-1Sc and arear.d to the requiremer.:s of ASSI Na5.2. -1972,

an item cf nence pliance.~~

The licensee has indicated that actien has been ta',en
te correct the warehouse conditiens. This iter wi!!
be exam:ned during a future inspection.

In VereNeuse Sc. 4, Powers-A:co-Pepe is si rir;
.

mater:al ths: is tagged Ecjected next to A::ep:
and Hold material ar.d is not segregated as re-
qu: red by Section 5.6 of Powers-A:: -Pepe Pro-( cedure No. PP-3, Haterial Receiving Inspe:: sonE

Control.*

. .__,e-

Powcr?.-A:co-Pope is attaching a red t ag that says
" Safety-helated" to material that has also been

.

tagged with PAP's Accept Tag. The red tag is not
referenced in any PAP or Ceco procedure.

L
rv

V
A

)
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Noncompliance (454/82-05 lle: 454/82-04-11c)
/ ~x)s

N '' 10 CTR [0, Appendix B, Criterion V states, " Activities
) affecting quality shall be prescribed by documented in-

structions, procedures, or drawings, of a type'appro-
priate to the circumstances and shall be accomplished
in accordance with these instruct: ens, procedures, or
drawings."

|,

The f ailure of Powers-A:co-Pepe' to s:cre reje::ed ;

material in accordance with their preced' re N:- T. - 3.

is an iter of noncompliance.

The licensee has indicated that this cend::1:n has heer
correc:ed. This item will be exae:ned dur:ng a fu:_re
inspecti:n.

(11) Quality Assur9nce Staffing

(a) Objective

The objective of this assessment was to deterrine :f
the Quality Assurance Organizat: ens of :he licensee

,and con::seters are adequately staffed.

(b) D;s3uss:en
m
( ,)'I

The inspt:::rs interviewed pers:nnel inv::ved in the
) cancgeren: of the licensee's and sele::ed ::::ra:::r 's

Qua; ty Assurance Organ::ations; and appr:x: a:cly 14
percent cf the Quality Cen:rol inspe:: rs emp'.:yed by
the con::a;:ers. Based on the interviews and a rec:e.
of scheduled and c: pleted audits and surve:llar.:e
the inspe:: cts were able to cen:!ude tha: the Qur.'ity
Assuran;e Organi:sti:r:s were supp :ed 6::h suf f:::en:
manpower. The auditcrs of the selected organiza : ens
were found to be adequately qualified. Qua '. i fica:::ns
of Quality Control inspectors are discussed in deta:1
in the "QC Inspector Ef fectiveness" secti:n of th:s
report.

,
'

The inspe: tors do not believe that the Quality Cer rel
Supervisor for Powers-Asco-Pope was qualified to be a
Level II Supervisor on the day she was app::n ed to the
pos2 tion, as she did not have the one year of Level I
experien:e as required by ANSI N45.2.6-1978. This is
discussed in greater detail in sect::n h., QC :nspe::=r
Effectiveness.

The CECO Quality Assurance Organi:stion at Byron is
fully staffed with 16 personnel, but the effect:veness
of Quality Assurance section is being weakened by the- g ~xg

: !
\_s/ .

A
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deployment of Byron Quality Assurance personnel at
*

La Salle and Qtrad-Cities. This is discussed in more[s\
detail in pargarph b.(7), Licensee Assessment of Quali:yl ) Assurance Program. In addition to the above, one

U

Quality Eng:neer was transferred to the Operations Qual:ty
Assurance section during our inspection and a replacement
is not scheduled to arrive until June 1982.

The transfer of the Quality Assurance' personnel to sup-
port other programs is an area of concern.

(12) Trend Analysis Dregram

(a) Obiective

The object:ve of this assessment was to determine if
the licensee has an effective trend analysis pr:gra-

(b) Discussi:n

The inspectors reviewed the trend analysis rep:::s cf
the licer.see and }fatfield Electric Company. L:censee
trending of NCR's is discussed in deta:1 in sec:::n c.,

Cctrective Act:en Systems. The licensee publishes an ,
annual Trend Analysis Report which is a surmary cf
NCR's by problem area for each contractor dur:ng the
Previous year, and the Corrective Acticn Syste :s

scheduled to be audited semi-annually.
O )

(:3' ir pii1.ce u s:: y

(a) Ob'ective

The obje:tives of this assessment were :: rev:ew the
licensee's ceepliance history and the effectiveness
of the associated correc:ive action.

(b) D m.ussion

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's history of
ncnc.cepliances, unresolved items. 10 CFR 50.55(e)

O Reports, NCR's, IE Bulletins. IE Circulars, and IE
t

Information Notices and reviewed the syste=s used to
i assign responsibility and to track the resolu::en of
| the problem. A review of all 10 CFR 50.55(e) reports

and 30*, of the noncompliances showed that the correct:ve
act:on was oppropriate, with the cause identif:ed and
act:en taken to prevent recurrence. NCR's and their

,

resolution are discussed in detail in section c.,
,

Cc rrective Action Systems.

Fue;.t as ncted, within the areas in.pected, no items of non-
O compliance or deviations were identified.
V
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c. Corrective Action Systems
-

)
(1) Objective -

'

The objective of this assessment was to determine if: i

(a) corrective action procedures are adequate.
(b) responsibilities have been adequately def:ned in -f . '. n

the affected personnel have been trained and .f r:
the procedures.

(c) procedures are being effectively imp'emented. T.a.

includes the areas of track:r g and clesecut, t"-* g

of nonconformances , and upper rr :r. agement 's ::. - :- t

e

(2) D2scussion

(a) Co- enwealth Edisen Coreany (CECO)

L Procedure Review

A review of Ceco Qual:ty Procedurcs QP N > ';-!.
Rev:sfon 5, dated January 20, l'38;, an d f '. 1:-:.-,

| Revision 5. dated December 29, 1950, inc . . .i t . : . it'

they ?ppear to be adequate as relst:ng 1.' C'- . : . . -~

Acti:n.

)v
Adverse trend' and problerr ares:, art 'r:- .: .e *

attent:c: of the Vice President U.a : . .- - ~;.- s.

'!anager of Projects, Project ':a::ager a: c * f

Quality Assurance.

2. Review of NCR L=g

The inspector reviewed CECO's Nori:enforms.:ce :c: Ort
(NCR) log for the years 1979, 1980, and IC8; It

was observed that for the year 1981, 1 ' NC.s weres

prepared and Hold Tags were applied in 96 inst.:ntes.
In the 5 instances where Hold Tags were not arp'.:ed.
the item was controlled by a Subr.ontratt: s t2g er
the NCR was generi: in nature.

3. Review of Ocen NCRs

The' inspector reviewed eleven open NRCs that
! were prepared during 1980. The follow:ng is a

status of these NCRs.

| E F-491, dated April 7, 1980. There is an epen
50.55(e) report on this item.

C\_,)
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'~'s/ _b_. T-488, dated March 27, 1952. Tn:s N'F as
-

's ,-) .

) sent to Project Censt ructicn Depart ert . T ': 1s

on May 15, 1980, for impleces. tat:on of t 5.-
disposition.

c; T-526, dated June 27, 1930. This NTK 2r
still at Station Nuct-ear E. g:::eer:rg |i; u -
ment (SNED) undergesng ers:u t':or

d; T-539 dated July 22, 1)SD. TF:s : -

at SNED undergoing eva:aat:::. :... -- -

eation rece:ved by th NRC :: spe.: -- . . '.e. -

cables have been ter .nated and .: . c. :

on a " Work can Proceed" n::st ::- ',- .

e; T-544, dated August 8. 1952. Th:s s'h -
. .

at SNED uncergeing cv |uat:en.

f. T-546, dated August 11, 1950. Th re a :-
open 50.55(e) report un this ite=.

g; T-563, dated Oct:ber ::. 1950 Th:s NT -as
sent to PCD on August :7, 1951, fer ::;:c cr:a -
tion of the disp:sition.

! h; T-565, dated Noveeber 5, 1951 Th:s !.C: ::ss
. V(l- still at SNED undergo.ng eva:uat:en.i ),

i; T-575, dated November 26, 195.3. T' . i s ': ~ .P

was sent to PCD en January !, 1r51, fer
implementat:on of the d spes::::

J; T-577, dated Dece-ber 8, 195 T!.is ST:
was sent to PCD en February 13 ;'51, fer
implementat:en of the d:spesitten

k; T-582, dated Decer.ber 12, 19EO. This S:h
was sent to PCD on Ju!y 14, 1951, ft: : ;;. -
eentation of the dispositicn.

Onen Item (454/P2-05-12: 4:5 'P2 o;-101
! The SRC :s concerned abe t 5:Es tr.at :( :in :;;.

for an extended period of time in that as the
fuel-load date approaches, there may be a ter.dt!:y
to accept items witheut prcper enginecting eta!-a-
tion, including back-up data, or to accept : tem >

J,, that should be reworked or repaired. Pending revies
of the action taken to close the NCRs listed ab:se,
this is an open item.

,
-.
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g-'s 4. Review of Voided NCRs
(''-)

) The inspector selected s2x voided N;Rs fer ,-a- -

The subject procedures do not address vo.dirC '.'.
but this is an accepted practice in the : id.>;: e
when the NCR is voided for just cause.

NCR T-597 was missing from t!$ QA Re:.:rdsa.
Vault. The NCR log ind2cated that t .n e \~h

,, was prepared on Januar3 27, 1951 to 1:-.-
that Pump Motor OCC01P ter.t:r.at: ens cre
leaking. The log indicates this N h .as

e voided on April 13, 1981.
'

b; NCR T-600 was missing from the OA R :rrd-
Vault. The SCR log indicated that the '.-'
was prepared on February 6, 1981 to d:. . ;.

some damaged cables. The log ind: cates '

NCR was voided on April 3, 1951.

c; NCR T-634, dated Marc * 23, 1951, was p re,: a d
to document a minimum 'end radius v:::2;..i
on cable IRH:19 and to poir.t out the: t !. -

cause of the bend radius violation was tr -
the weight of the cable pulled the : cry - ..-
of cable tray. ECN 199 was issued to at(, ) a device to prevent cable sl:ppage. Tr e -\._ / ) was volded on July 24, 1961, wit!. cut a:.

*

evaluation of the subject cable. T!.e .. x
had an inspection /evaluat:en perfor ed . ->
cable on April 7, 1962. Cible v.15 o;.,' ' . .

d; NCR T-645, dated May 7,19El. was pr r .
to document that Vest 2nghorse furn: be. s --

meters ~ installed on various panels s:.p;. t
by Systems Control did not ecer the 1*. te'or-
ance requirements. The NCF was vetd..d en
June 3, 1981. Systems Contrcl lettir to
Commonwealth Edison Company, datad A.g..- 19
1981, stated in part, "The sattecters 6:.: Le
returned to Vestinghouse for repa.: at t5. a r
expense."

NCR T-650, dated May 18, Ice , was preee.
ared

.to document certain nonconferming hang. s
This NCR was voided on June 3, 1951, bt ause ;it was being tracked on Hatfield NCR n 96.

f. NCR T-682, dated October 2E,1981, was pre-
pared to document that concrete had been
placed next to a pipe, resulting in a weld('' on the pipe becoming unacces!.ible for insrec-

\' A
>
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tion under ASME Section XI . ECN 23'-- tr#:
s/ s

( ) December 8, 1981, was issued to en:'s / ra M >} opening around the pipe so the se! . ' ; .: :s.

accessible for inspection. The NCR sas .c. :ed
on December 16, 1981, because the ECN e . ! . td'

the problem.

Nonce eliance (454 /82-05-13a ; 45 5 '82-04-111'
The items listed in paragraph c d and i a:..e2 a tare examples of impreperly volded nen::r * '-- * +

Tor item c the issuance of the E N l':: -:-2

good cortwetive action to prevent re:: rer.:e .

did not resolve the bend radius v:::a:;r., Tc:
item d the return of the ins :u :nts ::2 - . - ;-
house for repair was a g::J resola:ica :s tr.e
prcblem, not reasening for void:ng. Aga:r. tF+
issuance of the ECN 233e was satisfat;:r;. tr- . . . ::

to the problem identified in item f, n:: a :s .. .
to void the SCR. Improper void..n; ef :b '. .- ..

an item of nonc: pliance with Criter::n '' cf .:
CTR 50, Appendix B.

5 Review of Closed NCRs2
.

On April 1, 1952, the Regi:n II: ir.s p e :: n re.. d>

the following S!Rs for p cper c:osure ar; f:: . ::-! (''S, rective action to prevent recurren:e:, e 4
'

(/ \
8

T-562, dated Oct:ber.14, 1780, r1: sed *ar :a:y ' . ;c'.

T-627, dated March 24, 13S;, c;osed Jar..ary :. ;-::
T-635, dated March 24, 1981, closed June 22, ;?i:'

T-636, dated June 12, 1951, closed July ::, I'!'
T-673, dated August 17,195;, cIcsed January 19 ;95~

T-687, dated January 8, 1932, closed February :e. 1:51
T-663, dated Octcber 2,1951, clesed Febr.ary ::,1:!"

6; Review of Trend Analysis

On April 1,1982, the Region III inspecter re. .e.ed
the trend analysis of NCRs prepared by CL o. T .ts
trend analysis is preparad by the Prejects ;. nae:-
ing Department (off-site). Repor s dated J.n.- y S.
1981, March 19, 1981, Sept.5 er 17, 19 51, 0. : ' .' 2:.b
1981, November- 12, 1981, De~ce-ber 17, 1981.
January 12, 1982, January 20, 1982, and Feb. ;1r . ;7
1982' were reviewed during this inspect ion. A!' ef
the aforementioned reports had the notation, "No
trends are evident" or "No trer.ds could be vien..f:ed

CECO QA (on site) does perform a trend analy,c en
contractor's nonconformances. On the trend in ily . i.5
reviewed, they agreed with the analysis betn.; ; er-

(s)1 -

formed by the individual contacters.
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7. Interviews with Personneln -

k_, ') Interviews with CECO persennel indicate tha*. they
appeared to be know!cdgeatle in their own p,ro. f;res
on Corrective Action as well as their contric.:r's
procedures.

(b). Blount Brothers Corporatien (B1:unt i -

1. Procedure Review

Blount utilizes a Deviatice Report (OR) Systa?
versus an NRC system. If a DR requ:res CI22
Project Engineering approval, CECO transcr:'es
the information from Blount's DR onto a CICo N:s

.

which is then forwarded te Preject Eng:ncer:n;
for approval.

A review of Blount's procedure nu-ber 4, Inspc.::an
Nonconformances and Corrective Actien, Kevis::n 5,
Issue 9, dated February 12, 1961, ir.d:ca tes t'.a t
it appears to be adequate as relatir.g to cerr'; tion,

action.
.

( 2. Review of NCRs
!

The inspector selected several prs f rom the D'.,_s
/ log fer a detailed review for proper clesare 2:.-\- corrective action to prevent recurrence. F::: -;ng

is a status of these DRs:

a. Q3-455, dated July 7, 195: C;: sed 'ct:: 6: 14,
1980.

b. Q3-508, dated Nove ber 22, 1950. C!: sed
January 22, 1981.

c. Q3-305, dated December 1, 1950. Clo<ed
February 23, 1981.

d. Q3-494, dated August 25, 1980. Closed Ju:.e 2,
1981.~,

e. Q3-545, dated October 19, 1951. As of April 2,
1982, this DR was at CECO for final appreval
for closure.

!

j On all DRs reviewed, for years 1950, 1951, and
1982, the action to resolve the none:nferran:e s.d

the' steps taken to prevent recurrence appeared te
be adequate.

.

t%
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3. Review of Trend Annivsis
[_.s\- ') '

'} Per Blount's procedure, t rend ;r.alys is e: - - -

mented annually but a running cennt o f L I. . . . r .!..
in each deviation area which results in ti ct r.' : 23

trend analysis. The trend, noted by the .ri p.- .ar
had been documented on Eleant's t end ant.:y:.n

.

report. These reports appear te 1,e giver w.d-
distr 2bution and includes a cor3 o CF..:c .c

4 Interviews with Persennel
.

Interviews with Blount pers:nne! :nd::a:t :! ..t
the QA Manager was relat 2vely n(s on ::.e pr, . :.
but appeared to have an adequa:( kn i.d e c'

.

the procedures. The inspector .a:. in:res e? v,. -

the knesledge displayed by the CC Ins;e:ttr as ~

pertaining to the DRs reviewed and the ::rra ..::ve
action system in general.

(c) Hunter Corocration (Hunter)
.

1. Precedure Reviews
~

A review of Hunters Site Imple cr.tatic: Ir:ceduces
i

Number 11.101, Nonconf:rma:tte P:o:.es s :ng. .c.c ;= .:n| j'''N
4 dated April OS, 1981, 2nd::ates th.1: 2: -r:e_rs!. ), ) to be adequate as rela:it:g to c rre:t:ve a;: .. -

2. Review of NCRs

The inspe::or made a general res iew of 2,:- " te;>
30 NRs and a detailed review of 10 NR3 f;: p r. ;. . r
cl:sure and for corrective acti:n to prese-: re._rr-
ence. Following is a statas of the NORs :'.at .. r e
reviewed in detail:

' a. NR-099, dated May 5, :980. Closed fir:r-1.: 16
1980.

b. NR-132, dated July 22. 195C. This NR ums rrr-perly voided on August 4, 1980.
c. NR-119, dated July 15. 198C. Clcse: en

December 15, 1960. -

d. NR-193, dated January 25, 1961. C1csed er
March 18, 1981.

'NR-263, dated September 17, 1981. C :s o d o..e.

October 14, 1981.
f. NR-151, dated August 4, 1980. Closed on

February 16, 1981.
g. NR-159, dated July 3, 1980. This NR was pro-

perly voided on December 2, 1980.
s h. NR-204, dated March 17, 1981. C:osed ons

(O April 15, 1981.i

a
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,-_s f. NR-231, dated June 5, 1981. Closed on
.~

.

! j' August 21, 1981.
\~ /

} j. NR-262, dated September 11, 1981. Closed on
November 24, 1981.

,

.

3 Review of Trend Analysis
!

The inspector reviewed the nonconformance (NF) log
for the years 1980, 1981 and 1982. It was chserved
that wi:h the way the NR log was prepared, a trer.d
would be observed. The inspector selected *-o
attribu:es (unqualified welders and held p :nts
byp_ssed) and performed a trend analysis for the
years 1980 and 1981. A review cf Hunters trer.d
ana;ysis for the same period of time indicated
tha, the two analysis (Hunter's and the inspector's)
were compatable for the two attributes selected.
Threugh training, unqualified weld NRs dr:pped fre:

~ 11 in 1980 to 2 in 1981 and bypassing of hold p :r.:s
dropped from 23 in 1980 to 11 in 1981. Hunter
recrgni es that they still have problems with he:d '

pe l:.: s .

.

i; In:crtiews with Persennel

,- Interviews with Hunter persennel indicate tha: they( ,g) appcared to have a good werking kncwledge of the:: ,

system and procedures. Their system and app!:ca::e
pr:cedures appear to be adequate.

(d) Pe-ers-A::e-?:ce (TAP)

1. Procedare Review

A review of PAP Tield Operating Procedure Nueber
QC , Noncenformance Control, Revisien 7, dated,

Septe-ber 30, 1981 and PAP Quality Assurance-

Manual, Secticn B-8, Nonconferming Material and
Parts, Revision 1, dated October 22, 1981, ind: cates
tha: they appear to be adequate as relating te

| Corrective Ac:2en.
l

2. Review of NCRs

Thc inspector performed a generel review of approx-
imately 30 NCRs and a detailed review of 13 NCRs
and 11 Corrective Actions Requests (CARS). The
following is the status of the NCRs reviewed in

! detail:

|

| w
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/ \ ~ NCR 14, dated July 25, 1980. Closed August 1,,_s a.
1980's-)'

b; NCR 19, dated September 18, 1980. NCR was un-
) acceptable, v3.th the note - see NCR 20.

c. NCR 20, dated September 30, 1980. Closed
October 1, 1980.

. d. NCR 23, dated September 21, 1980. Closed
June 24, 1981.

f. NCR 44, dated April 3, 1981.' Closed Apr:: 24,
1981. -

g. NCR 39, dated February 27, 1951. C : sed
March 4, 1982,

h. NCR 55, dated June 1, 1981. C1csed A.g.s: 13,
1981.

1 NCR 71, dated Tebruary 13, 1951. C1: sed2
November 16, 1981.,

J; NCR 73, dated July 15, 1981. Clesed Ju: 2a,
1981.

k; NCR 81, dated July 31, 1981. CI: sed
November 9, 1981. Re-instructien .as re;. re:
as part of corrective action.

1 NCR 90, dated Sep: ember 10, 1951. C1: sed2
January 6, 1982.
NCR 117, dated November 20, 1981. C1: sed -m.

December 28, 1981.

Non:: elian:e f454/82-05-1:d: ' 5 5 'E2- -::d -Is\'( j Of :5~e 13 F:-ers-Asco-Pope SCRs revie-ed in :e:a:1,~ ' '
T 12 of :he NCRs did not centain any c rre:::ve a::::n

to prevent recurrence wh:ch is in vicia ::n ef .:A?'s

Quality Assurance Manual, Sect:en 5*S, Rev:s;:n 1,
date! 3::cber 7, 1951. Paragraph 13-5.5.2. The .:-
censee was inferred ths: this was an : er :f n:n-
comp 12ance with Criterien V of 10 CTR 50, A;;ent:x 5

3. Review of CARS and Trend Analysis

Of the 11 CARS generated by PAP as a resul: of
their trend analysis, the corrective a:::en
appeared to be adequate.

4; Interviews wi:h Persennel.,

Interviews with PAP persennel indicate tha: they
appeared knowledgeable in their system and pr::edares. 1

1

(e) Hatf ield Electric Companv (HECo) |

1; Procedure Review

The inspector reviewed HECo Procedure (16. Reporting

! '

of Damaged or Nonconforming Material or Ega:prent, lf- s .

\s |

-
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Revision 6, dated January 15, 1982, and Section XVI,
'\ _ Corrective Action, Revision 5, of the QA Manual. |

During review the follo ing observation was =ade.
,

Noneenpliance (45'4/82-05-09b; 455/52-04-09b1
The only reference to corrective action to prevent
recurrence in the above mentioned procedures is in
Section XVI, Paragraph 2.4, of the QA Manual. This
par. graph discusses corrective ac:icn for adverse
aud;t findings. The NCR form in use at the Ey en
Stati:n as contained in procedure 6, has a se::.:n
tit.ed " Action to Prevent Re:urren:e" but there :s
no cirections in the body of the pro:edure f:: t '. : s
se:: ion.

Failure to assure that applicable regulatory req ::e-
eents are correctly translated into precedures and
instructions is an item of n=n: mpliance w::h C ::er-
ion V of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B.

E; Res.ew of NORs

The inspe::or reviewed apprcximately 150 NOKs f:: -
pr:;er closure and for corrective a::::n to prevent
recurrence. The NCR log in use when m:st of :he
NCRs were prepared did not provide a descripti:n7s

(\- ') of the noncenformance, resulting in a larger nu-ber
of NCRs reviewed. The following cbserva:::ns were

1 esdc.

a; NCRs 98, 99, and 100 were prepared to d::u-
cent a violation of cen::ete expans::n an:h::,

(CIA) edge distance. The NCRs were v:ided en.

February 25, 1980, because an FCK was or will
be issued to accept the CEAs as installed.
One FCR (2500) was not issued until July 16,
1960. By voiding the NCRs, they were rem:ved
from the trending system. After this was
pointed out by the NRC, the contractor pre-

,

pared NCR 432, dated April 9, 1952, to d::u-
ren: the items origins!!y contained in N Es
98, 99, and 100.

b. NCR 168, dated March 2, 1981, documented that
a cable was deformed at routing pein: 18993.
CECO engineering -valuated the cable and dis-
positioned the N6 as " Remove, Damaged Cable"
and pull a new cable. Hatfield made the
decision, without CECO's concurrence, that
the subject cable did not need to be replaced.
The NCR was closed on August 22, 1981.--

\ t
%/ .

-4
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(3 c; NCR 154, dated Tebrusqr 24, 1981, docu ents
('.s\

that cabics ITW441, ITV482, and ICC198 weres- g damaged and the disposition was to replace the
m

/
cables. Review of records indicate.that cable
1DC197 was pulled out and scrapped on June 4,
1981 instead of cable 1DC198. The NCR was
closed on June 4, 1981. A review of cable pull
cards for cables IDC197 and,1DC198 ind:cated
that IDC197 had been pulled and scrap ed en
June 4, 1981, and that IDC198 was in:::a!!y
pulled on July 2', 1981. On April 6. :9fl.
the HECo QA Manager corrected tha s.t p-:: *?.

and the attached docu entatten,

d; NCR 107, dated March 21, 195C. C:csed
November 21, 1980.

e; NCR 97. dated February 20, 1930. C1csed
August 21, 1981.

f NCR ls*2, dated Tecruary 23, 1981. C1: sed
June 24, 1981.

g; NCR 164, dated March 2, 1951. C1: sed ~

g August 15, 1981.
.

<w h. NCR 160, dated Tehruary 16, 1951. Cicsed
| Septe-ber 3, 1981.

'

i, . N2R 103, cated ':ar:h 6, 1952. CI: sed
January 8, 19S1.

1 N2R 184, dated March 4, 1951. C1: sed .'.r.e 5,
1951.

k; NCR 177, dated March 4, 1951. CI: sed ':ar:h 23,
1981.

The inspector reviewed 42 SCRs generated tet-sen
Septe-ber 15, 1981 and Februsry 15, 1952. The
fol:o ing is a status of the disposit:: ef the
sub|ect NCRs:

23 - Use-as-is. TCR issued
4 - Repair the item
4 - Open as of April 7, 1982
3 - Votded

, 2 - Replace the item
! 1 - TCR issued to add side rails

1 - Reject the item
1 - Reorder replacement item

jg s., 1 - Retrain the cables

\v)>

i
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1 - Closed - Being tracked by CECO NCR
- * - Clean the ites

Noncomplainee (454/82-05-13b; 455/82-04-t3b
The licensee was informed that items a and b([* above are additional examples where NCRs were
improperly closed / voided and is an item of non-
compliance with Criterion XV of TO CFR 50,
Appendix B. -

3. Review of Trend Ans!vsis

A review of Hatfields trend analysis fer l'5 ; r. d

1952 indicates that it was adequate.
4 4 Int e rviews with Perser.ncl

Interviews with HECo personnel indicate th1t they
appeared kne-ledgesble in their prc:cd.rcs cr.d
system.

Ex:cpt as noted, within the areas inspected, no ste s cf
n:r.: ;;iante or deviations were identified.

-.
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r ~x Prepred by: H. H. Wescott
-

V)c -

} d. Design Channe Control

(1) Objectiv.'s

The objectives of this assessment were to ascertain that,*

site design change interf aces are clearly defined and i: -
phmented, design change control is , adequate, persennel
u:.derstand and use appropriate procedures, and that the
precedures are being imple: rented to assure the t:r e'y
r(vis:ng and distributien of dravings.

(2) Discussion

(a) Review of CA Manuals and Precedures

The inspector examined QA Manuals and I=plerenting
- Procedures as follows:

L Nuclear Power Services, Se: fon No. 3, Rev:s::n 1,
dated Decerrber 30, 1980, " Des:gn Centrol".

2. P wcrs-Az:o-Pepe CA Manual, Section S.I. Rev:s::n--

1, cated October 7, 1981, " Des:gn and Loturent
Centrol".

O'

\ / 3. Hunter Corp: ration CA ?!anual, Section 2 Rev:s::- 3,l -

dau d August 1, 1981, "Dra.:ng and Spe:ift:s ::.-
Cen t r c '." .

L CEC: CA ?!anual, Quality Require: ent, CR No. 2 ,
Rev:sions 1, 3, 13, and 18, dated December 29,
1980, December 29, 1980 September 9, 1950, and
Decem!er 29, 1980 respectively, " Design Centre!".

L CEC: CA Manual, Quality Procedure, QP No. 3-2
thri Revision 13, dated November 12, 1951, " Des:gn
Charge Control".

L Johnsen Controls Inc., QA Manual. Section I.,
Revis:on 0, dated June 29, 1978, " Design Control".

L Byr:n Site Instruction No. 20 Revision 8, dated
December 17, 1981, " Instruction for Site Design- g
Document Receipt, Distribution and Control".-

8. Byron Site Instruction No. 21, Revision 0, dated
July 13, 1978, "ECN Routing".

L Westinghouse Policy / Procedure, WRD-OPR 3.0,

o) Revision 2, dated March 20, 1981, " Design Control".
i
V
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10. Westinghouse VRD-OPR 3.1 " Reactor Coolant System
'/,,T Design Definition (Power Capability Werk:ng Group)"
V Revision 3, dated March 22, 1981.

11. Westinghouse Instructien/ Guidance SMD 1.4; Pevtsien
4, dated January 18, 1982, " Byron Unit 1 Engineer:ng
Charge Notice".-

'

11., Wes t inghouse Instruction /Cuidance SMD 1.5, Rev : s i:n
0, dated October 31, 1980,' Eyren Unit "T; eld :r.a ge
Requests".

1_3_ A::C Tield Precedure TP 9, Revision 6, dated

De c er-b e r 21, 1981, " Design Change 0:ntrel"

(b) Review of Audits of Site Contractors

The inspector reviewed CECO's audits of site centra::::s
con:erntng design change control as follows:

L Sa' gent and Lundy Nos. 6-81-301, 6-81 31!, 6 E1-333
and 6-08-07. *

L Westinghouse SAMU No. 6-81-317. -

L Pcwers-A:co Pepe Nos. 6-81-326, 6 50-:*7 and
,r 3 6-50-10.
''Y

,

''
1 L Nuclear Installation Service Cc ps.y Nes. 6 5; 2;;

and 6 50 051.

L Hatf teld Electric Cc pany Nes. 6-50-05- and r-!; 22;

L Hunter Corp::ation Nos. 6-!:- 3 and 6-91-210.

L B let.nt Brothers Corporation Nos. 6-80-:.S, 6-!; 231
and 6-82-02.

8_ Jchr.sen Contrel, Inc. No. 6-80-250.

9 Hunt er Corperatien. Hat field Electric Cc ps .y.
Rel:able Sheet Metal Verks. Inc. , Powers A:co-Pepe
Services. Inc., Blount Brothers Corporatten,
Vestinghouse SAMU, Pittsburgh Testtng Lakerst: y,
and Nuclear Installatien Services Co pany
No. 3/8 10/82.

(c) Review of Design Srecifications

The inspector reviewed design specifications as follows: ;

;

O]\ ,m . .,
I

'
|
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'( ) Certified piping design specificatzen fer the2

"Outdeor Essential Vater System" dated Tehr.ary 19,'-'
1982.

.

2 Certified piping design specification fer the
"Indoer Essential Water System" dated Decee.ter 14, ;

1961.

3. Certified design specifica:ica fer the "Reat:::
'

Vessel" dated May 15, 197C.

4
Design Criteria for Category 1 Cable Tray, Cai;e
Tray Supports, Bus Duct Supports W.'AC "u::

--

'
S.;;:::s,

Cenduit and Conduit Supper:s, 00-51-03 SL SR.

It is noted that item 2. above did net have the Pro-fessional Engineer's Seal fer Certification. Sargan:
and Lundy further researched ten pipir.g design spec:f:-
ca:: ens and found three that d:d not have the requ;tedseal.

These were to be revised to in:!ude the sea.' byArr: 1 23, 1952.

t !} Re v:ew ef Ccr.t rol of Tield Ths ce Feeues t s (F :'s - r.d'EJ Appe r t .g Char.ce Net :tes t E :'. ' s )

The inspe: tor rande?!y selected fifteen (15; TCR's
('~'/

) three a r. d
(3) ECN's at Pekers-A:co Pope, seven (7) TOR's\.,_,

Eatfield Elec:r:c Ceepany, and three (3) EON's 2:at

) We st .ngr.:ase SAM *J. They 6ere verif:ed to be .r. der CE :centrol. Add:::enally five (5) travel;er ;ent:ges f::
it; ; rocess weld:ng were ver f ted to have

:!.e ::: *::draw rg revistens in pla:e.

T1.e foll:.:ng are the :::als of TCK's ar.: ION's :ss.e:
as of th:s inspect 1:n:

~

Electri_:s1 TCR's 4,492
Mechanical FCR's 13,70:
Structural FCR-s lo!

* Mixed 7:K's 4,999
ECN's 2.454

TOTAL 25,746

* Mixed TCR's contain all disciplines prict
by discipline. to separat en

(e) Rev:ev Site Design Change Interface

The inspa: tor reviewed the folleving:
(~s
j I

(
A

)
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L Interf ace Cont rol Agreement, West:nghouse Piping j
,

I,_h and Structural Evaluation Program for the Byron
d - Station Unit 1, d.1ted October 13, 1980. Paragraph !

t

4.3 states th.1t, "The Byron Project Engineer:ng
Org1nization, as the Owner, has overalT responsi-
bility for the activities described in this ,

agreement."

for routing CE;o Tield Change Re:; est ,L Tlow Charts

Byran Site Instruction .No. 10, Rev:s::r. 5. d: d
!!ar.h 25, 19 5:' .

(f) Persernel Interviewed

The inspector interviewed persen..el frem CE :, West:r.g.
house Powers-A:co-Pope, Sargent & Lundy, Matt:e;d
Electrig Company, and Hunter Corp:ratzen.

Vithin the a:cas inspected no ite-s of cence p;ian e er
deviations 6<:e adentified.

. -

V T

i _A

.

*
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.g s Prepared,By: E. H. Nightingale
\--)>

Material Traceability of Installed Structures and Cc eenentse.

!

(1) Objective

-

The objective of this assessment was to determine that
material traceability was maintained from procurement
through instellatien for structural, beams, small bere
piping and we'. ding materials.

(2) Discussien

The foll:6ing centractors were involved and the: areas :frespons ibilit;. are as indicated:

Hatfield Electric Company: Cable Trays
Hunter Ccrporation: Small Bore Pipe Systems
Fow ers - A:co-Pope : Small Bore Piping Systems
Eleunt Brother Corporation: Structural

(a) H it field Elect ric Cenchny

1. Feview of Procedures
-

The('' following site pro:edures were reviewed:
\s_-} .

#5, Class I Materials and Equipment, Rece:ving_

and Inspe: tion
i

n12AA, Class 1ShieidedMetalArcT:eldVeld:rg
(S.M.A.T.V.)

#12AE, Class 1 S.M.A.F.V. (P c:edure C.al;f::a-
tien)

#12AC, Qualification of Velders

#12AO. Arc Veld 2ng Electrode Control

2. Revice of Records

The de:ueents reviewed for mater 2a! tra: cab:':ty
were as follows:

..

Veld Material Request.

Material Certification.

Veld Rod Request.

Veld Data Sheet.

Veld Material Issue Tag.

f O
V) -

;

'

.x
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3. Review of Velder Qualification
'/m,

\

l. )
%

') Thb review of welder qualification records consisted''''

of reviewing the original qualification recerds as
well as the supportive documents pertaining to
the:r "up-date" qualification records. Hatf2 eld
Elcetric Company welding efforts are to AVS Ccde
which requires six (6) month re qualification
pe r2 ods . '

.

The following welders had their cert:f::at.::. 2nd
qualificat:on records reviewed:

Name Velder ID:
N. *arrabee Vk
C. V. Werner V
J. A. Dickson MM
Greene CG
R. S. Glenny CF
C. Stagg CS
W. McVay BM
D. Gavin DG
T. Wh::cemb T''
F. Plegge FP

-

The>e ten (10) welders are representatives cf the
/''N six:y (e0) welders qualified by Ma:f eld an: are,

presently on site.
is_ /i

g
4;, Review of Veld *:sterial Centrol

The review of weld material con r:1 pre:e:ures and
direct observati:n of in-pro:ess act:v:::e>
ind:cate that sufficient efforts are being : -
ple. en:ed to assure materia! traceability and
control.

Oper. Itee (454 'E2-05-14 ; 455 / 8 2-04- 14 )
The Hatfield daily weld red issue log did not
indicate the actual time veld rod was issued and
returned. Th6 log only noted "a.m." or "p.e. "_

'

The 1:censee has provided information to :nd::ste
that Hatfield form HP-13AD-1 has been revised :o
include provisions for the actual rod issue and
return times. This item will be rev:ewed dur:ng
a future inspection.

(b) Hunter Corporation
,

|

1. Ressew of Procedures

:
'

I

. b[~'\
I

,

_.
I
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r'~'S The following site implementation procedarcs were
\ _,/ reviewed:

1.601, QA Procedures and Instructions
3.102, Material and Services Procurement
3.602, Material Received and Inspected
5.101, Veld Tiller Material Control
5.201, Velding Procedure Qualification Contre!
5.301, Velding Qualificati.on
5.501, Veld Material Issuance
6.002, Visual Exam: nation and Verif:ca::en
6.5C1, NDE

2 Rev:ew of Recerds
-

The inspector selected three (3) safety re!a:ed
small bore piping systems for review of ester:a
traceability. The review of the.da:a packages
cons:sted of dccumen:ation fro: :he parchase Order
to :nstallation of the item. The systems :nvclved
were as fol:ows:

. Safety In;ection (3) -

Reactor Coolant (2).

Chemical Volume (4).

[ The doc. ents reviewed here as fellews.;

( -Q ) "aterial/ Services Request.

"aterial Receiving Report.

Rece:pt Inspection Check!is:
QA Documentation Requirements L:s:
Ma erial List.

Requisition.

Shipping Crder/ Packing Slip.

Material Certificate.

NCE Request.

Process Sheet.

Veld Record.

Material List.

Ma:erial Certification.

(? Veld Material Issue Report.

The inspector reviewed data packages for the
following small bore piping systems:

SYf?LM SPOOL PC. ITEM NT (f MATERI AL RET!RT

| 101e S-CV-001 2 2" sch/160 462460 MSR 4967
10:' 8-RC-001 1 2" sch/160 462460 MSR 4967
CI:CO 5-R.-001 105 3/4" sch/160 483245 MRR 9575

A 101 -S-51-001 5 2" sch/160 462460 MSR 4967
| 101 S-S! 001 lb-5 2" sch/160 462460 MSR 4967*s. .

..A
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SYSTEM SPOOL PC ITIM IfT # MAT! RIAL REPORT,,
s i
C/ g 1018-S-CV-100 1-5 3/4" sch/40 462224 MSR 4967

/ 1016-S-CV-100 8-7A 2" sch/160 462460 ?,tS R 49 e 71016-S-CV-100 9-8 2: sch/160 '462717 MSR 496710e5-S-SI-100 23-10 1" sch/160 HD7123 MSR 4967

The total footage involved consisted of 19,884'

An expanded study of small bore piping was ade
te :nclude valves and fittings. Data pa:kages
fer the following ite-s were reviewed:

NA"F. I.0CLTICN SYS TM SPCC:. _M R S.

Glube Valve IRC3039B S-RC-001-51 2 10:54
M.O.V. IRC5037B S-RC-001-51 2 10062M.O.V. 1-51-8871 S-SI-001 33 101!.4

N.'"E TYPE HT ti S??OL _MRR

CP'.3 T:::ing 2.0" 6000:e S.S.-S.W. TL 2 4968CP'.0 Titting 3/4" 6C0Ct! S.S.-S.V. EGJ 2 5238 -

L Review of Velder Ouslification
A
i i The review of selder qualifica: ion rec =rds ::ns:ste'dO T of reviewing the original qualificati:n re:Ord as

well as the supper:ive de:u: ents pertain:ng to the:r
"up-da:e" qualification record. Hunter Corpera::en,

- welding efforts are conducted to the ASME 0:de which
req' ires three (3) men:h re qua:ifica::en per::ds.
Hunter Ccrporation rou:inely re-cer::fies the:r
welders in two (2) rnon:h periods to preclude any
loss of certifications due to vacations, illness,
etc.

The following welders had their cer:!fics:icn and
qualification records reviewed:

NAME VELDER ID tt

! R. Sturm D40l
B. Strom B17
D. Colby ES2
R. Decker A38

'

D. Upstone F19
E. baker E56
B. Burns E82
R. Bilyeu 391

p
e 1 -

4

q Su
.
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NA?!E VEI.0ER ID tt

g A. Arnold E48
I V. Burdene C19

D. Radke A12
,

L. Anderson T3,

These twelve (12) welders are representative cf
the 237 welders qualified.by Hur.ter Corpcrat:en
and are presently on site.

'

L Rev:ew of Veld 'Isteria! Cor.t rel

The review of weld material contre! pr:ce bres ard
direct observation of :n ptccess act:v:t:es ir.d::ste
that sufficient efforts are being iep;emented to
assure eaterial traceability and centrol.

The documents reviewed for esterial tra:en::::y
are as follows:

Veld Material' Stores Requ: sit:en
.

.

Purchase Requisition.

?!aterials/ Services Request.

Material Receiving Report.

O Receipt and Inspection Check :st.

\j Material Certificate.

1 (c' L .c.=rs-A.ce Fepe

L Review of Procedures

The following procedures were rev e.ed:

QC.4, Nenconfermance Control,
,

TP-2, Control of Procurement and Re uis:::en:r.g.-

of Material and Services
TP-3, Material Receiving, Inspect:en Centro;.

TP 5, Veld Tiller Material Control.

TP-6, Material Handling.

TP 7, Transfer Tackage and Veld Recerd Cer. trol.

kE-2, Welders Performance Qualtft:st:cr. ar.:.

Control

L Review of Records

The inspector selected three (3) safety related
small bore piping systems for material traceability
review. The review of the data packages consisted
of documentation from the purchase order to in-
stallation of the itee involved. The systemsf-

( sel cted were as follows:

a

51
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Teedwater.o
.

Containment Spray.

Reactor Coolant.

The documents involved for review were as fo!!ows:

Veld Tiller !!aterial Requisitten
.

Receiving Inspection Check List.

Final As Built Isometric (Supple =ent Veld and
.

- Inspecticn Record)
Material Certification.

Veld Rod Issue Tag
.

P.O. (CECO Resper.sibility)
.

NDE Reccrds.

A study of the data packages, fo: the syste.-s
selected, consisted of the folleving ite s:

SYSTEM PIFE SIZE HT n REC. 6 IN5?. IS!-
Repert n

RX Coelant 0.50" 462,444 !!RRn 7Cie IT;S - 53

Teed Vater 0.50" M51,577 RIRn Ce0 1*T-3-2
Teed Vater 0.50" 085,772 RIRu Ce0 ILT ie:
Teea Vater 0.50" E89,871 RIR:. Ca0 1*.75,0

Centainxent 0.50" 744-783 P.RRn 707- 1F7-05;;1

.
Spray

Total fe:tage of pipir.g involved cer.asted cf ;' .)::'!

'/ T

The suppliers of weld esterial for the fy : fati:;ty

ts !ur.ter C:rperation. The pipe eater:als are
su;;1:ed to the small bore piping c:ntratt::s by
CECO. Therefere, purchase orders are er:g:r.ite:
ft:- these two (2) sources. This syster. Of ;; -
chasing in large quantities by one cer.tratt::
licensee enhances material tra:eabil:ty.

An expanded study of seall bcre piping was -ade to
inc:ude valves and fittings. Data packages for
the ic11 ewing items were reviewed:

TIELD REC & INSP.

ITEM gTo VELD n REPCRT n IS s

Coupling EGJ 41 057 IFT R:009

90 Elbow OZ 52 131 IF7 -03

Valve IFV048 N / .*. 20049 IJJ 461

S/N N11591
Valve IRC025E N/A 230 IFT-415

S/N N11526

m

*J 4
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/^'b) 3 Review of Velder Qualification2

g The review of welder qualification records cen-
1

sisted of reviewing the original qualif1' cation
reenrd as well as the supportive documents per-
taining to their "up date" qualificiation record.
PAP welding efforts are conducted to the AS"E
Code which requires three (3) month re qualif:ca-
tion periods.

C ,

The follewing welders had their cert.f:cs::cn it.d
qualification records rev:ewed:

E32 Velder !an

B. Strom CS
R. Sutherland AT
H. Arteaga DU
!.. Tlynn DX
D. Tucker BH
H. Mitchell AJ
R. Boyle BM

*

D. Shurely CE *

P. ':c> e rs DE!

V. Meyers DG

O)gd These ten (10) selders are representative cf :Le
1 46 welders qualified by PAP and are prese.- . c-

site.
.

L Feriew of Veld "aterial Centrol

The review of weld material c:ntrol prece:.res
and direct observation of in process ac tyt:1es

8ir r.acate that suf ficient ef forts are beir.g : ;11-
mer :ed to assure material traceability and cer.:r:1.

The documents reviewed for esterist traceab:laty
are as follows:

Veld Tiller Material Requisitten.

Receiving Inspection Check List.

Material Certification.

Veld Rod.fssue Tag.

Veld and Inspection Record.

(d) Bleunt Brothers Corporation

ja Reva_ew of Procedur s

7
- The following procedures were reviewed:

\d
a

53.
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fx QC 3385 #1, Document Control.

( } QC 428 #2, Procurement Control.'''
'} QC 3012 #4, Inspection (Nonconformance.

and Corrective Action) s
QC 3262 #7, Calibration of Tools, G?uges.

and Instruments Concrete)
QC 835 #10, Receiving, Storage and Hand!!ng.

QC 3333 #11 Velding - (AWS DI.1) 1974.

QC 845 #21, Structural Steel Ere:tten.

Q: 1992 #t33 Personnel Qualif::st::n ar.:.

Certiftestion

2; Rev:ew of Fee *.eds

The inspecter selected nine (9) stru:tural hears
for material traceability. Beams selected -ere
three from Unit #1 containment build:ng and three
beans from Unit #1 auxiliary building. Three
more beses were selected from Unit 9 cents:n ent
building.

'

. Bea-s selected were as follcws:

Bea- !.D. Bes!dir.t Uni: n Ces fre a'.

A::?32 Centainment 2 E- 05

(~])
A:2.'!!3 Centainment 2 E-::5(, A:4?!?! Centain ent 2 E 205
A12.33 Centain ent 1 E-10:
5;;;!5: Containeent 1 E 10;
!; -!!; Centain ent 1 E *.::
322?3 Aaxaliary 1 E :::
3:eG1 Auxtlaary 1 E. ::
60251 Aux:liary 1 E :::

The inspector reviewed the data packages for the
follo ing stru:tural steel for mater:s1 tra:estil:t3

Bear ## 3:631 Film Roll 3 Dr. n2:e- -

Indew n Heat # SSL Letter ine

440 2Kc969 12 $ 76
435 J 31694 11-30 7e
464 96266 12 28 76
474 96723 11-29 76
461 63062 11 08-76
Mill 38 L511159 02 28 77

c.m
Bene a 33333 Tile Roll 3 Dr. 0233- -

Ob.
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O Index 4 Heat # S&L Letter Date,

s ,

} x 351 K-24080 11-10-76
474 96723 11-19'-76

,
Bear- r:B104BB1-

Dr. #E104
~Film Roll 1- - -

Ir.d3x # Heat # S&L Letter Dale
s

'

11133 69C076 06-09-77
11127 690050 07-01-77

- 9C1't . 66C242 07-01-77
,

.901 7 69C167 08-10-77
601 3 63729 05-06-77

|
o

- Bear hA 3:!B3 Film Roll 1 - Dr. fA233 - 6;;30-

Index # Heat # S&L Letter Dates
,

s

'33 70C576 02-07-78

N
, 62 ~K58:19 02-06-78s

K58377 02-06-78s
' ' '573 T4 7312 06-26-78 -

S-;~ 67495 06-27-78s

g B e s.t r:3111!!2 Tilm Roll 1 Dr. "$1113- -

i
A Index tr ' Heat n S&L Let er :ste

11113 VY4703 07-01-77
'!!!Oe 70 266 07-01-77
9:1~6 66C242 C7-01-77

I 9C1~7 69C167 08-13-77
<

8:1 3 63729 05-26-77s

- ,

hear:. riA 20P2 Film Roll 1 Dr. stA:20- -
'

'

I.

Index #'

,

Hest # S&* Letter Date

B-9 J-51717 12-13-77, .,

-.S-43 44P489 07-19-78
- 'P - l ' A-325 Bolts 09-12-78

B-2 A-325, . Bolts 06-09-78
\

' Bear f A132B5 Film Roll 1- Dr. ftA13:-

.-.

Index # Heat # S&L Letter Dste
.

80135 24456 05-26-77'- '
C-30119 h*35079 07-11-77
A,-80190 B-34009 08-10-77(xg s-

s ,si8

A

s
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Dr. #603Film Roll 3 -

Beam #603B1 -

fh
i, ) Index # Heat # S&L Letter Date

.

q
1407 10005 03-04-77

287 18216 10-12-76

Begm #A240BB1 - Revised to Beam #E144-1
S&L Drawing 5-1001, Revision H. , Dated 3-16-78,
' Note 10. Fabricated by Midcity Architectural
Iron Ceepany (on-site contractor).
Heat t; Ko2702 and ftS3833
A-325 Bolts - C6810; 4048

3. Review of Velder Qualifications

The review of welder qualification records censisted
of reviewing the original qualification reccrd as
well as the supportive documents pertaining to
thet: "up-date" qualification records. Blount
Brothers Corperation welding efforts are to N45
Code which require six (6) month re-qualificatien
per2cds.

The following welders had their certificatien and ~

qualification records reviews:
.

Velder ID >t
Na e

(~')J \
_

j
' 'q, K-5K. Knaub

K-4R. Long
P-4P. Tadness
B-4R. Sallivan
L-4D . Low e r
V-4V. Therpson
V-3K. Flosi
V-18R. Schusler
Y-4K. Todo

D. S. Vielan D-5

The ten (10) welders are representative of the
Brethersfifteen (15) welders qualified by Blount

Corporation and are presently on site.

4. Review of Veld Material Control

The review of weld material control procedures and
observation of in process activities ind2cate

'

direct
suf ficient ef forts are being implemented tothat

assure material traceability and control.
.

(N)-m
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The documents reviewed for osterial traceability
are as follows:) '

Material Requisition.
-

Receiving Inspection Report.

Material Certification.

-

Weld Material Issue Sheet'' .

Veld Data Report.
..

Vithin the areas inspected, no ite. s' of nonze.ep12ance er
deviations were identified.

|,

|
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Prepared By: R. S. Love-

,

.f. Electrical Cable Installation

(1) Objective

- The objectives of this assessment were to deter =ine if:
'

cable installation procedures are in accordance with
.

FSAR com-itments and that they are adequate for con-
trolling cable installation activities.

the cable installation persennel and Q2 inspe : rs have
.

been adequately trained in this activity.

safety related cables are routed, separated, and 'caded
.

in accordance with pro:edure requirements.

(2) Discussion

(a) Review of Electrical Procedures

The inspector reviewed the following Hatfield Electrical
Ccepany procedu es:

.

1. Procedure No. 5, Class I Material and Equipnent
Receiving and Inspection, Revision 4 Issue 1

,o

( ) dated January 26, 1981. This pre:edure was
revsewed and accepted by Sargent and Lundy en'

'i January 27, 1951.

2 Procedure No. 6. Reporting of Damaged and N:nzen-
f erm:n; Materisi er Equip ent, Revis:en 6, dated~

J ant.ary 15, 1952. This precedure was revie.ed and
accepted by Sargent and Lundy on February 11, 1952.

Procedure No. 9-A, Class I, Cable Pan Hanger Instal-L lation, Revision 11, dated November 20, 1962. This
andprocedure was reviewed and approved by Sargent

Lundy on December 23, 1981.

Procedure No. 9-B, Class I, Cable Pan Insta11at::n,i b Revision 9, dated November 20, 1981. This precedure
was reviewed and approved by Sargent and Lundy on

| December 23, 1981.
l

L Procedure No. 9-E, Class I, Cable Pan Identification,
Revision G, Issue 1, dated January 23, 1981. This

andj procedure was reviewed and approved by Sargent'

Lundy on January 26, 1981.

.e . ....

f \

( ) .
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6. Procedure No. 10, Class I, Cable Installation,
f~ Revision 14, dated February 8, 1982. This proce-(' 'j dure was reviewed and approved by Sargent and Lundy-

)> on February 18, 1982.
.

.

Open Iter (454/82-05-15: 455/82-04-15)
. Procedure No. 9-B, Class I, Cable Pan Installation,

Revision 9, dated November 20, 1981,.did not address
the installation of cable pan and riser covers. The
inspector was informed that Procedure No. 9-C would
address the installation of covers as required by
the Byren/Braidweed TSAR. This is an opcn item.

Unresolved Item (454/82-05-16; 455/82-04-16)
During review of Procedure 9-E, Class I, Cable Pan
Identification, Revision G, Issue 1, dated January 23,
1981, the inspector observed that paragraph 5.3.1
of the subject procedures states in effect that the
requirements to apply segregation identificati:n to
raceway at a minimum of every 15' does not apply te
risers. This is contrary to the requirements stated
in para 3'raph 5.1.2 of IEEE 384-1974. Pending a review
of installed riser identification markings for cc pli-
ance to requirements, this item is an unresolved item. .

Non:=-_eliance (454t82-05-09c; 455/82-C4-09:1
Dur:ng review of Precedure No. 10, Class I, Cable,.

L ( ) Installation, Revision 14, dated February 8, 19E2,
\._ / T the inspecter observed that the subject procedure

'

does not address:

a. the requirements to calculate electr: cal cable

sid< wall pressure. Maximum cable s:de-all pres-
sures are specified by the cable manufacturers, .

b. electrical cable rework. Example - An electrical
cable has been installed per Revision A of the
cab'.e pull card and Revision B of the pull card
requires that the cable be " pulled ba:k" to a
given point in the raceway system and re-routed |
to e different landing point. What precautions
are taken to prevent damsge to the cable be:ng
" pulled back'' and to the cables remaining in
the raceway. /This would be espec: ally important
wher the cable was installed in conduit or duct
banks. Another example would be that as a result
of an NCR, a cable had to be removed (Ref.
Hatfield NCR's 164, 154, 107).

Failure to provide adequate instructions or procedures
to accomplish activities affecting quality in accord-
ance with Quality Assurance Program provisions is an

. . , .

R > -. .
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item of noncompliance with Criterion V of 10 CTR 50,
,r] Appendix 3.
1, ; ) .

'^#
/ (b) Review of Sterage Tacilities - Cable Yard

The inspector toured the Hatfield Electric Company
g cable reel yard to verify proper storage and to se:ec:

several cable reel numbers for follow-up review of
material receiving reports and vendor docume. tat::n.
The cable reels were stored on dennage (p .-::d',
identified, and separated as to cable type. E:e nt: al
cable reel numbers 02146-409, 0414o-215, 02367-7 and
01115-43 were selected for records review..

(c) Review of Electrical Work Activities

L During a tour of the power block the inspe:::r
observed that the weld heat affected zene ins:de,,

cable tray 11774J C2E, located at the 439' eleva-
tien of the cable spreading roers, had no: been
touched-up with zine rich paint in accordance w::5
Hatfield Electric Company Frocedure No. 9-E, Class
I, Cable Pan Installation, Revision 9, dated
November 20, 1981. The licensee took im ed: ate -
act. ion to have the subject area cleaned ard galva-
noxed. This was the only area identified where
the weld or heat affected zone had net beenf,s '

;
'O T touched-up.

2 The inspector observed tha: nen-safety re sted2

pipe number FP-41-4-10" was instal:ed 3 :.2" frc.-
safe y related cable tray number 1:1. e ! .'- 2 2 I .

- These items are located in the Aux:liary E.::d:n;-

between column lines 17 and P at the 426' eleva-
tion. Further investigation indicates tha: the
fire protection (TP) system is classified as
rroderate energy piping and is seismically supp:::ed
in the area observed. This appears to meet the
intent of Regulatory Guide 1.29, Seisr-ic Design
Classification.

L The inspector verified that electrical cable

number IVX105 w.ts routed in accordance v:th the
cable pull card, Revision A. The subject cab;e
is a 12c/14, 620V and was pulled from cab'.e reel
1214ri-201. The cable extends from 1AP32E O!CC
132X5) to IV.502J (Vent System Local Control Panel).
The cable was physically verified in routine po:nts
114blJ C2E, IR369-C2E, 1910r-C2E, IR353-C2E,
1137M! C2E, and serified that the cable entered
the conduit to the equipment.

-
\
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(Vl
The raceway was accepted on January 18, 1982, and,- s

*

cable pulled on January 19, 1982.

)
'

4 During discussions with an electrical foreman and
one electrical craftsperson, the inspector observed
that, with respect to cable pulling, they were very
knowledgeable and proud of their work. The subject
craftsperson assisted the inspector in verifying
the routing of electrical, cable IVS105 (Ref. Para-
graph (c)3 above).

(d) Raview of Precurement Docu entatien - Class !E Cat:e

The inspector reviewed the procurement d::umentatica
! relative to 600V and SKV electrical cable. The inspe:ter

reviewed the cable specifications, Material and Equ p-
Receiving and Inspection Reports (MRR), and vend:reent

documentation. The following observations were eade:

1 The licensee purchased the following electrical
cable from Okonite Company to Sargent and Lundy
specification F-2823..

.

a; Cable reel number 02146-409 centsanted 05:5
feet of 2c/14, 603V car!e and was rece:ved
May ll, 1981 on MRR 50:17.

['')L

| (__/ b; Cable reel number 04146-2;6 centa:ned 2::-'I feet of 4c/14, 600V cable and was re:e: rc
April 22, 1953 on MRR E569.

c; Cable recl number 03336-7 centa:ned 2::: feet
of 3c/350 .':CM, 600V cable and was re:e:vec
October 4, 1978 on MRE 4167.

The following data was included in the on-site
documentation packages for the above listed cables:

. .: Certificate of Cc pliance
Certificate of Conformance.

Certified Test Report.

Results of Water Absorption Test.

Results of Ozone Resistance Test.

Results of High Petential Voltage Test.

Sargent and Lundy letter, dated June 20, 1953,
'

.

that accepted the results of Flame Tests and
Tests for Design Basic Events.

9

2. The licensee purchased electrical cable, reel
number 01115-43 from Okonite Company to Sargent
and Lundy specification F2851. This reel contained O

-s 1094 feet of Ic/1000 MCM, SKV cable and was received! \
U

-d
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July 11, 1979 on MRR 7032. The follcwing data was
#

t

*
;

.I) included in the on-site documentation package for |this cable.(s,/ ') *

'

Certificate of Compliance.

Certificate of Conformance.

Certified Test Report-
.

Results of k'ater Absorption. Test.

Results of Ozone Resistance Test.

Results o.' High Potential Voltage Test.

Sargent ar1 Lundy letter, dated June 20, 195:,.

that accepted the result of Flame Tests and
Tests for Design Basic Events.

(e) Review of Class IE Cable Full Cards

The inspector reviewed 20 completed cable pull cards
to verify that correct cable type was installed,
raceway was inspected prior to pulling cable, and that
QC accepted the cable pull. The following typical
observations were made:

.

1 Cable IVX105 was pulled on January 19, 1982 frem
Cable Reel 12146 201. Revision A to the cable
pull card indicates the cable type code as 12146 '
which is 12/c-14, 600 volt cable. The raceway

''N
. was accepted on January 18, 1982, and the cable

/
) pull was accepted January 19, 1982. This was a '

( ,, 's complete pull.

2; Cable IRC223 was pulled en April 9, 1951 frc
Cab:e Reel 02166 41. Revision A to the catie
pul; card indicates the cable type cede as C21:e
shi:h is ene twisted pair, #16 (shie ded), 620
volt cable. The raceway was accepted on
March 27, 1981, and the cable pull was accepted
April 9, 1981. This was a complete pull.

3; Cable IVC 019 was pulled on June 23, 1981 frem
Cable Reel 09146-84 Revision A to the cable
pull card indicates the cable type cede as 09146
shich is 9/c-14, 600 volt cable. The raceway
was accepted on June 22, 1981 and the cable pull
was accepted on June 23, 1981. This was a
complete pull.

Except as noted, within the areas inspected, no itees of
noncompliance or deviations were identified.

<
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Prepared B,y: H. M. Wescott

\d .g. In-Process fr'seectien

(1) Obiectives

The objective of this assessment was to ascertain that
in-process inspection procedures are adequa,te and preperly
implemented.

,

(2) Discussion

(a) Review of Precedures -

The inspector reviewed procedures concerning in process
inspection as follows:

L Powers-Azco-Pope Quality Control Field Procedure
FP-7, Revision 6, dated October 16, 1981, " Trave::er
Package and Veld Record Control FAP Iscrett:c and
Installation Control".

.

L Po ers-Azco-Pope QC-6, Revision 6, dated
Ser ember 30, 1981, " Quality Assurance Documen-

,

tat:en".
l

f 3 Hatfield Electric Company Procedure 9-A, Re.as:ce2
i \, 11, dated November 20, 1981, " Class I, Cat;e Tan

T Hanger Installation".

L Hatfield Electric Co:pany Procer.ure 9-B, Revisi:n *

9, dated November 20, 1981, " Class I, C4b;e Fa..
Installation".

L Hatfield Electric Company Procedure 20, Revis::n
8, dated November 20, 1981, " Class I, Exposed :Conduit System Installation".

L Hunter Corp: ration, Site Implementation Prc:edure
SIP No. 1.601, Revision 1, dated March 3, 1951,
" Quality Assurance Procedures and Instruct: ens".

L Hunter Corporation, SIP No. 4.201, Revisien 4,
dated January 19, 1982, " Installation Vertitcatten".

(b) Observation of Verk Activities

The inspector accompanied two Hatfield Electric

i
Company QC inspectors and observed their inspection
of conduit hangers located in the control room.1

The inspector also observed the inspection and torquingf .s
/

of four concrete expansion anchors,
a

63
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/ \ (c) Review of Records l

,,s

')-/ '

The inspector reviewed records as follows:
,

1.
Hunter Corporation completed traveller packages
for welds Numbered 45, Part No. 1-SA-76-AD-3;*

565, Part No. 1-CC-30-B-4"; Number 571, Part No.
1-CC-So-C-6"; Number 1608, Part No. 1-CC-53-C-6"
rework; Number 1171 and 1178, Line No. 1-:-:-23-CA-3/L".

2; Hunter Corporation Field Order JTP No.'s 5 PS '.: -
78, 5-PS-10-77, HOG-72-1, S-NT-100-2-15-A. and
OG-ol-7.

3; Hatfield Electric Company QA Process Shee: F2:eNo. 13.09B.1, Class I, Cable Pan Inspection
Checklists (approximately 33 checklists).

4; Hatfield Electric Coepany Cencrete Expansion
Anc!.or File No. 13.25.02, Travellers 1901 thru-

1950.

.

5; Hatfield Electric Coepany Conduit Inspect en
Reperts, File No. 13.20.01, 766 thru 850.

/-"s
! ) (d) Persenne__!nterviewed\~ / )

The inspt: tor interviewed two CC inspecters fr:-
Ha: field Elec:ric Company.

N n: r :a :e (45' 'E0-05-17; 455 /E:-0 -1")
The inspector intervie.ed four welders perfer .:n;
in process safety related welding (two fre- Hunter
Corpora::en and two frem Pcuers-A:co Pepe). Three
of the sc1ders did not have the welding proced re
spe:ification (VPS) with the traveller packages.
When the inspector asked where the VPS was, two
welders did not appear to know what a VPS was and
one stated that he knew the VPS should be in the
wcld material issue point but stated that he had
not seen it.

This item is considered to be in nonco pliance with
the requirements of 10 CTR 50, Appendix B, Criter:enIX.

Except
as noted, within the areas inspected, no items of

r,
-

honcompliance or deviations were identified.

OO .
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Prepared By: W. Ferney,.
/ \
\ lv' h. QC Insr_ector Ef fectiveness

(1) Objective '

The objectives of this assessment were to determine if:

(a) any problems exist that inhibit,an inspector frem
properly executing his assigned funct: ens.

(b) the training, qualifications, and certification cf
QA/QC personnel working for contracting organ::st: ens,

to the licensee are in compliance with 10 CFR SC,
Appendix B, ANSI N!,5.2.6-1978; ANST SST-TC-1A, U5'.RC
Regulatory Guides 1.58, USSRC Generic Letter 81-01;
CECO Quality Assurance Program Manual; CECO Respense
to Generic Letter 81-01 (L. O. DelGeorge to
D. G. E13enhut-August 17, 1981); and Contractor Quali:y
Assurante Manusls.

(2) hscussien

Individuals selected for interview were chosen at rand =
-

by the SRC inspector. All contractors utilizing QA/QC
personnel to mcnitor and accept production activities at
the site were selected. The organizations selected, pro-

s d ction func::en monitored by the inspectors, number of'
\ inspectors in the organization, number of inspectors inter-

viewed and percentages are identified in Table 2. Each
inspector interviewed was asked a standard set of ques:::ns.
The ans-ers pr;.:ded were summarized and are previded as
Table 3.

Individuals selected for QA/QC inspector interview were
requested to provide the record of their training, qualifi-
cation and cer:ification to the inspector. The inspector
reviewed each of the training, qualifications and certi-
fication reco Js to verify compliance with applicable
regulatory requirements, standards and commiteents. In
verifying the implementation of the approved re uirements
emphasis was placed on (1) determination of initial cap-
ability by suitable evaluation (2) evaluation of perform-

. . ance/ reevaluation (3) written certification in apprcpriate
form (I.) physical requirements identified and examined year!'/,
and (5) qualification criteria followed and (6) records of
qualification esta*olished and maintained.

T ble 3 is provided as a summary of inspector answers to the
s.andard ser. of interview questions. Answers to questions
1, 2, 4, 5 ste self evident and do not require further
definitions. )towever, the answers to remaining questionsO' require further clarification and conclusions.'v

,
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, -~g Question 3 - relates to the number of inspectors that in-( ) dicated during their answer to Question 2 that they had
} prior inspection experience. Of the 30 inspectors inter-

-

viewed 47% indicated prior inspection experience;~ however,
only 27% had prior inspection experience in nuclear work
related scrivaties.

Question 6 - of the 19 inspectors interviewed that regularly
worked f requent or excessive overtime one worked less than
8 h:urs weekly, fourteen worked from 8 to 16 h:urs weekly,
and four work greater than 16 hours weekly. The two,

inspectors that provided qualified answers 2nd::sted the
overtime was intense at times based upon fluttuatiens of
preduction e:tivities. All of the inspectors that answered
yes or qualified their answer were asked if the frequent er
excessive overtime caused the accuracy of their inspecti:ns
to be deminished. Without exception, none of the inspect :s
felt the accuracy of their inspections were affected.

Question 7 and 8 - the inspectors that provided a qualified
answer to these questions indicated that the lack of adequate
staff and/or failura to conduct inspections promptly were a
result of fluctuations in production activities. -

Oeen Item (45'/E2-05-18; 455/82-04-18)
i

'

Question 9 - :ndicates that inspectors generally do not
! ['} feel they have the authority to stop an activity in their

\_ / centractor's work that is not being properly perforced,.i ner have they been provided written manageeent policy in
th:s are1. Tre inspe'eters that provided qualtfied answers
ind:cated that they would inform the area superviser.
The inspe: tors sere also asked if they felt they c:uld
irred:ately step the work activity of ancther certract::
worker who was perforcing work that was hazard:;s to
safety related equipment. The majority of inspectors
indicated they did not have that authority.

.

The licensee ennagement committed to take actions to
re-emphasize to all inspectors their responsibility to
step an activity which does not conform to applicable
quality requireeents. This item will be examined during
a future inspection.

,

Question 10 - the majority of inspectors interviewed
indicated that the training they received was adequate
for the work activity they are required to perform. One
inspector did not feel his training was adequate and the
ren.aining inspectors felt that although their training
was not the best, that if they needed additional guidance
or clarification that ransgement would provide the infor-
antion fumediately.

C
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[s) . Question 11 - indicates that inspectors do not feel that a
\s / lack of inspection personnel is the cause for constructiong activities to come to a stop and is consistent with the answers

-

/ provided in Question 8.
.

Question 12 - the inspectors that qualified their answer ge er-
ally indicated that their activity did not require a check list
but was normally accomplished utilizing a combination of in-
stallatiten plans and/or procedures. ,

Ques-ion 13 - the inspectors that qualified the:: ans-er 2nd:-
cated that they would have to follow the chain-of-ccmmand -h ch
could be untirely.

When aske d to discuss their opinion of how their =anagerent
portrays the relationship of quality to product:en the majority
of inspettors stated that quality was first and production
second, a number of inspectors stated that quality and produ:-
tion were on an equal basis, and a few of the inspe::::s (pre-
do:inately from one contractor) stated that production was
first and quality second.

When asked to discuss their opinion of the overall finished ,
pr: duct of their contractors activities the majority of in-
spectors stated that the work generally exceeded =in:=um
acceptable standards, a few stated the werk generally ret(''s minimum standards, and no inspectors felt that the werk did( ,) ne: meet minie;: acceptable standards.4
Nen:e eliance f;5e/EO-05-19: 455/80-04-19)
Based on a revtew of training qualification and certifica:icn
rec:rds cf a =ini=um of ten percent of the CA/CC perser. .el
working for c:ntractors performing safety-related werk it is.

apparent that an effective program does not exist to ensure,' that a suitable evaluation of initial capabilities is perferred,
that written certification is provided in an appropriate for=,
and that qualification crateria is established.

Certain contractor QA/QC supervisors and inspectors were not
adequately qualified and/or trained to perform safety-related
inspecticn fun:tions. The following examples of apparent non-compliance were identified:

Contractor - Reliable Sheet .'letal Verks, Inc.a.

(1) The contractor Quality Assurance Manual did not require
inspection personnel to be trained and certif:ed to
ANSI N45.2.6-1978.

(2) The certification record for the QA/QC supervisor did
not contain a satisfactory basis fo.r certification,

(n) (3) The certification record for the QA/QC supervisor did\s /
*

not contain the level of capability.m
)
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b. Contractor - Johnson Controls , Inc.

f (1) The certification records reviewed did not
*

contain ae determination of initial capability. .

(2) The certification records reviewed did not contain a
copy of the individuals high school diple=a or veri-
fication of prior work history. '

(3) Thecertificationrecord$reviewedd:dne: supp:::
ade.;u.ste testing prior t o certificati:n. It is n::ed
that testing was accomplished by oral exa :nat:en
consisting of 25 questions to determine the :nd:.:d_a:s
knowledge of 26 procedures. The oral exa-ina:::n n::ed
the individual was weak in ability to verk with draw-
ings. However, there is no record to ind:cate add:-
tio al training was previded or that the ind:vidual
was subsequently tested and found to be pr ficient in
his ability to work with drawings.

c. Cont racter - Powers-A:co-Pooe

(1) The certification records for the QC Supervisor did'no:
preside an adequate determination of initial capability.

("], - (2) The certification records for the CC Superviser did no:(
con:ain a high school diplo=a, or verifica:: n Of pre-

) vio.s empicyeent.

(3) The certification records for the QC Superviser did n :
centain adequate evaluation and just: fica::en f:: cert:-
ft:ntion to Level I or subsequen: cer:if::a::: :o
Level 11 Supervisor.

(4) The certification records for three (3) Q2 2nspe:: cts'

did not contain a high school diploma.

(5) The certification folder for three (3) QC inspectors
did net contain verifications of prior e ploy ent.

(6) The certification records for the QC Supervisor and
three (3) QC inspe: tors contain open book ex :na : ens
that do not provide an adequate level of knewledge
prior to certification. The records did not contain
results of a capability demonstration to suppert cert:-fication.

(7) ne certification records for threc (3) QC inspectors
di(notcontainadequateevaluationandjustification
ic~r certification to Level I and subsequent certifica-
tien to IAvel II InspectoT.

v
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,d. Contractor - Hunter Corporation.

h) (1)
The certification records for two (2) of the seven (7)

.V
QC inspector qualifications reviewed did not provide
determination of equivalent inspection experience .a
support the level of certification.

Contractor - htfield EMtric Qrpanye.

(1) The certification records 'for three (3) of the n:ne
(9) inspector qualificatiens revie-ed did nc: c e r. : a r.
a Certification Evaluation Sheet.

(2) The certification record for one (1) of the nar.e (9)QC inspector qualifications reviewed did not have
records of examinations or work samples.

(3) The certification records for two (2) of the nine (9)QC,_ inspector qualifications revie.ed did not provide
cocplete evaluation and justification for certif: cation
to perform the level of inspection identified,

f. Contracter - Eleunt Brothers Corcoratien

(1) The certification record for one (1) of the two d)
QC inspector qualifications reviewed d:d not ind::ste
the expiration date of certification as a Level ! lead| A sud: tor.

I
g. Contracter - Midway Industrial Centractor, Inc.

(1) The certification record for the QC inspe:ter qua;i-
fications reviewed did not indicate the activ: ties
certified to perform.

h. Contracter - Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory

(1) The certification record for one of the three (3)
QC/QA inspector qualification records reviewed did
not have an evaluation of prior work experience.

Based on a saeple review of CECO audits conducted in the
area of training qualification and certification for the-

period 1979-1981 it was determined that a program exists
to routinely review the acceptability of QA/QC personnel.
It was noted that many audit findings were identified and
resulted in notable improvements of contractor adherence
to ANSI N45.2.6-1978. During the meeting conducted April 9,
1982, CECO management committed to develop an alternate plan
for certification of contractor QC inspectors when the
recommendations of ANSI N45.2.6.-1978, Section 3.5 are not
complied with. Additionally, a coanitsent was made to
require each contractor to verify inspectors educatien andy

( experience.
,

.
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m() TABLE 1.. -

7.
Licensee and On-site Contractors

QA/QC Periodic QA/QCServices # Cract QA/QC Organ. Review of SupvOrgani ation Performed Workers Staff Indeo. QA Pregraa Pos. Des.
Cor.monwralth Lic.cnsee N/A 16 Yes Yes Yes

'

Edison *

Eleunt brothers Plant 220 5 Yes Yes YesStructures

E asco S<rvices Inservice 10 2 Yes Yes YesInspection

hatfield Electric Elcetrical 555 83 No Yes NoC: pany Ins t. illa t 2 on

Hunter Corp. Piping 944 71 Yes Yes YesSystems

A hnson Centrels HVAC 47 2 (2) Yes Yes

-

Co:.t rols

n "id ay Indust. Fic1d Finish 10 2 Yes Yes Yesk ')"
) .NI C3 Me:h.:n: cal 10 2 Yes Yes YesErector

Nuclear P.S. Merhanical *96 1 Yes Yes YesDesi n,

Fittsba:gh Testing #28 1 Yes Yes YesTest Lat

l' owe r s - A..t.o Pepe Instrumenta- 135 11 No Yes Yestion
,

Raliable Sheet HVAC 37 2 yes Yes Yes't.ta1
|

( Fa rgen'. 6 !. unity A. E. Field *72 0 (1) Yes (1)Group

W4s t int,I siise Mcchinical *47 0 (1) Yes (1); S A'1U Design
:

! # - Testers * - Engineers!

(1) - Not reviewed (2) - Unresolved ites

V c0
_a,.,

.
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TABLE 2
.

|p
QA/QC INSFEC"CR INTERVIEW SU.w. waryC ~

a

Oreanizatien htal Inspectors,

Function
Insee: tors Inte rviewed 1

EBASO3 Services In ervice Inspection 2 1 $;

NIS00
Erret r.iscellaneous 2 1 $;rechanical equap: ent,
final setting and
erection of NSSS
equipr .ent.

Feliable Sheet etal HVAO
2 1 $;

Joh.scr. Centrols HVAO Controls 2 1 $; .

PO*ers A::: Pcpe Ins t:.utentation
(FAF) 11 4 36,3s

)N
.

Hunter 0 r;cra:1:n Pi-i .; Syste 71 7 9,55

Hatf; eld
Ele:trical Installation 83 9 10,E4

m
.

Ilou, Brcthers
Plant Structures 5 2 40

Mid ay
yie;d Tinish Coating 2 1 50

Pittshargh Testing Lab Onsate NDT
28 3 10,71

..

TOTALS.

208 30 14.42

L
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SU.WUtY OF QUESTIONS ASKED
E:(q .

l
O CC/QA INSPECTORS DtDt!NG INTERVIEWS.

.

1. How long e.mployed as an inspector 3 me. 6 me. 6 re . -1 v r .onsite?
_

2 4 8
.

, . _ . ,
.1-2 yr. 2- 3 yr. 4 vr.

7 4 5

Yes
_? .

2. Prior inspectior, experience?
14 16

Nuclear t; .- ?: . r l e a r
3. W .a t d:s:1pline (s) ?

8 6

Ir;;e er.ted

Q a'if:ed.

Yes g Qualif:ed A t'. e' r
4. Is there a ' sense of inti:-idation 29 1rese) upcn the need/re:1utrarent

; to Aus; up with construction?( % ./

| 5. Is there a relu:tance to rake 29 1ad.erse findings if they will
2rFact on the construction er
audat schedule?

6. Is it routine for QC $nspectors
19 9 2to be werking fre:;uert and/or

excessive overtir.e?

7. Do the inspectors feel that their 19 2 9particular section is adequately
staffed?

! 8.
( Do they feel the requi:ed inspections 18 2 10are being conducted prornptly?

9. Do the QC inspectors have stop work 13 3 14
,

L

and/or stop process authority?

Have they ever used this authority? 13 9 8l

If so do they feel they were supported 19 1 3 7or will have the support of manage-O pent in the event of a stop work?I
\

.

l

.

m
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(V)
'

*
Implemented
Qualified*

yes No Qualified Ar.sw e r
1

10. Do the inspectors feel the 24 1 5
training they have been provided
is adequate?' -

'

11. Do situations arise where the 1 27 2
lack of a QC inspector causes
construction activities to cone
to a stop?

12. Are the QC inspectors provided 15 15
adequate check lists for all
a tivities they are inspecting
or are they sometimes using
vague guidelines?

-- 13 . Do they feel t. hat t}.ey have an 28 2

avenue to manage. ent if they .

co: e across a proble.s?
,

Do t.3ey feel msnage. ment will get 27 3

p. inv 1ved or ust pay lip service?

(

.

*

$.

.

.
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Binder'

Commonwrith E' son Attachment D
-

' ' , '* one First Nabonal Plaza. Crucago. Ithnois
*

Address Reply to. Post Office Box 767
'

Chicago, lihnois 60690,

v

November 5,1982

.

Mr. James G. Keppler, Regional Administrator *

Directorate of Inspection and -

Enforcement - Region III
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
799 Roosevelt Road
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137

Subject: Byron Station Units 1 and 2
I&E Inspection Report Nos.
50-4 54/82-0 5 a nd 50-455/82-04

Re ferences (a): June 24,'1982 letter from C. E. Norelius
to CGrdell Reed.

(b): July 30,1982 letter from W. L. Stiede .

to J. G. Keppler.

(c): Septemoer 22, 1962 letter from C. E. Norelius
('] to Coroell Reed.

(d): Au gust 17, 1981 letter frota L. O. De1 George
to D. G. Eisenhut .

Dear Mr. Keppler:

This is to provide additional information regarding corrective
actions taken in response to violations at Byron Station identified in
reference (a). This information supplements the responses provided in
reference (b) and acdresses the NRC comments contained in reference (c).

Our response to Violation 2 indicated that we would review the
training / qualification / certification records of quality control inspec-
tors including those of contractors who have completed their scope o f
cork and no longer have personnel on site. This review is being
undertaken for contractors perf orming safety-related work a f ter March
16, 1981, the date on which Revision 16 was issued for the Commonwealth
Edison CE-1- A topical report " Quality Assurance Program for Nuclear
Generating Stations." As indicated in reference (d), that was the date
on which we established ANSI N45.2.6-1978 as the basis for the qualifi-cation of our QA/QC personnel. The minimum features and methodologies
to be verified in our review at Byron were established in a June 9, 1982
directive.

( The objective of the review is to determine if the records.

Odemonstrate deficiencies in the inspector certification process employed.
If the review establishes that records demonstrate compatibility with
the minimum features and methodologies, the review report will document

D-1
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''~# J. G. Keppler -2- November 4, 1982

acceptablity. If the review establishes that a deficiency exists which
is one of format (i.e. , the individual inspector's certificatibn records |

lack documentation of education, experience, and training) the deficiency l

will be classified as insignificant, documentation will be established,
and the review report will document acceptability. If the review j

establishes that a deficiency exists which is one of substance and
essence (i.e., previous related experience indadeouate, on-the-job
training process, and capability demonstration process do not meet the ,

presently established minimum features ar.d methodologies), the deficiency |
will be classified as significant, and the review report will document
unacceptability. If the inspector is still performing inspection
functions he will be retrained /requalified/ recertified to present
procedures. .

When the review process establishes inspector certification is^

unacceptable a reinspection of the features inspected by the subject
inspector for the first month after certification will be performed to
establish acceptability of inspection. When inspections are found to
have been perf ormed unacceptably, moditional sampling will be used to

Reinspections for

!O establish the scope of work needed to be reinspected.other causes will be considered when establishing the scope of further
inspections. If the features inspected are no longer accessible for rein-
spection a review wil1~be performed to detemine if overview inspections
performed by the independent inspection contractor or the Commonwealh
Edison Quality Assurance Department establish the acceptability o f
inspections. If no overview inspections establish the acceptability o f
inspections, an evaluation of testing performed or an evaluation of tne
inspection elements and attributes will be performed to determine if
further corrective action is required.

Our review of qualification records is expected to be complete
by December 31, 1982. Any required retraining /requalification/recertifi-
cation is to be complete by February 1,1983. The reinspections or
additional review and evaluation of inspectors determined to be inade-
quately qualified and certified should be complete by March 1,1983.

Also in responding to Violation 2 we indicated that the
procedures of the various contractors were being review and revised as
necessary to incorporate the minimum features an'd methodologies o f ANSI
N4 5. 2. 6-19 7 8. That work was completed as of September 30, 1982.
Aoditionally, all contractors performing safety-related work on-site are
being requested to revise their quality assurance manuals to include a
commitrant to ANSI N45.2.6-1978. This is expected to be completed by
Februa ry 15, 1983.

In response to Violation 3.c.a we indicated that the cable sioe-g''3
( ) wall pressures were adequately considered in establishing the maximum

cable pulling tensions. We have rereviewed the documents relating to
cable pulling which were being used at the time of the inspection and now
concur with the conclusion that sidewall pressure was not adequately
addressed.

._ ____,__ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ D - L
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Binder.

Commonwealth ECson Attachment D
*

, , , ,' one First National Plwa. ChH:ago. filinois
'

/r Accress Reply to. Post Office Box 767
'

Chicago. Ilknois 606907

a

November 5,1982

Mr. James G. Keppler, Regional Administrator *

Directorate o f Inspection and *

Enforcement - Region III
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
799 Roosevelt Road
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137

Subject: Byron Station Units 1 and 2
I&E Inspection Report Nos.
50-4 54/82-05 a nd 50-455/82-0 4

References (a): June 24, ~ 1982 letter from C. E. Norelius
to Cordell Reed.

(b): July 30, 1982 letter from W. L. Stiede .

to J. G. Keppler.

(c): Septemoer 22, 1982 letter from C. E. Norelius
/7 to Corcell Reed.\ |

(d): Au gust 17, 1981 letter from .. O. De1 George
to D. G. Eisenhut.

Dea r Mr. Keppler :

This is to provide additional information regarding corrective
actions taken in response to violations at Byron Station identified in
reference (a). This information supplements the responses provided in
reference (b) and addresses the NRC comments contained in refarence (c) .

Our response to violation 2 indicated that we would review the
training / qualification / certification records of quality control inspec-
tors including those o f contractors who have completed their scope o f
cork and no longer have personnel on site. This review is being
undertaken for contractors performing safety-related work after March
16, 1981, the date on which Revision 16 was issued for the Commonwealth
Edison CE-1- A topical report " Quality Assurance Program for Nuclear j
Generating Stations." As indicated in reference (d), that was the date )

!

Cn which we established ANSI N45.2.6-1978 as the basis for the qualifi-
cation of our QA/QC personnel. The minimum features and methodologies |to be verified in our review at Byron were established in a June 9,1982 '

directive.

(9 The objective of the review is to determine if the records
V' demonstrate deficiencies in the inspector certification process employed. |If the review establisnes that records demonstrate compatibility with I

the minimum features and methodologies, the review report will dcrument

D-1
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acceptablity. If the review establishes that a deficiency exists which
is one of format (i.e. , the individual inspector's certificatibn recoros
lack documentation of education, experience, and training) the deficiency
will be classified as insignificant, documentation will be established,
and the review report will document acceptability. If the review
establishes that a deficiency exists which is one of substance and
essence (i.e. , previous related experience indadequate, on-the-job
training process, and capability demonstration process do not meet the
presently established minimum features and methodologies), the deficiency
will be classified as significant, and the review report will document
unacceptability. If the inspector is still performing inspection
functions he will be retrained /requalified/ recertified to present
procedures.

When the review process establishes inspector certification is J
unacceptable a reinspection of the features inspected by the subject '

inspector for the first month after certification will be performed tp
establish acceptability of inspection. When inspections are found to

,

have been perf ormed unacceptably, additional sampling will be used to '

establish the scope of work needed to be reinspected. Reinspections for

[y\ >) other causes will be considered when establishing the scope of further
inspections. If the features inspected are no longer accessible for rein-
spection a review will'be performed to detemine if overview inspections
performed by the independent inspection contractor or the Commonwealh
Edison Quality Assurance Department establish the acceptability of
inspections. If no overview inspections establish the acceptability of
inspections, an evaluation of testing performed or an evaluation of tne
inspection elements and attributes will be performed to determine if
further corrective action is required.

Our review of qualification records is expected to be complete i

by December 31, 1982. Any required retraining /requalification/recertifi-
cation is to be complete by February 1,1983. The reinspections or
additional review and evaluation of inspectors determined to be inade-
quately qualified and certified should be complete by March 1,1983.

Also in responding to Violation 2 we indicated that the
procedures of the various contractors were being review and revised as
necessary to incorporate the minimum features an'd methodologies of ANSI
N45.2.6-1978. That work was completed as of September 30, 1982.
Aeditionally, all contractors performing safety-related work on-site are
being requested to revise their quality assurance manuals to include a
commitment to ANSI N45.2.6-1978. This is expected to be completed by
Februa ry 15, 1983.

r''s in response to Violation 3.c.a we indicated that the cable sloe-
( ) wall pressures were adequately considered in establishing the maximum j

cable pulling tensions. We have rereviewed the documents relating to i

cable pulling which were being used at the time of the inspection and now 1

concur with the conclusion that sidewall pressure was not adequately
addressed.

-__-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ______. . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __D _-1
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A l

Subsequent to the inspection the architect-engineer specified j

allowable pulling tensions for cables in conduit which consider both !

tensile strength of the conductors and the sidewall pressure exerted on I

the cable. Methods were also established to determine the allowable
pulling tension for multiple cable pulls in conduit and for cable pulls
in conduit with non-standard radius bends. To verify that the sidewall |

pressure was not exceeded for cable installed prior to these revisions
'

l

the cable pull reports are being reviewed. If it is found that the
allowable sidewall pressure has been exceeded appropriate corrective
action will be specified with the advice of the cable manufacturer.
This review is expected to be complete by January 31, 1983.

To assure correct pulling tension limits are used in the future
the electrical contractor's procedure will be revised to specify the
manner in which the allowable pulling tnesion is to be determined for
all cable pulled through conduit. The revised procedure is to be fully
implemented by December 17, 1982.

In responding to violation 7 we described our practices for '
. control of documents specifying and documenting welding activities.
These specific construction activities have undergone the survey fors

( ) implementation requirements of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code
k/ Section III and Certificates of Authorization have been granted. We

believe that the welding is being adequately controlled in a manner
which satisfies the Code. By letter dated October 4, 1982 we have
submitted to ASME a formal inquiry which should resolve this matter. A

response is expected by March 1, 1983

Please direct further questions regarding these matters to this
office.

.

Very truly yours,

Wayne L. Stiede
Assistant Vice-President

im

.
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Docket No. 50-454
Docket No. 50-455

Commonwealth Edison Company
ATTN: Mr. Cordell Reed ,

Vice President
Post Office Box 767
Chicago, IL 60690

Gentlemen:

This refers to the routine safety inspection conducted by Messrs. R. 5. f.ove
and E. Christnot of this office on April 24-27, April 30-May 4, and May 10-11,
1984, of activities at Syron Station authorized by NRC Construction Permits
No. CPPR-130 and No. CPPR-131 and to the discussion of our findings with
Messrs. R. Tuetken and R. d. Klingler and others of your staf f at the
conclusion of the inspection.

...

The enclosed copy of our inspection report identifies areas examined during
-

the inspection. Within these areas, the inspection consisted of a selective
examination of procedures and representative records, observations, and/'N Interviews with personnel.

t t

During this inspection, certain of your activities appeared to be in non-
compliance with NRC requirements, as specified in the enclosed Appendix.
A written response is required.

As a result of this inspection, it is our understanding that you will conduct
a reinspection of all electrical conductor butt spifces at Byron Station,
Units 1 and 2 as outlined in your letter of May 17, 1984, D. Farrar to
James G. Xeppler.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790(a), a copy of this letter and the enclosure (s)
will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room unless you notify this office,
by telephone, within ten days of the date of this letter. and submit written
application to withhold information contained thereir, within thirty days of
the date of this letter. Such application must be consistent with the re-
quirements of 2.790(b)(1). If we do not hear from you in this regard within
the specified periods noted above, a copy of this letter, the enclosure (s), and
your response to this letter will be placed in the Public Document Room.

The responses directed by this letter (and the accompanying Notice) are
not subject to the clearance procedures of the Office of Management and
Budget as required by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, PL 96-511.

.

b '

****
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Commonwealth Edfson Company 2 4
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'

We will' gladly discuss any questions you have concerning this inspection.

Sincerely,

R. L. Spessard Of rector
Division of Engineering

Enclosures:
1. Appendix, Notice

of Voilation
C. Inspection Reports

No. 50-454/84-27 and
No. 50 455/84-19

cc w/encIs:
D. L. Farrar, of rector ,

of Nuclear Licensing
V. I. Schlosser, Project Manager ,

Gunner Sorensen, Site Project '

Superintendent
R. E. Querto, Station

*Superintendent

] DM8/Occument Control Desk (RIOS)
Resident Inspector, RIII Syron
ResIdont Inspector, RI!!

Braidwood
Phyllis Dunton, Attorney

General's Of fice, Environmental
Control Olvision

Ms. Jane M. Whicher
Ofane Chavez, DAARE/ SAFE
R. Rawson, ELD

l
.

O .
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NOT!CE OF V!0LATION
i

Commonwealth Edison tampany Docket No. 50 454
Occket No. 50-455

As a result of the inspection conducted on Apell 24-27, April 30-May 4, and
!

May 10 and 11, 1984, iand in accordance with the General Policy ard Procedures (for NRC Enforcement Actions, (10 CFR Part 2. Appendix C), the following
violations were identified. |

|

1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix 8. Criterion V, as foolemented by Commonwealth Edison
Company Topical Report (CE.1-A), Section 5 requires that activities
affecting quality be prescribed by documented' instructions or procedures.

|
Contrary to the abcve. the Itcensee failed to assure that the require-

.

t

ments of $4L Drawing 6E-0-3237 8 Fearcary 1983 Revision, Note 47, were !
translated into instructions or procedures. Note 47 requires the elec-
trical contractor to inspect for caole tray separation and add caele tray ,

~

covers when the min hum separation require.ments have been violated. ,

This''

is exempilffed by the fact that 124 units of safety related cable tray ' t
'

has been installed since February 1943 and this tray has not been inspec-
ted for separation requirements. Additional details are discussed inp) Paragraph 2.d of Inspection Report 454/84 27; 455/84 19(CE).

; ,
tV This is a Severity Level V violation (Supplement !!).

?27 10 CFR 50, Appendix 8 Criterion XVI, as implemented by Commonwealth !'

(dison Company Topical Report (CC 1 A), Section 16, requires thatT
:

. measures be es6ab11shed to assure that conditions adverse to quality
,

'> such as 'nonconformances are prceptly identified and corrected.
-

Contrary to the above, the ifcensee failed to assure that nonconforming
1
*

3,

caele tray hencers were identified and corrected. This is exemplified.,

oy the fact t.'. 4 as a result of this NRC inspection, 345 previously
accepted cable tray tangers were reinspected and 119 were found defective
and 19 were Indeterminate because they were inaccessible for reinspection.
1. contributing factor to this item is that Ceco Quality Assurance fatted' -
to determine the effectiveness of the electrical contractor's cable tray i*

hangsr reinspection program (Reference - HECo NCR 407R). Additional i

p details are discussed in Paragraph 2.c of Inspection Report 454/84-27;, '

q 455/84-19(CE).
'*

<

This is a Severity 1.evel IV violation (Supplement !!).
,

1

*
.

*%

- -
,

'
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Appendix
2

'

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201 you are required to submit to
this office within thirty days of the date of this Notice a written statement
or explanation in reply, including for each item of noncompilance: (1) cor-rective action taken and the results achieved; (2) corrective action to be
taken to avoid further noncompliance; and (3) the date when full compliance'

will be achieved.
for good cause shown. Consideration may be given to extending your response time

; -

.

e~ y .. 9... II .kvM"

Dated F - -

N. L. Spessard. Director
Division of Engineering,

i

|

.

s' *
.

* .

;V
1 .

.

f

.

*
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY CCMMISSIONp .

V REGION IIIs

-

Reports No. 50-454/84-27(OE); 50-455/84-19(DE)

Docket Nos. 50-454; 50-455 Licenses No. CPPR-130; CPPR-131

Licensee: Cocaonwealth Edison Company
Post Office Box 767
Chicago, IL 60690

Facility Name: ~ Byron Station, Units 1 & 2

Inspection At: Byron Site, Byron, Illinois

Inspection Conducted:- Apri,1 24-27. Apri,1 30-May 4 and May 10-11, 1984

[g Af . d +'Inspectcrs: R. S. Love

'd c n2Ws.-'

E. Christnot / 4 /c / t-l '
, . .-

s

~,w Data '

b '' ?$on,m I

(d Approved By: C. C. Williams, Chief 6 /6 /Mi .

'

Plant Systems Section Date '

Insoection Sunmary

Inspection on April 24-27, Acr.il 30', May 4, and May 10-11, 1984 (Recort
No. 50-454/64-27(0E); 50-455/84-19000)
Areas Insoncted: Review.Sf licensee action on previously identified items.
This involved the review of applicabli-procedures, drawings, records and
calculation on-site and it hrgent and Lundy (licensee's A/E). This inspec-
tion insolved a total of 1.4 inspection hours by two NRC inspectors. Six of
these inspector hcurs weru expended in Nuclear-General Employee Training which
will be required for-unfettered access (Ref. 10 CFR 50.70).

~

Results: In the areas inspected, two items of noncompliance were identified
(Paragraph 2.c, failure to' identify and control nonconforming conditions-
Criterion XVI,, and Paragraph 2.d,' failure to assure that activities affecting
quality are prescribed in instructions or procedures-Criterion V).
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DETAILS

V
1. Persons Contacted

Commonwealth Edison Comoany (CECO)

G. Sorensen, Construction Superintendent
K. J. Hansing, Quality Assurance Superintendent '

*J. O. Binder, Project Electrical Supervisor
*R. B. Klingler, Project Quality Control Supervisor*J. L. Bergner, Quality Assurance Supervisor
*M. V. De11abetta, Electrical Quality Assurance Engineer*E. T. Sagar, Electrical Field Engineer"J. W. Rappeport, Quality Assurance Engineer
E. L. Martin, Quality Assurance Supervisor
J. W. Zid, Quality Assurance Engineer
P. T. Myrda, Quality Assurance Supervisor

Hatfield Electric Comoany (HEco)

D. L. Heider, QA/QC Manager
S. Hubler, lead Quality Control Inspector

'*
Sarcent and Lundy (S&L) .

J. D. Regan, Electrical Engineer .

p B. G. Treece, Senior Electrical Prefect Engineer
,

g J. F. Clancy, Quality Assurance
>

T. R. Eisenbart, Electrical Engineer
J. J. Kamba, Senior Structural Engineer
T. J. Ryan, Structural Project Engineer

The inspectors also contacted and interviewed other licensee and
contractor personnel during this reporting period.

" Denotes those present at the exit interview conducted on May 4, 1984.
2. Action on Previously Identified Items

(Closed) Noncompliance (50-454/80-09-01; 50-455/80-08-01): Ouring a
a.

previous inspection it was identified that the requirements of the
Byron SAR and Specification 2831 were not adequately translated into
Specification 2815 in that corrosion protection (painting) was not
specified for the exposed carbon steel material and exposed spot~

welds utilized in the installation of seismic Category I electrical
raceway hanger supports. Engineering Change Notice (ECN) Number
4362 was issued to revise Specifications F/L 2815 and F/L 2831. The
licensee's painting contractor (Midway Industrial Contractor. Inc.)
has a program in place that will assure that the items have beenpainted.

CECO Project Construction Department (PCD) is monitoringthe progress of the painting contractor. This item is closed.
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b.
(Closed) Unresolved Item (50-454/82-17-02; 50-455/82-12-02): DuringO a previous inspection it was identified that conduit and cable tray
hanger bolts na longer met the bolt torque requirements as specified
in the applicable procedures. The licensee was requestea to evaluate
these relaxed torque conditions and determine if they were acceptable.
With respect to cable tray hangers, as part of the hanger reinspection
program, the hanger bolt torque was verified and any bolts found not
meeting the torque requirements were re-torqued to procedure require-ments. With respect to conduit hangers, a reinspection of 300 conduit ,hangers was conducted. This reinspection identified 89 conduit hanger
bolts with less than the specified torque. These hangers were then
analyzed for worst case conditions. This analysis was reviewed by theinspectors and found to be adequate. The analysis identified that the
conduit hanger would have performed their design function in the as-
found condition. This item is closed.

(0 pen) Unresolved Item (50-454/82-17-04; 50-455/82-12-04): During a
c.

previous inspection it was identified that the hanger connection
details under fireproofing were being accepted without QC irspec-
tion. The HEco QA Manager had instructed the QC inspectors to acceot
connection details covered by fireproofing based on the information
on the weld traveler for the subject connection detail. These
instructions were documented in QA/QC Memorandum Number 295.These
instructions.were provided in conjunction with the cable pan hanger.''
reinspection required by HECo NCR 407. At that time, the Region III
inspector informed the licensee that the weld traveler could be
utilized for acceptance providing the hanger connection detail used

(~'} was noted on the traveler. In accordance with a CECO letter, dated
,

\s,f Spetember 22, 1982 HEco was required to submit certain data per-
taining to this reinspection program on a periodic basis. During
this reporting period, the Region III inspector reviewed these data,

provided by HEco. These data indicated that of 4,308 hangers rein-
spected, fireproofing had to be removed from 131 hangers to deter-
eine acceptance. This report indicated that 3 of the hangers were
rejected after the fireproofing was removed. To determine why these
three hangers were rejected, the inspectors reviewed the applicable
weld travelers, hanger de-hang /re-hang forms (HDRF), rework requested,
field change request (FCR), deficiency reports (OR), nonconformance
reports (NCR), and the hanger inspection checklists. Following are
the results of this revi.ew:

.

(1) Hanger 8MV11 on Drawing 0-3097H, Revision T.

HCRF 1151 indicates hanger originally installed August 19,.

1980. HEco could not locate a. weld traveler for this'

installation.
FCR 1807,. dated August 19, 1980, was issued to relocate.

the hanger.
OR 119, dated June 11, 1982, stated that the hanger could. .

not be inspected due to installation of fireproofing.
This DR was closed on December 21, 1982.

HORF-1151, dated September 30, 1982, indicates that the. .

hanger was not installed per the drawing and FCR 1807.('' Hanger was removed on October 12, 1982.
j- 3 _
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Weld Traveler 19038, dated October 12, 1982, states,(~') " Welded plate to tube steel and structural steel (South
.

\_ -
side only)." Accepted by QC Welding Inspector.

Weld Traveler 19039, dated October 15, 1982, states,.

" Repaired weld on plate to structural and tube steel".
Accepted by QC Welding Inspector.

HORF 1151 indicates hanger was reinstalled on October 22,.

1982.
Hanger installation was accepted by QC..

The following discrepancies were observed:.

Initial we.1d traveler missing,
Weld traveler for North side of hanger missing,
NCR, OR, or Inspection Report (as applicable) identifying
that the hanger was not installed per drawing and FCR
1807 was missing. ,

(2) Hanger HCOS, Orawing 1-3051H, Revision H

Weld Traveler 24943, dated July 25, 1978, docueents the.

installation of the hanger. Accepted by QC WeldingInspector.
Inspection checklist, dated Septemoer 27, 1982, rejected.

the hanger because the inspector could not verify the
hanger type and configuration. Was later accepted by -,,

Memo #295.
HEco to CECO summary report, dated October 10, 1983,.

indicates this hanger was rejected during the reinspec-r~$ tion.'

( The following discrepancies were observed:.

No documentation to show why the hanger was rejected,
No documentation to indicate that the hanger was repaired
or reworked, as applicable,
No inspection checklist / weld traveler to indicate that
the hanger is now acceptable.

(3) Hanger H 153, Orawing 1-3061H, Revision S,

Inspection checklist, dated February 22, 1984, was a final.

acceptance of this hanger. The checklist referenced:
FCR 22920, Revision 1: FCR 21871; Rework Request 648;
OR 1025; and HORF 2197.

Work Request 648 involved the removal and replacement of.

the hanger horizontal members.
FCR 21871 involved the pan to hanger attachments. Work.

Request 648 and FCR 21871 were not in the area of concern
and the inspector chose not to followup on these items
during this inspection.

OR 1025, dated October 23, 1982, documents that Connection.

No. I was a DV5 detail instead of a DV4 as specified, and
Connection No. 2 was a DV89C2 instead of a DV89El asspeci fied.

FCR 22920, dated November 8,1983, changed connection No.1.-.

to a DV3 detail and Connection No. 2 to a DV89G2.
''h
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( '') The following discrepancies were observed:
~

.

'd The inspectors could not determine how FCR 22920 was
implemented in that a HDRF/ Work Request was not availablefor review. The inspection checklist, dated February 22,
1984, indicated that Details DV3 end OV89G2 were actuallyinstalled.

(4)
Based on the results of the records review of the three rejected
hangers, the inspectors elected to review a random sample of the
records for hangers that had been reinsDected and accepted byHEco QC. Following are the results of this review:
(a) Hanger H043, Crawing 0-3061H, Revision M, was accepted on

.

Inspection Report 4270, dated October 5, 1982.'

Inspectionappeared to be adequate.

(b) Hanger H143, Orawing 0-3063H, Revision L, was accepted on
Inspection Report 4172, dated October 21, 1982. Inspectionappeared to be adequate.

(c) Hanger H001, Orawing 1-3051H, Revision H, was accepted on
Inspection Report 3650, dated September 17, 1982. Connec-
tion details 1 and 2 were acceoted on the Inspection Report
based on Weld Traveler 24900, dated July,,

18, 1978. A

review of the traveler indicated that a DV84 connection -
detail was utilized as specified on the drawing. This wasfound to be acceptable. '

Oi

j (_,)
(d) Hanger HCOS, Orawing 1-3051H, Revision H, was accepted on

Inspection Report 3657, dated October 7, 1982. Connection
details 1 and 2 were accepted based on Weld Traveler 24943,
dated July 26, 1978. ' Ouring a review of the traveler, it
was observed that the tra.eler did not indicate which
connection details were used to attach the hanger to the
structural steel, i.e., details 1 and 2. Based on the
documentation presented, this hanger installation could
not be accepted by the Region III inspectors.

(e) Hanger H080, Drawing 0-3051H, Revision L, was accepted on
Inspection Report 3484, dated October 16, 1932. Connection
details 1 and 2 were accepted based on Weld Travelers 24801,
24804, and 24834. During a review of these travelers, it
was observed that the travelers did not denote which con-
nection details were used to attach the hanger to the
structural steel. Based on the documentation presented,
this hanger installation could not be accepted by the
Region III inspectors.

(f) Hanger H028, Drawing 0-3051H, Revision L, was inspected on
Inspection Report 3433, dated October 5, 1982. This
Inspection Report referenced DRS42. During a review of
this OR, it was observed that the auxiliary steel plate

.

size was listed as being the wrong size. This item wasg- g not disposition nor corrected and the OR was improperlyU -
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closed. Based on the documentation presented, this hanger-

[sN ') installation could not be accepted by the Region III
'

inspectors.

(g) Hanger H085, Drawing 1-3051H, Revision H, was noted as
being unacceptable on Inspection Report 3734, dated
July 30, 1982. Reasons noted were: (1) unable to verify
connection details 1 and 2 because they were covered with
fireproofing, and (2) weld travelers did not specify the
connection details installed. On September 27, 1982, this
hanger was accepted per Memo 295. Based on the documenta-
tion presented, this hanger could not be accepted by the
Region III inspectors.

(5) Based on the results of the documentation review for the ten
above listed hangers, the Region III inspectors terminated
their review of cable tray hanger documentation. On April 26,
1924, the inscectors conducted a mini-exit-interview with CECO
and HECo QA and construction personrel. During this interview,
the inspectors reviewed their concerns with the acceptability
of the cable tray hanger documentation. The insoectors
requested that the licensee review the hanger documentation
and determine what hangers were unacceptaole. On May 1,1984,
the inspectors were informed by the licensee that there were, , .

approximately 345 hanger that were accepted based on Memo 295..

The ' licensee stated that approximately 6000 hanger packages(''y were reviewed by CECO QA and HEco QC personnel. The licensee
(,,j continued to provide daily updates on the progress of the,

) hanger reinspection effort and their findings. During a
'

telephone conversation bet een Mr. J. Binder (CECO) and
Mr. R. S. Love (RIII) on May 11~, 1984, Mr. Binder provided
the following results of the reinspection effort:

Total number of hangers requiring reinspection 314.

Number of hangers inaccessible 19.

These hangers were documented on HECo NCR 990
Total number of hangers reinspected 295.

Total number of deficiencies identified 129.

Deficiencies by attribute:.

Welding fitup 91
Wrong connection detail 7
Wrong weld length, elevation, auxiliary steel

,

plate size, and missing bolts 31,

Fit up deficiencies are documented on HECo NCR 989. Connection
detail and steel plate deficiencies, etc. are documented on HECo
ors 4921-4928, 4930, 4932, 4934-4937, 4943, 4945-4948, 5003,
5007, 5013-5017, 5019, and 5022-5032.

:
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(6) As a result of the inspector's observations noted above, the

. O inspectors requested that the licensee provide the last three
audit /survelliance reports performed by CECO in the area of
hanger acceptance for the subject reinspection program. As
stated earlier in this report, this initial reinspection effort
involved 4308 hangers. The CECO QA Engineer informed the
inspectors that to the best of his knowledge, no audits or
surveillances were performed in this area and furthermore, he
(CECO QA Engineer) was not aware of this hanger reinspection
program. On May 10, 1984, Messrs.'' C.'C. Williams and R. S. Love
of the Region III staff contacted Mr. K. J. Hansing, CECO QA
Superintendent, by telephone and discussed the reinspection
program and lack of CECO QA audits and/or surveillances in this
area. In summary, Mr. Hansing stated that: (1) Ceco QA was
aware of the hanger reinspection program; (2) CECO QA chose not

4

to perform a scecial audit / surveillance of this hanger reinspec-
tion program; (3) CECO QA was not aware of Region III's interest
in this program. It should be noted that Region III's involve-
ment with this reinspection effort was documented in Inspection
Reports 454/82-17; 455/82-12 and 454/83-48.

On May 11, 1984, Mr. R. S. Love, Region III, contacted Messrs.
J. O. Binder, J. L. Bergner and others of the CECO PCD and QA
Byron site organization by telephone. During this conversation..

~

it was learned that CECO QA had in fact performed an audit of
the subject reinspection program in June 1933 and had a concern
with HEco Memo 295. Mr. Bergner did not elaborate on thisr

| k)Q_
concern. Mr. Binder stated that during this inspection period,

-he (Mr. Bindar) directed the HEco QA/QC Manager to pre::are a,'

letter to cancel Memo 295. Lpon review of the sequence of
t

events and the results of the hanger reinspection effort, it
would appear that the 129 deficiencies observed on 119 safety-
related cable tray hangers would have gone undetected if the

' Region III inspectors had not uncovered the problem areas and
requested CECO to perform an indepth review of hanger docu-
mentation and the subsequent reinspection program. The
licensee was informed that failure to establish a program to
assure that conditions adverse to qualify are promptly identi-
fied and corrected is an item of noncomplaicance in accordance
with Criterion XVI of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B (50-454/84-27-01;
50-455/84-19-01).

d. (0 pen) Noncompliance (50-454/82-17-05; 50-455/82-17-05): During a
l previous inspection it was identified that the licensee was not

identifying, controlling, and correcting cable tray separation,

| violations. As part of the corrective action, during the latter
part of 1982 and early 1983 a concerted effort was made by Ceco,
HEco and S&L to identify all cable tray separation violations. This
information was compiled and analyzed by S&L. The corrective action|

'

(1) relocate one or more cable trays to correct the violations;were:
or (2) install cable tray covers on one or more of the cable trays,.

| (by. the installation of covers, the separation criteria is reduced
,

|

Ld!

>
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p) from 3" horizontal and 12" vertical to 1" horziontal and 1" vertical);i or (3) based on the analysis, accept the installation as installed;
and (4) place a distinctive mark (black octagon mark) on the appli-
cable drawings to indicate that a separation violation had been 1

i

identified in that area and that the violation had been analyzed by
the engineer, S&L.

During this reporti.ng period, the inspectors: (1) reviewed the
engineer's analysis and found it to be . adequate; (2) reviewed selec-
ted drawings and verified that they were marked to indicate that the
engineer had analyzed the separation violations; (3) reviewed select
drawing to verify that tray covers were specified as part of the
corrective action; and (4) toured the power Dicek and identified
separation violations and verfied tha.t the violations had been'

addressed by the engineer and appropriate action taken. During -

interviews with S&L personnel identified in Paragraph 1 of this
report, the inspectors were informed that seversi notes had been
added or revised on Orswing 6E-0-32378, February 1983 revision, to
prevent recurrance of cable tray separation violstions. During a
review of Drawing 6E-0-32378, Revision L, it was observed that Note
47 directed the electrical contractor, HECo, to install cable tray
covers in accordance with the electrical specifications when the 3"
horizontal and 12" vertical separation requirements were violated
even though the applicable drawing does not show the subject tray to,

be covered. Note 48 directs the electrical contractor to notify S&L
if the 1" metal to metal separation is violated after the installa-
tion of cable tray covers. During a review of HEco 9 Series proce-,

V} dures, it was observed that the requirements of Note 48 were ade-
quately addressed but the requirements of Note 47 were not addressed.
During interviews with the CECO Project Electrical Supervisor, CECO
Electrical QA Engineer, CECO Electrical Field Engineer, HECo QA/QC
Manager, and HECo Project Engineer, it appeared that these personnel
were not aware of the requirement of Note 47 on Orawing 6E-0-3237B
until it was brought to their attention by the Region III inspectors.
It was also learned that HEco QC, engineering, and construction were
not verifying cable tray separation.

Our ing this reporting period, the. licensee instituted a program to
cetermine the amount of safety-related cable tray installed in Units
1 and 2 since February.1983 (effective date of Note 47). As a result
of this review, it was determined that 83 cable tray inspection

; reports (Note: each report can address 1 or more sections of cable
tray) had been prepared for Unit 1, and cable tray separation!

L requirements were not verified (Reference: HECo NCR 975, dated
May 4,1984), and 41 reports were submitted for Unit 2 (Reference:

| HECo NCR 976, dated May 4, 1984). The licensee was informed that
failure to assure that activities affecting quality are prescribed
in documented instructions or procedures is an item of noncompliance,

l in accordance with Criterion V of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B
| (50-454/84-27-02; 50-455/84-19-02).

.
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(Closed) Noncompliance (50-454/82-17-06; 50-455/82-12-06): Duringe.O a previous inspection it was identified that the licensee was not
' identifying, controlling, and correcting cable separation violations

inside of panels, cabinets, motor control centers, switchgear, etc.
As part of the corrective action, during the latter part of 1982 and4

early 1983, a concerted effort was made by CECO, HEco and S&L to
identify all caole separation violations inside of equipment. This
information was compiled and analyzed by S&L. The corrective actions
were: (1) relocate / reroute one or more of the cables to correct the
violation; or (2) install fire barriers' between the involved cables;
or (3) route One of the involved cable inside a conduit that quali-
fies as a fire barrier; or (4) based on the analysis, accept tt'e
installation as installed; and (5) establish a pecgram to inform SIL
of future violations so that they could be analyzed and corrective
action assigrad.

During this reporting period, the inspectors: (1) reviewed the
engineer's analysis and found it to be acequate; (2) revie. ec the
electrical contractor's (H5Co) termination inspection crocedt.re and
identified that the QC inspector was required to inspect for and
identify separation violations between safety-related and non-safety-
related cables and between redundant cables; and (3) verified
implementation of this program by reviewing caole separation problem
reports that were being. forwarded to the ergineer for analysis. The,.

corrective actions and the corrective actions to prevent racurrerce'
appeared to te adequate. This item is closed.

' dp
f. (Closed) Nc c:.scliance (50-452/93-37-01): During a previous audit,

it was identified that the Ceco '4anager of Quality Assurance had
established an Interim Lead Auditor certification program that was
not documented in the Ceco Quality Assurance Manual, or in the Ceco
Topical Report nor is it permitted by ANSI N45.2.23-1978, "Qualifica-
tion of Quality Assurance Program Audit Personnel for Nuclear Power
Plants." This informal programhad been established within Ceco to
certify an individual as an Interim Lead Auditor when he/she did not
meet the qualification requirements of a lead auditor as specified

,

in ANSI N45.2.23-1978.'

As part of Ceco's corrective action, the Interim Lead Auditor concept
was discontinued, the personnel holding Interim Lead Auditor certi-
fications were de-certified, and records were reviewed to determine

- the names of personnel that had been certified that did not meet the
minimum qualification requirements. The records review indicated *

that between 1977 and 1983, eight (8) CECO personnel had been certi-
fled as Interim Lead Auditors by the CECO Manager of Quality Assur-
ance. The audits performed by these 8 people were reviewed and .

' evaluated by qualified CECO Lead Auditors. With a few exceptions,
the audit reports and the objective evidence and the audit deficiencyi

close outs were in compliance with the Ceco audit program. During a
review of these audit evaluations, the most significant audit'
deficiencies observed by the Region III inspectors were:

| (1) One item on the checklist had insufficient objective evidence
for acceptance. This attribute was adequately covered on a

-( subsequent audit by a different auditor and found acceptable.I . , _

.
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n (2) One item as relating to records storage was marked acceptable
' i

d

and from the information documented iT1.the report, it should
have been listed as a deficiency. This item was subsequently
identified and corrected.

The corrective action and corrective action to prevent recurrence
appears to be adequate. This item is closed.

g. (0 pen) Noncompliance (50-45a/83-49-04): During a previous inspec-
tion, it was identified that <allem type cable grips (used to succort
electrical cables in cable pan risers and in vertical conduit runs)
were not installed in accordance with the electrical specifications.
This item is also identified in 10 CFR 50.55(e) reports 454/83-14-EE
and 455/83-14-EE. During this reporting period, the Region III
inspectors ocserved that the installation of cable grips in. safety-
related risers R277, R345, R368, and R369 were deficient in that
they -ere not sucperting the cables in accordance with the design
specificatices. Pending verification of the licensee's corrective
action, this item remains open. This item has been assigned Category)_ 1 and .:ust be closed prior to fuel load.

h. (Closed) Open Item (50-454/84-02-03; 50-455/84-02-03): Ouring the
ASI.3 hearing for Byron Station, Unit 1, the licensee stated that the
cable pull reports for cables already installed are being reviewed--f

to ensure that the maximum allowacle cable pulling tension and
maximum allowable cable sidewall pressure had not been exceeded. As
documented in Inspection Reoort No. 50-454/84-09 and 50-455/34-07,3(V the Region III inspector reviewed the on-site records and with one
exception (Noncompliance -454/84-09-02; 455/84-07-02), the.se records
were found to be adequate. During this reporting period, the
Region III inspectors reviewed the engineering calculations at the
engineer's facilities. The engineering analysis was performed
utilizing one or more of the following methods:

(1) Calculations for an assumed worst case conduit configuration
containing a worst cable configuration, i.e. conduit run with
four 90* bends with minimum bend radius (270* total bends
allowed at Byron Station) and with the maximum cable density.
Utilizing this methodology, a critical conduit length was
calculated for each conduit size. Using this information, a
review of the approximate 2600 conduit runs was made. If the
actual length of the conduit run approached the calculated
critical length, that run was flagged for further analysis per
paragraph (2) below. Worst case accepted, as observed by the
inspectors, during this first cut, had a safety factor of

. approximately four, i.e. allowable pulling tension 400# versus
calculated of approximately 100#.

]
(2) Calculations for an assumed worst case conduit configuration

(4-90* bends) containing the actual installed cable configura-
,

- -tion. The worst case accepted, as observed by the inspectors,
had a safety factor of approximately 3.3. Again, questionable.

conduit runs were flagged for analysis per paragraph (3) below.
*

. -
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(3),,'h Calculations for actual conduit configuration containing the'

s/ actual cable configuration. Worst case accepted, as observed
by the inspectors, had a safety factor of approximately 4.7.
Upon completion of this three step analysis, three conduit runs'
were questionable. They were analyzed by Okonite Company,
cable manufacturer, as described in paragraph (4) below.

,

(4) The following information was forwarded to Okonite to assist
in their evaluation of cables installed in conduits C0A-6158,
CCA-6192 and COA-6193:

Conduit size - all 5".

Corduit configuration from as-built drawings.

Cable configuration from cable pull cards.

Conduit COA-6158 - 2 - 1/C-750 MCM, SKY, cables
Conduit C0A-6192 and 6193 - 3 - 1/C-750 MCM, SKV, cables

Cable pull direction.

The maximum cable pulling tension for the subject cacies was net in
question for these three installations in that the maximum allowaaie
tension for the 2-1/C-750 MCM cable pull is 120,000# and 180,0009 for
the 3-1/C-750 MCM cable pull. Due to conduit configuration, Okonite
was requested to perform an analysis for possible caole sicewall

,. pressure violations. Okonite's . letter of October 11, 1983 indicates
that they performed their analysis and fourd no sidewall pressure

i violations. It should be notad that each cable manufacturer estab-l'. lishes the maximum cable sidewall pressure that their cables arej'~ - designed to withstand without causing dama;e to the conductor
% insulation. 8ased on the rescits of previcus inspections and docu-

! mentation reviewad during this inspection, the inspectors have a
reasonable assuranc' e that these safety-related cables will per'orm; their intended function. This item is closed.

1. (Closed) Unresolved Item (50-454/84-09-01; 50-455/84-07-01): Ouring
a previous inspection, it was observed that there were several out-
standing NCRs that were prepared to document possible over tensioning
of safety-related cables during initial installation or during rework
(pull back). During this reporting period, the inspectors reviewed
the disposition and implementation of CECO. NCRs F838, F839, F845,
F864, and F865. The inspectors also reviewed the back up data for
these NCRs and found it to be adequate. This item is closed.

j. (Closed) Noncompliance (50-454/84-09-02; 50-455/84-07-02): During a
previous inspection it was identified that HEco OR 3382 was inade-
quately dispositioned, resulting in 12 cables being installed whose
quality was indeterminate. Subsequent to the inspectors findings,
HECo prepared NCR 841 to document the overstressed cables. During
this inspection, the inspectors verified that the cables had been

,

replaced, and action to prevent recurrence had been implemented.
This item is closed.

.
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,- 3. Licensee Action on 10 CFR 50.55(e) Reoorts
N' -

(Closed) 10 CFR 50.55(e) Report (454/82-07-EE and 455/82-07-EE): Directcurrent (OC) control power cable failures. Several single conductor ASW
#2 OC control power cables, whicn run from the auxiliary building to the
essential service water cooling tower in an underground duct, have failedto ground.

The failures occured after the cables had been tested andplaced in service.
The insoectors reviewed the licensee's action on the

failure of GC caoles 1 CC 073 and 1 OC 075 in Unit 1 and DC cables 2 OC073, 2 GC 074 and 2 OC 075 in Unit 2. Records indicated the folicwing:

Cables, 1 OC 073 and 1 DC 075 in Unit I were replaced by multi-a.

conductor cacies 1 OC 742 and 1 OC 243 respectively.
b.

Cables.2 OC 073, 2 OC 074 and 2 OC 075 in Unit 2 were replaced by
multi-conductor cables 2 OC 244, 2 OC 245 and 2 DC 243 respectively..

Two nonconformance reports (NCR) 666 and 732 were written documenting
c.

the failures and both NCR's were closed out on April 13, 1984
d. A sample of the cables was pulled and tested by the manufacturer.

The sampla failed a production test (e.g. a 13,500 volt spark test)which it had passed prior to shipment.
-

The prebable failure to pass the test was due to elongation of the _e.
caole insulation.

!

('~')N The inspectors determined from a review of installation recaras that the
| \,, cables .were replaced in accordance with approved procecures. This itemis closed.

4. Conductor Butt Solices

Due to the problems encountered with conductor butt splices at other
Nuclear Plants, the inspectors queried the licensee as to what actions
had been taken or were planned to verify the acceptability of the buttsplices at the Byron Station. The inspectors were informed that CECO QA
initiated a review of approximately 11,000 cable termination reports and
identified 646 of these reports that documented the installation of butt
splices.

Between March 13-16, 1984, CECO QA and HECo QC randomly checked
221 safety-related and 78 non-safety-related conductor butt splices.
Following are the results of the checks made on the 221 safety related
butt splices as documented in Ceco QA Surveillance Report 5944, datedMarch 27, 1984:

27 splices were not inspected because they were covered with tape or.

heat shrink material.
194 splices were visually inspected and 72 were " tug-tested"..

1 butt splice failed the tug-test and was replaced..

16 splices were identified as defective and replaced. Failure
.

'

attributes were not provided.
All 194 butt splices were installed with the proper crimping tool..

_
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CECO NCR F899, dated April 5,1984, was prepared to document that the
'- ') conductor insulation on cables provided by Okonite Company would not fits

inside the insulation barrel of Amp butt splice connectors. This NCR has
been forwarded to Ceco Project Engineering Department (off-site) for

<resolution. As of May 4,1984, a resolution / disposition hac not been '

received on-site.

To understand why the conductor butt splicas were rejected, the inspectors
requested the applicable inspection checklists /tarmination reports for
review. The inspectors reviewed the following Cable Inspection Termina-
tion Reports (CITR) and Equipment Modification Inspection Requests (EMIR):

Report No. Cable No. No. Refects Remarks

CIRT 12318 2SX033 1 Butt Splice Replaced
CITR 12130 1RH058 2 Butt Splice Replaced
CITR 12119 1RHC62 1 Butt Splice Replaced
CITR 12143 1RHC53 3 Butt Splice Replacad
CITR 12145 1C5033 2 Sutt Splica Reclaced
CITR 12141 1RH102 2 Butt Splice Replaced
CITR 12131 1RH053 3 Butt Splice Replaced
CITR 12150 1RHC42 1 Butt Splice Replaced
CITR 12123 1Rh043 1 Butt Solice Replaced

. EMIR 5990 10G155 1 Cut insulation between -

'

Butt Splice and terminal
lug-replaced.,

! EMIR 5988 1RC159 1 Cut insulation ~ repaired-)| with shrink-fit material
|- > 1RC137 1 Bad crimp on connector-
|- replaced

IRC147 3 Cut insulation-replaced
IRC168 1 Exposed copper at splice

replaced
IRC170 1 Exposed coper at Splice-

replaced
10GIS7 1 Butt splice replaced
10G158 1 Cut insulation-repaired

with shrink-fit material
10G163 _1 Butt splice replaced-

27 Total

From the above information, it would appear that an addition ten butt
splices were rejected and repaired during the repair of the 17 rejected
by Ceco QA. Utilizing this latest information, it would appear that the
reject rate 27/194 is 13.9%. During interviews with the CECO and HEco
personnel involved in this reinspection effort, the inspectors were
informed that the largest number of rejected butt splices were b.ecause
the conductor (copper) was not visible at the connector crimp.

The inspectors also performed a general review of the 646 CITRs identified
by the licensee that doucmented butt splices. It was observed that a
large percentage of these splices were associated with the termination of

\ _
,
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metal shielding braid or tape-shield on control or instrument cables as
(sV) addressed in S&t. Standard EA-215. The inspectors made a detailed review

-

of 34 of these CITRs. Following are the results of this review:
CITR No. Cable No. No. of Solices Remarks

119 1M5523 1
11942 1AF181 1 -

11941 1AF180 1
11940 1AF179 1
11939 1AF170 1
11935 IVA053 1 Replaced-damaged conductor

insulation
11933 IVA533 1
11918 10C245 1
11906 IVC 590 1 Replaced-damaged conductor

insulation
11905 1CV548 2 Replaced-damaged conductor

insulation
11904 1CV491 2 Replaced-damaged conductor

insulation
11891 1CS116 2
11860 1SI528 1 Replaced butt splice
11859 ISI523 1 Replaced butt sclice

'

' 11858 IVA043 1 Replaced butt splice
-

11857 1VA102 1 Replaced butt splice
10898 1NR223 1 Shield braid splice(N 10897 1NR227 1 Shield wire solice

i 10896 INR226 1 Shield wire splice
8037 IVA818 1
8033 1VA707 1
7985 1VA709 1
7964 IVA705 1
7963 IVA817 1
5594 1NR014 1 In process inspection
5550 ICC010 1
5549 1CC001 1 In process inspection
5534 1FW218 3
5528 1RC439 1 In process inspection
5527 1NR102 1 In process inspection
5526 1RC436 1 In process inspection
5272 1FW221 5
4561 IMS308 4
4391 1FWO55 1 Crimp tool not calibrated-

replaced butt splice.

Dates nf these inspections ranged from March 3,1982 thru February 25,
1984. It was observed that all of the inspection reports randt nally
selected were for Byron Statfor Unit 1. In the 34 reports reviewed, it
appeared that there were five defective butt splices and six examples of
damaged / cut conductor insultation identified.

.
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To determine if all QC termination inspectors were documenting butt('''j
splices on CIRTs, the Ceco Electric 1 Field Engineer interviewed the HEco'Nd
Electrical QC termination inspectors and determined that only approxi-
mately 50% of those interviewed documented their inspection of butt
splices. In view of the information obtained by Ceco during their review
of potential butt spitee problems at the Byron Station (i.e. ,13.9%
reject rate), the Reigen III inspector expressed his concern as to why
Ceco failed to imolement a 100% reinspection / inspection of conductor buttsplices.

As a result of the inspector's concern, Ceco, Byron Station,
provided a verbal notification to Region III of a potential 10 CFR
50.55(e) report on May 10, 1984, relative to electrical conductor butt
splices. As a result of telephone conversations between Mr. R. Tuetken
(CECO Syren Staf f) and Mr. C. C. Williams (Region III) on May 10 and 11,
1984, CECO developed an inspection plan for the reinspection of electrical
conductor butt splices at the Byron Station, Units 1 and 2. This inspec-
tion plan is documented in Mr. O. Farrar (CECO Director of Nuclear
Licensing) letter to Mr. James G. Keppler (NRC Regional Administrator),dated May 17, 1984.

Region III has assigned an inspector to monitor the corductor butt splicereinspection program. Upon coepletion of the reinspection program,
separate inspection rescrts (50-454/94-29 and 50-455/34-21) will beissued to document the findings and corrective action taken.

S'. ' Exit Interview .

The inspectors met with the ifcensee representatives (denotes in

' (t'')x paragraph 1) at the conclusion of the on-site portion of the inspection
on May 4, 1981, and discussed the scope and concerns of this inspection.''

As stated in paragraph 4 of this report, Region III personnel discussed
the concerns of this inspection with Mr. R. Tuetken on May 10 and 11,1984 by telephone. On May 25, 1984, Mr. R. Love telephonically pre-
sented the findings of this inspection to Mr. R. 8. Klingler (CECO SyronStation staff). The licensee acknowledged this information.

,
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Docket No. 50-454
Docket No. 50-455

Commonwealth Edison Company
ATTN: Mr. Cordell Reed

>

Vice President
Post Office Box 767
Chicago, IL 60690

Gentlemen:

This refers to the special inspection conducted by Messrs. D. W. Hayes and
K. A. Connaughton on various dates between August 1983 and January 1984,
into allegations concerning construction activities at the Byron Station,
Units.1 ,and 2, authorized by NRC Construction Permits No. CPPR-130 and

-No. CPPR-131 and to the discussion of our inspection findings on
-

January 18, 1984, with Mr. R. Tuetken.

_ ,r] The enclosed copy of our inspe~ction report identifies the allegations
- 1'~'/ inspected and documents the status of other allegations that had not

been resolved at the close of the Byron Unit 1 Operating License (OL)
Hearings in August 1983. The report also summarizes the Region III
inspections as of November 22, 1963 relative to the Commonwealth Edison
Company reinspection program implemented in response to noncomplianceitem 82-05-19.

No_ items.of noncomplian'e with NRC_,requirem,ents were identified during thec
course of this inspection.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790(a), a copy
will be placed in the NRC.Public Document of this letter and the enclosure (s)Room unless you notify this office,
by telephone, within ten days of the date of this letter and submit written
application to withhold information contained therein within thirty days ofthe date of this letter.
quirements of 2.790(b)(1).Such application must be consistent with the re-

If we do not hear from you in this regard within
the specified periods noted above, a copy of this letter and the enclosed
inspection report will be placed in the Public Document Room.

m.' )
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() Commonwealth Edison Company '*

We will gladly discuss any questions yeu have concerning this inspection.

Sincerely,

'

M*fR. C. Knop, Chief
Projects Branch 1

Enclosure: Inspection Reports
No. 50-454/84-02(DPRP);
No. 50-455/84-02(DPRP)

cc w/ encl:
D. L. Farrar, Director W/

of Nuclear Licensing
V. I. Schlosser, Project Manager
Gunner Sorensen, Site Project

Superintendent .

R. E. Querio, Station
Superintendent

f'')s ' Resident Inspector, RIII Byron
DMB/ Document Control Desk (RIDS)|

{ (
; Resident Inspector, RIII

Braidwood
Phyllis Dunton, Attorney

General's Office, Environmental
Control Division

Ms. Jane M. Whicher
Diane Chavez, DAARE/ SAFE
Mitzi A. Young, ELD,

.~-
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'[L') U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSIONL/

REGION III

Reports No. 50-454/84-02(DPRP); 50-455/84-02(DPRP)

Docket Nos. 50-454; 50-455 Licenses No. CPPR-130; CPPR-131

Licensee: Commonwealth Edison Company
Post Office Box 767
Chicago, IL 60690

Facility Na=e: Byron Station, Units 1 and 2

Inspection At: Byron Site, Byron, IL

Inspection Conducted: Various dates between August 2, 1983, and
January 18, 1984

/d
~

Inspectors: D. W. Hayet / 7 OY
Date

$ 0. (
dghton
ke~,

t ]}. j'''s K. A. ConnaQ i 12.7 / 89
i

Date'

(fC16R.C. Knop, Chief [ / * 3[j yApproved By:
Projects Branch 1 Date

Inspection Su:=ary

Inspection on various dates between August 2, 1983 and January 18. 1984
(Reports No. 50-454/84-02(DPRP); 50-455/84-02(DPRP))
Areas Inspected: Special inspection into allegations concerning construction
activities. The report also documents the status of other allegations that
had not been resolved at the close of the Byron Unit 1 Operating License
Hearing in August 1983. Report also susanarizes RIII inspections as of
November 22, 1983 into the CECO reinspection program. The inspection involved
a total of 48 inspector-hours onsite by two NRC inspectors including 18
inspector-hours onsite during offshifts.
Results: No items of noncompliance with NRC regulations were identified.
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,/ DETAILS
V

1. Persons Contacted

Commonwealth Edison Company (Ceco)

R. Tuetken, Assistant Construction Superintendent
M. Stanish, QA Superintendent
R. Klingler, QC Supervisor
R. L. Byers, Project Construction Engineer

Hatfield Electric Company (HEco)

7. Hill, Quality Assurance Manager
Greg Cason, QC Inspector, Level II

The inspector also contacted and interviewed other licensee and contractor
employees.

2. Introduction

At the close of the Byron OL Hearings on August 12, 1983, into Contention ^1,
quality assurance / quality control, two main issues remained that had not
been fully addressed. These issues were:

| (~~h
; )''# 31 allegations concerning construction activities of the Hatfield-

Electric Company

Commonwealth Edison Company's construction reinspection program
-

implemented in response to Region III inspection finding 82-05-19.

The purpose of this report is to briefly summarize the status of these
items and provide the inspection report references where details are
documented. The report also addresses five ellegations not previously
documented. Two of the five are part of the original 31 allegations.
The remaining two were received during or subsequent to the close of
the Hearings on August 12, 1983.

/~'s
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/ ) 3. Allegations
V

a. Allegation

Alleger advised that a DR had been written for excessive amounts of
dirt and debris on top of motor control centers. For the previously
cited reasons, the DR was refused, wasn't voided, was destroyed
and the DR number reissued. Similarly, another DR was written for
a linear crack in a steel beam. This DR cannot be found and the
number has been reissued.

Finding

The portion of the allegation concerning housekeeping was addressed
in NRC Inspection Report No. 50-454/82-17; 50-455/82-12 (Page 7
Item C). The text of the DR (Deficiency Report) in the Hatfield
DR log book did not match the text of the DR of the same number
provided by the alleger. However, the allegation could not be
proved or disproved because DR forms are easily available to
inspectors and were not pre-numbered and the Hatfield DR Icg at
that time was a loose-leaf type (subsequently the log was changed to
a bound type). The housekeeping problem documented on the DR provided
by the alleger had been corrected as verified by the NRC inspector.

The DR concerning a linear crack in a steel beam had not been
! /''s, destroyed and the number reissued as alleged. A review of the DR,-( ) _ other records, and discussions with cognizant personnel established
!

the following:

The beam was number 6AB186, located underside of elevation-

426 foot framing in the Unit 1 Auxiliary Building and is
shown on S&L Drawing S-1293. The beam is 36 inches wide by
182 pounds (W36 x 182) and from standard tables the flange
would be 1 3/16 inches thick and the web 3/4 inches thick.

The linear indication was not a hairline crack but rather was
-

a 4 inch long scratch, apparently caused by a tool used to
remove fireproofing material. The indication (scratch) was
less than 1/32 inch deep. (The fireproofing material was
removed to install as additional support.)

'

The DR was forwarded by Hatfield Electric Company to a CECO-

engineer who in turn forwarded it to Blount Brothers
Corporation (BBC) for resolution. (BBC has responsibility
for structural steel installations in the Auxiliary Building. )

/3
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\~ ') The indication was repaired by grinding to remove any abrupt-

changes in contour in accordance with BBC Procedure No.11
Paragraph 9.0. Weld repair was not required s'ince the
depression did not extend below the rolled surface by more than
1/16 inch limit specified by the procedure.

The beam repair was inspected and the DR closed out by BBC-

quality assurance on August 24, 1982.

The Hatfield computer DR record printout and the engineering-

log showed the DR as closed. The Hatfield DR log book showed
the DR as still open, apparently due to an oversight.

Conclusion

This allegation was not substantiated and no further action is
planned by Region III.

b. Allegation

Quality Control inspectors ara being pressured to have all
hangers inspected by January 31, 1983.

.

Findings

r''T The inspector tried first to establish whether or not January 31,,

9 ,) 1983 had ever been established by Hatfield Electric Company (HICo)x

as a projected completion date for hanger inspections. k*hile
the inspector did not find documentation which established this
date as a tentative completion date, the inspector did determine,
by document review and interview of the individual employed as
QA/QC Manager for HECo at the time, that the Applicant had, on
several occasions requested reports on the status of hanger
inspections required to be completed prior to Unit I fuel load and
projections, based on committed sanpower and best estimates of QC
inspector productivity, of hanger inspection completion. For
example, a letter dated June 2, 1982 from HECo's QA/QC Manager to
the Applicant's Project Construction Lead Electrical Engineer,

documented such a projection and estimated hanger inspection
completion by October 1, 1982. The former HECo QA/QC Manager
indicated that he held weekly meetings with lead QC inspectors to
discuss inspection program status, any problems encountered by
inspectors, and productivity of inspection personnel. During these

~

meetings, it was not uncommon to reference these projected completion
dates for hanger inspections as goals that, in order to achieve,
required continued accountability, on the part of Lead Inspectors,
for the productivity of individual inspectors under their super-
vision. The alleger implied, but did not directly state, that QC
inspections were being compromised by the establishment of these
goals for completion of hanger inspections. The alleger did not

O
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('- ') provide any examples of inadequate inspections resulting from
these projections of hanger inspection completion dates. If
January 31,-1983, had been established as a projected completion
date for hanger inspections. The projection was far from

Not only were initial hanger inspections incompleteaccurate.

as of that date, a very large number of additional hanger
inspections were required by the reinspection program established
by the Applicant in response to noncompliance 454/82-05-19;
455/82-04-19.

-

Conclusion

The establishment of a projected date for completing hanger
inspections was substantiated. Meeting this goal assumed a minimum
level of QC inspector productivity. That this goal resulted in
inadequate QC inspections could not be substantiated.

c. Allegation

Carpenters and ironworkers at Byron are coming to work under
influence of marijuana. Received August 10, 1983.

Findings .

Discussions with the alleger indicated that the information was
-(''} provided by a friend who did not want to be identified. The
\s_/ alleger stated that a carpenter who constructed forms for

concrete walls in 1977 at the Byron Site told the friend that
people were coming to work under the influence of marijuana
and were also using it at the site. The friend also told the
alleger that some ironworkers have come to work recently who
were stoned on marijuana.

The alleger was informed that because of the general nature of
the allegations it would be very difficult to investigate. The
alleger committed to obtain and provide more specific information,

and was told to call collect either the NRC Region III Office or
the NRC Byron Site Office. No specific information was provided.
The alleger was last contacted on December 27, 1983, but still
could not provide additional or specific information as to worker
names, dates of occurrence, equipment identification or building
locations. The alleger was again asked to call collect to the
Region III or Byron Site NRC Offices if further information was
received.

The alleger was informed that in-process and completed safety-
related work is inspected by quality control inspectors to assure

;deficiencies are identified and corrected. Further, that the
!licensee, his agents and the NRC audit, on a sampling basis,

quality control inspector activities and the adequacy of completed
work.

V
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(m While some drug and alcohol use occurs in every segment of society,
'

)
N- / their use is very difficult to detect and control. The licensee

has taken steps as discussed below to minimize the effects.

Commonwealth Edison Company and contractor supervision as well as
NRC inspectors are routinely alert to use of drugs or alcohol on
the Byron Site as well as to persons who exhibit aberrant behavior
of any kind. Per discussions with Commonwealth Edison personnel,
workers using alcohol on the Byron Site have been caught and
discharged from the job. On one occasion a worker was caught using
marijuana onsite and was discharged and arrested.

Conclusion

This allegation could not be substantiated. No evidence was found,
during special and routine NRC inspections, to indicate safety-
related work was not being properly performed due to drug or alcohol
use or that deficiencies, that may have been caused by a worker
under the influence, were not identified and corrected. No further
action on this matter is planned by R,egion III.

. d. Allegation
.

Welders at Byron smoke pot and drink beer on the job.
Received August 12, 1983.

m

(a)- Finding

The alleger could not provide specific information and declined
to identify the source of information. The alleger was asked to
call the Region III or Byron Site NRC Office if additional or
specific information was obtained. The alleger was last contacted
on December 27, 1983 and did not provide any further inform'ation.
The alleger was again requested to notify the Region III or Byron
Site NRC Office should additional information be obtained.

This allegation was investigated in conjunction with the allegation
documented in Paragraph 3.c above, and basically the same discussion
was held and the same information provided to each alleger.

Conclusion

This allegation could not be substantiated. No further action on
this matter is planned by Region III.

.
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-(''] e. Allegation
\_ '

Unistrut hanger members are being welded to plates with wedge
anchors installed. Wedge anchors are thereby being subjected
to excessive heat and stress.

Finding

This allegation could not be substantiated and is considered
closed. Details of the resolutien are contained in NRC
Inspection Report No. 50-454/83-39; 50-455/83-29 on
Pages 51 and 52, Item 1.

f. Allegation

The electrical area at Byron Station is going to be another
Zimr.e r .

Finding

This allegation, which was originally documented as a comment,
does not provide any specifics and is of a highly subjective

This matter is addressed in NRC Inspection Report 'nature.

No. 50-454/83-41; 50-455/83-31 on Page 5, Item d and is
considered closed.

s

- (J'l g. Allegation

Cable pan covers are removed and reinstalled without QC inspection
as required for initial installation.

Iindin.g

At the time the allegation was received, permanent cable pan covers
had not been installed. This problem was identified by the NRC
inspector prior to receipt of the allegation and is documented in
Inspection Report No-. 50-454/82-05; 50-455/82-04 as open item.
454/82-05-15; 455/82-04-15. This open item was subsequently
resolved in Inspection Report No. 50-454/83-16 (page 4).

, b. Allegation
!
.

PTL (Pittsburgh Testing Lab) inspectors detailed to HEco
(Hatfield Electric Co.) were told not to discuss problems
with PTL supervisors.

m
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( ) Findinau

This allegation is addressed in NRC Inspection Report
No. 50-454/83-41; 50-455/83-31 (Page 4 Item b). PTL inspectors,
detailed to HECo, report administratively to supervision at
PTL and functionally to supervision at HECo. Although the
allegation may be true it is not considered significant because
methods of escalating inspector concerns are prescribed in
writing and all inspectors including those detailed to HECo
are given indoctrination training whien includes a presentation
on these avenues for having their concerns resolved,

i. Allegation

Hatfield Electric has an extensive training and retraining program
which "doesn't accomplish anything." In December 1981, Hatfield
only had four inspectors, but now has 85. The program has not
been able to handle and adequately qualify the number of new
inspectors.

Finding

This allegation is addressed in Inspection Report No. 50-454/82-17;~
50-455/82-12 on Pages 6 and 7, Item (4). At that time the inspector
determined that training and requalification of Hatfield QC

.Q inspectors was being closely monitored by the licensee. The
(,/ item was left open pending further evaluation as to the effectiveness

of the training. Followup and closecut of the allegation is docu-
mented in Inspection Report No. 50-454/83-37 (Page 7 bottom of
paragraph closing unresolved item 50-454/82-17-07; 50-455/82-12-07).
The allegation was not considered substantiated.

j. Allegation

Weld undercut is a widespread and serious problem.

Finding

The resolution of this allegation is discussed in Inspection
Report No. 50-454/83-39; 50-455/83-29 on Pages 41 and 42,
Item 7.a (hereaf ter this report is ref erred to by 83-39).
The allegation could not be substantiated and is considered
closed,

rh
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(aj k. Alleaation

Some hangers do not have weld travelers for the aux, steel.

Findina

This allegation is addressed in Inspection Report
No. 83-39 on Pages 42 and 43, Item 7.b. The allegation is
true; however, the problem was independently identified by
the Hatfield quality program and corrective action initiated.
This matter remains open pending completion of the correction
action and evaluation by the NRC inspector. The tracking
number is 454/83-39-01; 455/83-29-01.

1. Allegation

A large number of welds performed in 1979 and 1980 that were
accepted as satisfactory in reality do not meet AWS requirements
(40*4) due to procedural deficiencies (i.e. lack of; QC hold
points for preheat verification, temperature stick logs, etc.).
Finding

.

Resolution of this allegation is documented in Inspection Report
No. 83-39; on Pages 43 and 44, Item 7.c. The allegation could

f'"x not be substantiated and is considered closed.
i''#)

m. Allegation

For certain hangers covered with fireproofing insulation and for
which weld travelers were missing, the insulation was removed and
welds reinspected. A reject rate of approximately 90% has been
established for these welds.

Finding

Resolution of thir allegation is documented in Inspection Report
No. 83-39; on Page 44, Item 7.d. A reject rate of approximately
90% could not be substantiated,

n. Allegation

A " Unit Surveillance Walkdown" of a system (not specified)
performed by Pittsburgh Testing Labs and Ceco resulted in a
38% weld rejection rate.

Findina

The resolution of this allegation is documented in Inspection
Report No. 83-39 on Pages 44, 45, 46 and 47, Item 7.e. The
allegation although substantiated was made after the reinspection() program had started. This allegation is considered closed.

.
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(A) o. Allegation
's )

In Drawing Area 03051 or 13051 (426' level) 64 hangers were to
be checked. Of the 36 or 37 hangers with all welds accessible,
14 had bad connections. The inaccessible welds had to be accepted

'on the strength of the weld cards. Authorization to remove
insulation to inspect welds was denied.,

'

Finding

This allegation is addressed in Inspection Report No. 83-39 on
Page 47, Item 7.f. The allegatica was substantiated in part
and is considered closed,

p. Allegatioa

Panels in Unit I containment supplied by Systems Controls
Corporation have welds that are not to code (AVS) in that they
are undersized (3/8" vs 5/8").
Finding

The resolution of this allegation is documented in Inspection '

Report No. 83-39 on Pages 47 and 48, Item 7.g. The 3/8 vs
5/8 inch undersized welds could not be substantiated. This

('''x' ,) the panels was the termination of the electrical connections.
report indicates that the only welding Hatfield performed on

,
'

Further review subsequent to the inspection indicate that this
statement is incorrect in that Hatfield did weld some braces
in panels supplied by System Control Corporation. This item is
reopened pending further review. The tracking number is
50-454/84-02-04; 50-455/84-02-04.

q. Allegation

Some welds that have been covered with fireproofing are only
tackwelded. When found, a traveler is written without a
Discrepancy Report being written.

Finding

Resolution of this allegation is documented in Inspection Report
. No. 83-39 on Pages 48 and 49, Item 7.h. The allegation concerns

incomplete welds being covered by fireproofing insulation. Since
welding was not completed, weld travelers indicating weld comple-
tion and QC inspection did not exist. Had the welds been
previously accepted, a Discrepancy Report as indicated by the
alleger should have been written but this was not the case. This
allegation although true in part (i.e. two welds were found
tackwelded) is not considered significant and is closed.

7y e
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(S) r. Alleaation
7

An inspection by alleger revealed a weld not to plan. The
welder indicated on the traveler was neither onsite, nor
issued weld rod on the date indicated on the traveler. A
person asked alleger to change the date on the traveler.
A11eger stated that he would not.

Findina

This allegation is addressed in Inspection Report No. 83-39
on Pages 49 and 50, Item 7.i. The allegation could not be
substantiated and was considered closed in the r'eferenced
report. However, further review indicates additional
information is available and further inspection is needed
to fully resolve this item. The item is thus reopened and will
be tracked as Ites No. 50-454/84-02-01; 50-455/84-02-01.

s. Allegation

" General surveillance of this project illustrates that
approximately 90% of the 'B' welds on DV-164's are 1/8"
undersize where tube steel has been used. In most cases '

this represents a 40% decrease in size and 55% in strength."

(''T Finding
'

Resolution of this allegation is documented in Inspection
Report No. 83-39 on Page 50, Item 7.J. The report states
that the allegation could not be substantiated. Technically
this is correct but the fact.that 2 of 18 "B" welds were
identified as undersized on DV-162's rather than DV-164's
as alleged indicates the allegation has some validity. This
item is thus reopened pending further review and verification
of corrective action. (454/84-02-02; 455/84-02-02)

t. Allegation

The disposition on a DR was false. The report was written
for lack of welding pre-heat. The inspector observed the
process throughout, but the dispositioning engineer took the
word of the welding foreman, who claimed pre-heat had been
done. The report claimed the weld was removed, but it
wasn't.

Finding

This allegation could not be substantiated and is considered
closed. Details of the resolution are contained in NRC Inspection
Report No. 50-454/8'-39; 50-455/83-29 on Page 50, Item k. At the

I NRC inspector's request the weld was magnetic particle tested and
found acceptable. The inspector determined that the weld met all
code requirements and there was no visible signs of damage to the.

structural member.

11
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() u. Allenation -

Allegation: Corrective action is often untimely. Resolution
of discrepancies may take up to four months. This may preclude
the Discrepancy Report originator from reviewing the resolution
-for acceptability.

Finding

This allegation is addressed in Inspection Report No. 50-454/83-41;
50-455/83-31 on Pages 4 and 5, Item 6.c. Timeliness of corrective
action is a concern as discussed in the referenced report. The
alleger's concern that the originator may not have the opportunity

. to verify corrective action does not have potential safety
significance. As long as the condition requiring corrective
-action is adequately documented (as required) and the individual
accepting the resolution is qualified, it is not mandatory that
the originator review the resolution for acceptability. No further
action in regard to this allegation is planned.

v. Allegation

Some electricians have told me (alleger) that they have over- '

stressed cables when pulling, even to the point of breaking the,

cable. The alleger later (on January 16, 1983) provided the
last name of an individual he said witnessed the overstressing

( ,j of cables during cable pulling.

finding

On'Augrst8,[1983,thAindividualwhosenamewasprovidedbythe
.

alle~er.and one other member of a cable pulling crew were inter-g

viewed. -Both stated that they knew of only one instance where a
cable was overstressed to the breaking point and that was an
instrument cable. 'The broken instrument cable was replaced and
both felt the occurrence had been documented.

* -
The electrical craftsman whose name was provided by the alleger
stated _that most electrical cables were hand pulled and he did
not feel that overstressing had been a problem. He added that
the only cases he could recall where tension greater than specified
occurred was when cables were pulled back from conduit after the
pulling' compound (lubricant) had set up.

_

4
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During an inspection conducted on September 22-25, 1981, the NRC\~- '

Region III elecrical inspector did identiif that Hatfield
Procedure No. 10, Revision 10, Issue 2 (Class 1E Cable Installation)
.did not address how it would be verified *. hat the maximum cable
pulling tension had not been exceeded v' en small cables and/or
instrument cables were pulled. (See Insp etion Report No.,

50-454/81-16; 50-455/81-12, Pages 4 and 5, Item 1.c). Subsequently
S&L Drawings 6E-0-3000B Sheets 1 through 5 and Hatfield Procedure
No. 10 were revised to address the required precautions to be taken s

'

when small cables are pulled (see Inspection Report No. 50-454/83-16,
Page 3, unresolved item 50-454/81-16-03).

'During the construction team inspection conducted at Byron Station
March 29-31, April 1, 2, 5-9,12-14, and May 11, 1982, and documented
in NRC Inspection Report No. 50-454/82-05; 50-455/82-04, an item of
noncompliance was issued relative to failure of Hatfield procedures
to contain electrical cable rework instructions and requirements to
calculate cable sidewall pressure prior to pulling. (See Page 4 of
the Notice of Violation, Item 3.c, identified in report as noncom-
pliance item No.50-454/82-05-09c, 50-455/82-04-09c). CECO's initial
response to this item contained in CECO's letter W. L. Stiede to
J. G. Keppler dated July 30, 1982 was rejected. (See NRC letter .

~

C. E. Norelius to Cordell Reed dated September 22, 1981, Page 2.).

CECO subsequently committed to take appropriate corrective action
and this item was closed in NRC Inspection Report No. 50-454/83-16,-('') Page 3.

' \_ /
' '

The following documents a brief review of the development of KECo
Procedure No. 10 (Class 1E Cable Insta11stion).

Revision 3 Issue 3 (Approved by Sargent and Lundy on
*

September 7,1979, implementation date not determined)

Procedure did not require cable tension measurements for either
machine pulled or hand pulled. Information was provided on
maximum tension by cable type and minimum bend radius. Neither
Procedure 10 or the S&L drawings addressed factor for sidewall
pressure.

Revision 4 Issue 1 (issued August 5,1980, S&L approval or
-

i implementation date not determined).
!

I

No new requirements relative to measuring cable tension.
Additional clarification provided on calculating cable
tension.

Revision 10 Issue 2 (implemented September 24, 1981).-

Requirement made for measuring cable tension for all
machine pulls. QC inspectors required to monitor and
record installed tension measurements for machine pulled

. \' ') cable. QC monitoring of tension for hand pulled cables was
optional.

13 F-15
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' [~'') Revision 14 (implemented February 15, 1982).-

V
Made cable tension measurements manditory for all pulls
machine or hand. QC inr.pector still not required to
monitor or record tension for hand pulled cables.

Revision 15 Issue 2 (implemented August 7,1982).*

Section added to addres cable rework. Original QA/QC
requirements apply to cable rework.

S&L Drawing 6E-0-3000B Rev. D, dated November 5,1982,
issued to include sidewall pressure factor in calculating
maximum cable pulling tension.

Revision 16 (implemented December 17, 1982).*

QC inspectors required to monitor and record installed
tension for all cable pulls.

Hatfield Procedure No. 10 Revision 16 and subsequent approved
revisions presently requires the following relative to cable pulling
tensions: '

The maximum recommended cable pulling tensions will be*

determined by Hatfield Engineering Department in accordancef- s

(' ') with the criteria on S&L Drawing 6E-0-3000B unless otherwise
approved by CECO.

The recommended maximum pulling tension based on the minimum*

radius allowed for the size of conduit installed (and S&L
Drawing 6E-0-3000B) will be documented on Form HP-105 and
provided to tha liatfield QC Department.

The QC inspector will monitor (with a dynamometer) and*

record the installed tensions for all machine and hand pulls.
All information will be entered on Form HP-105.

If the installation tension exceeds the maximum recommended
*

tension, the pull is completed and the maximum installation
r tension is documented on Form HP-105 and a HECo Discrepancy

Report (DR) is issued.

| f''N
'

( )
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(~N HECo Engineering reviews the DR and recalculates the maximum
-

allowable pulling tension based on the "as built" configuration
of the conduit rather than the minimum (the actual bend radius
is generally larger than the minimum allowed).

If the actual pulling tension exceeds the recalculated maximum*

then a nonconformance report (NCR) is issued and sent to
CECO /S&I. for resolution.

A cursory review of the NCR log for the period February 24, 1982
through January 12, 1984 indicated that at least 25 NCRs concerning
over tensioning of cables had occurred. Fourteen of these were still
open as of January 14, 1984. Most of the NCRs had been issued in
1983 subsequent to receipt of the allegation.

The DR log was also reviewed but did not contain enough detail to
identify a DR concerning cable over tensioning.

Discussions with cognizant Hatfield QC personnel indicated that the
number of over tensioned cables was not unusual considering the
several thousand cables being installed and that when over tensioning
did occur it was documented and properly resolved.

Documentation relative to the broken instrument cable was not located
but only a cursory review was performed.

o)|V This item remains open pending further and more detailed review of the
records, discussions with other QC inspectors and electrical craf tsmen,

and verification of corrective action on: (1) cables identified on
DRs and NCRs as over tensioned, and (2) cables installed prior to when
installed tension measurements were required. (50-454/84-02-03;
50-455/84-02-03)

w. Allegation

Alleger claimed to have reviewed the qualification records of
the Hatfield and Pittsburgh Testing electrical inspectors.
Alleger considered only about six of eight Level II inspectors
to be qualified for the' position they hold. As an example, the
lead inspectors had background in civil, not electrical,
inspection.

Finding

This allegation is true but the item was previously identified
during the team inspection at Byron Station and is being
tracked as an item of noncompliance, No. 454/82-05-19;
455/82-05-19. Also see NRC Inspection Report No. 50-454/82-17;
50-455/82-12, Item 3.b.(1) on Pages 4 and 5.

m
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's/ Twenty-three (23) of the 31 allegations still unresolved at the close'

of the Byron OL Hearing were assigned to NRC Region III for
resolution. Inspection into 2 of those 23 has not been completed,
thus no information as to these can be provided at this time.

4. Allegations Investigated by OI (Office of Inve:tigation)

Eight of the 31 allegations received but not rasolved at the close
of the Hearings an2 August 12, 1983 had been referred to OI because
they involved possible wrongdoing.

OI has completed their investigation int; these allegations but
results have not been released as of January 13, 1984. Per
discussions with the P gion III Director of OI on January 4,19B4,
the final draft of their report has been completed and is under
review by OI management.

5. Summary o' f NRC Followup Inspections Concerning Noncompliance 454/82-05-19;
455/82-04-19, " Inadequate Training and Improper Certification of
Contractor QC Inspectors"

a. Background

The reinspection program was implemented to determine tae validity
of inspections performed by quality control inspectors whose/''} qualifications were in question because of deficiencies idetaifiedis'_,f . in the Byron Station contractor's evaluation and certification of
quality control inspectors. The initial deficiencies in certifying
quality control (QC) inspectors were identified during an NRC
inspection documented in Report Nos. 50-454/82-05 and 50-455/82-04.

The reinspection program was defined in a letter dated
Februa ry 23, 1983, from Mr. W. L. Stiede, Assistant Vice
President, Commonwealth Edison Company to Mr. J. G. Keppler,
NRC Region III Administrator. Basically, the program consisted
of the following:

For six of the eight contractors every fifth inspector (20%)
was selected from a chronological listing based on the date
of certification of each QC inspector certified since the
beginning of the project. Further a minimum of three
additional inspectors for each contractor was selected by
the NRC Senior Resident Inspector. Each individual
inspection performed during the first 90 days by the
selected contractor inspectors were reinspected where
accessible.

For the remaining two contractors, each individual inspection
performed during the first 90 days of each QC inspector
(100%) certified since the beginning of the project was

gs reinspected where accessible.
k ,)

-
.

.
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r-'s Inaccessible inspections were defined as those which would require
i } dismantlint to gain access (e.g. embedded or buried in concrete,s~ ~ '

internal alignments, etc.) or where the process was an event which
could not be recreated. Fireproofing, insulation, etc. did not
make the item inaccessible and was removed where necessary to
conduct the inspection.

Provisions were contained in the program to make another selection
if all or most of an inspector's inspections were inaccessible.

Provisions also existed in the program to increase the sample size,
both as to the number of inspections made by a selected inspector
or 'the number of inspectors selected to have their initial work
reinspected, if an unacceptable number of rejectable defects were
identified during the reinspections.

b. Inspection Report Nos. 50-454/83-26; 50-455/83-19 (Inspection
Conducted June 7-10, 1983)

This report documented a special inspection conducted on the
overall status of the reinspection program. In particular, the
inspectors examined each contractor to determine approximate
percentages of all inspectors whose first 90 days were initially .

subjected to reinspection, actual numbers of inspectors included
for initial reinspection population and approximate percentages,

|- of initially required reinspections completed to date. The'

('_ inspectors examined in more detail, the program status for four(_,- key contractors; Hatfield Electric, Hunter Corporation, Johnson
1 Controls Incorporated and Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory. For

these contractors, the inspection report detailed functional areas
being reinspected, attributes included in each functional area and,
a summary of reinspection results, accumulated from the beginning
of the program up until the time of the NRC inspection. The
results were obtained directly from the contractors and had not
yet been subjected to review by the independent Level III inspector
as provided for in the program.

j It was determined during this inspection that, to date, CECO
| Quality Assurance had not yet conducted any audits of reinspection
i. program implementation, though CECO QA personnel did state that

such audits were planned. This matter was documented as Unresolved
Item 50-454/83-26-01; 50-455/83-19-01 pending NRC review of future
Ceco QA activity in this area.

Oi O
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A c. Inspection Report No. 50-454/83-37 (Inspection Conducted on
[ Auaust 8-12, 16-19, and Septamber 7-9, 1983

This inspection consisted of a review of reinspection program
results accumulated from the beginning of the program up until

.

August 15, 1983 for two Byron Site contrsetors; Powers-Asco-Pope
and Hatfield Electric Company. The inspection report documents
reinspection results obtained directly from the contractors and

1not yet subjected to independent, third party, Level III inspector ;
review. The results are presented by inspector, attributes '

inspected, total number of inspections for each attribute and,
number of rejects for each attribute. In addition, the report
provides a breakdown of rejected items including, for each
attribute reinspected, a description of the specific basis for
rejection and the number of items rejected on each specific basis.
A similar breakdown of items rejected based upon visual weld
re-examinations was not provided in this report but was included
in NRC Inspection Report Nos. 50-454/83-39; 50-455/83-29, discussed
below.

'

d. Inspection Report No. 50-454/83-38; 50-455/83-28 (Inspection
Conducted on August 3-4, 8, 1983)

This inspection report documents concerns identified by NRC
.

i inspectors concerning Hatfield Electric Company quality control
| inspection documentation utilized to identify items previouslyh inspected by inspectors selected for reinspection. Hatfieldu

!- h Electric Company's documentation system did not readily lend
itself to sorting inspection reports by QC inspector nor were
superse N inspection reports so identified. As a result, the
NRC inspectors were concerned that items identified for
reinspection may have been subject to rework, modification or
removal since originally inspected by the selected inspector.
In such cases the ites would not be representative of the
selected inspector's work. This concern was identified to
the Applicant in a meeting held on August 4, 1983. The
Applicant agreed to review the matter and establish measures,
as necessary, to assure that reinspection of'Hatfield Electric,

Company work would encompass only those items which would be
representative of the selected inspector's work. Followup on
this matter will be included in 'the NRC Region III's review and

-

evaluation of the reinspection program.

e. Inspection Report Nos. 50-454/83-39; 50-455/83-29 (Inspection
Conducted on Auaust 8-12, 15-19, 22-23, 29, September 2, 8-9,
12-15, 22, 26-28, November 16-17 and 22, 1983)

This inspection of the Applicant's reinspection program, by
far the most comprehensive performed by NRC Region III to date,
was performed after the vast majority of required reinspections

-

o
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/] were completed. The report provided an overview of the program
'

(/ including analysis, by contractors, of: the quantity of
inspectors whose work was reinspected versus the total number
of individuals employed as inspectors over the time period in
which work subject to reinspection was performed; the quantity
of items reinspected; the number of inspectors qualified in a
given area versus the number of inspectors in that area whose work
was reinspected and; inspector performance based upon initial
reinspection of subsequent work required based upon the results
of reinspection of the first 90 days work and, any required
reinspection of work performed by inspectors not originally
selected but added to the population due to previous reinspection
results.

Following the overview described above, the report documents._

review of inspector certification records for Midway Industrial
Contractor, Inc., whose work was not subject to reinspection due
to unrecreatability of inspection attributes or inaccessibility
for reinspection.

.

The next section of the report documents review of weld inspector
certificatien packages and weld reinspection results, including
independent visual examination of numerous reinspected welds by -

an NRC inspector. The contractors included in this review were:
Hatfield Electric Company, Hunter Corporation, Nuclear Installation,

Services Company, Pittsburgh Testing I.aboratory, Powers-Azco-Pope,- (q
d Johnson Controls Incorporated, Blount Brothers Corporation and,<

| Reliable Sheet Metal Works Incorporated. Review of what the
Applicant determined to be the 100 " worst case" welds identified
by reinspection, the disposition of welding discrepancies identified
by reinspection and NRC inspector observations concerning the
performance and results of weld re-examinations for all contractors
were documented and included in this section of the report.

The last section of the report dealing with the reinspection
Progrsm concerns review of safety-related component handling,
installation, and protection. A summary of reinspection results
by inspection type (documentation, hardware, welding and bolt
torque) is provided for three contractors, Hunter Corporation,
Nuclear Installation Services Company and Johnson Controls
Incorporated.

f. Additional NRC Review Performed or Planned

NRC Region III Staff reviewed the Applicant's Preliminary Report
on the reinspection program results submitted October 28, 1983.

L
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\(V As a result of this :eview the Applicant was notified by telephone
on November 10, 1983 and subsequently by letter dated November 18,
1983 that the following comments be incorporated into the final
report:

(1) The report should be drafted in accordance with the original
program. Specifically, the tables and conclusions based
on those tables should be based on the findings of the
Level II examiner or the independent Level III examiner.
Use of a Ceco Level III examiner to change the results
of the independent Level III findings is not in accordance

- with the original program.

(2) Provide tabulation of the results of inspection attributes
(weld overlap, undercut, etc.) in order to determine the need._ .

if any, for further inspections. This tabulation could be made
available to our inspectors, and need not be in the report, but
as a minimum, the conclusions you have reached regarding the
tabulations should be included in the report.

(3) Review different inspection activities and determine if certain
areas such as final hanger inspections warrant further review
based on reject rates. '

As a result of incorporating comment 1 in the evaluation of
i reinspection results, the Applicant determined the need for additional
, [ reinspections. Subsequently, the Applicant submitted his final
! %

report dated January 12, 1984 which included the results of these
.

additional reinspections with the exception of reinspections of
one Hatfield Electric Company visual weld inspector's work. The
Applicant will provide these results in a future supplement to the
final report.

The NRC Region III staff will review the final report to determine
whether a need for further reinspection or other corrective action
in response to Noncompliance 454/82-05-19; 455/82-04-19 is warranted.
Region III inspectors will also perform additional hardware inspections
to verify reinspection program results and as part of the NRC's
routine inspection program.

| 6. Exit Meetina
,

The inspection findings were discussed with Mr. R. Tuetken on January 18,
1984.

i

!
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Docket No. 50- G4
Docket No. 50-455

Commonwealth Edison Company
ATTN: Mr. Cordell Reed

Vice President
Post Office Box 767
Chicago, IL 60690

Gentlemen: '

This refers to the special safety inspection conducted by Mr. R. S. Love of
this office on January 23-27, 1984, of activities at Byron Station authori:ed
by NRC Construction Permit No. CPPR-130 and No. CPPR-131 and to the discussion
of our findings with Mr. G. Sorensen and others of your staff at the conclusionof the inspection.

The enclosed copy of our inspection report identifies areas examined during theinspection. k'ithin these areas, the inspection consisted of a selective exam-
ination of procedures and representative records, observations , and interviews

'
with personnel.,

q., '

During this inspection, certain of your activities appeared to be in ncn-
compliance with h7C requirements, as specified in the enclosed Appendix.written response is required. A

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790(a), a copy of this letter and the enclosure (s)
will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room unless you notify this office,
by telephone, within ten days of the date of this letter and submit written
application to withhold information contained therein within thirty days of thedate of this letter. Such application must be consistent with the requirementsof 2.790(b)(1). If we do not hear from you in this regard within the specified
periods noted above, a copy of this letter, the enclosure (s), and your response
to this letter will be placed in the Public Document Room.

The responses directed by this letter (and the accompanying Notice) are net
subject to the clearance procedures of the Office of Management and Bud;;et
required by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, PL 96-511. as

.
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!. .15 E34,ssy Commonwealth Edison Company 2,

h
..

We will gladly discuss any questions you have concerning this inspection.
.

Sincerely,

f.. YC
W. . Little, Chief
Engineering Branch 2

Enclosures:
1. Appendix, Notice -

of Violation
2. Inspection Reports

No. 50-454/84-09(DE) and
No. 50-455/84-07(DE)

cc w/encls:
D. L. Farrar, Director

of Nuclear Licensing '

V. I. Schlosser, Project Manager
Gunner Sorensen, Site Project

g'' Superintendent
-( j R. E. Querio, Station,

Superintendent

DMB/ Document Control Desk (RIDS)
Resident Inspector, RIII Byron
Resident Inspector, RIII

Braidwood
Phyllis Dunton, Attorney

General's Office, Environmental
Control Division

Ms. Jane M. Whicher
Diane Chavez DAARE/ SAFE
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Q/ -

NOTICE OF VIOLATION

Comonwealth Edison Company
Docket No. 50-454

As a result of the special safety inspection conducted on January 23-27, 1984,
and in accordance with the NRC Enforcement Policy, 47 FR 9987 (March 9,1982),

.

'

the following violation was identified:

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, as implemented by CECO Topical Report
CE-1-A, Section 16, requires that seasures be established to assure that
conditions adverse to quality are promptly identified and corrected.

Contrary to the above, the failure of Hatfield Electric Company to provide an
adequate response on DR 3382 has resulted in 12 safety-related electrical
cables being installed in Byron Station, Unit 1, whose quality is indeterminate
in that one or more of these cables was overstressed during the attempted
pull-back of cable IVA709.

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement II). ~

' Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, you are required to submit to this
office within thirty days of the date of this Notice a written statement orp] explanation in reply, including for each item of noncompliance: (1) corrective('
action taken and the results achieved; (2) corrective action to be taken to
avoid further noncompliance; and (3) the date when full compliance will be
achieved. Consideration may be given to extending your response time for good
cause shown.

j /(!/ (<
Dat d /' W. S. I.itne, Chief

Engineering Branch 2

.
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%,,) U.S. NUCLEAR REGUIATORY COMISSION

-

REGION III

Reports No._ 50-454/84-09(DE); 50-455/84-07(DE)
.

Docket Nos. 50-454; 50-455
Licenses No. CPPR-130; CPPR-131

Licensee: Commonwealth Edison Company
Post Office Box 767
Chicago, Illinois 60690

Facility Name: Byron Station, Units 1 and 2
.

Inspection At: Byron Site, Byron, Illinois

Inspection Conducted: Janua ry 23-27, 1984

Inspector: R. S. Love J //.5 T/
'Date

.

Approved By: C. C. Williams, C 3 //f 3*/Plant Systems Section Date
-~

~

'

Inspection Summarv

Inspection on Januarv 23-27, 1984 (Reports No. 50-454/84-09(DE);
^

50-455/84-07(DE))
Areas Inspected: Review of licensee action on previously identified items.
Followup on an allegation that safety-related electrical cables had been
oyer-tensioned during installation. This allegation was substantiated by the
review of records and personnel interviews. This inspection involved a total
of 40 inspector-hours by one NRC inspector.

~

Results: In the areas inspected, one item of noncompliance (inadequate
disposition on a Deviation Report - Paragraph 3.c) was identified.

0\
U
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DETAII.S

..

1. Persons Contacted

Commonwealth Edison Company
.

*G. Sorensen, Construction Superintendent
*K. J. Hansing, Quality Assurance Superintendent
*J. O. Binder, Project Electrical Supervisor
*E. L. ' Martin, Quality Assurance Supervisor
*M. Dellabetta, Quality Assurance Engineer
*E. Sager, PCD Electrical Engineer
*J. W. Rappeport, Quality Assurance Engineer
' R. B. -Klingler, Project Quality cuatrol Supervisor
M. E. Lohmann, Assistant-Construction Superintendent

.5

Hatfield Electric Company (HICo)

D. L. Heider, QA/QC Manager

The inspector also contacted and interviewed other licensee and contractor
.

personnel during this' report period.

* Denotes those present at the exit interview conducted on January 27,.,s

( ) 1984.,

'O
2. Action on Previously Identified Items

(Closed) Open Item (50-454/82-17-03; 50-455/82-12-03): This itema.

pertained to the conflict between the SAR co=mitment to the 1972
edition of the~AWS D1.1 Code and the implementation of the 1975
edition by the electrical contractor. SAR Amendment 44, dated

-

December 1983, revised Table 3.8-2 to' delete Code edition. Effective
Code edition will be determined by the date of the applicable
contracts.

b. (Closed) Open Item (50-454/83-16-03): This item pertained to the
damaged cable documented on NCR 597 and the misrouted cables caused
by improper labeling of conduits. The damaged cable was replaced and
FCR F-22863 was issued to show as-built conditions for conduit
markings and cable routing.

(Open) 10 CFR 50.55(e) Report (50-454/83-11-EE; 50-455/83-11-EE):.c.

. After completion of the Hot Functional Testing at Byron Station' '
Unit 1, the covering on the Anaconda Type NWC flexible conduit
utilized inside the containment was observed to be split open on

3 several installations. All liquid tight flexible conduits inside
p Unit 1 and Unit 2 containments are being covered with Okonite T-35

Jacket tape. This tape is qualified for containment environment.
'~'

As of the date of this inspection, Unit 1 is approximately 95% com-
. plete. This item must be closed for the applicable unit prior to

loading fuel.

4

2
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. 3. Follow-up on Allegations \

.( )- '

I'- '

The Region III office received an allegation that some safety-related
electrical cables had been overstressed during installation at the ByronStation. As noted below, this allegation was substantiated. Reference:Open Item 454/84-02-03; 455/84-02-03.

-

Background - Electrical cables may be overstrensed by exceeding the
maximum pulling tension or sidewall pressure during installatica or
re-work activities. The information required to calculate these maximum

-values are normally provided by the cable manufacturer for the various
types of cable provided.

A review of Ceco nonconformance reports (NCRs) indicated that thea.

following NCRs were prepared to document potential electrical cable
overstressing: *

T539, dated April 2, 1981. During the installation of safety-.

related cables IDC030 and IDC089 (type 1/c-350 MCM) a pulling
guide with a 9" radius was utilized. Installation tension was
2800/). Per project drawings, a pulling guide with a mimimum of
a 18" radius should have been used during the installation acti-
vities. Using a 9" radius pulling guide, the maximum pulling
tension should have been limited to 375# so as not to exceed

.

the maximum cable sidewall pressure. The subject cables were
replaced and the NCR was closed on September 7, 1982.

\- O
j'"''l T679, dated October 30, 1981. During the installation of

;
.

'

safety-related cable 2SXO98 (type 3/c (/4/0) a pulling guide with
a 6" radius was utilized and cable installation tension was notmeasured. Per the approved disposition, a High Potential (Hi-
Pot) Test at 17 kV for 5 minutes and an Insulation Resistance
Test at 2.5 kV de were satisfactorily performed on the subject
cable. NCR was closed on March 9, 1982.

.T747, dated November 16, 1982. Was prepared to document that.

*

the cable pulling tension criteria delineated in ECN 2579, dated
May 19, 1982 and ECN 3015, dated October 13, 1982, was not im-
plemented by the electrical contractor, HECo, until October 27,
1982. Between May 19, 1982 and November 4, 1982, 133 cables
were installed in conduit where the tension was measured.
Utilizing the criteria contained in ECNs 2579 and 3015, these
cable pulls were analyzed by Sargent and Lundy. Upon completion
of the analysis, it appeared that 17 of these cables may have
been overstressed. All of the applicable data, including
sketches of the routing, for these 17 cables was forwarded to
the cable manufacturer, Okonite Company, for their analysis.'

The Okonite analysis indicated that the 17 cables were accept-
able as installed. The Region III inspector reviewed the
Okonite analysis and found it acceptable. The NCR was closed
on November 10, 1983. This item is also documented on HECo

'

NCR 482.o

(_ - .
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F756, dated December 23, 1982. During the installation of.. .

/'~'s
. (s_) safety-related cables IFW217 (12/c #14), IFW262 (2/c #14),

IFW346 (2/c #14),-1FW458 (2/c #14), IFW510 (2/c #14), IFW561
(2/c #14), IMS282 (12/c #14), IMS283 (12/c #14), IMS325 (2/c
#14), ISD054 (7/c #14), ISD058 (7/c #14), and ISD062 (7/c #14)
it appeared that the cables had been overstressed. The a'ctual
pulling tension was 610#. Utilizing the equation Ta = 0.6 x n x
Tcs, the maximum allowable tension would be approximately 475#,where: Ta = allowable tension in pounds; a = number of cables
in the pull; Tes = maximum pulling tension of the smallest cable
,in the pull (2/c #14 = 66#); and 0.6 = additional safety factor.
Utilizing equation Ta = 0.008 x cm x n y 0.7, as provided by
Okonite, the allowable tension would be approximately 1590#.
Equation Ta = 0.008 x em x n is found in IEEE Standard 422-1977
and the safety factor of 0.7 was provided by Okonite. Based on -

the above information, the subject cables were accepted as
installed. Sidewall pressure was not a factor. NCR was closed
on July 20, 1983. This item is also documented in HECo NCR 511.

F775, dated January 24, 1983. During the installation of.

safety-related cables: 1AP183 (HECo NCR 556); 1AP073, IAP320,
IAP322 (HEco NCR 557); 1AP072, IAP319, IAP321 (HECo NCR 558);
2SX138, 2SX139, 2SX140, 2SX149, 2SX153 (HEco NCR 559); 2AP179,
2AP300, 2AP401, 2SXO79, 2VX044, 2DC072 (HECo NCR 560); IVCD28
(HEco NCR 561); 11P005, IIP 006 (HEco NCR 562); IIP 033, IIP 034
(HECo NCR 563); IVA580, IVA581 (HEco NCR 564); IVA580, IVA581
(EECo NCR 565); IVA558, IVA559, IVA560 (EECo NCR 566) and, _3

| .f%- ') IVA374, IVA375, IVAS48 (EECo NCR 567) it appeared that the
cables had been overstressed. Based on the revised criteria for
calculating maximum allowable pulling tension, all cables except
1AP183 were accepted as installed. Cable IAP183 was Hi-Potted
at 29.5 kV de for 5 minutes and was found satisfactory for its,

intended use. NCR was closed on November 10, 1983.

F799, dated March 14, 1983. During installation of safety-re-.

lated cable 2EF096 (4/c #14), the cable was overstressed.
*

Actual pulling tension was 145# and the maximum allowable pul-
ling tension was 132#. Okonite performed an evaluation of this
cable and found it acceptable as installed. NCR was closed on
December 18, 1983. This item is also documented on HECo NCR 579
and Discrepancy Report (DR) 1777.

F800, dated March 14, 1983. During installation of safety-re-.

lated cable 2VA319 (4/c #14), the cable was overstressed.
Actual pulling tension was 140# and the maximum allowable pul-
ling tension was 132#. Okonite performed an evaluation of this
cable and found it acceptable as installed. NCR was closed on
December 13, 1983. This item is also documented on HECo NCR 580
and DR 1800.

F802, dated March 23, 1983. During pull back of safety-related.

cable 1AF279 (2/c #14), it appeared that the cable was over-
stressed. Actual pulling tension was 400 and utilizing the

4
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(,_) revised criteria, the maximum allowable pulling tension is 66#.
The cable was accepted as installed, (Eco NCR 586 and DR 1835).L./
During installation of safety-related cables 10G189 (24/c #20)
and IDG187 (2/c #16), it appeared that these cables were over-
stressed. Actual pulling tension was 710 and utilizing the
revised criteria, the maximum allowable pulling tension is
approximately 250#. These c.51es were accepted as installed.
This NCR was closed on June 28,1983, (Eco NCR 588 and
DR 1857).

7809, dated April 15, 1983..

During rework (pullback) of safety-
related cables 1VD119 (2/c #14), IVD120 (2/c #14), and DG042
(2/c #10), the cables were overstressed. For cable 1DG042, the
maximum allowable pulling tension is 166# and the actual tensionwas 195#. Cable 1DG042 was replaced. For cables 1VD119 and
IVD120, the maximum allowable pulling tension is 105.66 and the
actual tension was 110#. These cables were accepted as instal-
led based on an evaluation by Okonite. NCR was closed on
January 9, 1983. (Eco NCR 599).

F821, dated May 20, 1983. During installation of safety-related.

cable !VA709 (2/c #16), the cable was overstressed. The maximum
allowable pulling tension is 58# and the actual tesnion was120#. The cable was : eplaced and the NCR closed October 14,
1983, (ECo NCR 605 and DR 2075).

(p F827, dated July 8, 1983. During installation of safety-related.'') cable 2VA707 (2/c #16), the cable was overstressed. The maximum
allowable pulling tension is 580 and the actual tension was
180s. Tne cable was replaced and NCR closed on October 28,
1983. (Eco NCR 642 and DR 2458).

F837, dated August 5, 1983. During installation of safety-re-.

lated cables 2VA786 (2 x 1/c #14), IVA784 (2/c #14), and IVA756
(2/c #14), the cables were overstressed. The maximum allowable

. pulling tension for each cable is 66#, The actual pulling ten-
sion for each cable was 115#, 92/120#, and 100# respectfully.
Cable IVA784 was overstressed (92/120#) in two portions of the
pull. As of January 26, 1984, this NCR was still open. These
items are documented on Eco NCRs 658 (2VA786), 660 (IVA784),
662 (IVA784) and 666 (IVA756).

F838, dated August 5, 1983. During installation of safety-re-.

lated cables 1RC650 (16/c #16), IRC,651, IRC652, IRC653, IRC654,
IRC655, IRC656, IRC657, and IRC658 (IRC651-1RC658 all 3/c #16),
the cE les were overstressed. The combined maximum pulling
tension for these cables is 354# and the actual tension was
440#, (Eco NCRs 649 and 650). During installation of safety-
related cables 1AR025 (2/c#16) and 1AR160 (2/c #16), the cables
were overstressed. The combined maximum pullfog tension for
these cables is 116# and the actual tension was 260#. As of
January 26, 1984, this NCR was still open.

5
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F839, dated August 8, 1983. During rework (pull back) of,s .

/ } safety-related cable ICV 029 (4/c #14), the cable was overstres-
/ sed. The maximum allowable pulling tension is 1320 and the

actual tension was 145#. Based on an evaluation by Okonite, the
calbe was acceptable for re-installation. NCR was closed on
January 13, 1984. (HECo NCR 673 and DR 2787). .

F844, dated August 22, 1983. During rework (pull back) of.

safety-related cables IFWO20 (2/c #16), IRC395 (2/c #16), and
IRC400 (2/c #16), the cables were apparently overstressed. The
maximum allowable pulling tension was calculated to be 139# and
the actual tension was 175#. Based on the criteria supplied by
Eaton, cable manufacturer, the maximum allowable pulling tension
for these cables is 176.4#. The cables were acceptable for
re-installation. NCR was closed on November 17, 1983. (HECo
NCR 681). ,

,

F845, dated August 20, 1983. During installation of safety-.

related cables 1AP149 (3/c #500 MCM) and 1AP152 (3/c v500 MCM),
the cables were overstressed. The maximum allowable pulling
tension due to sidewall pressure limitations is 3000u. The
actual T311ing tension for cable 1AP149 was 5400# and 57549 for
cable 1AP152. As of January 24, 1984, this NCR was still open,
(HICo NCR 687). -

F865, dated November 17, 1983. During installation of safety-.

<- s related cable 2VA787 (2/c #14), the cable was overrtressed. The
( ) maximum allowable pulling tension is 66# and tne actual tension
*~'' was 1150. As of January 24, 1984, this NCR was still open (EECo

NCR 769 and DR 3596).

F864, dated November 17, 1983. During installation of safety-.

related cable 2DG105 (4/c #14), the cable was overstressed. The
maximum allowable pulling tension is 1320 and the actual tension
was 310#. As of January 24, 1984, this NCR was still open (EECo
NCR 765 and DR 3523).

.

F865, dated December 2,1983. During installation of safety-.

related cables IVA755 (2/c #14) and IVA795 (2/c #14), the cables
were apparently overstressed. The maximum allowable pulling
tension is 132# and the actual pulling tension w.s 1386. As of
January 24, 1984, this NCR was still open, (HECo NCR 733 and DR
3687).

Pending a review of CECO NCRs F837, F838, F839, F845, FS63 F864, and
F865 for proper closure, this item is unresolved (50-454/84-09-01;
50-455/84-07-01).

b. A review of KEco NCRs 1-450 and the NCR log !ce NCRs 451 839 indi-
cated that the following NCRs were prepared to document potential
overstressing of electrical cables:

*

d
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Note:
I T. Where the coneonformance is described on a Ceco NCR, only the
' x -- status of the HEco NCR and a reference to the CECO NCR will be'

provided.
--

.

483, Opened October 27, 1982. Closed November 29, 1983..

Reference: CECO NCR F747. -

511, Opened December 2. 1982. Closed January 13, 1983..

Reference: Ceco NCR F756.

556, Opened January 24, 1983. Closed January 21, 1984.

Reference: Ceco NCR F775.

557, Opened January 25, 1983. Closed January 21, 1984..

Reference: CECO NCR F775.

558, Opened January 25, 1983. Closed January 21, 1984..

Reference: CECO NCR F775.

559, Opened January 25, 1983. Closed January 21, 1984..

Reference: Ceco NCR F775.

560, Opened January 25, 1983. Closed January 21, 1984..

Reference: CECO NCR F775. -

561, Opened January 25, 1983. Closed January 21, 1984.

g g Reference: Ceco NCR F775.s

/'

'''
562, Opened January 25, 1983. Closed January 21, 1984.

Reference: CECO NCR F775.

563, Opened January 25, 1983. Closed January 21, 1984..

Reference: CECO NCR F775.

564, Opened January 25, 1983. Closed January 21, 1984..

Reference: CECO NCR F775.
.

565, opened January 25, 1983. Closed January 21, 1984..

Reference: Ceco NCR F775.

566, opened January 25, 1983. Closed January 21, 1984..

Reference: Ceco NCR F775.

567, Opened January 25, 1983. Closed January 21, 1984.

Reference: CECO NCR F775.

586, opened March 17, 1983. Closed September 6, 1983..

Reference: Ceco NCR F802 and HEco DR 1835.

588, Opened March 18, 1983. Closed September 6, 1983..

Reference: Ceco NCR F802 and HEco DR 1857.

()
( )
L/ '
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g,'' 579, Opened March II, 1983. As of January 25, 1984, this NCR.

;( ) was still open. Reference: Ceco NCR F799 and ECo DR 1777,v.
580, Opened March 'll, 1983. As of January 25, 1984, this NCR.

was still open. Reference: CECO NCR F800 and ECo DR 1800. l

642, Opened July 5, 1983. Closed January 25, 1984. Reference:.
i

CECO NCR F827 and ECo DR 2458.
;

605, Opened May 12, 1983. Closed October 17, 1983. Reference:.

CECO NCR F821 and ECo DR 2075.

599, Opened April 12, 1983. As of January 25, 1984, this NCR.

was still open. Reference: CECO NCR F809.

687, Opened August 12, 1963. As of January 25, 1984, this NCR.

was still open. Reference: Ceco NCR F845.

681, Opened August 11, 1983. Closed January 25, 1984.

Reference: CECO NCR F844.

668, Opened August 1, 1983. As of January 25, 1984, this NCR.

was still open. Reference: CECO NCR F838.

666, Opened July 26, 1983. As of January 25, 1984, this NCR was.

still open. Reference: CECO NCR F837.

662, Opened July 21, 1983. As of January 25, 1984, this NCR was.

still open. Reference: Ceco NCR F837.

660, Opened July 21, 1983. As of January 25, 1984, this NCR was.

still open. Reference: CECO NCR F837.

658, Opened July 20, 1983. As of January 25, 1984, this NCR was.

still open. Reference: Ceco NCR F837 and ECo DR 2714.

673, Opened August 5, 1983. As of January 25, 1984, this NCR. .

was still open. Reference: CECO NCR F839 and ECo DR 2787.

650, Opened July 18, 1983. As of January 25, 1984, this NCR was.

still open. Reference: Ceco NCR F838.

649, Opened July 18, 1983. As of January 25, 1954, th:s NCR was.

still open. Reference: Ceco NCR F838.

773, Opened November 17, 1983. As of January 25, 1984, this NCR.

was still open. Reference: Ceco NCR F865 and Eco DR 3687.

769, Opened November 9,1983. As of January 25, 1984, this NCR.

was still open. Reference: Ceco NCR F863 and ECo DR 3596.

766, dated November 3, 1983. Cable 2DG070 (9/c 014) was pulled.

into a conduit without measuring the cable pull tension in
U

.
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accordance with approved procedures. The cable was pulled back(''h and re-pulled utilizing a dynamometer during the entire opera-'s /
_ tion to measure cable pulling tension. The actual pulling

tension was 40# and the allowable maximum pulling tension is
296#. Cable 2DG070 was accepted as installed. This NCR was
closed on November 10, 1983. Reference: HECo DR 3518. .

765, Opened November 3,1983. As of January 25, 1984, this NCR.

was still open. Reference: CECO NCR F864 and HECo DR 3523.

113, dated June 16, 1980. During installation, cable ISI523.

(2/c #14) was hand pulled through conduit containing approxi-
mately 350' of bends. Conduit runs are normally limited to 270'
of bends between pulling points. The maximum allowable pulling
tension for 2/c #14 cable is 66#. The calculated pulling
tension for this installation was 25.655#. The Region III
inspector reviewed the calculations and they appeared to be
adequate. This NCR was closed on May 21, 1981.

109, dated April 26, 1980. During installation, cables ISXO67.

(3/c #10) and ISX043 (12/c #14) were hand pulled through conduit
containing more than 270' of bends. The maximum allowable
pulling tension for these cables was 645# The calculated pulling
tension for this installation was 132#. Based on the calcula-
tions the cables were accepted as installed. This NCR was
closed on May 21, 1981.

W
| )_ c. The Region III inspector selected the KECo DRs prepared during the
\~ / 3rd quarter of 1983 for review. DRs 2468 through 3362 were prepared

during this time frame. Due to the method of filing, the inspector
reviewed DRs 2400 through 3400. With respect to possible over-
stressing of safety-related cables during installation or re-work,
all DRs, except number 3382, were subsequently documented on NCRs and
are discussed in paragraphs a and b above. Following are the Region
III observations as relating to DR 3382.

During pull back of safety-related cable IVA709 (2/c #16) from 2 1/2"
conduit COA 7464 (Reference: Ceco NCR F821), the other 12 cables
remaining in the conduit were overstressed. Based on interviews with
HICo craft, engineering and QC personnel, Ceco engineering personnel
and the review of applicable documentation, following is a sequence
of events as understood by the Region III inspector:

(1) During the ',nitial installation of cable IVA709, the cable was
overstressed. The maximum allowable pulling tension for this
type of cable is 58.8# and the actual pulling tension was 120#,
This fact was documented on HECo DR 2075, KEco NCR 605, and CECO
NCR F821. The disposition on the CECO NCR was to replace the
cable.

(2) On or about October 4,1983, while attempting to remove cable
IVA709 from conduit COA 7464, pulling tensions of 250#, 450#,

j'''} 140# and 500# were exerted on cable 1VA709. At that point in
v
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time, the decision was made to abandon that portion of cable
f''N IVA709 contained within the conduit. A new cable IVA709 was !

,

1(,) installed and the applicable HECo and CECO NCRs were closed. '

HECo QC inspector prepared DR 3382, dated October 4,1983, to
document that the remaining cables (IVA182, IVA185, IVA707, *

IVA712, IVA714, IVA716, IVA720, IVA721, IVA722, IVA723, IVA818,
and IVA819) may have been overstressed during the attempted
removal of cable IVA709. All cables contained within conduit
COA 7464 were 2/c #16 with an individual maximum pulling tension

4, of 58.8#.
n

(3) During the HEco engineer's evaluation of DR 3382, the engineer
erroneously assumed that the cable pulling crew was attempting
to remove all of the cables in conduit C0A7464 when the pulling
tensions of 250#, 450#, 140# and 500# were reached. Using the

-

above assumption, the HEco engineer calculated the maximum
allowable pulling tension for all the cables as 557#. Based on
the engineer's calculations, the cables were accepted as
installed and the DR was closed on October 10, 1983. In that
the description of the discrepancy as noted on the subject DR
did not contain all of the facts, the inspector can understand
how the engineer made an incorrect assumption. It would appear
that the engineer failed to gather all the facts prior to,

providing a resolution on the DR.
.

(4) The failure to provide an adequate response on DR 3382 has
resulted in 12 safety-related cables (IVA182, IVA185, IVA707,[''} IVA71, IVA714, IVA716, IVA720, IVA721, IVA722, IVA723, IVA818,

\s_,/ and IVAS19) whose quality is indeterminate in that one or more
of these cables was overstressed during the attempted pull-back
of cable IVA709. The individual maximum cable pulling tension
for these cables is 58.8# and the actual measured pulling
tension was 5000. Subsequent to the inspectors findings, HECo
prepared NCR 841, dated January 27, 1984, to document the
overstressed cables.

The licensee was informed that failure to assure that conditions
adverse to quality are promptly identified and corrected is an item ,

of noncompliance in accordance with Criterion XVI of 10 CTR 50,
Appendix B (454/84-09-02).

..

d. During the Byron team inspection (IE Inspection Report
No. 50-454/82-05 and 50-455/82-04) it was observed that the HICo

| procedures did not contain an electrical cable rework procedure nor
; the requirements to calculate electrical cable sidewall pressures
'

prior to pulling cable. This information became part of the Byron,
Unit 1, ASLB hearings conducted in Rockford, IL during August 1983.
During these hearings, the licensee stated that cable-pull reports
for cables already installed are being reviewed against the current

| criteria and any needed corrective action will be taken with the
advice of the cable manufacturer and that all cables, regardless of

| when installed, will meet the current criteria.

!O
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In accordance with Sargent and Lundy (T. R. Eisenbart) letter to
r-'y.

Commonwealth Edison Company (J. T. Westermeier) dated June 23, 1983,
i') S&L performed an analysis of all safety-related cables pulled into

conduit prior to December 1982. These cables pulled into approxi-
mately 2600 conduits and required analysis. Per the S&L letter, one
of the following methods was utilized in performing the analysis:

(1) Calculations for an assumed worst case conduit configuration
containing a worst cable configuration.

(2) Calculations for an assumed worst case conduit configuration
containing the actual cable configuration.

(3) Calculations for the actual conduit configuration containing the
actual cable configuration.

.

S&L's review identified three conduits that required additional
analysis by the cable manufacturer. Cable pulling information for
these conduits was forwarded to Okonite Company, cable manufacturer,
by S&L letter dated June 22, 1983, for their use in perfor=ing the
detailed analysis.

In accordance with S&L (T. R. Eisenbart) letter to CECO
(J. T. Westermeier) dated December 12, 1983, all safety-related .
cables pulled into conduit prior to December 1982 were acceptable.
This acceptability is based on analysis performed by S&L and the
Okonite Co=pany's letter of October 11, 1983, and subsequent

/''N discussions with HECo to determine the actual direction of cable' (_,) pulls into the three conduits analyzed by Okonite. Cable pulled into
cable tray was not considered a potential problem by S&L since the ,

cable information drawings addressed cable side-wall pressure by
specifying minimum cable pulling guide radii, and in addition, the
majority of cables pulled in tray were hand pulled.

The Region III inspector observed that the analytical method would
not provide 100% assurance that all safety-related cables installed
prior to December 1982 had not been overstressed. However, the
analysis plus the various tests performed prior to reactor operations
does provide a reasonable assurance that all the safety-related
cables will perform their intended function. Pending a review of the
analysis performed by S&L, this item remains open. Reference: Open,

Item 454/84-02-03; 455/84-02-03.
. .

4. Unresolved Items

Unresolved items are matters about which more information is required in
order to ascertain whether they are acceptable items, items of noncompli-
ance, or deviation. An unresolved item disclosed during this inspection
is discussed in Paragraph 3.2 of this report.

A
v
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[ 5. Exit Interview
|

The inspector met with licensee representatives (denoted in Paragraph 1)
at the conclusion of the inspection on January 27, 1984. The inspector
summarized the scope and findings of the inspection. The licensee
acknowledged this information. -

.
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O one r,monwe:lth Edison
Com Binder- rs Nai.orai man c.~cago m.no.s.

Addre$S Reoly to Post Office Bon 767 Attachment I
Chicago. Imnois 60690

,

''

April 25, 1984

Mr. James G. Keppler
Regional Administrator
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
799 Roosevelt Road - Region III
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137

.

Subject: Byron Generating Station Units 1 and 2
I&E Inspection Report Nos. 50-454/84-09
and 50-455/84-07

Reference (a): March 19, 1984 letter from W. S. Little -

to Cordell Reed.

Dear Mr. Keppler:
,

Reference (a) provided the results of an inspection report
at Byron Station by Mr. R. S. Love on January 23-27, 1984. During-

( that inspection certain activities were found to be not in,

compliance with NRC regulations. Attachment A to th'.s letter
'

contains Commonwealth Edison's response to the Notice of Violation
which was appended to reference (a).

Please address further questions regarding this matter to
this office.

Very ruly your

*^=
_ _w

D. F. Farrar
Director of Nuclear Licensing

Im

Attachment A

('^
! ) 8426N
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ATTACHMENT A

Response to Notice of Violation

.

Violation

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, as implemented by CECO
Topical Report CE-1-A, Section 16, requires that measures be
established to assure that conditions adverse to quality are
promptly identified and corrected.

Contrary to the above, the failure of Hatfield Electric Company
to provide an adequate response to OR 3382 has resulted in 12
safety-related electrical cables being installed in Byron Statioh, IUnit 1, whose qulaity is indeterminate in that one or more of these
cables was overstressed during the attempted pull-back of cable

N IVA709.
( !

''

Corrective Action Taken and Results Achieved

All thirteen safety-related cables in conduit COA 7464 are being
replaced. Contractor discrepancy reports for all other cables
which were pulled out of conduit have been reviewed to confirm
that this was an isolated incident.

Corrective Action Taken to Avoid Further Noncompliance

As described in Section 3.C of the inspection report, the
possible overstressing of the twelve safety-related cables was
not evalustad because insufficient information was the basis fordisposition of Discrepancy Report OR 3382.

Commonwealth Edison has addressed the circumstances and events
'

pertaining to this item of noncompliance in a letter to the
contractor dated February 2, 1984. This letter emphasized the
need for all personnel to clearly define problems so that when i

they are evaluated, the proper disposition can be given.

This letter also re-emphasized that cables should never be
pulled'unless the cable pulling crew and the QC personnel know

|what the allowable pulling tension is for the cable pull to be
performed,

t,_

!

~J

'
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Additionally, when cables are to be pulled out of conduit, the
allowable pulling tension should be the lesser of the two
following tensions:

1. The calcula'ted maximum pulling tension of the cable (or
~

group of caeles) being pulled out; or
2. The calculated maximum pulling tension of the single

smallest size cable remaining in the conduit.

By utilizing the lesser of these two tensions, we can reasonably
be assured that any cables remaining in the conduit will not be
overtensioned.

Cate When Full Compliance Will Be Achieved

The cables will be replaced by April 30, 1984. Training ses-
sions were held with cable pulling crews on February 29, 1984 .

!
and March 7, 1984.
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Commonwealth Edison Binder*

*
Br'on Ge-e et.ag Stat =on Attachment J

.\
. PO D iB

Byron. lit.no.s 61010

0

Fetr;1ry 2. 'H-

- -

TC: Hatfiela E:e:tr.: Co.

ATTESTICN: Mr. G. Var.derhei
Mr. E. v
Mr. D. Heider

SUBJECT: Pulling Citle 0;t of Conduit

REFERENCES: HECo NCR 605, CECO NCR 821, HECo DR 3352
and HEco NCR 841

'

Hatfield Nd 605, dated May 11, 1983, was written to ider.tify and

O document the overter.sioning of cable 1VA709 dsrir.g irm'.allation.
The disposition of this NCR was to ir.plement the corre:tive action
provided upon resolution of Cor .onwealth Edis;n Co ;any NCR 621,
dated May 18, 1983.

Cor.nonwealth Edisor. Corgany NCR 821 was dispositioned in August, 1953,
with corrective action being to pullout cable 1VA9 9 and regull it
with new cable. In the process of implementir.g this corrective action,
500 po'nds of tension was applied to cable 1VA709 while trying to pull
it out. DR 3382, dated Octeter 4, 1983 was writter. to jo:snent this

condition and ider.;;fy that the renaining twelve (12) caties in the cc -

duit may have been overtensioned due to this 500 po;nds of tension be-
ing applied during the pullout of 1VA709 In fact, even with this 500
pounds of tension a; plied, a portion of 1VA729 could not be pulled out
and had to be aband r.ed in the conduit. The new cable 1VA709 was pulled
in without any problems.

DR 3392 was dis;ositi r.ed by Hatfield's Engineerir.g Oepart.ent on Octoter
7, 1963. The resoluti n was essentially that no proble existed as the
calculated pulling tension for these cables was 557 ;ound which is greater

'

than the 500 pounds that was applied durir.g the pullout of IVA709

.

O .

.

.

s

'
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'It was discovered during an NRC inspection that cable 1VA709 was
+ '

>
individually pulled out of the conduit and as such was subjected
to the-full 500 pounds of tension. The question raised which can-
not be answered is: "How many of the remaining cables in the con-
duit were subjected to this 500 pounds tension?" At Project Con-
struction Department's request, Hatfield has written NCR 841, dated
January 27, 1984 to document this conditien.

This letter is being written to identify the problems associated
with the >above sequence of events so that Hatfield can take the '

necessary corrective actions required to ensure that they never
happen again on this project.

First of all, cables should never be pulled unless the cable pull-
ing crew and the OC personnel know what the allowable pulling ten-
sion is for the cable pull to be performed.

'Second, when cables are to be pulled out of conduit. the allowable
pulling tension for the pullout should be the lessor of the two
following tensions:

1 '. . The calculated maxinum pulling tension of the cable 'or group
of cables) eeing pulled out, or

2. The calculated maximum pulling tension of the single smallest,_.
'

j . size cable remaining in the conduit.
j

By utilizing the lessor of these two tensions, we can reasonably be'

assured that any' cables remaining in the conduit will not be damaged
as a result of overtensioning. These ter.sions should be reviewed
for the particular job in question and if it is apparent that the
cable (s) cannot be pulled out due to this constraint, then Project
Construction Department should be notified.

The fact that OC initiated DR 3382 to identify and track the poten-
tial overtensioning of the additional cables was fine, except that
the. description of the deficiency did not adequately address the
problem. The DR doesn't specifically state that cable 1VA709 was
being pulled out individually and, due to it being twisted around
the remaining cable in the conduit, it was impossible to determine
if the 500 pounds tension was applied to just one of the remain-
-ing cables or all of them.

It must be emphasized to all personnel that when a problem is being
identified, it must clearly identify exactly what the problem is.
In the case 'or DR 3382, Hatfield Engineering's resolution indicated
that there was no problem based on the pulling tension calculation
for the remaining twelve cables in the conduit. This would not have
happened if the deficiency would have been clearly described.

i '\
\ /~j
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Please conduct a training session addressing the problems identified I

in this letter for all production and QA/QC personnel involved with i

, .
cable pulling and cable pulling rework. .

I

*

{.
*

If you have any questions, please contact me.
1

4

Very truly yours,
-

.

!

,

'

s_ ,, . -

;

James 0.5/WderProject Electrical Supervisor |3

Byron Station

JB/rc
'

s

- cc: K. Hansing
,E. Sager,

' File F2790.19 1
t
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) mgc20-7 1 Bf MS. GIB3S:
>

p

|

| 2 Q Mr. Treece, would you state your name for
,

| ''

3- the record,~please?

| 4 -A (Witness Treece) Bobby G. Treece.

5 Q By whom are you employed, Mr. Treece?
6' A Sargent & Lundy.

7 0 What is your current title?
,

8 A Senior Electrical Project Engineer for the,.

9= Byron project.

L
10 Q Do you'have,in front of you a document

F'

[ 'll entitled " Summary of Testimony of Bobby G. Treece on
4 ,

12
s

Issues V and VI, Cable Overtensioning as Limited by
~

13

/_ - s\.
the Licensing Board's Order of June 8, 1984," and a

; $

h. / 14 document entitled " Direct Testimony, Bobby G. Treece,
15 on Issues V and VI, Cable Overtensioning as Limited by
16j the Licensing Board's Order of June 8, 1984" and certain

[-
L 17 attachments thereto?

18 A I do,

19 Q. Do you have any changes or corrections you'd

20 like to make to this testimony at this time?
-

21 A- Yes, I have two typographical corrections.

22 Q Which page is the first correction on?
^

23 A Page 7 of the direct testimony.

24 Q What is the change? |

r
.

25 A In the first-line, the sentence reads, ...as .

"

i

(']L
U

1

1
I
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.l 1mgc20-8 .such,-then do not establish...." The word "then" should
4

2 be "they."

3
Q What is the other change?

4 A It's at the bottom of page 11, at the very

5 -end of the.last sentence, the reference to pages E-14
6 and E-15 should be D-14 and D-15.
7 Q With the changes that you have just made, is

8 . this testimony true and correct, to the best of your

9 . knowledge and belief?

'10 A Yes, it is.

11
Q did you prepare this testimony?

12 '

g- Yes,.with the help of counsel.

~13
'

,-s MS. GIBBS: At this time,~ Judge Smith, I would
t i

-J' / 3d
,

like to give a copy of Mr. Treece's testimony,

15 incorpora' ting.the changes that he has just made, and ask
16

.

that this testimony be received into evidence and be

37 incorporated into the record as if read.

18 JUDGE SMITH: ~Are there objections?

39 MR. CASSEL: No objection, Judge.

20 MR. LEWIS: No objection.

21 JUDGE SMITH: The testimony is received.

22- -(The prepared testimony of Mr. Bobby G. Treece

23
follows.).

24

25

f%;

~% )I

.
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Commonwealth Edison Company-

- , ' ' June 29, 1984-
,

I

: [~'} UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
a _e NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSIONs

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD
'

,

!
1

In the Matter of ) Docket Nos. STN 50-454 OL
*

) STN 50-455 OL
COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY )

)
(Bryon Nuclear Power Station, )

Units 1 and 2) )

SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY OF BOBBY G. TREECE
ON ISSUES 5 AND 6 (CABLE

OVERTENSIONING) AS LIMITED BY THE LICENSING
BOARD'S ORDER OF JUNE 8, 1984

I. Bobby G. Treece of Sargent & Lundy is the Senior Elec-
.

trical Project Engineer for Byron Station.

II. All of the safety-related cables which were installed

in conduit prior to the December, 1982, implementation

of the electrical contractor's revised cable installa-

tion procedure will perform their intended functions.

A. This conclusion is borne out by the analysis

performed by Sargent & Lundy.

B. This analysis comprised the following steps:

1. Available cable pull reports for cables

pulled in conduit before December, 1982, were

reviewed. Many of the cables covered by

these reports were found to be acceptable.

2. For those cable pull reports in which the

. allowable pulling tensions had been exceeded,

(~\
\~-)

.

.

.
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Fs based upon the general pull criteria, the

('--) details of the cable pulls were forwarded to

the cable manufacturers for the performance

of a specific analysis to determine the

acceptability of the cable pulls.

3. All of these cable pulls were found to be

acceptable, based upon the manufacturers'

specific analysis.

4. Sargent & Lundy then analyzed approximately

2600 conduits, wh'ich included all safety

related cables pulled in conduit prior to

December, 1982.
-

5. The safety-related cables in all but'three of

!(') the approximately 2600 conduits analyzed were|_
| V

found to be acceptable.

6. The details of these three conduits were for-

warded to the cable manufacturer for the per-

formance of a specific analysis. Based

upon the cable manufacturer's analysis, these
.'

cables were found to be acceptable.

C. The NRC accepted this analysis and concluded that
~

there was a reasonable assurance that the safety-

reltted cables installed in conduit prior to
.

December, 1982, would perform their intended

functions.

n

g,

.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
5 ''"x NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
( )

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of ) Docket Nos. STN 50-454 OL
) STN 50-455 OL

COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY )
)

(Bryon Nuclear Power Station, )
Units 1 and 2) )

DIRECT TESTIMONY OF
BOBBY G. TREECE

ON ISSUES 5 AND 6
(CABLE OVERTENSIONING),

AS LIMITED BY THE LICENSING BOARD'S
ORDER OF JUNE 8, 1984

Q-1. Please state your name.
'

A-1. Bobby G. Treece.
, ,_ \| !
| \/

Q-2. What is your residence address?

A-2. My residence address is 807 South We-Go Trail,

Mt. Prospect, Illinois 60056.

Q-3. By whom are you employed and in what capacity?

A-3. I am employed by Sargent & Lundy. My position is

; Associate and Senior Electrical Project Engineer

for Byron and Braidwood Stations.

Q-4. Please describe your educational background.

A-4. I received a Bachelor of Science degree in electrical
'

- r~N engineering from the University of Arkansa,s in 1948.
\s-

,

|

. - . , _ , - , . - ._ - - - - - .
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\r x I am licensed as a professional engineer in the states

of Arkansas, Florida and Illinois.

Q-5. Please describe your employment experience.

A-5. I went to work for Ebasco Services in 1948 as a cadet

engineer. In 1951, I joined Sargent & Lundy as an

Electrical Engineer. In 1963, I became an Electrical

Project Engineer and was promoted to Senior Electrical

Project Engineer in 1968, the position which I hold

today. During this period, I have been responsible for

the engineering and design of the electrical aspects

of numerous power plants, both fossil and nuclear.
.

In addition to Byron Station, I have performed electrical

| ('N engineering work for the Dresden, Zion and Braidwood\ ,]'

Nuclear Stations.

-0-6. Please' describe your duties as Senior Electrical Project

Engineer for Byron Station.

A-6. I have-principal responsibility for the electrical

engineering and design for the Byron project. My

duties include the division of work among the Electrical

Project Engineers and Electrical Engineers assigned to

the Byron project team. I supervise and review the

work performed by these engineers and provide the inter-

face' between the Electrical Department of Sargent &

| Lundy and personnel at Commonwealth Edison with respect
/~'i . .

( ,) to Byron Station.
'

'

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _
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j'~j Q-7. Please describe the scope of your testimony.
^% ) \~ ,

A-7. My testimony is in response to Issues 5 and 6,

relating to potential cable overtensioning, or over-
.

!

stressing, at Byron Station, as those issues have

been limited by the Licensing Board's Order of June 8,4

1984. This testimony is intended to supplement the

testimony of James O. Binder, of Commonwealth Edison

Company, which also relates to potential cable overtensioning.

Specifically, my testimony will describe the analysis

performed by Sargent & Lundy of all of the safety-

related electrical cables installed in conduit at Byron
,

Station prior to December, 1982. The purpose of that
,

analysis was to determine whether or not any of those

( ) cables had been_ rendered unacceptable due to overtensioning.

I will describe how the analysis came to be done, the

methodology used in performing the analysis, the

results of the analysis, and the conclusions which were

drawn from it. The attachments to my testimony consist

of various letters and an NRC Inspection Report which

pertain to this matter. I am familiar with the contents

of all of these attachments to the extent that they

pertain to the cable overtensioning matter.

Q-8. Did Sargent & Lundy perform an analysis of all of the

safety-related electrical cables installed in conduit at
.

Byron Station prior to December, 1982, to determine whether
(''N
\s,) any of those cables had been rendered una'cceptable due to

overtensioning?

.

_ _ . - _ . . , , . , .. _- __, __ . . , . . - .
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p A-8. Yes..

Q.

J

Q-9. Is electrical cable installed only in conduit?

A-9. No. Electrical cable may also be installed in cable trays.

Q-10. Why did the analysis performed by E;.rgent & Lundy not

consider cable installed in cable trays?

A-10. Potential overtensioning of cable installed in trays was
'

not considered to be a problem and thus was not included

in the analysis performed by Sargent & Lundy because the

majority of these cables are laid in trays by hand. The

possibility of exerting too much tension during such
_

cable installations is small. For the remainder of

the pulls through trays, the contractor uses pulling
guides , or sheaves, for turning the cable around bends

,
in the tray. For a given pulling tension, these

, guides reduce the sidewall pressure experienced by a

cable below that for a conduit of the same radius.
Sargant & Lundy's installation drawing addressed cable

sidewall pressure by specifying minimum cable pulling
guide radii.

|

'
|

Q-11. Please explain why Sargent & Lundy performed an analysis.

4,
. of all of the safety-related electrical cables installed

1 iri conduit at Byron Station prior to December, 1982, with

respect to potential overtensioning.; - :m

k,/ -A-ll. As previously described in the testimony **of Mr. Binder,,

an NRC inspection in the Spring of 1982 identified as

|

_ _ _ _ . . - - _ _ _ - . _ . - _ _ _ , - - . _ - _ , . . _ . . _ . . _ . . - - _ . _ . . _ . . _ . . _ _ . . . . . . _ _- - -
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i

an item of noncompliance the fact that the cable in--

Is\ ')
#

stallation procedure'used by the electrical contractor,

Hatfield Electric, did not address the requirements to

calculate allowable cable pulling tensions. Common-

wealth Edison's response to this item was to revise the

cable installation procedure so as to address the subjects

of concern to the NRC. In addition, Commonwealth Edison
,

committed to take appropriate action to ensure that all

safety-related~ cables installed prior to the implementation

of the revised procedure in December, 1982, would perform

their intended functions. This was to be accomplished

by a review of cable pull reports and the performance
_

of additional analysis by Sargent & Lundy.

p

Q-12. Did you review cable pull reports covering all safety-

related cables pulled in conduit prior to December, 1982?

A-12. No. Cable pull reports do not exist for all such cables.

Q-13. Why do they not exist?

A-13. Originally, the electrical contractor's cable installation
~

procedure did not' require that cable pull reports be

prepared for all safety-related cable installations.

,

Q-14. Please describe the review of cable pull reports

performed by Sargent & Lundy.

-

'A-14._Sargent & Lundy began by reviewing the available cable pull
I.n .,) reports for cables pulled in conduit before the revised

'

__ -. . . _ -
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4 cable installation procedure was implemented in
g

1v December , 19 82. In addition, Sargent & Lundy reviewed

the cable pull reports attached to Commonwealth Edison

Nonconformance Report (NCR) F-747. For each cable covered

by a cable pull report, Sargent & Lundy calculated the

allowable pulling tension, using criteria supplied by
the cable manufacturer, and compared that tension to the

tension which had been documented on the cable pull

report. This review revealed that 25 of the cable
pulls covered by the cable pull reports exceeded the

allowable pulling tensions. Of these 25 cases, five

cable puils exceeded the allowable pulling tension

determined by tensile strength, 16 cable pulls exceeded ~
,

the pulling tension determined by sidewall pressure and
[,_h
'\s /. four cases exceeded the allowable pulling tension

determined by both tensile strength and sidewall pressure.

For these 25 cable pulls, it was determined that

additional analysis was required before it could be

concluded whether the monitored pulling tensions were
,

acceptable.

Q-15. How could additional analysis demonstrate that the

pulling tensions recorded in the 25 cases mentioned in

Answer 14, above, were acceptable?

A-15. The cable pulling criteria as provided to Sargent &

Lundy by each cable manufacturer are general pull

,o

v

_ - - - - _ ,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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;)~s criteria. As such, the do not establish the maximum
!
>

- tension which the cable can withstand without damage.

The general criteria thus include a margin of con-

servatism. Sargent & Lundy, using these general criteria

from each manufacturer, develops composite criteria

applicable to all cables installed in Byron Station.

Because these composite criteria are based upon the most

stringent of the cable manufacturers ' general criteria,

they provide an additional margin of conservatism for some

types of cables. Sargent & Lundy's analysis of the cable

pull reports was based upon each cable manufacturer's

general pull' criteria. However, due to the manufacturer's
,

margin of conservatism inherent in the general pull criteria,

L /'''s the manufacturer can perform a specific analysis to

|V determine the acceptability of a particular cable pull.

1

Q-16.-What was done-regarding the 25 cable pulls in which the

allowable pulling tension was exceeded?

A-16. Details of these specific cable pulls were forwarded to
,

the cable manufacturers by Sargent & Lundy with a request
,

that-they perform a specific analysis of each cable pull.
:

Based on the cable manufacturers' review, all 25 of these

suspect cable pulls were found to be acceptable. See

Attachment A (letter from Sargent & Lundy to Commonwealth

Edison dated January 26, 1983) and Attachment B (letter

from Sargent & Lundy to Commonwealth Edison dated

() ~

December 12, 1983).

|

,

*
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-~'). Q-17. How did Sargent & Lundy determine whether any of thef
:t
\ i'' safety-related cables for which cable pull reports did

not exist had been rendered unacceptable by overtensioning?

A-17. Sargent & Lundy performed additional analysis to determine

the acceptability of these safety-related cables.

-Q-18. Please describe this analysis.

-A-18. As a basis for this analysis, Sargent & Lundy obtained
.

a listing from Commonwealth Edison of all safety-

related cables pulled in conduit prior to December,

1982. This listing identified the cable number,

conduit number and conduit length for approximately 2600

conduits, and included those cables for which cable

y pull reports did not exist as well as those cables

which were covered by cable pull reports. All 2600

conduits were analyzed by Sargent & Lundy and each

cable pull was dispositioned by one of the following
three methods:

Method 1. Sargent & Lundy determined the critical

(maximum) conduit length for each conduit size assuming

a worst case conduit configuration and a worst case

cab'le configuration. If the actual length of the . conduit

run did not exceed the calculated critical length, it was

concluded that the cables in that conduit had not been
overtensioned. If the actual length of the conduit run

exceeded'the calculated critical length, that conduit run
.(y

( ) was subjected to further analysis using Method 2' below.,

.

+

,v,- ---c ~ - - - , , ,m.. -. -m,non- , , = - . - . - - - , , ---m--,, ----n,-wwe-
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*
y_ Method 2. Sargent & Lundy determined the critical
i
'
's- (maximum) conduit length for each conduit size assuming.a

_

-worst case conduit configuration and the actual installed

cable configuration. If the actual length of the conduit

-did not exceed the calculated critical length, it was con-

cluded that the cables in that conduit had not been over-
tensioned. If the actual length of the conduit.run exceeded

the. calculated critical length, that conduit run was sub-

jected to further analysis using Method 3, below.

Method 3. For the remaining conduits, Sargent &

Lundy calculated the expected pulling tension for the actual

installed conduit configuration containing the actual in-
.

stalled cable configuration. This expected pulling tension

r~S was then compared to the allowable pulling tension as)
''

determined by the manufacturer's general criteria. If the

. expected pulling tension (as calculated) did not exceed the

allowable pulling tension, it was concluded that the cables-

in that conduit had not been overtensioned. If the expected

pulling tension (as calculated) exceeded the allowable

pulling tension, details of the cable installation were

forwarded to the manufacturer with a request that a specific

analysis be performed.

Out of the approximately 2600 conduit runs analysed

using the method (s) described above, only three conduits

were identified for which a specific anal sis by the manu-i

j facturer was required to determine the acceptability of'the

(/) cables. See Attachment C (letter from Sargent & Lundy to' s_ .

!
!
!

!

-_ ___ -. .. . _ _ - - - _ - _ _ - _ - -_
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'- s Commonwealth Edison dated June 23, 1983). Based upon the l

a('j
|specific analysis performed by the cable manufacturer,'the

cables pulled in these three conduits were determined to be

acceptable. See Attachment B (letter from Sargent & Lundy

to Commonwealth Edison dated December 12, 1963).

Q-19. What conclusion did Sargent & Lundy reach regarding

whether any of the safety-related cables installed in

conduit at Byron Station before December, 1982, had been-

rendered unacceptable due to evertensioning?

A-19. Sargent & Lundy concluded that none of the safety-related

cables pulled in conduit prior to December, 1982, was
_

| unacceptable; that is, their ability to perform their
!

-

I 7/' \. intended functions had not been impaired by overten-
,

G
| sioning.

Q-20. Please describe the basis for that conclusion.
A-20. That conclusion is based upon Sargent & Lundy's analysis of

the safety-related cables installed in approximately

2600 conduits. This analysis included cables for which

cable pull reports were and were not available. Most

of the safety-related cables involved were determined

to be acceptable based upon Sargent & Lundy's analysis,
.

which indicated that the expected pulling tensions (as

calculated) did not exceed the allowable pulling

,
tensions for these cables. For the remaining safety-

| /3
Y, us

. . - -- . _ . .. .- _=_ - . __ . _ _ _ _ -
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p_ , related cables, although the allowable pulling tensions
i \
-\~ / as determined by the manufacturer's general criteria

had been exceeded, a specific analysis performed by

the manufacturer demonstrated that the cables will
^

perform their intended functions. Thus, those cables

were also found to be acceptable.

Q-21. Did the NRC accept this analysis of safety-related

cables pulled in conduit prior to December, 1982?

A-21. The NRC accepted this analysis in Inspection Report

50-454/84-27; 50-455/84-19, which is Attachment D to

my testimony. The NRC inspector concluded that there
.

,
was a reasonable assurance that the safety-related

| cables would perform their intended functions. See
: - d(~s -'

Attachment D at pages y-14 to p-15.
D D

.

4

,

..

:
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~ January 26, 1983
.

Project Nos. 4391/2 &
.

Commonwealth Edison Company 4683/4
Byron /Braidwood Stations - Units 1 & 2;

Cable Pull Criteria '

Mr. J. T. Westermeier
Project Engineer
Commonwealth Edison Company
P.O. Box 767
Chicago, IL 60690,

Dear Mr. Westermeier: -

In response to the NRC's findings concerning the Contractor's
Cable Pulling Procedures (Byron IE Inspection Reports Nos.j

50-454/82-05 and 50-455/82-04), Commonwealth Edison Company's
!

! (CECO) letter dated November 5,1982, stated that cable pull'

reports would be reviewed to verify that the allowable sidewall
pressure was not exceeded for cables installed prior to the
implementation of the revised Contractor's Cable Pulling
Procedures. The expected date for completion of the review
was January 31, 1983. As a basis for this review, Sargent &
*Lundy received 44 cable pull reports (listed in Attachment A)
from Byron Station Construction. This summarizes the results
of Sargent & Lundy's review of these cable pull reports.

The cable pull reports were reviewed against the Electrical
Installation - (EI) drawings to identify the conduit containing
the referenced cables. This identification was required to
define the factors necessary to calculate the allowable sidewall
Pressure pulling tension (i.e. conduits smallest bend radius).
For 29 of the cable pull reports received, the conduit contain-
ing the referenced cables was identified. These 29 cable pull
reports coveied 35 cable pulls for 54 safety-related cables.
For the remaining 15 reports, the review of the electrical
installation drawing did not reveal any conduit containing only
the .*eferenced cables.

i

!

*

! *

A-1
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Mr. J. T. Wastarmeior 0*
Commonwealth Edison Company $E N gYo" "

,.

. Janunry 26, 1983
Page 2c.acao

, (*

To increase the data base for this review effort, Sargent & Lundy
also used the cable pulling information included in Non-Confor-
mance Report (NCR) F-747.159 safety-related cables. This data covered 136 cable pulls for

This NCR had been written for cablespulled following the issuance of ECN's 2579 and 3015 but prior
to implementation of the revised Contractor's Cable PullingProcedures.

Sargent & Lundy's review of the above referenced data revealed
that 17 of the 35 cable pulls covered by the cable pull reports,| and 8 of the 136 cable pulls covered by the NCR, potentiallyI

exceed the allowable pulling tensions (reference Attachment B) .
In these 25 cases potentially exceeding the allowable pulling
tension, five cable pulls exceeded the allowable tensile strength
pulling tension, 16 cases exceeded the allowable sidewall
pressure tension, and four cases exceeded both the tensile
strength and the sidewall pressure pulling tension. Additionalanalysis is required before it can be determined whether the
monitored pulling tensions are acceptable. For example,
conversations with Okonite Company indicate that for certain ~

. cable configurations the .6 multiplying factor can be increased
to .8. Also, for cases where the allowable sidewall pressure

| pulling tension has been exceeded the location of the bends in:
| ~'\ the conduit can result in additional relief. A list of the 17

cable pulls and associated cables covered by the cable pull
reports requiring additional analysis have been given to Mr. J. O.
Binder for his use in preparing an NCR.1

Sargent & Lundy will continue work in this area to provide
calculations and/or analysis to address the safety-related
cables pulled in conduit prior to the implementation of the revised
Contractor's Cable Pulling Procedures for which pull reports

| do not exist.

If you have any questions, please contact me.

Yours very truly,

LE. Est,ENDAF:':
)

| T. R. Eisenbart
TRE sh Electrical Engineer.

In duplicate
Enclosure .

,

Copies
; G. Sorensen/J. O. Binder (1/1)

D. L. Leone /W. C. Cleff (1/1)R. J. Netzel (1/1) :

; A-2
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SARGEhn a LUNDY
""

2.N-$ " ATTACHMENT "A" to
Sargent & Lundy's
(T. R. Eisenbart)

/''().
letter dated-

' January 26, 1983
(./

.

.

Commonwealth Edison Company
Byron /Braidwood Stations - Units 1 & 2

.

Project Nos. 4391/2's 4683/4

CABLE PULL REPORTS SUBMITTED FOR REVIEW

PITTSBURGH TESTING LABORATORY REPORT NUMBERS

.

bP-40 CP-316
CP-80 CP-319
CP-81 CP-320*

CP-90 CP-336 -

CP-91 CP-338
CP-109 CP-339

(j~N
CP-124 CP-340

\ CP-218 CP-323
CP-250 CP-321
CP-251 CP-322
CP-293 CP-330

:- CP-294 CP-324
CP-298 CP-317
CP-299 CP-318

* CP-300 CP-295
CP-308 CP-313
CP-309 CP-331
CP-311 CP-310
CP-312 CP-337
CP-314 CP-8
CP-315 CP-7
CP-219 CP-301

CP-125

.

,

'

-- .

A-3

.
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CARGENTOLUNDY*

"$j,Nf 8 ATTACHMENT "B" to
.

, ,

-

Sargent & Lundy's
(T. R. Eisenbart)*

.f3 1etter dated
\,,i

January 26, 1983

\

i
*

!
|

e

.

Commonwea'lth Edison Company-
Byron /Braidwood Stations - Units 1 & 2

Project Nos. 4391/2 & 4683/4

CABLE PULLS POTENTIALLY EXCEEDING

ALLOWABLE PULLING TENSIONS *

Cable Pull -

Report Numbers Cable Numbers

_/''T CP-40 . 1AP183'. . . . . . . . . .
\s,/ CP-80 . 1AP073, 1AP320, 1AP322. . . . . . . . . .

4 CP-81 . 1AP072, 1AP319, 1AP321. . . . . . . . . .
CP-90 . . 2SX138, 2SX140, 2SX153, 2SX258,. . . . . . . . .

2SX100, 2SX110, 2SX260, 2SX139,
2SX149, 2SX157, 2SX137, 2SX102,
2SX112, 2DC073 ',

CP-91 . 2AP179, 2AP182, 2AP300, 2AP401. . . . . . . . . .
* CP-218 IVCO28. . . . . . . . . .

CP-250 IIP 005, LIP 006. . . . . . . . . .

CP-251 LIP 033, IIP 034. . . . . . . . .-.

CP-315 1VA578, IVA579. . . . . . . . . .
CP-316 IVA580, IVA581. . .. . . . . . .

CP-319 IVA558, IVA559, IVA560. . . . . . . . . .

CP-320 IVA374, IVA376, IVA548, IVAS49. . . . . . . . . .

.

.

A-4
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December 12, 1983
Project Nos. 4391/2-00 1

|

Comenonwealth Edison Company
Byron Station - Units 1 & 2

Byron-IE Inspection Report
i

Mos. 50-454/82-05 and 50-455/82-04

Cable Pull Criteria

References (a) Letter dated January 26, 1983,
S&L (TRE) to CECO (JTW)

(b) Letter dated June 23, 1983,
S&L (TRE) to CECO (JTW)

(c) Letter dated June 22, 1983, -

S&L (JFC) to Okonite (CD) *

'

,

1

| Mr. J. T. Westermeior
| Project Engineer

Comunonwealth Edison Cor.psny-

P. O. Box 767
Chicago, IL 60690

Dear Mr. Westermeier:

Reference (a) summarized the results of an S&L review of cable pull
reports obtained from Byron Station. Reference (b) summarized the
results of an SsL analysis of sefety-related cable pulla (in conduit),
prior to the implementstion of a revised pulling procedure, for
which cable pull reports did not exist. As noted in Reference (b),
three of the conduits required further analysis by the cable
manufacturer. Reference (c) transmitted the necessary cable pull
information to the Okonite company and requested their analysis
of same.

I Based on Okonite Company's October 11, 1983 letter (copy attached)
and subsequent discussions with Hatfield Electric Company (i.e., a
review of Hatfield cable pull records to determine actual direction
of pull), we have concluded that the cable pulled in these three
conduits are acceptable. The finding in this letter, together with
References (a) and (b), complete the S&L review of the subject IE

p Inspection Reports. -,

V'

.

M

- _ ._
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Mr. J. T. Westermeier. December 12, 1983
Commonwealth Edison Company Page 2-

C
Based on our findings, we recommend that you supplament your
previous responses to the NRC as follows:

{

Ao discussed in Commonwealth Edison Company's (CECO)
November 5, 1982 and January 24, 1983 letters, CECO
concurs with the NRC findings relative to the contractor's
cable pulling procedures not addressing cable side-wall
pressure criteria. As inHIcated in CECO's November 5, 1982 '

letter, revised design documents were issued (May 19, 1982)
which specified the allowable cable pulling tensions for
cables in conduit, considering both the conductor tensile
strength and the cable side-wall pressure criteria. The
contractor's cable pulling procedures have also been revised
accordingly. Cable pulled in tray was not considered a
potential problem since the architect-engineer's cable
information drawing addressed cable side-wall pressure by
specifying minimum cable pulling guide radii. In addition,
the majority of cable pulled in tray was hand pulled.

In order to verify the acceptability of cables installed
prior to the issuance of revised procedure, the architect- -

*

engineer '(a) reviewed cable pull reports, where available,
and (b) performed generic analyses / calculations, where;

[dN% cable pull reports were not available.|

\- '\t
'

The architect-engineer's review of the cable pull reports
identified several cable installations in which the

-

recorded pulling tension exceeded the allowable pulling
tension, as determined from cable manufacturer's general
pull criteria. Each of these cable pulls was identified
and a Non-Conformance Report was issued by CECO to track
their resolution. The architect-engineer forwarded the
details of these specific cable pulls to the cable
manufacturer with a request that the manufacturer perform,

a specific analysis to determine the acceptability of each
cable pull. Based on the cable manufacturers review, all
of these suspect cable pulls were found to be acceptable.

Where cable pull reports did not exist, the architect-
engineer performed an analysis, utilizing one of the

following (generic or specific, as appropriate) calculation %)to determine the acceptability of each cable installation:

(1) Calculation for an assumed worst case conduit
configuration containing the worst case cable

. configuration.
6

8 G
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ps Mr. J. T. Westerseier December 12, 1983s

() Commonwealth Edison Company Page 3

(2) Calculation for an assumed worst case conduit
configuration containing the actual cable
configuration.

(3) Calculation utilizing the actual conduit
configuration containing the actual cable ,

'

configuration.

This analysis identified several cable installations which,

could not be verified acceptable, based on the cable
manufacturer's general pull criteria. The details of
each such cable installation were forwarded to the cable
manufacturer, with a request that the manufacturer perform
a specific analysis to determine acceptability of each
cable pull. Based on the cable manufacturer's review, all
of these suspect cable pulls were found to be acceptable.

The cable pull reports, analyses, calculations, and other
supporting documentation used in responding to these
inspection reports are available for NRC review. ,

*

.

If you have any questions, please call me.,_

(,)
Yours very truly,

..

T. R. EIGENGART

T. R. Eisenbart
Electrical Engineer

TREndaa
In duplicate
Encl'osures
copies:
D. L. Leone /W. C. Cleff (1/1)

| R. J. Netzel (1/0)

!
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october 11, 1H 3

Sn"w" .~ & I.w;gyu

EPEo
pI 131933

Mr. J. F. Clancy, E.E.
Sargent & Lunc;.

RECZlVEDMail Code 25 DIS
55 East Monroe
Chicago, Illinois 60603

Subject: Commonwealth Edison .enpany'
.

Byron /brii::: cod Statienc-Ur.it: 1 52
Cable Pull Criteria
S&L Spee. F/L-2323 5 2551
CECO P.O. h*cs. 2036C3, 203G 3, 2 7113 & 207'la

Dear Mr. Clancy:

In response to your letter h:0d June , ;.i3 pleace be auvicca
of the follcwinc, as yta requested. '

.

Attached are calculations for the cabic pull.: for the drawin;s
submitted by ycu. ?ullin- fret IJ5262.4 :: 3:ar in cr.e contir. acus

-

.

( ') length provides excessively h1Gh palline ten:1on and sidewal.
~

pressures. This is caused by the exces.::ive nt.=ber of offsc:s
. located in this run. The total tension calculates ou: to 52,000 lbs."

in this direction. The coefficien of fric icn actual was pret2blylower than 0 35 out in :ny case tne all:wable tensien and sideva:.:.
pressures were exceeded by the wide marcin. These calculations
appear on pages 1 and 2 of the attached sheets.

.

If cable had been pulled from the gear :: 105261A, they would have
reduced the tot:1 tension down to apprr. :ne.e * y 16,000 its. anc aa

maximum sidewall ;iressure rf 3 326 lbs . " 't . The:e values althcaghextremely high are well bdow the pull i: :ne other direct 10.. It
would have been nelpful if the puflin ; cv u had used a dyna .oneter
to give us an iden what the aetaal tenu!.r. eas, but it is assaned
they did not.

If the cable wus ptriled frari 1JB261A t1 zear it should be replated
because of the very high cullin- tensicn and sidewall pressure that
would have been ex;,criene 3d.

.

s. N

! ) **

\ }v ,
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Mr. J. F. Clancy -2- 00:ober 11, 1933
.

The cabic 1;; alcay for ine if it wa.: y,ull>d fren the near to
1JB261A Jin:o One :al.:u'ati:n cho. pa s il..- .encie:: and ::Idowall ,

.
.

pressure to be accor.tscle. !

Please call if we can ce et further servlee.-

Very truly yours,

THNOKONIT2CO.!?ANY
'

- 1 d.-
;

. .,4 _ _

,

Charlon L. Doerr
District Manager

.
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June 23, 1983
Project Nos. 4391/2 & 46E3,

Commonwealth Edison Company
Byron /Eraidwood Stations - Units 1 & 2

~

Cable Pull Criteria '

Mr. J. T. Westermeier
Project Engineer
Commonwealth Edison Company

*

P.O. Box 767
Chicago, IL 60690

Dear Mr. Westermeier:

This letter supplements r; January 26, 1983, letter concerning ,.
an initial response to the NRC findings regarding the Contractor's
Cable Pulling Procedures (Byron IE Inspection Report Mos. 50-/.54/

-82-05 and 50-455/S2-04). That letter summarized Sargent E Lundy's-s
/ T (S&L) review of cable pull reports obtained from Byron Stationk/ Construction. In addition to a review of cable pull reports, an

analysis was recuired to address safety-related cable pulls in
conduit prior to impler.entation of the revised contre.ctor's cable
Pulling Frocedures for which pull reports did not exist. This
letter summarizes the result of this additional analysis.

As a basis for this additional analysis, S&L received a listing of
all scfety-related cables pulled in conduit prior to December, 1982,
from Byron Station Construction. This listing identified apprcxin.ately
2600 conduits requiring analysis. SsL has ccmpleted the analysis
for these conduits by utilizing one of the following methods:

1. Calculations for an assumed worst case conduit
configuration containing a worst cable. configuration'.

2. Calculations for an assumed worst case conduit
. ' configuration containing the actual cable con-

figuration.

3. Calculations for the actual conduit configuration
containing the actual cable configuration.

.S&L's review identified three conduits that recuire addicienni
analysis by the cable manufacturer. Cable pulling inforn:tica for
these conduits has been forwarded to Okonite Ccepany, b" S&L letter
dated June 22, 1983, copy enelosed t;p their use in performing a

, O..i / -

C_1
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Mr. J. T. Westermeier June 23, 1983
Commonwealth Edison Company Page 2

!detailed analysis. We will advise you of their findings at a
later date. S&L's analysis concludes that the remaining conduits /
cable pulls are acceptable.

The results of this analysis.and the supporting calculations are
presently being put together into an auditable format. We expect-to complete this effort by July 22, 1983.

If you have any questions, please contact me.

Yours very truly,
.

I R. EISENBART.

-

T. R. Eisenbart
Electrical Engineer

TRE:dw
In duplicate
Enclosure *-

Copies:
| G. Sorensen/J. O. Binder (1/1)
t /Q D. L. Leone /ii. C. Clef f - (1/1)(,/ R. J. Net::e1 (1/1)
:

.
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June 22, 1983
Project Nos. 4391/2 s,

Co:x.onvenith Edison rempany
Byron /Draidwood Stations - Units 1 & 2 ~

. -

Cablo Pull Criteria ~

S(L Spocifications F/L-2823 & F/L-2551
CICo P.O. nos. 20350C, 203609, 207113 & 207114 -

.

.2'.r. C. L. Dosrr
The Okonite Company
1515 Centro Circle,

.

Do;.nars Grove, Illinois 60515

: Dear fir. Doerr:

* - Enclosed are copies of two skotches covering three sepcrato cable.
installation:, at Byrcn Station. Records of the tensions e::perienecd

| during the c.a.ble pulls cro not cvr.ilable, cnd the ccceptanc: cf th:re
! inctalhtioi c is depcadent upon the acceptance of cniculated pulling

ImL) tencion:.

| The e sketch 2s are being cent to you for your an:1ysis and ccmant,
.becauce our preliminary calculations for these installatiens indicate
tha t the r.: :i== alle .:ble pulline tenciens fer the installe i c:. bis:,
based on Okonite's cable pulling criteria,riay have been exceeded.

Will you please 'analy e these cable installations and give us your-

.

recomandction covering the disposition of the installed cables.

If you have any questions about the installations shown on the sketchoc,
please contact us.

| Yours very truly,-

:. -

.

; J. F. Clancy
: .

J. F. Clancy
JTC:d':- t Elcetrical Engin2er
In duplicate
Enc 1*ccure
Copic:-:
J. 't. pectc rncier (1/1).

| -- G. Ecrcnsen (1/1)

(]// D. L. Leonc/N. C. Cit.ff (1/1)| ..
!

-

(~' 5s55
. $b f Ll C-3
:
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Occket No. 50-454
Docket No. 50-455

Commonwealth Edison Company
ATTN: Mr. Cordell Reed

Vice President
Post Office Box 767
Chicago, IL 60690

Gentlemen:

This refers to the routine safety inspection conducted by Messrs. R. S. Love
and E. Christnot of this of fice on April 24-27, April 30-May 4, and May 10-11,
1984, of activities at Syron Station authorized by MRC Construction Permits
No. CPPR-130 and No. CPPR-131 and to the discussion of our findings with
Messrs. R. Tuetken and R. B. Klingler and others of your staff at theconclusion of the inspection.

The enclosed copy of our inspection report identifies areas examined during'the inspection. Within these areas, the inspection consisted of a selective
examination of procedures and representative records, observations, andinterviews with personnel. i

| . (')
Aj

During this inspection, certain of your activities appeared to be in non-
compliance with NRC requirements, as specified in the enclosed Appendix.A written response is required.

As a result of this inspection, it is our understanding that you sili conduct
a reinspection of all electrical conductor butt splices at Byron Station,
Units 1 and 2, as outlined in your letter of May 17, 1984, D. Farrar toJames G. Keppler.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790(a), a copy of this letter and the enclosure (s)
will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room unless you notify this office,
by telephone, within ten days of 'the date of this letter and submit written
application to withhold information contained therein within thirty days ofthe date of this letter.
quirements of 2.790(b)(1). Such application must be consistent with the re-If we do not hear from you in this regard within

, the specified periods noted above, a copy of this letter, the enclosure (s), and
your response to this letter will be placed in the Public Document Room.

The responses directed by this letter (and the accompanying Notice) are
not subject to the clearance procedures of the Office of Management and
Budget as required by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, PL 96-511.

. -
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Commonwealth Edison Company 2 ; .8_ ,,
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' f] We will gladly discuss any questions you have concerning this inspection.
-

Sincerely,

R. L. Spessard, Director
Division of Engineering

Enclosures:
= 1. Appendix, Notice

of Voilation
2. Inspection Reports

No. 50-454/84-27 and
No. 50-455/84-19

cc w/encis:
0. L. Farrar, Director

of Nuclear Licensing
V. I. Schlosser, Project Manager
Gunner Sorensen, Site Project

-Superintendent
R. E. Querio, Station

; Superintendent *

Q DMB/00cument Control Desk (RIOS)
i

't/ Resident Inspector, RIII Byron
Resident Inspector, RIII

Braidwood
Phyllis Dunton, Attorney

General's Office, Environmental
Control Divi'ston

Ms. Jane M. Whicher
Diane Chavez, DAARE/ SAFE
R. Rawson, ELO

.

.
_
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Appendix

'

NOTICE OF VIOLATION

Commonwealth Edison company
Occket No. 50-454
Occket No. 50-455

As a result of the inspection conducted on April 24-27, April 30-May 4, andMay 10 and 11,'1984, and in accardance with the General Policy and Procedures
for NRC Enforcement Actions, (10 CFR Part 2. Appendix C), the followingviolations were identified:

1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix 8, Criterion V, as implemented by Commonwealth Edison
Comoany Topical Report (CE l-A), Section 5, requires that activities
af fecting quality be prescribed by documented instructions or orecedures.

Contrary to the above, the licensee failed to assure that the recuire-
ments of S&L Drawing 6E-0-3237 E, February 1983 Revision, Note 47, were
translated into instructions or procedures. Note 47 requires the elec-
trical contractor to inspect for caole tray separation and add cable tray
covers when the minimum separation requirements have been violated. This''

is exemplificd by the fact that 124 units of safety-related cable tray-
,

has been installed since February 1983 and this tray has not been inspec-ted for separation requirements. Additional. details are discussed in
Paragraph 2.d of Inspection Report 454/34-27; 455/84-19(OE).

This is a Severity Level V violation (Supplement II).
2. 10 CFR 50, Appendix 8, Criterion XVI, as ieptemented by Commonwealth

Edison Company Topical Report (CE 1-A), Section 16, requires that
measures be established to assure that conditions adverse to quality
such as nonconformances are p~romptly identified and corrected.

Contrary to the above, the Itcensee failed to assure that nonconforming
cable tray hangers were identified and corrected. This is exemplified
by the fact that as a result of this NRC inspection, 345 previously
accepted cable tray hangers were reinspected and 119 were found defective

-and 19 were indeterminate because they were inaccessible for reinspection.
A contributing factor to this item is that CECO Quality Assurance failed
to determine the effectiveness of the electrical contractor's cable tray
hanger reinspection program (Reference - HECo NCR 407R). Additional
details are discussed in Paragraph 2.c of Inspection Report'454/84-27;
455/84-19(OE).

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement II).

-
,
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Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, you are required to tubmit to
this office within thirty days of the date of this Notice a written statement

-

or explanation in reply, including for each item of nonccmpliance: (1) cor- |rective action taken and the results achieved; (2) corrective action to be
taken to avoid further noncompliance; and (3) the date when full compliance

'

will be achieved.
for good cause shown. Consideration may be given to extending your responsa time

JUI 5 'dA-

|
Dated

R. L. Spessard, Director
Division of Engineering

,-

.

G
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION,

REGION III

Reports No.
50-454/84-27(CE); 50-455/84-19(CE)

Oceket Nos. 50-454; 50-455
Licenses No. CPPR-130; CPPR-131

Licensee: Commonwealth Edison Ccmpany
Post Office Box 767
Chicago, IL 60590

Facility Name: Byron Station, Units 1 & 2
Inspection At: Byron Site, Byron Illinois
Inspection Conducted:

April 24-27, April 30-May 4 and May 10-11, 1984

Inspectors: R. S. Love [g / pr.< # d/sY
Date '

2<E. Christno ! ;? M ~ /6.'
-

r. .I, /'., / . .J -/

Data *

88 9CA~O Approved By: C. C. Will f am3, Chief [ /6 /J 4'.Plant Systems Section
Orte '

Insoection Summary

Insoection on Aoril 24-27. Aoril 30. May 4, and May
50-455/ 84- 19( 0E ))

10-11, 1984 (Recort |

No. 50-454/84-27(0E);
Areas insoected:
This involved the review of applicable procedures, drawings, records andReview of licensee action on previously identified items.
calculation on site and at Sargent and Luncy (licensee's A/E).
tion involved a total of 146 inspection hours by two NRC inspectorsThis inspec-
will be required for unfettered access (Ref.these inspector hours were expended in Nuclear-General Employee Training which

Six of.

Results: 10 CFR 50.70).

(Paragraph 2.c, failure to identify and control nonconforming conditions-In the areas inspected, two items of noncompliance were identified
Criterion XVI, and Paragraph 2.d.
quality are prescribed in instructions or procedures-Criterion V). failure to assure that activities affecting

O
.
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DETAILS
.[ .

. bl 'l. Persons Contacted

Commonwealth Edison Cemoany (Ceco)

G. Sorensen, Construction Superintendent
K. J. Hansing, Quality Assurance Superintendent"J. O. Binder, Project Electrical Supervisor

*R. B. Klingler, Project Quality Control Supervisor*J. L. Bergner, Quality Assurance Supervisor
*M. V. Dellabetta, Electrical Quality Assurance Engineer*E. T. Sager, Electrical Field Engineer"J. W. Rappeport, Quality Assurance Engineer
E. L. Martin, Quality Assurance Supervisor
J. W. Zid, Quality Assurance Engineer~

P. T. Myrda, Quality Assurance Supervisor

Hatfield Electric Comoany (HECo)

D. L. Heider . QA/QC Manager
S. Hubler Lead Quality Control Inspector

'*
Sarcent and Lundy (S&L) '

J. D. Regan, Electrical Engineer

( 8. G. Treece, Senior Electrical Project Engineer. ~ '

' \- -} ~ J. F. Clancy, Quality Assurance
T. R. Eisenbart, Electrical Engineer
J. J. Kamba, Senior Structural Engineer
T. J. Ryan, Structural Project Engineer

The inspectors also contacted and interviewed other licensee and
contractor personnel during this reporting period.

* Denotes those present at the exit interview conducted on May 4, 1984
2. Action on Previously Identified Items

(Closed) Noncompliance (50-454/80-09-01; 50-455/80-08-01):a.
Ouring a

previous inspection it was identified that the requirements of the
Byron SAR and Specification 2831 were not adequately translated into
Specification 2815 in that corrosion protection (painting) was not
specified for the exposed carbon steel material and exposed spot
welds utilized in the installation of seismic Category I electrical
raceway hanger supports. Engineering Change Notice (ECN) Number
4362 was issued to revise Specifications F/L 2815 and F/L 2831. The
licensee's painting contractor (Midway Industrial Contractor, Inc.)
has a program in place that will assure that the items have beenpainted.

Ceco Project Construction Department (PCD) is monitoringthe progress of the painting contractor. This item ic closed.
O'

vt
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(Closed) Unresolved Item (50-454/82-17-02; 50-455/82-12-02): Ouring i
- b.

a previous inspection it was identified that conduit and cable tray
hanger bolts no longer met the bolt torque requirements as specifiedd . in the applicable procedures. The licensee was requested to evaluate
these relaxed torque conditions and determine if they were acceptable.
With respect to cable tray hangers, as part of the hanger reinspection
program, the hanger bolt torque was verified and any bolts found not
meeting the torque requirements were re-torqued to procedure require-
ments. With respect to conduit hangers, a reinspection of 300 conduit 1

+

hangers was conducted. This reinsoection identified 89 conduit hangerbolts with less than the specified torque. These hangers were thenanalyzed for worst case conditions. This analysis was reviewed by theinspectors and found to be adequate. The analysis identified that the
iconduit hanger would have performed their design function in the as-

found condition. This item is closed. i

i

(0 pen) Unresolved Item (50-454/82-17-04; 50-455/82-12-04): During a
c.

previous inspection it was identifled that the hanger connection
details under fireproofing were being accepted .vithout QC inspec-tion. The HECo QA Manager had instructed the QC inspectors to accect
connection details covered by fireproofing based on the information
on the weld traveler for the subject connection detail. These
instructions were. documented in QA/QC Memorandum Number 295.These
instructions were provided in conjunction with the cable pan hanger* *
reinspection required by HECo NCR 407. At that time, the Region III
inspector informed the licensee that the weld traveler could be
utilized for acceptance providing the hanger connection detail used
was noted on the traveler. In accordance with a Ceco lettar, datedO* Spetember 22, 1982, HECo was required to submit certain data per-

, _ taining to this reinspection program on a periodic basis. During'

this reporting period, the Region III inspector reviewed these data
provided by HEco. These data indicated that of 4,308 hangers rein-,

spected, fireproofing had to be removed from 131 hangers to deter-
mine acceptance. This report indicated that 3 of the hangers were,

rejected after the fireproofing was removed. To determine why these
three hangers were rejected, the inspectors reviewed the applicable ,

weld travelers, hanger de-hang /re-hang forms (HORF), rework requested,
field change request (FCR), deficiency reports (OR), nonconformance
reports (NCR), and the hanger inspection checklists. Following are

,

the results of this review:,

(1) Hanger SHV11 on Drawing 0-3097H, Revision T.

HORF 1151 indicates hanger originally installed August 19,.-

1980. HEco could not locate a weld traveler for thisinstallation.
FCR 1807, dated August 19, 1980, was issued to relocate.

the hanger.
OR 119, dated June 11, 1982, stated that the hanger could.

not be inspected due to installation of fireproofing.4

This OR was closed on December 21, 1982.
HORF-1151, dated September 30, 1982, indicates that the. .

hanger was not installed per the drawing and FCR 1807.
. Hanger was removed on October 12, 1982.

.

3
:
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Weld Traveler 19038, dated October 12, 1982, states,.

/7 " Welded plate to tube steel and structural steel (South
() side only)." Accepted by QC Welding Inspector.

Weld Traveler 19039, dated October 15, 1982, states,.

" Repaired weld on plate to structural and tube steel".
Accepted by QC Welding Inspector.

HORF 1151 indicates hanger was reinstalled on October 22, !
.

1982.
Hanger installation was accepted by QC..

The following discrepancies were observed:.

Initial weld traveler missing,
Weld traveler for Nortn side of hanger missing,
NCR, OR, or Inspection Raport (as applicable) iden.ifying
that the hanger was not installed per drawing and FCR
1807 was missing.

(2) Hanger HC05, Orawing 1-3051H, Revision H

Weld Traveler 24943, dated July 25, 1978, doceents the.

installation of the hanger. Accepted by QC WeldingInspector.
Inspection checklist, dated September 27, 1932, rejected.

the hanger because the insce: tor could not verify the
hanger type and configuration. Was later accepted by'~

*,

Memo #295.
HEco to Ceco summary report, dated Cetober.

10, 1983,
indicates this hanger was rejected during the reinspec-tion.

[
'V The following discrepancies were observad:.

No doct. mentation to show why the hanger was rejected,
No documentation to indicate that the hanger was repaired
or reworked, as applicable,
No inspection checklist / weld traveler to indicate that
the hanger is now acceptable.

(3) Hanger H 153, Drawing 1-3061H, Revision 5,

Inspection checklist, dated February 22, 1984, was a final.

acceptance of this hanger. The checklist referenced:
FCR 22920, Revision 1; FCR 21871; Rework Request 648;
OR 1025; and HORF 2197.

Work Request 648 involved the removal and replacement of.

the hanger horizontal members.
FCR 21871 involved the pan to hanger attachments. Work

.

Request 648 and FCR 21871 were not in the area of concern
and the inspector chose not to followup on these items
during this inspection.

OR 1025, dated October 23, 1982, documents that Connection.

No. I was a DV5 detall instead of a DV4 as specified, and
Connection No. 2 was a DV89C2 instead of a DV89El asspeci fied.

FCR 22920, dated November 8,1983, changed connection No. I
*

. .

(3 to a DV3 detail and Connection No. 2 to a DV89G2.
O

.

4
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The fellowing discrepancies were observed:.

. (nV) The inspectors could not determine how FCR 22920 was
implemented in that a HORF/ Work Request was not availablefor review. The inspection checklist, dated February 22,
1984, indicated that Details DV3 and DV89G2 were actuallyinstalled.

(4)
Based on the results of the records review of the three rejected
hangers, the inspectors elected to review a random sample of the
recstds for hangers that had been reinscected and accepted byhEco QC. Following are the results of this review:
(a) Hanger H043, Orawing 0-3C61H, Revision M, was acceoted on

Inspection Report 4270, dated October 5, 1982. Inspectionappeared to be adequate.

(b) Hanger H143, Orawing 0-3063H, Revision I., was accepted on
Inspection Report 4172, dated October 21, 1982. Inspectionappeared to be adequate.

(c) Hanger H001, Orawing 1-3051H, Revision H, was accepted on
Inspection Repert 3650, dated September 17, 1932. Connec-
tion details 1 and 2 were accepted on the Inspection Report
based on Weld Traveler 24900, dated July,, ,

18, 1973. A-
review of the traveler indicated that a ova 4 connection
detail was utilized as specified on the drawing. This was

'

found to be acceptable.I

~ (q'~'/ (d) Hanger HCOS, Orawing 1-3051H, Revision H, was accepted on
Inspection Report 3657, dated October 7, 1982. Connection
details 1 and 2 were accepted based on Weld Traveier 24943,dated July 26, 1978. During a review of th: traveler, it
was observed that the tra.eler did not indicate which
connection details were uses to attach the hanger to thestructural steel, i.e., details 1 and 2. Based on the
documentation presented, this hanger installation could
not be accepted by the Region III inspectors.

(e) Hanger H080, Grawing 0-3051H, Revision L, was accepted on
Inspection Report 3434, dated October 16, 1982. Connection
details 1 and 2 were accented based on Weld Travelers 24801,24804, and 24834. During a review of these travelers, it
was observed that the travelers did not denote which con-
nection details were used to attach the hanger to the
structural steel. Based on the documentation presented,
this hanger installation could not be accepted by theRegion III fespectors.

(f) Hanger H028, Drawing 0-3051H, Revision L, was inspected on
Inspection Report 3433, dated October 5, 1982. ThisInspection Report referenced OR542. During a review of

*

this OR, it was observed that the auxiliary steel plate
.

(o) not disposition nor corrected and the OR was improperly
size was listed as being the wrong size. This item was

\. ,

/
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closed. Based on the documentation presented, this hanger
installation could not be accepted by the Region III

(] inspectors.
V

(g) Hanger H085, Orawing 1-3051H, Revision H, was noted as
being unacceptable on Inspection Report 3734, dated
July 30, 1982. Reasons noted were: (1) unable to verify
connection details 1 and 2 because they were covered with
fireprcofing, and (2) weld travelers did not specify the
connection details installed. On September 27, 1982, this
hanger was accepted per Memo 295. Based on the documenta-
tion presented, this hanger could not be accepted by the
Region III inspectors. '

(5) Based on the results of the documentation review for the ten
above listed hangers, the Region III inspectors terminated
their review of cable tray hanger documentation. On April 26
1924, the inscectors conducted a mini-exit-interview with Ceco
and HEco QA and construction personcel. During this interview,
the inspectors reviewed their concerns with the acceptability
of the cable tray hanger documentation. The insoectors
requested that the licensee review the hanger documentation
and determine what hangers were unacceptaole. On May 1, 1984,
the inspectors were informed by the licensee that there were,,,

approximately 345 hanger that were accepted based on Memo 295.

The licensee stated that approximately 6000 hanger packages
were reviewed by CECO QA and HEco QC personnel. The licensee

[sV] continued to provida daily updates on the progress of the
hanger reinspection effort and their findings. During a
telechone conversation bet een Mr. J. Sinder (CECO) and
Mr. R. S. Love (RIII) on May 11, 1984, Mr. Binder provided
the following results of the reinspection effort:

Total number of hangers requiring reinspection 314.

Number of hangers inaccessible 19.

These hangers were documented on HECo NCR 990
Total number of hangers reinspected 295.

Total number of deficiencies identified 129.

Deficiencies ly attribute:.

Welding fitup 91
Wrong connection detail 7
Wrong weld length, elevation, auxiliary steel

plate size, and missing bolts 31

Fit up deficiencies are documented on HECo NCR 989. Connection
detail and steel plate deficiencies, etc. are documented on HEco
ors 4921-4928, 4930, 4932, 4934-4937, 4943, 4945-4948, 5003,
5007, 5013-5017, 5019, and 5022-5032.

.

m
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(6) As a result of the inspector's observations noted above, the
inspectors requested that the licensee provide the last threep audit / surveillance reports performed by Ceco in the area ofh hanger acceptance for 'he subject reinspection program. As
stated earlier in this report, this initial reinspection effort
involved 4308 hangers. The CECO QA Engineer informed the
inspectors that to the best of his knowledra, no audits or
surveillances were performed in this area and furthermore, he
(CECO QA Engineer) was not aware of this hanger reinspection
program. On May 10, 1984, Messrs. C. C. Williams and R. S. Love
of the Region III staff contacted Mr. K. J. Hansing, CECO QA
Superintendent, by telechone and discussed the reinspection
program and lack of CECO QA audits and/or surveillances in this
area. In summary, Mr.. Hansing stated that: (1) Ceco QA was
aware of the hanger reinspection program; (2) CECO QA chose not
to perform a scocial audit / surveillance of this hanger reinspec-
tion program; (3) CECO QA was not aware of Region III's intarest
in this program. It should be noted that Region III's involve-
ment with this reinspection effort was documented in Inspection
Reports 454/82-17; 455/82-12 and 454/83-48.

On May 11,1984, Mr. R. 5. Love, Region III, contacted Messrs.
J. O. Sinder, J. L. Bergner and others of the Ceco PC0 and QA
Syron site organi:ation by telephone. During *nis conversation.

"

it was learned that CECO QA had in fact perfo -med an audit of-
the subject reinspection program in June 1983 and had a concern
with HEco Memo 295. Mr. Bergner did not elaberate on this
concern. Mr. Binder stated that during this inspection period.O he (Mr. Binder) directed the HEco QA/QC Manager to pre::are av letter to cancel Memo 295. Upon review of the sequence of
events and the results of the hanger reinspection effort, it
would appear that the 129 deficiencies observed on 119 safety-
related cable tray hangers would have gone undetected if the
Region III inspectors had not uncovered the proolem areas and
requested CECO to perform an fedepth review of han
mentation and the subsequent reinspection program.ger docu-The
licensee was informed that feilure to establish a program to
assure that conditions adverse to qualify are promptly identi-
fled and corrected is an item of noncomplaicance in accordance
with Criterion XVI of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B (50-454/84-27-01;
50-455/84-19-01),

d. (0 pen) Noncompliaace (50-454/82-17-05; 50-455/82-17-05): During a
previous inspection it was identified that the licensee was not
identifying, controlling, and correcting cable tray separation
violations. As part of the corrective action, during the latter
part of 1982 and early 1983 a concerted effort was made by Ceco,
HEco and S&L to identify all cable tray separation violations. This
information was complied and analyzed by S&L. The corrective action

(1) relocate one or more cable trays to correct the violations;were:
or (2) install cable tray covers on one or more of the cable trays
(by the installation of covers, the separation criteria is reduced

7
-
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from 3" horizontal and 12" vertical to la horziontal and la vertical);
. or (3) based on the analysis, accept the installation as installed;h and (4) place a distinctive mark (black octagon mark) on the appli-
V' cable drawings to indicate that a separation violation had been

identified in that area and that the violation had been analyzed by
the engineer, S&L.

Ouring this reporting period, the inspectors: (1) reviewed the,

engineer's analysis and found it to be adequate; (2) reviewed selec-
tad drawings and verified that they were marked to indicate that the
engineer had analy:ed the separation violations; (3) reviewed select
drawing to verify that tray covers bere specified as part of the
corrective action; and (4) toured the power block and identified
separation violations and verfied that the violations had been
addressed by the engineer and appropriate action taken. During -

interviews with S&L personnel identified in Paragraph 1 of this
report, the inspectors were informed that several notes had been
added or revised on Orwing 6E-0-32378, February 1983 revision, to
prevent recurrance of cable tray separation vicistions. During a
review of Drawing 6E-0-32378, Revision L, it was observed that Note
47 directed the electrical contractor, HEco, to install caole tray
covers in accordance with the electrical specifications when the 3"
horizontal and 12" vertical separation requirements were violated
even though the applicable drawing does not show the subject tray to,.

4 be covered. Note 48 directs the electrical contractor to notify S&L
if the 1" metal to metal separation is violated af ter the installa-
tion of cable tray covers. During a review of HEco 9 Series proce-
dures, it was observed that the requirements of Note 48 were ade-

k quately addressed but the requirements of Note 47 were not addressed..,

Ouring interviews with the CECO Project Electrical Supervisor, Ceco'

Electrical QA Engineer, Ceco Electrical Field Engineer, HEco QA/QC
Manager, and HECo Project Engineer, it appeared that these personnel
were not aware of the requirement of Note 47 on Drawing 6E-0-32378
until it was brought to their attention by the Region III inspectors.
It was also learned that HECo QC, engineering, and constr'uction were
not verifying cable tray separation.

During this reporting period, the licensee instituted a program to
determine the amount of safety-related cable tray installed in Units
1 and 2 sinc = February 1983 (effective date of Note 47). As a result
of this review, it was determined that 83 cable tray inspection
reports (Note: each report can address 1 or more sections of cable
tray) had been prepared for Unit 1, and cable tray separation
requirements were not verified (Reference: HECo NCR 975, dated
May 4,1984), and 41 reports were submitted for Unit 2 (Reference:
HECo NCR 976, dated May 4, 1984). The licensee was informed that
failure to assure that activities affecting quality are prescribed
in documented instructions or procedures is an item of noncompliance
in accordance with Criterion V of 10 CFR 50 Appendix 8
(50-454/84-27-02; 50-455/84-19-02).

.
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e. (Closed) Noncompliance (50-454/82-17-06; 50-455/82-12-06): During
a previous inspection it was identified that the *icensee was not

'

t identifying, controlling, and correcting cable separation violations
-\ inside of panels, cabinets, motor control centers, switengear, etc.

As part of the corrective action, during the latter part of 1982 and
early 1983, a concerted effort was made by Ceco, HEco and ML to

'

identify all cable separation violations inside of ecuiprer.t. This
information was compiled and analyzed by S&L. The corrective actions
were: (1) raiocate/ reroute one or more of the cables to correc the
violation; or (2) install fire barriers between the involved cables;
or (3) routt':ne of the involved cable inside a conduit that cuali-
fies as a fica barrier; or (4) based on the analysis. accept the
installation as installed; and (5) establish a.pregram to inform S'.L
of. future vioi~ations so that they could be analyzed and corrective
action assignad.

During this raporting period, the inscectors: (1) revie-ed the
engineer's analysis and found it to be acequate; (2) revia ec the
electrical contractor's (HEco) termination insoection crocad'.re and
identified that the QC insoector.was required to inspect for and
identify separation violations bet.een safety-related and ncn-safety-
re'stad cables and between redundant cables; and (3) verified
imple9entation of this program by reviewing caole separation problem
reports that were being forwarded to the ergineer for analysis. The

'
,,

corrective sctions and the corrective actions to prevent recurrence
appeared to te adequata. This item is closed.

f. (Closed) Ncac:sclianca (50-45a/93-37-01): Ouring a previous audit,
O) it was identified that the CECO '4anager of Quality Assurance nad(" established an Interim Lead Auditor certification program that was

not documented in the Ceco Quality Assurance Manual, or in the Ceco
Topical Report nor is it permitted by ANSI N45.2.23-1978, "Qualifica-
tion of Quality Assurance Program Audit Personnel for Nuclear Power
Plants."- This informal programhad been established within CECO to
certify an individual as an Interim Lead Auditor when he/she did not

.

meet the qualification requirements of a lead auditor as specified
in ANSI N45.2.23-1978.

As part of Ceco's corrective action, the Interim Lead Auditor concept
was discontinued, the personnel holding Interim Lead Auditor certi-
fications were de-certified, and records were reviewed to determine
the names of personnel that had been certified that did not meet the
minimum qualification requirements. The records review indicated
that between 1977 and 1983, eight (8) Ceco personnel had been certi-
fied as Interim Lead Auditors by the Ceco Manager of Quality Assur-
ance. The audits performed by these 8 people were reviewed and
evaluated by qualified CECO Lead Auditors. With a few exceptions,
the audit reports and the objective evidence and the audit deficiency
close outs were in compliance with the Ceco audit program. During a
review of these audit evaluations, the most significant audit
deficiencies observed by the Region III inspectors were:

(1) One item on the checklist had insufficient objective evidence
for acceptance. This' attribute was adequately covered on a

~

( subsequent audit by a different auditor and found acceptable.___

I 9
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.(2) One item as relating to records storage was marked acceptable
f ~' and from the information documented fn the report, it should

have been listed as a deficiency. This item was subsequently, s

identified and corrected.

.The corrective action and corrective action to prevent recurrence
appears to be adequate. This item is closed.

g. (0 pen) Noncompliance (50-454/83-49-04): During a previous inspec-
tion,iit was identified that Xallem type cable grips (used to support
electrical cables in cable pan risers and in vertical conduit runs)
were not installed in accordance with the electrical specifications.
This itam'is also identified in 10 CFR 50.55(e) reports 454/83-14-EE
and 455/33-14-EE. During this reporting period, the Region III
inspectors ecserved that the installation of cable grips in safety-

..

related rise: s R277; R345, R368, and R369 were deficient in that
they were rot succerting the cables.in accordance with the design

-

specifica. ices. Pending verification of the licensee's corrective
action this itam re. mains opan. This item has been assigned Category1 anc .r.ust be closed prior to fuel load.

4

h. (Closed) Open Item (50-454/84-02-03; 50-455/84-02-03): Ouring the
ASLB hearing for Byron Station, Unit 1, the licensee stated that the
cable pull reports for cables already installed are oeing reviewed.

-

to ensure that the maximum alicwacle cable hulling tension and
maximum allowable cable sidewall pressure had not been exceeded. As

-

documented in Inspection Reoort No. 50-454/84-09 and 50-455/34-07,
['/} the Region III inspector reviewed the on-site records and with one,

exception (Noncompliance 454/54-09-02; 455/34-07-02), thesa recordss-

were found to be adequate. During this reporting period, the
' Region III inspectors reviewed the engineering calculations at the
engineur's facilities. The engineering analysis was performed
utilizing one or more of the following methods:

(1) Calculations for an assumed worst case conduit configuration
containing a worst cable configuration, i.e. conduit run with,

four 90' bends with minimum bend radius (270* total bends '

allowed at Byron Station) and with the maximum cable density.: Utilizing this methodology, a critical conduit length was
calculated for each conduit size. Using this information, a

,

review of the approximate 2600 conduit runs was made. If the
actual length of the conduit run approached the calculated
critical length, that run was flagged for further analysis per,

paragraph (2) below. Worst case accepted, as observed by the*

inspectors, during this first cut, had a safety factor of
approximately four, f.e. allowable pulling tension 400# versus
calculatec of approximately 100#.

.

(2) Calculations for an assumed worst case conduit configuration
(4-90' bends) containing the actual installed cable configura-tion. The worst case accepted, as observed by the inspectors,
had a safety factor of approximately 3.3. Again questionable.

.O conduit runs were flagged for analysis per paragr,aph (3) below.
'

I
i
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(3) Calculations for actual conduit configuration containing the
actual cable configuration. Worst case accepted, as observedE/~'

I, by the inspectors, had a safety factor of approximately 4.7.~
Upon completion of this three step analysis, three conduit runs
were questionable. They were analyzed by Okonite Company,
cable manufacturer, as described in paragraph (4) below.

(4) The following information was forwarded to Okonite to assist
in their evaluation of cables installed in conduits C0A-6158,'
CCA-6192 and C0A-6193:

Conduit size all 5".

Corduit configuration frcm as-built drawings.

Cable configuration from cable pull cards.

Conduit C0A-6158 - 2 - 1/C-750 MCM, SKV, cables
Conduit C0A-6192 and 6193 - 3 - 1/C-750 MCM, SKV, cables

Cable pull direction. .

&

The maximum cable pulling tension for the subject cables was not in
question for these three installations in that the maximum allowable
tension for the 2-1/C-750 MCM cable pull is 120,000# and 130,000* for
the 3-1/C-750 MCM cable pull. Due to conduit configuration, Okonite
was requested to perform an analysis for possible cable sicewall

,. pressure violations. Okonite's letter of October 11, 1983 indicates
that they performed their analysis and fcund no sidewall pressure
violations. It should be notad that each cable manufacturer estab-

.lishes the maximum cable sidewsil pressure that their caol s aret
-designed to withstand eithcut causing dama;e to the conductse

', insulation. Based on the reselts of previcus inspections and docu-
mentation reviewed during this inspection, the inspectors have a

-

reasonable assurance that these safety-related cables will perform
their intended function. This item is closed.

i. (Closed) Unresolved Item (50-454/84-09-01; 50-455/84-07-01): Ouring
a previous inspection, it was observed that there were several out-
standing NCRs that were prepared to document possible over tensioning
of safety-related cables during initial installation or during rework(pull back). During this reporting period, the inspectors reviewed,

the disposition and implementation of Ceco. NCRs F838, F839, F845,F864, and F865. The inspectors also reviewed the back up data for
these NCRs and found it to be adequate. This item is closed.

J. (Closed) Noncompliance (50-454/84-09-02; 50-455/84-07-02): During a
previous inspection it was identified that HEco OR 3382 was inade-
quately dispositioned, resulting in 12 cables being installed whose
quality was indeterminate. Subsequent to the inspectors findings,
HEco prepared NCR 841 to document the overstressed cables. During
this inspection, the inspectors verified'that the cables had teen
replaced, and action to prevent recurrence had been implemented.
This item is closed.

.

.

:
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3. Licensee Acticn on 10 CFR 50.55(e) Reoorts

(~') (Closed) 10 CFR 50.55(e) Report (454/82-07-EE and 455/82-07-EE): Direct's /' current (DC) control pcwer cable failures. Several single conductor ASW
#2 OC control power cables, which run from the auxiliary building to the
essential service water cooling tower in an underground duct, have failedto ground.

The failures occured after the cables had been tested andplaced in service.
The insoectors reviewed the licensee's acticn on the

failure of CC caoles 1 CC 073 and 1 OC 075 in Unit I and OC cables 2 DC073, 2 GC 074 and 2 OC 075 in Unit 2. Records indicated the folicwing:

Cables,1 OC 073 and 1 OC 075 in Unit I were replaced by multi-a.

concuctor cables 1 OC 742 and 1 OC 243 respectively.

b. Cables 2 OC 073, 2 OC 074 and 2 DC 075 in Unit 2 were replacad by
multi-conductor cables 2 OC 244, 2 OC 245 and 2 OC 243 respectively,

Two noncenfarmance reports (NCR) 566 and 732 were written documentingc.
the failures and both NCR's were closed out on April 13, 1934

d. A sample of the cables was pulled and testad by the manuf acturer.
The sample failed a production test (e.g. a 13,500 volt spark test)which it had passed prior to shipment.

..

The prcbable failure to pass the test was due to elongation of thee. '

cable insulation.

r-'s The inspectors determined from a retiew of installation recards that the
,

( ,) cables were replaced in accordance with approved procecures. This itemis closed.

4. Conductor Butt Solices

Due to the problems encountered with conductor butt splices at other
Nuclear Plants, the inspectors queried the licensee as to wnat actions
had been taken or were planned to verify the acceptability of the butt'

splices at the Byron Station. The inspectors were informed that CECO QA
initiated a review of approximately 11,000 cable termination reports and
identified 646 of these reports that documented the installation of buttt

splices. Between March 13-16, 1984, CECO QA and HECo QC randomly checked
221 safety-related and 78 non-safety-related conductor butt splices.

. Following are the results of the checks made on the 221 safety related
butt splices as documented in CECO QA Surveillance Report 5944, datedMarch 27, 1984:

27 splices were not inspected because they were covered with tape or.

heat shrink material.,

194 spilces were visually inspected and 72 were " tug-tested"..

1 butt splice failed the tug-test and was replaced..

16 spilces were identified as defective and replaced. Failure.

attributes were 'not provided.
| All 194 butt splices were installed with the proper crimping tool..

I

i

-
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N ' Ceco NCR F899 . dated April 5,1984, was prepared to document that the
rconductor insulation on cables provided by Okonite Company would not fit,

fs _ inside the insulation barrel of Amp butt splice connectors. This NCR hasT s'~%) _ been forwarded to CECO Project Engineering Department (off-site) for
resolution. As of May 4,1984, a resolution / disposition had not been
received on site.

i

f, To understand why the conductor butt splices were rejected, the inspectors
requested the applicable inspection checklists /tarmination reporta forg
review. The inspectors revie ed the following Cable Inspection Termina-
tion Reporta (CITR) and Equipment Modification Inspection Requests (EMIR): *

-tc

Q ' ,Reoort No. Cable No. No. Refects Remarks
.t

,h W CIRT 12318 2SXO33 1 Butt Spifce Replaced

<

Q % ,CITR 12130 1RH058 2 Butt Splice ReplacadN %' CITR 12119 1RHC62 1 Sutt Splice Replaced
(x CITR 12143 1RHC53 '3 But Splice Raplacad

'CITR 12145 1C50M 2 Butt Solice Replaced
'

;,'

CITR 12144 1RH102 2 Butt Splice Replaced
CITR 12131 1RH053 3 Butt Solice Replaced

|
e ;

CITR'12150 1RMC22 1 Sutt Solice Replaced
,

'

CITR,12123 1Rh073 1 Butt Solice Replaced" q EMIA 5950 10G155 1 Cut insulation between
,
'

Butt Splice and termin,11
lug-replaced.'

o EMIR 5988 1RC159 1 Cut insulation-repaired*

- ', with shrink-fit material
'

-

[ 1RC137 1 Bad crimp on connector-
'

replaced
'

IRC147 3 Cut insulation replaced
0 1RC163 1 Exposed copper at splice

replaced i

IRClio 1 Exposed cocer at Splice-t '

replaced
x 10G157 1- Butt splice replacea,

} t 10G158 l' Cut insulation-repaired
with shrink-fit material

10G163 ,J Butt splice replaced |
-

. 27 Total%.

Trom the above information, it would appear that an addition ten butt
splicas were rejected and repaired during the repair of the 17 rejected
.by Ceco QA. Utilizing this latest information, it would appear that the
reject rate 27/194 is 13.9%. During interviews with the Ceco and riEco

'

personnel involved in this reinspection effort, the inspectors were
informed ,that t
the conductor (he largest number of rejected butt splices were becauseccpper) was not visible at the connector crimp.

' * sThe inspectors also performed a general review of the 646 CITRs identified
by the licensee that douemented butt sp1(ces. It was observed that a(- , large percentage of these splices were associated with the termination of

v < s. . _

'
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metal shielding braid or tape-shield on control or instrument cables as
addressed in 541. Standard EA-215. The inspectors made a detailed review

(~') of 34 of these CITRs. Following are the results of this review:
LJ

CITR No. Cable No. No. of Solices Remarks

119 1MS529 1
11942 1AF181 1

.

11941 1AF190 1
11940 1AF179 1
11939 1AF170 1
1193S 1VA053 1 Replaced-damiged conductor

insulation
11933 IVA533 1
11918 10C245 1 -

11906 IVC 590 1 Replaced-dama;ed conductor
insulation

11905 1CV548 2 Replaced-damaged conductor
insulation-

11904 1CV491 2 Replaced-damaged conductor
insulation

11891 1CS116 2
11860 ISI529 1 Replaced butt splice
11859 ISI523 1 Replaced butt splice,

'
11953 IVA043 1 Replaced butt spilce -

11857 IVA102 1 Replaced butt splice
10899 1NR229 1 Shield braid splice
10897 1NR227 1 Shield wire solice( ,),

10896 1NR226 1 Shield wire soliceV 8037 IVA813 1
8033 IVA707 1
7985 IVA709 1
7964 IVA705 1
7963 IVA817 1
5594 INR014 1 In process inspection
5550 1CC010 1
5549 1CC001 1 In process inspection
5534 1FW218 3
5528 1RC439 1 In process inspection
5527 1HR102 1 In process inspection
5526 1RC436 1 In process inspection
5272 1FW221 5
4561 INS 308 4
4391 IFWOSS 1 Crimo tool not calibrated-

replaced butt splice.

Dates of these inspections ranged from March 3, 1982 thru February 25,
1984. It was observed that all of the inspection reports randomally
selected were for Byron Station Unit 1. In the 34 reports reviewed, it
appeared that there were five defective butt splices and six examples of
damaged / cut conductor insultation identified.

.

m
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To determine if all QC termination inspectors were documenting butt
esplices on CIRTs, the Ceco Electric 1 Field Engineer interviewed the HEcoO Electrical QC termination inspectors and determined that only approxi- !mately 50" of those interviewed documented their inspection of butt
splices. In view of the information obtained by Ceco during their review
of potential butt splica problems at the Byron Station (i.e. ,13.9*.
reject rata), the Reigen III inspactor expressed his concern as to why

-

Ceco failed to imolement a 100". reinscection/ inspection of conductor cutt
-

splices. As a result of the inspector's concern, Ceco, Byron Station,
'provided a vercal ~ notification to Region III of a potential 10 CFR
50.55(e) report on May 10, 1984, relative to electrical conductor butt ;
splices. As a result of talephone conversations between Mr. R. Tuetken

.(Ceco Syren Staf f) .and Mr. C. C. Williams (Region III) on May 10 and 11
1984, Ceco developed an inspection plan for tne reinspection of electrical

-

. conductor butt splices at the Byrca Station, Units 1 and 2. This inspec-
_

tion plan is dec:.mented in Mr. O. Farrar (Ceco Director of Nuclear
Licensing) latter to Mr. Ja. mas G. Keppler (NRC Regional Administrator),

:

dated May 17, 1984.
.

=

9egion III has assigned an'inspectar to monitor the corcuctor butt splice
re.fnspection program. Up,on c:mpletion of the reinspection orogram, -

. separate inspection rescrts (50-454/94-29 and 50-455/34-21) will be
issued to document the findings and corrective action taken.

S'. ' Exit intersiew -

'

.

The inspectors met with the licensee representatives (denotes in
-

O paragraph 1) at the conclusion of the on-site portion of the inspection
on May 4, 1981, and discussed the secpe and concerns of this inspection.
As stated in paragraph 4 of this r,eport, Region III personnel discussed
the concerns tof this inspection with Mr. R. Tuotken on May 10 and 11,
1984 by telephone. On May 25, 1984, Mr. R. Love telephonically pre-
sented the findings of this inspection to Mr. R. B. Klingler (Ceco Byron
Station staff). The licensee acknowledged this information.

'

'
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.
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__ mgc20-9 MS. GIBBS: For-the benefit of those persons

2
sitting in the audience who haven't seen the direct

3
testimony, I will give a brief synopsis of what is

'd
covered by'it.

5 Mr. Binder's testimony talks about the general
6 subject of cable overtensioning, which concerns the
7

amount of tension exerted on a~ cable when it is pulled into
8

conduit. He discusses certain items of noncompliance and
'

.

open items which the NRC identified in this area and

IO describes how those items are resolved. He references an
' analysis of cables pulled in conduit at Byron Station that
12 is performed by Sargent & Lundy, and Mr. Binder concludes
I3

that all of the safety-related cable installed in conduit
-

' Id
at-Byron Station are acceptable and have not been rendered

15
unable to perform.their intended functions due to cable

16
overtensioning.

,.

I7'- Mr. Treece's testimony describes an analysis
I8

of cables, safety-related cables pulled in conduit at
.

I' Byron Station, and,his testimony describes this analysis
20

and describes his conclusion that those cables have not
21-

.been rendered unable to perform their intended functions

22
due to cable overtensioning.

23
The panel is now available for cross-examination.

24
MR. CASSEL: I have just a'few questions

25Lend 20 for the panel. Either one of you may answer, as you see fit.

(~\,e,
r

(/ :
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21 mm7MM CROSS-EXAMINATION1

2 BY MR. CASSEL:

XX 3 Q In Mr. Treece's testimony it refers to -- and I

4 mention Mr. Treece's testimony, but again whoever is the
s

5 appropriate person to respond -- there is an indication of

6 Sargent & Lundy having analyzed ~approximately 2600 conduits

7 which had been pulled in order to determine whether they

8 were adequate to perform their intended functions.

9 Pid the analysis which Sargent & Lundy performed

10 consider the issue of elongation of the insulation of the

11 cable, as opposed to elongation of the conductor in

12 determining the suitability of the cable?
'

13 A (Witness Treece) There was no specific reference

'14 made to elongation in jacket material. However, the insula-

15 tion and jacket material is a flexible material and the

16 elongation of the copper conductor is a primary structural

17 member that is stressed, and certainly the insul'ation and

18 jacket material would give in the same manner that the

19 structural material gives.

20 MR. CASSEL: I am not going to ask that this be

21 marked with a number until we get a little further down the

22 road, Judge.

23 (Document distributed to Board and Parties.)

24 BY MR. CASSEL:

25 Q Mr. Treece and Mr. Binder, I will now show you and

.
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;ya) mm2 1 your counsel a document and I will ask you to refer to a

2 specific page of it.

3 For_the record, the document which I have just

4 tendered you purports to be a report from the U. S. Nuclear

5 ' Regulatory Commission Region 3, Report Nos. 50-4 54 / 8 4-27 (DE)

6 .and_50-455/84-19(DE),'concerning an inspection at Byron during
7 April and May of 1984.

8 MS. GIBBS: Your Honor, if I may interject, the

9 document which-Intervenors' counsel has just passed out is

10 attached to Mr. Binder's testimony. It is attachment E.

11 I believe it is also attachment D to Mr. Treece's

12 testimony. '

13 The only' thing that is different is the cover
. , .

,

--( )
-

A__/ f 14 ' letter -and notice of violation are missing. But every

15 page that he has given out is already ah attachment. It

; 16- starts at'page'E-5 of the attachment to Mr. Binder's

17. testimony.

NB MR. CASSEL: That is E-5 of the attachment to

19 Mr.| Binder's testimony?

20 MS. GIBBS: And D-5 of the attachment to
'

121 Mr. Treece's testimony.

22 MR. CASSEL: Then I won't hhve to take the risk

23 of^having anything marked as an exhibit, because it is

-- 24 already in the record and I didn't object.

25

Y'~N.
O .
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s_.) . mm3' 1 BY MR. CASSEL:

2 0 Turning to page 12 -- is the right characterization

'3 Exhibit.E to Mr. Treece's testimony?

4 A (Witness Treece) D.

5 Q D to Mr. Treece's testimony.

6 JUDGE SMITH: It is Attachment D.

7 BY MR. CASSEL:

8 Q Attachment D to your testimony.

9 MS. GIBBS: I think it is page 17 of our exhibit.
,

10 BY MR. CASSEL:

11 Q It is page 17-of your exhibit, page 12 of the

12 original document, paragraph 3.
~

13 MS. GIBSS: Excuse me, that is page D-16. !.,s

/ V
)+

,

N/ 14 BY MR. CASSEL:'

15 Q Page D-16 of Attachment D to Mr. Treece's prefiled

16 . testimony'. It is also page 12 of the document which I passed

17- out.
L

18 Now, on that~page the top half of the page is

19 headed with the number 3.

20 If.you would take a moment Mr. Treece, and a' Iso

21. Mr. Binder, to review this paragraph 3, and then let me know
,

22 when you have.had.a chance to look at it. Then I have a

~23 question or two.

24 A =(Witness Treece) I'm ready.

If I understand th's correctly it refers to some, , 25 -Q i

> ~

\- '-
;
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i ,) mm4 1 direct current control power cable failures, and as a

2 result of that, a sample -- in Paragraph 3 'd'. , it indicates

3 that a sample of the cables was pulled and tested by the

manufacturer and it was found that the sample failed a4

5 production test which it had passed prior to shipment.
6 And the paragraph that I am interested in is the

7 one numbered e., where it says -- apparently I guess this

8 is the statement of the NRC Staff, and correct me if I am

.9 wrong on that, "the probable failure to pass the test was

: 10 due to elongation of the cable insulation."

11- Does that indicate, Mr. Treece,that there is

12 sometimes a potential problem with elongation of the ins'ula-

, ,-q .13 tion in the cable as opposed to conductor that should have
: ).
"x/ 14 .been considered by Sargent & Lundy in its safety analysis?

15 MS. GIBBS: I object, your Honor, on the grounds

to- that the paragraph to which Intervenors' counsel has cited

- 17 .is not a paragraph that we have discussed in our testimony,
- 18 and--it'does not have anything to do with the cable over-

19 tensioning issue. And I would suggest that qu'estioning on

- 20~ the attachment should be limited to the portions that have

21 to do with the direct testimony of the witnesses on the

22 panel.

23 JUDGE SMITH: I think Ms. Gibbs, we will have

24 a somewhat-greater burden if this elongation of the cable

25 insulation matter is not an issue, even though it is

-,

( )i.%

.
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associated with the cable pull report, why is it bound toImn5 1

2 your testimony?

3 -_ MS . GIBBS: Your Honor, the attachments to the

4 testimony are, in large part inspection reports from the NRC.
5- They deal with dozens, perhaps hundreds of items that are

inspected by the NRC during their various inspections. A6-

7 few of those pertain to cable overtensiching, and therefore
s he referenced them in testimony. Ratter than just picking

9 out individual pages which wouldn't make any sense, we decided
10, to attach the entire 16spection report to his testimony.

>-

11 But.there are thousands of issues in here that have nothing
12 to do with the testimony of Mr._Treece or Mr. Binder. '-

n

13 -JUDGE SMITH: We will overrule your objection for, . ~

/(_,\E- 14 now. And you are free to renew-it-if further examination

15 . demonstrates that your observation is correct.-

16: MS. GIBBS: Thank you.
.

17 MR. CASSEL: .I don't recall. I suppose I did

'have a question because there was an objection.'

is
-

19- BY MR. (ASSEL:

. 20 Q Do you recall the question,Mr. Treede?

21 A (Witness Treece) I don't recall the exact
"

22 wording. I would like for you to' repeat it.

23 Q The question really gets to the effect -- and

J24 _maybe'this isn't relevant to the problem that you analyzed

25- 'in your' safety analyses and maybe it is, I simply don't know.
: '
f3

Tj '.
, - . .

.

.;

i
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(3
,

): mm6 i I would like you to explain to us if you think it is.

. . 2 It appears here that there was a failure to pass

3 the test because of the elongation of the insulation as

;4 opposed to the conductor. Does that suggest that some
.

-5 consideration df the elongation of the insulation should have
,

6 been included in Sargent & Lundy's analysis of the 2600
i

7 conduits?

8 A I don't think it does suggest that, but I guess

9 I would have to say from the beginning that I suspect that

i o' these are the NRC inspector's summary of what he read from

.ii from the cable manufacturer's evaluation of the cable

12' failure. These.are not Sargent & Lundy words, I think they

13 re NRC Region 3 inspector's words, and summarize what he,s
t T

Is / -14 read in a cable manufacturer's evaluation.

15 I might suggest that. elongation of cable ine.ulation
.

16 could~ result from many causes other than cable pulling.

:-7 Q Could it also result from cable pulling?

is A I don't believe that'it could result directly

19 from cable pulling. It could result from pressures exerted

20 on jackets and insulation-during cable pulling. There could

. 21 have been gouges or some type of cuts injected into this
]

.

22 cable during the pull that could have caused the elongation.

23 .. Q During your analysis of the 2600 conduits that you

24 did review, did your analysis take into account the

25 possibility that there were pressures placed on the
,

f.
./ .

.

. ..~.,,,,c,-w v--.-wy--,-,--ew-- e--e--,ee- -- w
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,

bn7 1 insulation during the cable pulling?

2 A Yes, sir.

3 Q It did take that into account?

4 A Yes, sir.

5 Q How did it take that into account?

6 A Something called sidewall pressure. It is a

7 pressure exerted on the cable jacket when it is pulled around

8 a bend in a conduit or around a sheave, which is a sort of

9 pulley.

10 Q Are you suggesting that sidewall pressure is the

11 same thing as elongation of' cable insulation? I thought they

12 were.two different things.
-

13 A I am suggesting sidewhll pressure can cause

-' 14 elongation of cable insulation.

15 Q But other than sidewall pressure, you do not

16 believe that elongation of cable insulation can.be a

17 problem which arises during the process of cable pulling?

18 A Not oveff.and.Above what we considered.in our
19 analysis, which as I explained is based upon pulling

20 tensions allowable based on the strength of the copper

21 and on sidewall pressure.

end 22

T21
23

24

25

L_
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, P.x .

:. ;(4-x . .

/ 4 -Q- Mr.. Binder, is there anything you would want to,_ ,

-

2 add to that answer?

3 'A .(Witness Binder) No.
'd-

~Q. Again, my question is addressed to the panel.
"5~ ~Can you define the term portion as it applies to cables

6 of theLsort'that'were analyzed by Sargent & Lundy at Byron?,
,

7 A (Witness Treece) I-dannot.
8S, A .(Witness. Binder) Nor can I.

~

'9' Q And you are not familiar with any' studies of

10 torsion as a separate problem, potentially resulting in

il -either theiconductor or the insulator?
.12 A '(Witness Treece) No, sir. I am not.

~

13'ay -Q I take it then,-just to~ complete the record,,g
;

1\/- Id
- .that' torsion specifically was not expressly considered in

~15 Sargent &.Lundy's. analysis of these 2600 cables?

16 .MS. GIBBS: Objection, the' witnesses'have both
_

17' 'said they don't'even know what that term means in relation to
-

.18 . cable. tension.
-

19 MR. CASSEL: I think'that means the answer will
'

20 ~

be yes. I just want to be clear.

21: WIT.1ESS BINDER: 'I think to properly answer the

22 question we;need to knowihow you're defining torsion to
23q. evaluate whether or not it was used in Sargent & Lundy's

~ v-. 24 evaluation. It's a term that apparently Bob and I -- Mr.

25-
-Treece and myself are unaware of, as it relates to cable pulling

O



221b2

(_ l 1 Perhaps if you define it Bob could determine whether or not

2 it was taken into account in the analysis.

3 -JUDGE SMITH: Gentlemen, you ought to be aware

4 when your lawyer objections you should hold your answer until

5 we have a chance to rule on it.

.6 WITNESS BINDER: Sorry.

7 JUDGE SMITH: Don't be sorry to me. You have

8~ to explain to her.

9 (Laughter.)

'10 MS. GIBBS: Was there a ruling on my objection.

11' JUDGE SMITH: Well, it's moot. The answer is
'

12 there. So for that reason your objection is overruled.

- P~s 13 BY-MR. CASSEL:
: f I-
''! 14 0 It is my understanding, which is far from

15 scientific, torsion refers to twisting of_the cable as opposed

16 tX) simple pulling. With~that explanation, twisting -- which

17 might have independent effects referred to as the effects of-

18 ~ torsion on the cable -- was that considered in the safety
19 analysis of'those 2600 conduits?
20 A (Witness Treece) Not as a separate entity. I

21- would suspect that it may well be a factor tnat contributes

'22 to.the establishment of-the allowable pulling tensions, as

-23 .given to'Sargent & Lundy by the cable manufacturer.

24 Q- IX) either of'you know whether torsion or twisting-

25 is something which routinely occurs when cable is pulled at

X -.
|| ]~s

L
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a

,_

.f

.ft .,,) I' the site for.the purpose it's used at Byron?
2 A- (Witness Binder) I would say it's a normal

~

y- 3 occurrence; When'you're pulling cables and conduits, it's
been my' experience thah it's a normal occurrence.4

.5 1CR. CASSEL: I have no further questions, Judge.
6' MR. LEWIS: The Staff has no questions of this

7 panel.

8 JUDGE SMITH: This is testimony that could almost
V:

9 .have been stipulated,-it seems to me.

10- EXAMINATION BY THE BOARD
~

11 BY JUDGE COLE:
.

12 0- I have one question gentlemen.
.

: 13

~~[ s) -

On page 11 of your testimony, Mr. Binder, in
' \~/ 14 1 response-to question 20, as to the disposition of NCRs

- 15 . pertaining to-potential-cable overtensioning, you list three
;

N 16 ways in which a cable was determined to be acceptable.
17 One by analysis by the manufacturer; another by analysis
18- ;by-Sargent & Lundy; Land a third category, the one which I

have a question about, was by testing. Some were determined19-

20 to be acceptable by testing, as recommended by the cable
21' manufacturer.

.

. 22'-

In reading Mr. Treece's testimony, I see no

23 reference to -- or I didn't find it in his testimony --

24 any reference to those that were determined to be acceptablec

25 by_ testing. Could you -- am I missing something?
3q

e i.

/
,

.

..
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,,
. 1 A (Witness Binder) Yes, sir. I think you may be.

:i

( ,j .
2 The specific analysis that was done by S&L was for cables
3 that were identified, that were installed prior to
4 implementation of sidewall calculations at the site.
's -The specific analyses done here were for specific cables

*6 identified on individual NCRs for which cable-pulling
,

7 tensions'were available.and the date it was given to S&L
8 for analysis on an individual NCR basis.

.,

9
Some of those NCRs were determined acceptable

I-
10 based on S&L's evaluation. Some had to be further analyzed
11 by the manufacturer. And'in some cases, the manufacturer
12 recommended field testing.be performed on the cables to

,. - 13 . determine their acceptability for installation.
i V

S7 Q And was some field testing actually 'one?-14
d

15 A Yes, sir.

16 0 And is it so that that is.not included in
-17' 'Mr. Treece's testimony? Is that correct, Mr. Treece?

18 A- -(Witness Treece) That's right.
19 0 And why would that not have been included in your
20 testimony?

21 A I believe that these NCRs that Mr. Binder is
-

22 -referring to are outside the scope of the pre-19 --
-23 December '82 cables.
24 :A (Witness Binder) No, somewhere in there,but they
25 were individually. identified previously on specific NCRs.

. , , - .

\/ .

,

-_
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} 1: Your Honor, if you will turn to Attachment G
'/

2 of my testimony, page G-6 as an e'xample.

3 Q Okay. I have-G-6.

4 A Excuse me ona minute, Your Honor.

5 (Pause.)

6 MS. GIBBS: Your Honor, if I might add something

7_ that might clarify the situation. I believe in Mr. Treece's

8 testimony, he states that Sargent & Lundy reviewed NCR
'

a

F 747 in connection with their cable pull analysis. If9

to you will look at the attachment which Mr. Binder referred

11 'to, you'll-see that testing was recommended, for example, in
c -12 NCR F 679, whichwas a different NCR, not reviewed by ~

13 Sargent & Lundy in connection wi'th their analysis.g.
7y

> \
l - (_,/ 14 And therefore, there was no reference to testing

15 in his testimony.

16 WITNESS BINDER: That's what I was looking for.

17 JUDGE COLE: That satisfies me, thank you. I

18 wondered if I was missing something. Thank you.,

19 BY-JUDGE CALLIHAN:

20 0 Mr. Treece, page 5 of your testimony addresses

21 apparently a deficiency by Hatfield Electric. And it says --
"

22 the testimony says, in the third line "Hatfield did not addres:s
'

23 the requirements to calculate allowable cable pulling tension. ''
e

24 A (Witness Treece) Excuse me, Your Honor. Where

25 are you?

.( ~)v

|

.. - . - _ . .. - - -_ . ---
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E/~x < .

ys, ^' l
,, . Q . Page 5,. top of the page, third line.

2 A Go ahead. I'm sorry. I'm with you.

3'

Q I thought the manufacturer gave the allowable

d
_

cable pulling tensions. What was Hatfield expected to

5-
-

. calculate?
-

6' 'g.
_

.Your-Honor, the manufacturer gives the allowable
'7 cable pulling tensions for each individual cable, okay?

8 -When'a cable is installed in a conduit it may be combined
- 9

7 -with several other cables of either the same size or of,

- 30 different sizes. When the contractor pulls that combination

' "-
of cables, he has to arrive at the total allowable tension

<

~ 12
.

. .
.

for the combination, as opposed to the individual.,

j-q - I3'

i- f
, ~And it is.not simply the arithmetic sum of the

14
. allowable pulling' tensions:for the individual cables. So

. 15- iwhat we do is give the contractor the formula to calculate

6 ~

the~ allowable. total tensionT.to be applied to the combination.-

ks ' '7 . O
:.

'

~In; general, is that allowable pullable tension
-

38 ~

! greater or.less.than the' manufacturer's. specifications?
- -

I' :Ai It is less,'in that:you sum'up the allowable.

~

"[ 20- te'nsions for-each of the individual cables and multiply it;

21' by'a discounting number,'like 8/10ths of the sum. Do you
- 22 - follow me? ,So that|the total allowable tension for a

6' ~ 23
, - . combination is less than.the arithmetic sum of the-individual

,

C'. - 2'"

allowables.
~

,

w
'

25- .g And you somehow hope that the pull is distributed<

p'.
k.

.

I

e

9

2
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. , ,
' ) I among the cables?

2 A'
..

Yes, it's distributed but the derating is to

3 account for the fact that it'may not'be equal ~ly' distributed.
4 Q Does one ever pull single cables?

5 A Yes, sir.

o Q In-a group? Suppose your specifications for your
7 contract says that you have got to have six number 10 wire,

8 such and such insulation.

9 A In a conduit?

10 Q Do you always feed the six in and pull them as

11 a group, or do you cver pull them separately?

12 A I'll let Mr. Binder answer that.
~

i

13 A (Witness Binder) I think if I understand, Your,.~s
i )
\- / 14 Honor, you are asking if cables for a given conduit run that

15 may contain more tha n one cable, are the cables always
16 pulled at the same time, or are they pulled on occasion

! 17 individually?

18 Q Are they pulled as a group or are they

19 ever pulled separately?

20 A Sometimes they are pulled separately.

21 Q You spoke of cable run. So had I thought about it.

22 Give me an order, I mean order of magnitude. One foot,

23 ten feet, hundred feet. What are the length of the

24 _ cable pulls _that you're talking about?

25 A The average length of conduit for a cable pull is

\j

.

k~ .
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1 probably on the order of 20 feet or so, on the average.

2 Q That's the distance between boxes?

3 A Yes, sir.

4$nd22

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12 -

13

s ,,

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22
,

23

24

25

V'

.
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'Ix._) mgc23-1 Q There is reference, Mr. Treece, in your

2
pages 6 and 7,.to , quote, " general pull criteria,"

,

|3 'unquote, and something else that I associate with a

d-
specific analysis toward the end of your question, A.15.

:S Can you clarify or educate me, as the case

o
might be, what are the general pull criteria, and then

7 what are the composite criteria?

8 A (Witness Treece) Well, Your Honor, as I

'
mentioned before, we get the allowable pulling tensions

10
from.the manufacturer for each different type and size

''
and cable.

12
.

0 If it were pulled alone?

I3. <m A Yes, sir. And we get that from each different
( )' Id~' cable manufacturer, of which there is more than one. The

-15
allowable pulling tensions for multiple pulls are not --

16
each manufacturer is not necessarily consistent with the

'7
.derating or discounting that I mentioned to you before.

'8
One manufacturer may tell you that it's okay to sum up

''
arithmetically the allowable tensions of-each individual

20-
cable for the total allowable. The next manufacturer may

21
tell you to discount it by 20 percent for the allowable

22
_

total.

23
What we do in our general criteria that we

#

-

issue to the contractor is use the most stringent of all
,

25
of the allowables as given to us by the various

v .
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mgc23-2'1 - manufacturers. In the example I gave you, we would use

2 80 percent.

3 Q Now are'these specifications, or is this

d -specification by a particular manufacturer related to a

'S particular type of cable type of insulation and so forth,

6 a. general _ pull criteria that you note on the bottom of
7 page 67

8 A I may not have understood your question
9 correctly. .That is the way we convey to the electrical

10 contractor the allowable' pulling tensions that he is to

l' use.

12 Now when we talk about a specific criteria or

1,N . . a specific analysis, I believe in my testimony we are13

i, j' 'd . talking about'an analysis by the manufacturer, and that'

15 difference between general and specific allades to the

16 - conservatism that the manufacturer puts in the numbers he

17 gives Sargent'& Lundy as to allowable tensions. He puts'

8 a conservative margin. He doesn't give us the ultimate,1

19 maximum pull'ing tension for each cable. And that is the
.

20 - reason for those cables that we were not able to justify

21 'using'the general criteria, that we sent those to the
.22 manufacturer.so that he could give them further analysis

'

23 using.his-own allowables.

24 - Does, in general, the specific analysis demandg

a lesser pulling force than the application of the general25

.

V

.
,

k.__ g
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\
Id mgc23-3 criteria?-

2 A No, I would say it's the other way around,

3 Your Honor, that the cable manufacturer has a specific
d analysis which would use a higher allowable tension,
5 and therefore would be able to justify that higher actual
6 tension.

7
Q Do you know what' factors allow this higher --

8 or what properties or what characteristics of insulation

'
and whatnot allows this greater pulling force?

10 A I don't think it's a characteristic of the
l'~ cable, Your Honor. I think it is simply that he .;tablishe s

12 what he thinks is the maximum it should be subjected to,
.

f5 ' I3 and he discounts that number before he issues it to a user.
t ||
' '" '# -

'It's a margin that he builds into the number he gives to

15
Sargent.- & Lundy.

16
Q So this is sort of on a case-by-case -- special

37' ' case basis',-then?'

'8t A It's only on a case-by-case basis that we submit

I' them to the~ manufacturer. If we're not able to justify
0-

it on a general criteria basis, then we submit it to the

21
manufacturer for his analysis using his allowables.

22
Q Thank you.

23
Mr. . Binder., would you comment a bit on the

24
nonstandard radius bends? This is on page 7. You make

25 mention of nonstandard radius Sends. I presume ~this'is

p-
)
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V}'_mgc23-4
.! ''' the-radius of the. conduit? It's on about the middle of

2 the page in your Answer 16.

3 A (Witness Binder) Yes, sir, you are correct.

d
.That is the radius of bend of conduit. They have

5 specifications that have been established from manufacturers'

6' criteria where they have established what they call standard
I

radius bends. A certain size conduit will have a certain

a
radius for a normal bend.

'
They also have established what they call

'O minimum bend or the maximum -- the minimum amount of
~

''- ' radius that can be used to bend t. hat conduit without --
'

12
'

I assume without potentially causing any rippling of the

'3
(~] pipe or anything that might be detrimental to a cable
\''j ''d

- * installed in that conduit. That is what we refer to as

15
nonstandard radius bends.

16
Q Is this-a function of a conduit -- I beg

''
your pardon - .a function of the conductor and the

'8
insulation ovality and that sort of thing?

I'
A I-would assume it's a function of the size

2
of the conduit.

O And~that is made to prevent ovality?

A I'm sure that's one consideration.

23
Q On page 11, your Answer No. 20, reference is

24
made to the acceptability-of installed cables, and you

25
speak of acceptability being determined by analyses, and

7y

.

-

.
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.mg'c23-5 further.on, "Some were determined" - "Some acceptabilities
'

2 were determined by testing as recommended by the cable
~

3
manufacturer."

'#
What' sort of' testing was'that?

"5
.A -Sir, the manufacturer would specify a megger

6
-

~

test and/or a high potential *: test . be made on the cable to
7 determine |the integrity of the ihsula~ tion on the cable.*

8
.Q- After installation?

'
A Yes,. sir.

'O
Q Say that again please?

,

II
A A megger test and/or a high potential test.

'
Q After installation?

I3
fm A Yes, sir,-after the cable has been installed.

(") -- j 4
MS. GIBBS: Mr. Bender, perhaps you can

15 --

describe those two tests for the record.

16
WITNESS BINDER: Yes.

'7
A megger test is -- I'm at a loss for words.

'8
It's a check of the insulation resistance of the cable,

and a high potential test is the application of high
20

voltage to the insulation of the cable to determine its

- 21
withstandability of that voltage.

BY JUDGE CALLIHAN:
23

Q For sparkover?

24
A Yes. That's a field indication which demonstrates

25
the ability of the insulation to withstand the specified

f~y
V

.
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1

~

|
( )'e mgc'23-6 voltage. )'(._

2 i

Q I guess what I spoke to earlier was prompted
3 by the infamous 13 cable deal on page 13, and here was
d a matter of whether the pull was distributed, uniformly or
5 non-uniformly distributed among the 13 cables -- 12

6 after you pulled one of them out.

7 Is the conclusion one gets from this long
a discussion that you really didn't now, so you gave up and

.

' replaced all of them? Is that what you were forced to do

30
in this case?

II A Yes, sir, that is correct. We were unable to
12 determine, since the cables were encased in the conduit,
I3 you could not-determine whether or not the applied tension, . ~ .x

I )
' 'd'~' had been applied to a single cable or all the remaining

15 twelve cables in the conduit.
16

Q In your Answer 26 on page 14, which I guess
'7-

led finally to this complete replacement, but I did have

I8
on question on paragraph 3 of that answer.

I9'NBU "The verification of the resolution of
20 deviation reports" so-and-so "was not completed by the
21 same QC inspector who has witnessed the problem and written
22

the deviation report."

23
Now the next sentence says, "This inspector..."

24
Which one-is this?

25
A The second QC inspector or the CC inspector that

x

x_-] -
*

.

L
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|

mgc23-7 ~I finally closed the report.

2
- Q So he was -- it was -- this inspector didn't

..3
write the original DR?

#
A Correct. The inspector that did not write

5 the original, describe the original problem, but who had,

6 evaluated the engineering resolution based on the first
'7 ~ or the original GC . inspector's written description of that.

* 8End23
:
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7--- ( j. 1 JUDGE CALLIHAN: That's all I have. Thank you

'2 very much.

3 JUDGE SMITH: Any questions on Board questions?

4 MR. CASSEL: One follow up point. It might be

5 only a question or two.

6 CROSS ON BOARD EXAMINATION

7 BY MR. CASSEL:

8 Q I believe Judge Callihan asked you a question

9 relating to the location of the cable pull boxes. Is the

10 location of the cable pull boxes something which effects
4

11 the capability of the cable, its ability to withstand stress?

12 .A- (Witness Dinder) If I understand the question,
. .

j_ it's whether-or not the location of a pull box affects the13

)- 14 ability of the cable to withstand certain pressures?s-.

15' O Let me try to state it more precisely. Does not

'16 the location'of the cable pull box affect the length of

17 the cable, which is a factor in the ability of the cable

;18 to withstand stress?

19 A (Witness Treece) The pull box that you refer to is

20 .a box that is installed in the conduit to permit the

21 contractor to.make short pulls instead of-having to-pull the

22 . total length of the conduit, so you can break his pull up
23 into individual short pulls, as opposed to one long pull.

24 Now the location of that box doesn't affect the ability

25 of'the cable to perform its function. It does affect the

f\
3

,
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Is ,). tension placed on the cable, if you compared the tension

2 that would have to be placed on the cable without the box

3 :as what has to be placed on the cable with the box there.

4 lit permits them to make short easy pulls, as opposed to one
5 -long, tough pull.

6 Does that answer your question?

7 Q Yes. .Is it desireable that the pull box be

8 appropriately located?

9 MS. GIBBS: What does appropriately mean?

10 BY MR. CASSE L: Located in such a way as -- I'm

11 probably not going to state this well, so with reference to

12 the answer you just gave, if you can help me out I'd
'

4 13
f 3 appreciate it,

f i

Al Id Is the location of the cable pullboxes something

IS~ that matters to the cable? You can't just distribute them

16 randomly at any location? Do they need to be at particular

37 intervals, or at particular locations?

-18 WITNESS BINDER: I would say they're not required

19 to be in any particular location, unless they would be so

-20 specified on the drawing.

~21 MR. CASSEL: I think we're having a failure of

22 counsel here, to sufficiently appreciate the technical issue.

23 But letsme ask a couple of additional questions that may get

24 there a different way.

25
,

. I \
G

-
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.
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4

s

.
,

1i
~i BY MR. CASSEL:V; -

-

%. .

. conduit and2 VQ Sargent & Lundy has, does it not,

miscellaneous diectrical equipment installation specifications3

X 4 - that are applicable to Byron. Isn't that correct?-

~5- /A . (Witne$is Treece) I don't recognize that name.

6' Will you be a litt!1e more specific?
:

7 JUDGE SMITH: Are you still going to the location
'

~

8 of the<' cable pullboxes?,

., r+ti %,

..* '
,'MR,. CASSEL: Yes, this is going to the location

m
'

-

9

.tn .
.

Jf -io -of~the cable"pullb'xes.o
. . + '

11 JUDGE SMITH: .That seems liice such a simple

12- -matter. 'There'should be a more direct way to get to it."
.

"

4 . . i3 | BY MR. - CASSEL::
v,~.g

-f A

-(,,/, 14 O Let.me try to get there directly. It seems tog.,

L%
15' :be,+in..the9 installation specifications ~for conduit applicable"-

OQs yY r6 to' Byron, d's,tatement -- I believe'that's a Sargent & Lundy
' +

,

s

L
,f5

. 17 documen'ti-- that the electrical installation drawings:will
'

-
e

L 4

.ii not showythe pullboxes that are required in a conduit run.
s
' 'jItshallbethe.el'ctricalinstallationcontractor's- g 19 e-

-,

.2p Sesponsibility to locate and install the-pullboxes necessary
1

y29 for proper cdb'le pulling operations to prevent exceeding*
,

-t
,

_

,

( 22: . maximum cable pulling. tension for sidewall pressure or other
P . ..

'j " * - " -ig' ;; damage to the cable.'

'
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; i MR. MILLER: Yes.

(Document handed to parties and' witnesses.) |2
L

3. JUDGE SMITH: Is the issue whether pullboxes

must be appropriately spaced to avoid overtensioning ora

is the issue how is that location -- or who determines5

6 where the location is?
7 MR. CASSEL: Both and they are interrelated.

8 UITNESS BINDER: Let me try and give you an

9 answer here. In relation to the way I.think you phrased
the first question,,you were talking about a specificto

ti location for the pullbox. There is a requirement that

the electrical contractor for a conduit run that may b'12 e

.in excess of'270 degrees have a total of 270 degrees ofla
7
( _,) bend, in excess of 270 degrees of bends, that the contractor14

locate a pullbox somewhere in between the terminus pointsis

16 of that conduit so that any individual pull will have less
17 than 270 degrees of bends.

is MS. GIBBS: If I may interject, the document

Intervenor's counsel has given to the witness has a legend19

on it which states "Use not permitted for Seismic Category20

I installations, as defined in NRC Regulation" such and such.21-

The witness's testimony is restricted to safety22

23 related cables. Therefore, I don't believe that this

24 document has any bearing upon what these gentlemen are

25 testifying on.

{}/t- .
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/1: $ MR. CASSEL:- I'm not offering the document forsy ,x > < r' a
'

anything in the document, but only to assist the witness'
2

e n,

/ +

/in understanding the question that.I'm attempting to ask,.3 .

;; v| , y-.'

./

% 4' j about safety related cable.-
m s

i .,,

,/. MS. GIBBS: ' You referred to the document in~

2.'., 5 i
., ,

s e... . F. .

,

m f''- i .6 this|q'uestion.
. a

< ,

g:n ' i, . .. '' JUDGE SMITH: I.think that somewhere at theq
5 :> + >

"

4very beginning of this whol'e|line there was a disconnect=a,

[ , , 9' between counse1~and the witnesses. He is simply, I think,
-;q .,

n y-
h- |10 .trying;to pursue the| point that pullboxes have to ber ._~ _

,~;, a,.

. _ ;~ ,

, .

. , 11 -located wherever thay are[needed to avoid'overtensioning.*

s
,.-- s . x

N.h12 .And that.--/is that'what|it is? ?' --
y

.s . ,

> - ia
."

/MR.'/CASSEL( .2; ,/. Y e s ,'.. s i r'.
'

+
,

j ). 14 e= JUDGE SMITH: 'And - t'Ihat has been your point all
.

'

A,.- ,
,,

4 , ' ~ y vt
. I415 _'along. : And-.,your answer has'been well, they ve got to bej;/yn ; .g 1, ov., ..

<a

Iocated wherdythe,$ rawings say they are. ? Jell, that was'e - 16 ] d
~q , y ,

s k. 17 J on(s/ansW5r you gave~. And then -- now I;think that the

]; y; ~.
/;,

<. , ,
, ' y'

m -

,

.,a
.

description that heo,idst read to you, notwithstanding the'18
.

.. .
.

, . t1.

~r ',,

@ %[J !/19 fact;that ,it's a.shfety.:related -- i't's not a safety
,

' w ,/ ,. .

# M '

~

:24 'related document -- des 6 rib'es the function that he is
; / -

,

.' '& 21 seeking;for you to corifirm. /- ,
,/'. -

..g m . - . -
s x

v, . .; 9 : .' 22 ' WITNESS BINDER: I think tofclear it up, YourJ,.
.s.-- . ,

~p, ,

"M 23 honor,'the original question- asked, if they had to be.
f '

I locatedJin specific locations.-
, .

24- y
,

# .7 . /,' ' ' ,?/0 1 25 JUDGE SMITH: You misunderstood, I think, his
' "
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( ) 1 question.
.. g ) -

2 WITNESS BINDER: I think that's what I

3 misunderstood. Pullboxes or .r111 points are located as

4- deemed necessary by the contractor to limit the amount

-5 of tension for any given conduit cable pull. But they are

6. not specifically located in the manner that they will be
-7 necessarily detailed on the installation drawing, to say
8 install a pullbox or a pull point at this specific location.

9 BY MR. CASSEL:

10 0 Would it not reduce the risk of cable overtensioning
II for appropriate locations or ranges of locations of the

12 pullboxes to be identified on the installation drawing's,
13 rather than leaving that up to the contractor who, as we

, 3
, ,/t 14 all know, does not always perform perfectly?

15 MS. GIBBS: I object to that question, Your Honor.

16 JUDGE SMITH: Do you want to reconsider that?

17 MR. CASSEL: I'll withdraw the last clause.
,

10 I'm just trying to point out the reason for suggesting that
19 .you would be reducing the risk by putting them on the

20 drawings.

21 JUDGE SMITH: Do you agree that if the location

22 'of pullboxes were mandated by drawings, rather than left to
23 the judgment of the contractor, it would reduce the risk of

.24 overtensioning?

25 WITNESS TREECE: Your Honor, it is not left to the

o
v

_. -. -.
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j ) i ' judgment of the contractor. .The problem, as counsel pointed
2 out, is he is referring to a document that is used for

3 non-safety --

~

4 JUDGE SMITH: I believe you can disregard that
'

5 ' document.

-6 L'ITNESS TREECE: The drawings, I believe, are

7 very specific in telling the contractor that he must install

8 Pullboxes in locations sufficient that no run will have more
9 than 270 degrees of bend in the pull.

10 Now to answer your question, it doesn't make

n any difference where, in that run, he puts the pull. box,
12 so long as he does not exceed 270 degrees between pullboxes.

13 Does-that answer it?,

t +

\_.) 14 MR. CASSEL: That answers the question.

15 No further questions, Your Honor.

16 JUDGE SMITH: Do.you have redirect?

17 MS. GIBBS: I have no redirect, Your Honor.
'

18 JUDGE SMITH: No further questions?

-19 Thank you, gentlemen.

L20 (Witnesses excused.)

21 MR. MILLER: Further on the tour for tomorrow.

22 JUDGE SMITH: Must this be on the record?

23 MR. MILLER: No.

24 JUDGE SMITH: Is there anything else that has to be

25 ~on the record?

.-g
\+
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y-~ .
f(,); Just'ohe thing. Would it be more helpful to the1

2 parties that come from out of town if we met at 10 o' clock

i3 fon Monday, rather than 9:00? Does that make a difference

4 between a difficult morning or perhaps coming over the
t

-5' night before?-
.~

6 MR. GALLO: . I would appreciate that, Your Honor.

7 JUDGE SMITH: Okay.

8 MR. CASSEL: That would be helpful.

9 JUDGE SMITH: 10 o' clock. All right, let's meet

10 at 10 on Monday.

11- (Whereupon, at 5:05 p.m., the hearing was recessed
.

12 'to. resume at 10:00 a.m. on Monday, July 30, 1984) '
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